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DHANGUM DJORRA'WUY DHAWU
The development of writing in Aboriginal languages
in S.A. and the N.T. since colonisation
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to review the developments that have occurred in
writing in Australian Aboriginal languages in South Australia and the Northern
Territory since colonisation. These developments manifest themselves in three
historical phases, including the early Bible translations of the mission days, later
school-based productions for use in bilingual education programs, and a third phase
that is only just emerging where Aboriginal people themselves are determining the
direction, content, style and function of vernacular writing. The hope is that this
thesis will fill a gap in the academic literature that has so far failed (with a few
notable exceptions) to acknowledge and discuss vernacular productions with the
seriousness they deserve.
Much of the emerging Australian 'Black literature' of today, including both English
and vernacular- English diglot productions, are to a large extent politically motivated
with the choice of an Aboriginal language medium being very much a part of that
message. Other more locally oriented vernacular productions, such as community
newsletters, magazines and workshop reports, commonly adopt a reportage-style,
but go well beyond merely reporting about an event, workshop, activity or incident.
They also serve to celebrate, consolidate, highlight, assert, reminisce,
commemorate, reclaim or maintain some issue or aspect of Aboriginal identity and
cultural life. At an academic level, such productions challenge the western notion of
what constitutes real 'literature', by demonstrating that a print media dominated by
ephemeral productions is still a valid and meaningful realisation of literature.
Chapter one states and rationalises the research topic, then goes on to contextualise
the two focus communities of Yirrkala and Willowra. Chapter two addresses the
theoretical issues of literacy and literature being imposed on or adopted by minority
language communities with no literary tradition. Chapter three details the research
methods employed. The next two chapters trace the historical context that ultimately
led to the contemporay productions of today. Chapter four reviews the
Christianising phase of linguistic and Bible translation work
Dhan gum Djorra'wuv Dhäwu

that began in S.A.
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with the arrival of the first Lutheran missionaries in 1838, and in the N.T. with the
arrival of a Catholic priest in 1846. Vernacular products of this phase were initiated
by the missionaries themselves with the explicit aim of 'Christianising' Aboriginal
people. Chapter five goes on to review the assortment of vernacular books
produced during the Educating phase, which is largely associated with the
introduction of bilingual education in the N.T. from 1973, but also with earlier
schooling at Ernabella mission in S.A. The subsequent 'flood of literature'
included: primers, repetitive readers, transcribed oral stories and translated English
classics, all largely aimed at children.
Chapter six focuses on the Aboriginalising phase. It reviews and discusses, in
particular, the significant productions currently emanating from Yirrkala, but also
discusses contemporary developments at Willowra, and parallel developments in a
number of other communities in S.A. and the N.T. It is revealed that the form,
content and style of much of the literature now emerging from Aboriginal schools
and communities, which are coming under increasing Aboriginal control, invariably
differ to the written products of earlier years. The thesis concludes with a final
chapter that expresses the hope that Aboriginal individuals, schools and
communities will continue to explore, challenge and freely develop the print media
to meet their own aspirations through writing in their own languages. It also
cautions against any unnecessary influence that the genres of English, or current
mainstream pedagogical theory, may have on contemporary vernacular writing;
because slowly but surely an important vehicle of communication is emerging in
Aboriginal Australia that is developing a range of meaningful Aboriginal forms and
functions that are worthy of serious academic consideration and celebration.
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CHAPTER 1
DHANGUM DJORRA'WUY DHAWU

How on earth do you write in an Aboriginal language?
I thought they didn't even have an alphabet!
(Anonymous)

1.0 Introduction
There are a number of myths and misunderstandings amongst non-Aboriginal
people today regarding Australian Aboriginal languages. One of the most extreme
is that there is only one Aborginal language. In fact, there were approximately 250
distinct languages spoken at the time of European invasion and colonisation. At
least 90 of these are still spoken today, although only about 20 remain in a healthy
state and are spoken as a first language by children (see Schmidt, 1990:1).
Coordinated by the recently established Federation of Regional Aboriginal
Languages Management Committees in June 1992, some efforts are now underway
in every state of Australia to maintain those languages still spoken, and to reclaim a
number of the remaining 160 languages that are either under exneme threat or are no
longer spoken.
Another misunderstanding about Aboriginal languages is that they don't have an
alphabet and therefore cannot be written. Although the painting or imprinting of
meaningful icons always was, and still is, an important part of Aboriginal life, it is
true that phonemically based alphabets were not developed by Aboriginal people
before colonisation. This is because there was no perceived need. However, soon
after the arrival of the first missionary-linguists in the very early 1800's,
orthographies were developed for a number of Aboriginal languages, based on the
symbols of the Roman alphabet. To my knowledge, all Aboriginal languages that
are still in use today have their own orthography, hence Aboriginal people are now
enabled to write in their own languages.
Thus, the purpose of this thesis is to dispel such myths and misunderstandings
regarding writing in Aboriginal languages, by reviewing, discussing and
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illuminating on the development of writing in Aboriginal languages in South
Australia (S.A.) and the Northern Territory (N.T.) in particular, since colonisation.
Hence the title Dhangum Djorra'wuv Dhäwu from Rirratjingu, a clan dialect of
YilTkala in the N.T., which literally means: 'These are the stories from books'
[Dhangu-ni 'this-Focus'; Djorra'-wuy 'books-from'; Dhäwu 'story].
In recent years, 'Aboriginalisation' has become a reality with Aboriginal
communities and schools coming more and more under the control of Aboriginal
people themselves; hence new meaningful functions are now emerging for writing in
Aboriginal languages. As Aboriginal aspirations for recreating, reproducing,
consolidating, expressing, asserting, confirming, protesting, preserving,
highlighting, celebrating, reminiscing, reporting, informing, entertaining and
educating arise, incipient written forms are evolving to meet the contemporary
social, political and cultural needs of individual communities. But these new forms
and styles are also building on and emerging out of the historical influences and
socio-cultural experiences of the past, which are often unique to each community.
Emerging 'Aboriginal genres' are not always written, as the rock band Yothu Yindi
demonstrates. Nor are Aboriginal languages the only medium, as indicated by the
growing number of English and diglot' books now being published. But whatever
the form and medium, such 'genres'2 are beginning to meet genuine Aboriginal-felt
needs, rather than those of non-Aboriginal missionaries and educators.
This thesis traces the developmental process that has resulted in the emergence of
contemporary written forms3 in Aboriginal languages. It focusses in particular on
the historical and socio-political developments in writing in the two N.T. Aboriginal
communities of Yirrkala and Willowra. Such developments are manifested in three
main phases, that I have named the 'Christianising phase', the 'Educating phase'
and the 'Aboriginalising phase'. These phases comprise the three core chapters of
the thesis. The latter chapter on the Aboriginalising phase aims at highlighting and
celebrating the fact that a literature does exist, in the medium of Aboriginal
languages, that complements the 'Black literature' in English that has also recently
gained academic recognition (see Shoemaker, 1989, & Narogin, 1990).

Chapter 1

1.1 Early beginnings
The early Lutheran missionaries, of the Dresden Mission Society, Christian
Teichelmann and Clamor Schürmann, began devising an orthography for the local
language of the Adelaide Plains, and recording words, phrases and the grammar of
the Kaurna Aboriginal language, soon after their arrival in the South Australian
colony on October 14th, 1838. According to the biographer E. Schurmann
(1987:80-1), by December 1839, C. Schurmann and Teichelmann opened their
school for 'native children' and began to teach them to read and write in their own
language.
By 1841, with the native school now run by Br. Sam Klose and Br. Teichelmann, a
number of Adelaide Plains children had already learnt to write. On the 15th of May
one school-girl felt compelled to write a letter in Kaurna to Governor Cohn George
Gawler, expressing her regret of his impending departure from the newly
established colony4. The letter was undersigned with the names of nine children, in
the handwriting of the letter-writer and one other boy, along with a supportive note
in English and the signatures of the missionaries G. Teichelmann and S. Kiose plus
the Protector' M. Moorhouse.
This historic letter, a copy of which appears at the end of this chapter in Figure 1,
represents the beginnings of writing in an Aboriginal language for political
purposes, which remains one of the key motivating factors in contemporary
Aboriginal writing. This same letter has been reproduced (in type-script with
various spelling interpretations) in at least two recent publications, including
Paperbark, which is a 'long overdue' comprehensive and varied collection of
'Black Australian writing', predominantly in English, edited by J. Davis, S.
Muecke, M. Narogin, & A. Schoemaker (1990:53-4). It is reproduced below in
Kaurna (from a typescript prepared by Jane Simpson) along with a free English
translation, although it only appeared with English word-by-word glosses in the
original and subsequent published reproductions:
Ngadlu kundo pun ggorendi parnu kurlangga, ngadluko yeriteuiburka pa-tikketti parnu
kurtangga ngadlu

tikketti ngadluko birra pa turlarlaetti padlo ngadlu tirraappetti purkanna

meyuunungko (sic) tauaninnanna. Murkandi ngadlu parnu kurlangga, padlo ngadlu numa
nakketti ngadluko verlita ba tikketti maungga parrungga mutyertilla nai mulyerta padlo
yungketti mauyerta ngadluko padlo nun gko kudlailyappi pepa worli padlo ngautuilya (sic)
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ngadluko tau warra na/n gkurnetitya parkanna wakwakurli wale ti!ya pulyun na
walcwakun na .5

We beat our chests at his absence, our commander was with us on our side, he hid us from
the white men that insulted us. We lament at his absence, he looked after us, he was our
father, giving us meat, clothing, food, and he gave us land for food, he gave us a school
[pepa worli] for us children so that we could build words to learn as white children do, the
same for black children.

A few other Christian missionaries, soon after arriving and establishing contact with
different Aboriginal groups in the new Australian colonies, set about developing
orthographies and producing Christianising' literature in different Aboriginal
languages. Although scriptural materials emanating from the colony of New South
Wales are beyond the scope of this thesis, it should be mentioned here that the first
missionary who translated any of the Bible into an Aboriginal language was
Lancelot Threlkeld. He was a Congregational missionary who evangelised the
Awabakal people of Lake Macquarie, in N.S.W. According to J. Harris (1990:830)
Threlkeld firmly believed that the gospel should not be preached in English
Biraban's [an Awabakal

...

with

man] help, he completed the Gospel of Luke in Awabakal in

1830, revising it in 1831.

However, by 31st of December 1841, the 'mission ceased' because, in Threlkeld's
own words, 'of the sad fact that the Aborigines themselves had then become almost
extinct'. Until the mission closure, Threlkeld had proceeded with translating the
Gospel of Mark and 'a selection of prayers from the Book of Common Prayer',
preparing 'a spelling book', and commencing translation work on the Gospel of
Matthew. The only Awabakal material published in Threlkeld's lifetime was some
notes on the Awabakal language in 1827, however, after his death the Gospel of
Luke was published within a volume containing other linguistic writings in 1892 (J.
Harris, 1990:830-1). Beyond Threlkeld's work, according to J. Harris, 'there was
never to be another translation of any [complete] book of the Bible into a language
of N.S.W., Victoria and Tasmania' (1990:833). The course of history was to be
quite different in S.A. and the N.T., as this thesis testifies.

4

Chapter 1

1.2 Need for the research
Until the arrival of linguistically trained missionaries to the new colonies, Aboriginal
people lived in an oral-based culture, with no literary means or tradition6. Since
then, considerable volumes and varied forms of written materials have been
produced in many of the 700 Aboriginal dialects that comprise the 250 distinct
languages. Some texts have been initiated and produced by Aboriginal people
themselves, while a lot more have been produced or initiated by non-Aboriginal
missionaries, teachers or others associated with Aboriginal communities.
Despite this fact, there has been little effort to comprehensibly review and discuss
the production of such written materials, apart from the review of Biblical
translations by J. Harris (1990:829-846). Nor has any formal research been
conducted on the slowly emerging forms of vernacular writing in contemporary
Aboriginal Australia, apart from the watershed analysis of Pitjantjatjara writing by
Goddard (1990). This thesis attempts to fill this very significant gap, specifically
for the N.T. and S.A. But it also seeks to demonstrate that the writings that are now
evidenced at Yirrkala and Willowra (the case-study communities) evolved out of
earlier phases of vernacular writing, that were largely dictated to and dominated by
non-Aboriginal people.
By documenting and reflecting on past productions of written vernacular material,
current productions are placed in their full historical perspective. With such
reflections, it highlights the fact that both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people
have learnt from past mistakes, as well as built on literary foundations that were
established so many years ago. This is evidenced today by the highly bi-literate
Aboriginal adults, now teaching in a few community-controlled schools, who learnt
to read in their own language thoughout the boom years of bilingual education in the
N.T., despite the apparent inadequacies of the often 'boring' phonic-based primers
and the poorly translated English classics (that some critics would now call
'assimilationist'). These same adults are now confidently challenging old forms and
initiating new forms of vernacular literature. Similarly, in communities where
missionaries once translated the shortest books of the New Testament in a very
literal style, with little acknowledgement of the cultural background of the intended
Aboriginal audience, there are now Bible translation teams operating that are made
up of a majority of Aboriginal translation-team members.
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A constructive review and discussion of contemporary written forms, which are
now emerging as incipient genres in Aboriginal languages, will draw attention to
them as significant initiatives worthy of celebration. It may also serve to encourage
Aboriginal people to continue to challenge the textual forms and styles of established
English genres when writing in both their own language as well as English. The
creation of unique 'Aboriginal' forms and styles provide, in my opinion, a
necessary challenge to the hegemony of the English language in mainstream
Australian culture. Aboriginal writers should not feel restricted or unnecessarily
influenced by the well established genres of English, with its long literary tradition,
particularly when such genres stifle the scope and creativity of Aboriginal writers,
whether writing in English or their own languages.
Similarly, with insights into current emerging trends amongst Aboriginal writers,
non-Aboriginal people who are often in powerful and influential positions, can tread
more cautiously and not influence their Aboriginal colleagues into always adopting
the normative forms and styles of English, no matter how important the mastery of
English language skills are today. Writing in one's own Aboriginal language,
whether in local newspapers or in diglot books aimed at a wider audience, can be a
very powerful form of communication and expression that should not be denied.
1.3 The research community defined
1.3.1 The geographical scope and time frame
For historical reasons, as well as reasons of personal interest and experience, the
scope of the research community for this study includes both the N.T. and S.A.
The period to be considered is from 1838, when linguistic work on Aboriginal
languages began with the arrival of the first missionaries, to the present.
1.3.2 Why the N.T. and S.A.?
S.A. was proclaimed a British colony by Governor John Hindmarsh, on the site
where Adelaide now stands, in December 1836 (Clark, 1987:82). Around this time,
the British had established military and trading settlements on the far north coast of
Australia, in the vicinity of where Darwin stands today. Fort Dundas was
established on Melville Island in 1824, later to be abandoned for Fort Wellington at
Raffles Bay in 1827. The town of Victoria was then established at Port Essington in
6
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1838; but none of these attempts of colonisation proved successful and the last
outpost of Victoria was abandoned in 1849 (see Powell, 1982:45 and G.Reid,
1990:16-18).

In times of economic difficulty in the latter half of the 1800's, the South Australian
colony was in search of more usable land. In 1863, a request for more land to the
north was successful, and the administrative control of the N.T. was subsequently
transferred from the home colony to S.A. (Powell, 1982:74). Hence, for a period
spanning nearly fifty years, from 1863 to 1910, the N.T. was administered by S.A.
The Commonwealth of Australia assumed control of the N.T. in 1911 but handed
over most responsibilities to the N.T. itself in 1978 when it received selfgovernment.
Not only did S.A. and the N.T. form a single political bloc for a formative period of
Australia's colonial history, but they also represent together a centralised and
controlled attempt, albeit unsuccessful, of 'systematic colonisation'. In the mid
1830's Edward Gibbon Wakefield argued against the indiscriminate granting and
occupation of land in S.A., as had been the case in the eastern colonies (see Gibbs,
1978:22-24). In a similar vein, Charles Grant (later Lord Glenelg) in reference to
the new colony of S.A., advised the Board of Colonial Commissioners in 1835 to
practise 'conciliation of the Aborigines and aquainting them with the advantages of
British civilisation, morality and religion in order to avoid the evils seen elsewhere'.
Ultimately these objectives were largely ignored by the board, and all lands were
soon declared open for public sale (see G. Reid, 1990:2). However, despite the
subsequent appropriation of Aboriginal land in S.A. and the unjust treatment of its
indigenous owners (a pattern so typical of the eastern colonies), in 1864 Boyle
Finniss, the officer in charge of a party of new settlers leaving Adelaide for the
N.T., was instructed to 'seek and maintain friendly relations with the Aborigines of
the N.T.' (G. Reid:1).
However, the South Australian Legislative Council's select committee on the
Aborigines, concluded in 1860 that 'the Aborigines were doomed to extinction and
that any measures taken to assist them would only be temporary' (G. Reid,
1990:128). Hence, the government soon began to look towards outside agencies
such as the church and mission societies to provide support and to deal directly with
the Aborigines, and the subsequent upsurge in missionary activity in the 1860's was
officially welcomed. The resultant linguistic work and production of 'civilising' and
Dhan gum Djorra'wuv Dhäwu
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'Christianising vernacular materials by government-sanctioned missionary activity,
formed the foundational beginnings of writing in Aboriginal languages, which is the
subject of this thesis.
1.3.3 The two case-study communities
Chapters four, five and six of this thesis discuss the historical developments in
vernacular writing in S.A. and the N.T., but focus in particular on the vernacular
materials emanating from the two case-study communities of Yirrkala (a YolnguMatha-speaking community) and Willowra (a Waripiri community), both within the
N.T. I have worked in the schools associated with each of these communities.
Chapter four deals with the Christianising phase of vernacular writing and discusses
the products of most missions established throughout S.A. and the N.T. It later
focusses in particular on the scriptural and related translation materials produced in
the particular languages associated with the two case-study communities.
Chapter five discusses the historical developments associated with the Educating
phase of literature production, initially with a S.A. and then N.T. focus, because
each state provides foundational innovations in both formal Aboriginal education
and vernacular materials production. Ernabella, first established as a mission in
1937 in the North West of S.A., was unique in its day for its school policy of
teaching initial literacy in Pitjantjatjara (Hilliard, 1968; Goddard, 1990). Years later
in 1973, the N.T. was to follow with a similar policy of bilingual education to be
adopted in five pilot Aboriginal schools, Today, the N.T. Education Department
can boast of 21 bilingual programs in 17 different languages in Aboriginal schools
(see Gale, 1990). Chapter five goes on to review in more detail the vernacular
materials associated with this phase, focussing in particular on those emanating from
the two case-study communities and their schools, which both operate vernacular
literacy programs.
Chapter six discusses the emerging vernacular literature of the Aboriginalising
phase that is now produced throughout Australia through increasing Aboriginal
initiative. It reviews in particular, some recently published texts from Yirrkala,
where Aboriginal control over policies and major decision-making processes is an
increasing reality, particularly in the day-to-day running of the school. Some recent
Willowra productions are also discussed, as well as a number of diglot productions
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emanating from other communities. What follows is a brief history and description
of the two case-study communities.
1.3.3.1 Yirrkala
Yirrkala is a Yolngu7 community, situated on the Gove Peninsula in North East
Arnhem Land, approximately 650 kilometres east of Darwin, but only 25 kilometers
from the mining town of Nhulunbuy (population approximately 3,500). The total
population of the community of Yirrkala, according to the latest census in 1991, was
484 people, including 179 non-Aboriginal people or 'Balanda'. The Aboriginal
population of the homelands that is associated with Yirrkala varies, but would be
approximately double that of Yirrkala itself. The Yolngu living at Yirrkala are
represented by 16 patrilineal clans (see Teacher-Linguist Annual report, 1989:72),
while Walker (1984) lists 13 main clans, each of which is associated with a different
Yolngu dialect of the Yolngu Matha language.
Yirrkala was first established as a mission by the Methodist Overseas Mission
(M.O.M.) in 1935 (see McKenzie, 1976:79). Prior to 1907, Yolngu living in the
Yirrkala region had regular contact with Macassan fishing parties from Indonesia,
who since the 1700's seasonally fished the northern coastal waters of Australia for
the much sought after 'teripang' or sea-slugs. The Commonwealth government
banned such trips in 1907 (see MacKnight, 1976). Just prior to this ban, from
1899-1903 the London-based Eastern and African Cold Storage Company began to
acquire massive tracts of abandoned or un-leased land in the east-Katherine, Roper
River and Amhem Land region, with particular focus on the north eastern corner of
Amhem Land incorporating the Goyder River and Blue Mud Bay regions.
According to J.Harris, their aim was to create a huge pastoral empire, and their
grandiose plans had no place for the indigenous land owners:
The Eastern and African Cold Storage Company had no intention of allowing Aboriginal
resistance to hinder their huge project. They determined therefore to exterminate them
(J. Harris, 1984:279).

A diglot booklet called A True Bad Story was written by Wuyuwa Yunupingu at
Yirrkala in 1981, describing two of this company's murderous plunders led by
Balanyi, in which many Yolngu were shot. She mentions the shootings of women,
men and children at Gangan, Trial Bay and Biranybirany, which would have
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included Yolngu of the Dhalwangu, Djarrwark, Marrakulu and Gumatj clans.
According to Nanakiya Mununggiritj (p.c. 1992) members of other clans were also
shot including the Maarrpa. It wasn't until 1931 that the Amhem Land Reserve
was created under a Northern Territory Ordinance as a reserve 'for the use and
benefit of the Aboriginal native inhabitants of the N.T.' (see Federal Law Report 1710: 148).
The eventual establishment of the mission at Yirrkala was triggered by the trouble
emanating from the murder by Balamumu Yolngu of four Japanese fishermen at
Caledon Bay in 1932. It was hoped the new mission of Yirrkala would 'ensure the
moral salvation, material welfare and social understanding of these people' (John
Burton, General Secretary of the MOM Board, quoted in McKenzie, 1976:75).
'Schooling' was one of the many tasks first taken on by the first missionaries, Rev.
Wilbur Chaseling and his wife. Forty years later, with the new federal policy of
'self-determination' brought in by the Labor government in the early 1970's,
Yirrkala became theoretically an Aboriginal-controlled community. The community
council became an all-Aboriginal council with an elected Aboriginal chairperson, and
mission staff found themselves officially in advisory roles. However, true
'Aboriginalisation' was to come slowly to the different institutions within Yirrkala,
largely depending on the politics and personalities of the non-Aboriginal people
employed within the different institutions.
The school at Yirrkala was handed over by the mission to the Commonwealth
government in 1966, to be run by the Aboriginal Welfare Branch of the N.T.
Administration (1990 Bilingual Evaluation report, 1991:2). In 1973, under the
social reforms of the new federal Labor government, the Commonwealth Teaching
Service took over the responsibility of the school and in 1974 a bilingual program
was introduced in English and Gumatj (just one of the local clan languages). In
1979 the running of the school was finally passed on to the N.T. Department of
Education. The current institution, Yirrkala Community School, only came under
increasing Aboriginal control in the late 1980's after the formation of an Aboriginal
school council and 'Action Group', to make and implement official policies and
decisions at both the local and Education Department level (see Weame, 1986).
Today, like a number of other Aboriginal schools in the N.T., the school principal
and a number of senior staff are Aboriginal. In addition to English, the use of all
clan languages is now encouraged in the school, rather than just Gumatj, and the
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curriculum is very much designed to meet local and Aboriginal-felt needs and
aspirations.
1.3.3.2 Willowra
Willowra, or 'Wirliyajarrayi, is a relatively small Warlpiri community (with some
Anmatjirra) located along the eastern border of the Tanami Desert Wildlife Sanctuary
in the N.T., approximately 450 kilometres north west of Alice Springs. The 1991
census recorded a total population of 337, which included twenty non-Aboriginal
people. This figure did not include the small number of Aboriginal people living on
the neighbouring Mount Barkley station that now operates as a homeland of the
main Willowra community.
Willowra station was purchased in 1973 by the Lander River Warlpiri-Anmatjirra,
with money lent by the Commonwealth government, from its former owner and
manager, Edgar Parkinson. In 1980 the Yapa8 people living at Willowra were
granted freehold ownership of the station under the Aboriginal Land Rights
(Northern Territory) Act of 1976. Certain Warlpiri families were also granted the
neighbouring Mount Barkley station after a later successful land claim hearing.
Willowra and Mt. Barkley stations cover areas of 4,885 and 2,590 square
kilometres respectively and, up until the Tuberculosis and Brucellosis Eradication
Campaign, supported a reasonably successful cattle raising industry.
The community of Willowra has no government-reserve or mission history. The
first grazing lease to be taken out on Willowra land was by J.W. Morton in 1923,
just over 100 kilometers north of the Coniston station homestead. By the end of the
1920's all suitable grazing land along the Lander River was leased (Toohey,
1980:8). In August of 1928, after the killing of the dingo trapper Fred Brooks by
two Warlpiri men, just north of Coniston homestead, police reprisals led by
Constable William Murray resulted in the murder of up to 70 Warlpiri, A later attack
on the pastoralist John Morton further north along the Lander, resulted in a
continuation of murderous reprisals which, according to Elder (1988:152), resulted
in up to 100 Warlpiri killed:
..on 24th September
Cusack

-

...

along with Morton, two half-castes Alex Wilson and
-

Jack

and fourteen horses. Murray moved north along the Lander. For the next three

weeks Murray and Morton were to engage in a ruthless killing spree. They kept no
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records. They took no prisoners. They simply rampaged up and down the riverbed
killing just about every Aborigine they saw. The brutality of the two white men knew
no bounds.
(Elder, 1988:151)
Willowra station wasn't gazetted as an available pastoral lease until 1940, when it
was soon acquired by J. Wickham in 1941. It was later purchased by Jack
Parkinson in 1946, and remained with the Parkinson family until its eventual sale to
the Lander-Waripiri. Good relations existed between the Parkinson family and the
local Waripiri, who continued to live and work on the station (see Toohey, 198 1:9).
Hence, apart from the inevitable dispersal of Yapa following the 'Coniston
Massacre', most Lander-Waripiri have always remained either within or close to
their traditional country. World War II, however, did cause many men to move to
wartime labour camps along the Stuart Highway to the east (Young, 1981). Today,
of course, both Warlpiri men and women are more mobile, and certain individuals
spend increasing amounts of time away from Willowra.
The first school at Willowra opened as recently as 1969, to be run by the Welfare
Branch. Like the school at Yirrkala, it was eventually taken over by the N.T.
Department of Education in 1979. The Willowra community has always been
involved in the local school, and supported the non-Aboriginal teachers. Yapa
women in particular have been employed in the school, officially as teachingassistants, since the inception of the bilingual program in 1977. A non-Aboriginal
teacher still occupies the position of principal at Willowra school today, as those
local Waripiri undergoing formal teacher training are yet to graduate with the
accepted minimum qualification. However, there is an Aboriginal school council,
and the community attitude and relationship with the school remains positive and
harmonious.
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1.4 Notes
Diglot (from Greek: 'two-tongues') productions are written materials that
reproduce the same text in two different languages. All diglot books referred to in
this thesis include the same text in English and one other Aboriginal language.
The use of the ambiguous term 'genre' has been avoided as much as possible in
this thesis. Originally borrowed from French, the term 'genre' has been used by
critics for many years to describe different literary, film and art forms. Bakhtin
(1986:8 1), a recently 'discovered' and now popular Russian literary critic, uses the
term 'genre' to describe 'relatively stable and normative forms of the utterance',
whether spoken or written. In the past decade, systemicists such as Martin (1984)
have redefined 'genre' as 'a staged, purposeful, goal-directed activity', and have set
about isolating and describing the overall textual structure, or 'schematic structure',
of the different genres of English. This thesis acknowledges the insights of
Goddard, in relation to his observations of 'emerging genres' in written
Pitjantjatjara, when he states that: 'the repertoire of genres in a particular speech
community is not fixed, but changes according to social and cultural context'...
and... 'the qualification "emergent" must be taken very seriously' (1990: 46),
particularly because of the relatively recent period that Aboriginal languages have
been written down.
'Form' is used throughout this thesis as a general term that applies to any
coherent stretch of language, whether spoken or written. Such 'forms' may, but not
necessarily, be developing a consistent linguistic style, structure and content.
Gawler was to be replaced by Governor George Grey who, like Teichelmann and
Schürrnann, conducted linguistic research on Aboriginal languages, and eventually
published a volume describing 'the Aboriginal dialects' of Western Australia (see E.
Shurmann, 1987:155).
All quotations throughout this thesis are reproduced as they appear in the source
material with the original spellings or non-standard usage preserved.
Aboriginal societies had a very rich and creative oral tradition before colonisation,
which continues today in many parts of Australia. Their culture also incorporated,
and continues to incorporate today, meaningful icons that are painted on the body or
Dhangurn Djorra'wuy Dhäwu
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on artifacts, as well as the imprinting of iconographic symbols on the ground, on
'message sticks' and on sacred objects. I acknowledge the semiotic nature of such
symbols, but for the purposes of this thesis, only review and discuss phonemically
based writing (see chapter 2).
Yolngu is a term meaning 'Aboriginal person' in the many dialects of Yolngu
Matha ['Yolngu language']. It is used throughout this thesis to refer to the
Aboriginal people who live in North East Amhem Land, centred around the
communities of Yirrkala, Galiwin'ku, Milingimbi, Ramingining and Gapuwiyak.
They represent the group referred to by Warner as the 'Murngin'.
Yapa means 'Aboriginal person' in the Warlpiri language. It is used throughout
this thesis to refer to the Aboriginal people who speak the Waripiri language, and
live predominantly in communities centred around Willowra, Lajamanu, Yuendumu
and Alekarenge.
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Figure 1.

A very early sample of political writings by some Kaurna schoolchildren, possibly the first ever in an Australian Aboriginal language,
Adelaide 1841. Source: Education Department of S.A. (1989) The
Kaurna People. Aboriginal People of the Adelaide Plains. Aboriginal
Studies 8-12. Adelaide, Educ. Dept. of S.A.
Adelaide May 15th 1841
To His Excellency Lieutenant Colonel George Gawler Governor and
commander in chief of South Australia.
May it please your Excellency,
We the undersigned, deeply regretting your Excellency's anticipated
departure from this province, cannot refrain from expressing our high
opinion of that part of your administration, which embraced the native
population of South Australia. The paternal care unceasingly exercised,
the liberal provisions made for their future support, and deep personal
and christian interest manifested in their religious instruction by your
Excellency, have always been a source of consolation and
encouragement to us in our difficult undertaking. Had it not been for
these, our exertions might have been useless and the Aborigines
ultimately victims of want, insult and oppression.
The natives have felt the influence of your Excellencys kindness and
when we informed them of your departure they expressed themselves in
the following words, inscribed by a native girl and signed by several
children.

Ngadlu kundo pun ggorendi parnu kurlangga, ngadluko yeriteriburka pa tiketti,
Us

the chest beats

at his absence,

our

commander he did sit,

parnu kurlangga ngadlu tikketti, ngadluko birra pa turlarlaetti, padlo ngadlu
on his side
we did sit,
for us
he did contend, he us

irraappetti perkanna rneyuunungko tauaninnanna. Murkandi ngadlu parnu
did hide

from the

white men

who insulted. Lament we

at his

kurlangga, ngadlu nurna nakJ<etti, ngadluko yerlila ba tikketti mnaiingga parrungga
absence,

at us well

did look,

our

father he did sit regarding good

mut yertilla, maii, mutycrla padlo ngadlu yungketti, maiiyerta ngadluko padlo
meat clothing, food, clothing he

us

did give, land for food us

he

nun gko kudlaityappi, pepa worli padlo ngartuitya ngadluko taii warra
back

give,

school house he for the children of us did build words

naingkurnetitya, parkanna wakwakurli waiilitya pulyunna wakuakunna.
to learn,

as whie

children

do this

wailtyi

black

children.

pitpaue
tudno

tanggaira
itiya maii
kauwewingho tainmuda

wirra

The above are girls

The above are boys

paitja

1 hese are sentiments expressed by a savage people, and sentiments in
which we fully concur.
Praying, fervently praying, that our Lord would, in his great kindness,
prolong your days and continue your usefulness.
We ever remain
Your Excellency's able and humble servants
Chr. G. Teichelmann, Missionary to the Natives
Matthew Moorhouse, Protector
Sam B. Klose, Missionary

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE ENGLISH ACADEMIC LITERATURE

In our culture we don't have books or tapes or anything written down. We have to talk to people
older than us who can tell us stories of the land, about the history of our people, how people lived
in this country and about the first contact with non-Aboriginals.
Aboriginal culture cannot be separated from the land. On the land are stories. Aboriginal stories
that explain why people, rock holes, the hills and the trees came to be there. The land is full of
stories. Every square miles is just like a book, a book with a lot of pages, and it's all a story for
the children to learn. The old people always tell stories about it, and at an early age the children
start learning from the land.
From: History and the Land: A Story told by Yami Lester. 1990.
(Lester is a Yankunytjatjara man from the North West of S.A.)

2.0 Introduction
This chapter addresses the major theoretical issues relating to the development of
written materials in Aboriginal languages in Australia since colonisation. In so
doing, it reviews some of the academic literature that relates most directly to this
development and discusses other literature that throws some light on the topic. It
will also give a theoretical basis to my claim that there have been three major phases
in the development of written products in Australian Aboriginal languages, with the
slowly emerging third phase being embryonic and academically provocative. The
chapter layout of this thesis is based on this claim. Hence, what follows is not an
attempt to comprehensively review the vast and growing literature base on the
broader issue of literacy amongst indigenous people throughout the world; such a
task is beyond the scope of this study. What does follow is a summary and
discussion of the most relevant literature on the key issues.
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2.1 What is writing?
Writing, as distinct from other semiotic systems, is 'a system of visual
representation that is language' (see Halliday, 1985:14). Hence, writing 'in its
sharply focused sense', according to Ong (1982:84) is a coded system of visible
marks whereby a writer can determine the exact words that the reader will generate
from the text. Such definitions of writing, which are adopted for the purposes of
this study, would preclude the visual symbols or marks that appear on Aboriginal
message sticks. According to Berndt and Berndt (1964:382):
an Aboriginal message stick does not consist of writing, as a set of agreed-upon symbols
which can be interpreted by itself, but in most cases is sent with a messenger who
explains its meaning. The design or marks on the stick, usually a small flat slab of wood
or a cylinder tapering at both ends, may help to identify the messenger and so validate his
communication.

...

The message sticks from Arnhem Land discussed by Mountford have

vertical, horizontal and diagonal lines, diamond patterns and so on, with human figures:
like those from western Arnhem Land, [and] most refer specifically to economic
transactions, and are accompanied by verbal messages.

Ceremonial message sticks to be found in different parts of Australia, also discussed
by Berndt and Berndt (1964:382), are more elaborate, bear sacred designs, and are
distinctly shaped, or take the form of rangga emblems. Warner (1969:352) refers to
ranga carried by Yolngu messengers in East Arnhem Land, and describes them as
miniature totems wrapped in bark, to validate the pronouncement of a coming
ceremony to surrounding clans by a messenger. Spencer and Gillen (1968:141-2)
describe the sacred Churinga (or Tjuringa), which are carried by Arunta (or
Arrernte) messengers, as 'a badge of office showing the bonafides of the bearer,
whose person is safe so long as he carries the sacred emblem

...

the marks, if any,

are quite arbitrarily drawn by the sender and cannot be deciphered without his
assistance'. Similarly, the Warlpiri icons described by Munn (1973), that are
painted on bodies for ceremonies or simply drawn in the sand by story-tellers, do
have meaning but do not qualify as 'writing', because they do not codify or
specifically represent language.
Hence a writing system, in the form of a script, is a coded system of visible marks
or symbols which allow a writer to determine the exact words to be read from the
text, rather than merely relating ideas or concepts (see Ong, 1982:84). There are
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three main types of writing systems in the world: Morphemic or Logographic (as for
Chinese, in which each symbol or character' represents a morpheme); Syllabic (as
for Cherokee, and the 'kana' syllabary of Japanese, in which each symbol
represents a syllable); and finally the more common Alphabetic (such as the Greek,
Cyrillic and Devanagari alphabets, and the Roman alphabet used for English,
whereby each symbol roughly represents a single phoneme in the respective
languages). Many writing systems in the world today, such as the Japanese and
Korean systems, are actually hybrids of two of more of the above types (Ong,
1982: 88).
2.2 Who invented writing?
Ong (1982:85) claims that many scripts have developed throughout the world
independently of one another, including: Mespotamian cuneiform (from 3500 BC);
Egyptian hieroglyphics (3000 BC, possibly with some influence from the earlier
Mesopotamian script); that of the Indus Valley (3000-2400 BC); the Chinese script
(of 1500 BC, which is still in use today); Minoan or Mycenean Linear B (in 1200
BC); a Mayan script (50 AD); and an Aztec script (1400 AD). Walker (1981)
claims that a number of Native Americans, 'without prior experience in reading or
writing any language' invented writing systems for their own languages, including:
a Cherokee syllabary (around 1820 AD); and an Alaskan Central Yupik syllabary
(shortly after 1900 AD); plus a series of Central Algonquian scripts (from around
1878 AD). Other scholars such as Coulmas (1989:57) believe that there have only
ever been three 'genuine creations of writing', namely: the Sumerian cuneiform,
Egyptian hieroglyphics and the script of China. Coulmas further claims that the
early independent Aztec and Mayan 'picture-word' systems of Central America
didn't ever develop into 'fully fledged' systems (1989:3 1).
It is generally agreed that the first true writing system ever to be invented was the
wedge-shaped cuneiform script that was pressed onto wet clay tablets by the people
of Mesopotamia (modern Iraq), dating from at least 3100 BC. This logographic
system, like Chinese, developed from pictographs which were life-like symbols
representing whole words. Nearly two millennia later, the Semitic people of the
same geographic region developed the first alphabet around about the year 1500 BC.
There were North and South Semitic variants of the alphabet which both developed
from ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics. Hence, it could be said that every alphabet in
use in the world today derives 'in one way or another' from these original Semitic
Review of Literature
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developments, including the modem alphabet of Hebrew, Ugaritic, Greek, Cyrillic,
Arabic, Tarnil, Malayalam, and Korean plus the modem Roman alphabet (see Ong,
1982:85-9; and Foxhall, 1990:604-5). See Figure 2 below, illustrating the early
development of some letters of the Roman alphabet.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
The modern Roman alphabet, as well as the other major
alphabets in use today - Greek, Cyrillic, Hebrew and
Arabic - developed from a script (North Semitic) that
evolved on the Eastern shores of the Mediterranean
during the second millennium BC. The tablebelowtraces
the development of six modern Roman characters from
their earliest hieroglyphic form,
It is generally believed that North Semitic script took

Egyptian
hieroglyphic

Proto.Sinaitic
Script

RoMAN

A

LPHABET

over elements from ancient Egyptian hieroglyphic script
in order to reproduce the consonant sounds of the North
Semitic language. According to one theory, the name of
the object indicated by the hieroglyphs was translated
into the North Semitic language, and the Semitic word
then provided the new alphabetic value of the sign. Thus
the heiroglyph for house was translated into Semitic as
bet and used as the letter for b.

North Semitic
(Phoenician)

Hebrew

Greek
(with local
variations)

Cyrillic

A4A
(ox)

('aJep)

(alpha)

(bet)

(beta)

Latin

A
B

(building, house)

fi 8
(head)

1

q PF

yy

w3

(eye)

[ii
(fence)

Figure 2

0

0

(ayin)

(omikron)

(he)

R

c

s

0

0

(sigma)

(shin [tooth])

49>

P

(rho)

(reali)

fl

(epsilon)

Showing the development of the Roman (Latin) Alphabet.
Source: The Guinness Encyclopedia. U.K., Guinness Publ. :605
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The spread of the modern Roman alphabet, which is used for the writing of world
languages today such as English, French and German, was largely due to the earlier
spread of Christianity throughout Western Europe, and the use of Latin in the church
before the fall of the Roman Empire in the 5th century AD. The Roman alphabet
was originally adapted from the Greek alphabet (which was brought to Italy by
Greek traders) for writing Latin and other languages such as Etruscan. The Greeks
themselves had adapted the original North Semitic alphabet by adding vowels, and
changing the direction of writing (to right flowing), between about 950- 800 BC,
when they had regular contact as traders with the Phoenicians (Foxhall, 1990:604605).
The letters of the Roman alphabet have also been used throughout Australia for the
development of orthographies, by non-Aboriginal linguists, for every Aboriginal
language that has been recorded in a written form. Not all 26 letters are utilized, for
example the sibilants [s] and [z] are uncommon in Australian languages, as are the
fricatives [f] and [v]. Other more common sounds, many of which are nonphonemic or non-existent in English, are often represented by digraphs such as: the
velar nasal phoneme /ngl; the palatal phonemes my!, /ly/ and /tj! (or sometimes /j!);
the retroflexed-alveolar phonemes !rn! IrLI and /rt/; the less common interdental
phonemes !nhl and !thl; and long vowels /aa/, hi!, and /uu/. Alternatively, the use of
diacritics has been adopted, such as: the use of the umlaut symbol Ia,! or a colon ha:!,
hi:/ and lu:/ for the long vowels, and underlining for the retroflexed-alveolar sounds

mi', IL" and /1j.

There is still much debate about the most appropriate orthography for writing a
number of Aboriginal languages today, especially amongst non-Aboriginal linguists.
The current orthographies of Yolngu Matha and Warlpiri (the two languages of the
respective case-study communities) were both developed by non-Aboriginal
missionary linguists in the latter part of this century. Beulah Lowe began devising
the Yolngu Matha orthography in the mid 1950's, after arriving as a teacher at
Milingimbi mission, while the current Warlpiri orthography was initially devised by
the late Wycliffe Bible translator Lothar Jagst, who arrived to work at Hooker Creek
(now Lajamanu) in 1969 (Swartz, 82:vii). These orthographies both appear in
tables in Appendix 1.
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2.3 The 'literacy myth'
For many years a 'literacy myth' has prevailed in the 'civilised' world that considers
societal 'advancement and 'development' to be promoted by the attainment of
literacy. It is believed that if a society acquires widespread literacy skills, by
developing its own writing system or adopting one from elsewhere, it will be
advanced from an 'uncivilised' and 'preliterate' state. This belief is espoused by
scholars such as Goody and Watt (1968), Goody (1977), Wells (1981) and
Ong (1982). They claim that this advancement is due to supposed cognitive and
psychological benefits of literacy attainment, at both a personal and societal level,
that ultimately lead to other societal developments. Such benefits are claimed to be
because of inherent qualities of writing itself, as compared to speech, and Ong
actually lists a range of characteristics of thought and expression that 'primary oral
cultures' tend towards, compared to 'chirographic' or literate cultures (see Ong,
1982:36-49).
The 'literacy myth' is well summarised in the following statement by Ong (with
emphasis added), which states what he believes literacy can offer 'primarily oral
cultures':

Oral cultures indeed produce powerful and beautiful verbal performances of high artistic and

human worth, which are no longer even possible once writing has taken possession of the
psyche. Nevertheless,without writing, human consciousness cannot achieve its fuller
potential, cannot produce other beautiful and powerful creations. In this sense, orality
needs to produce and is destined to produce writing. Literacy.....is absolutely necessary
for the development not only of science but also of history, philosophy, explicative

understanding of literature and of any art, and mdeed for the explanation of language
(including oral speech) itself. There is hardly an oral culture or predominantly oral culture
left in the world today that is not somehow aware of the vast complex of powers forever

inaccessible without literacy. This awareness is agony for persons rooted in primary
orality, who want literacy passionately but who also know very well that moving into the
exciting world of literacy means leaving behind much that is exciting and deeply loved in
the earlier oral world. We have to die to continue living.

(Ong, 1982: 14-5)
Ong's study emphasises people's changing 'mentality' once they become literate, as
well as acknowledging other consequent benefits to be gained at a societal level
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(1982:3). Similarly, scholars such as Goody (1968: 1) emphasise the effect literacy
can have on 'the intellect'; crediting such impacts on writing's inherent 'essential
service' to 'objectify speech' and to allow speech to be 'transmitted over space and
preserved over time', However, Goody gives this 'new form of communication
between men' more credence in his discussion on its further societal impacts.
According to Goody (1968:2) 'the potentialities of this new instrument of
communication can affect the gamut of human activity, political, economic, legal and
religious'.
Hence the 'literacy myth', as espoused by such scholars, has caused the 'civilised
world' to believe that the adoption or imposition of literacy by a society could result
in eventual societal economic growth and industrial development. Such claims have
influenced formal and informal educational programs throughout the world for most
of the twentieth century, particularly in so-called 'pre-literate' societies (see Heath,
1984). Writers such as Anderson (1966) went so far as suggesting a society requires
a forty percent literacy rate for economic 'take off. Heath (1984:42) says that
international support organisations and trans-national corporations upheld these
views, seeing literacy as:
a means by which individuals and communities accelerate their acquisition of knowledge,
ability to participate in increased productivity and industrialization, and participate in an
informed manner in social and political change.
Since 1953, with the historic UNESCO axiom that 'the best medium for teaching is
the mother-tongue of the pupil', extra effort has been exerted by missions and
governments to develop orthographies in languages previously never written, and to
introduce vernacular literacy programs into many minority cultures (see Heath,
1984). Hence, rather than imposing literacy on cultures using the writing system
and language of majority cultures, writing systems and reading materials were
developed for indigenous languages, usually by 'outside' linguists. The implications
of the UNESCO axiom on Aboriginal Australia, and the subsequent efforts of early
'enlightened' missionary linguists, mission school teachers and government school
employees is reviewed and discussed in detail in chapters four and five of this
thesis.
Over the years, ethnographic research into communication (Gumperz & Hymes,
1964) began to question the supposed cognitive advantages of written over oral
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means of communication, and the role of literacy as a factor in economic change in
society. At the same time, in many 'developing' countries 'many literacy
programmes had seemed to generate unfulfilled promises for both individuals
seeking economic gains and nations striving for political and economic
advancement'. Hence, from the early 1970's there was a change in emphasis in
literacy programs, and the term 'functional literacy' came into use by UNESCO to
promote contextualised learning that would link reading and writing to training for
vocational skills. It was hoped that this change in approach would still eventually
promote industrialisation and 'modernisation' (see Heath, 1984:44).
Later, the psychologists Scribner and Cole (1981) researched literacy practices
amongst the Vai of Liberia in North West Africa, revealing that the supposed
cognitive consequences of literacy were more directly related to the practices
associated with literacy, such as formal schooling, rather than any inherent qualities
of writing itself. They studied the adoption of literacy in three languages used by the
Vai, noticing a functional separation of skills for each language: Arabic for religious
purpose, English for formal schooling, and their own vernacular for commercial and
personal affairs. The development by the Vai of their own syllabic writing system,
and the spontaneous acquisition of Vai literacy, along with its restricted use in the
home and commercial arena, challenged the supposed purposes and consequences of
literacy espoused by earlier scholars.
Furthermore, the early experience in Australia of dedicated missionaries attempting
to introduce literacy to Aboriginal people, in either English or the vernacular, wasn't
revealing any 'passionate' desire for literacy (cf. Ong, 1982:15). Nor were these
missionaries, or government-employed teachers in later years, having great success
in imposing such skills. In fact, the failure of teachers to teach Aboriginal children
to read and write has been a re-occurring topic in many journals, books and theses;
all with suggestions of how to improve the successes, or a new reason for the
failures (see, for example, Harris, 1980 and Christie, 1984). In a similar vein, the
advantages of introducing literacy in the vernacular in particular, have been
discussed with varying themes by a number of writers (see S. Harris, 1980,1982;
Swartz, 1981; Baarda, 1982; Cataldi, 1990; and Gale, 1990).
However, it is only in more recent years that the 'literacy myth' has been
consistently challenged and alternative models proposed. The work of Street (1984)
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resulted in the term 'autonomous model' being adopted to describe the Goody-WattOng-view of literacy, about which Street says:

It attempts to distinguish literacy from schooling. It isolates literacy as an independent
variable and then claims to be able to study its consequences. These consequences are
classically represented in terms of economic take off or in terms of cognitive skills.
(Street, 1984:2)
Through his study of religious 'maktab' literacy, versus 'commercial' literacy, in an
Islamic village in North East fran, Street offers an alternative ideological' model of
literacy. This model concentrates on 'the specific social practices of reading and
writing' and thus recognises 'the ideological and therefore culturally embedded
nature of such practices' (1984:2). It also allows for the increasingly apparent
diversity of literacy practices, both within and between different societies, depending
on their differing ideologies and socio-cultural contexts. Street criticises the
'autonomous' model offered by Goody, and other like-minded scholars, arguing
that:

Goody overstates the significance that can be attributed to literacy in itself: understates the
qualities of communication: sets up unhelpful and often untestable polarities between, for
instance, the 'potentialities' of literacy and 'restricted' literacy:

...

and polarises the

difference between oral and literate modes of communication in a way that gives
insufficient credit to the reality of 'mixed' and interacting modes.

(Street,1984:5)
Other social historians who have challenged the Goody-Watt-Ong view of literacy in
more recent years are Graff (1979, 1986) and Gee (1990), who both choose to
examine actual literacy practices in their full socio-cultural contexts. In fact, Graff
was the first to coin the term 'literacy myth', describing it as 'a long standing
tyranny' (1986:62). Gee describes the Goody-Watt-Ong-view as the creator of 'a
great divide' between so-called 'literate' and 'oral' cultures, where literacy is seen as
'a singular thing' rather than 'a plural set of social practices' (1990:59). This thesis
supports the latter view regarding literacy, hence the following section discusses the
social practices and functions that writing serves in different cultures and societies,
including contemporary Australian Aboriginal communities.
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The subsequent section is a further development of the 'literacy myth' debate, and
asks whether a 'literature myth' has also emerged amongst literary scholars. It will
discuss the issue of imposed or 'colonial literature', compared to the emergence of
so-called 'indigenous literatures'. It will also discuss the ethnocentric expectations
that missionary linguists and others have regarding the production of written
materials, when they proceed to introduce a script and literacy into a society with no
literacy tradition. Such expectations generally reflect the conventions of literacy
practice served by writing in western societies with very long written traditions.
2.4 Functions of writing
Halliday (1985) has written in recent years about the different social functions
served by speech and writing. Like Ong, he discusses the nature of writing as a
technology that, unlike speech, allows language to be transmitted over space and
preserved over time. By highlighting these differences, Halliday is embracing the
view that speech and writing potentially serve very different functions in society.
Such a view, I believe, is being challenged today by Aboriginal writers in
communities that are becoming increasingly under Aboriginal control. In such
communities, different forms of writing are being used to complement the functions
served by speech and other oral cultural practices (such as story-telling and the
memorisation of song-cycles). This issue is the theme of chapter six of this thesis.
First, however, it is necessary to review contemporary views on the function of
writing.
Coulmas (1989:11-14) lists six 'important functions' served by writing, as
compared to speech, in 'modern literate societies'. These functions are: mnemonic
(or memory supportive function); distancing (or expanding the communicative range
function in space and time); reifying (or the permanent, stable and tangible function
of writing compared to the 'ephemeral' and 'spontaneous' nature of speech); social
control (or the 'depersonalised authority' function of written laws, documents,
contracts, official announcements etc.); interactional (or the 'liberating' of speech via
other means of communication such as letters, wills, instruction manuals, recipes
etc.); and finally aesthetic (or the 'literature' of verbal art, particularly in the form of
the 'novel, drama and certain kinds of poetry').
There are still many Aboriginal communities in Australia today where the traditional
languages of the area are still spoken by both young and old (see Schmidt, 1990).
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Even in the growing number of communities where the children are no longer
speaking the language of their parents, it is apparent that the older people in the
community are still using the medium of vernacular speech for mnemonic, social
control and aesthetic purposes (which are typically functions attributed to writing).
One may argue that this is because literacy has never 'taken off in many Aboriginal
communities, hence one would not expect writing to serve Coulmas's functions in
such situations. However today, in communities such as Yirrkala, where a
considerable number of young people are literate in both English and Yolngu Matha,
functions for writing in the vernacular seem to be emerging that do challenge at least
some of the typical functions of writing.
Although this will be discussed in detail in chapter six, I will mention here that
compared to Coulmas's functions, much writing in the vernacular at Yirrkala in the
1990's is actually taking on a more 'ephemeral' and 'spontaneous' function.
Furthermore, it is not displacing the authoritative, mnemonic, interactional or
aesthetic functions still being served by speech (in the form of story-telling and
song-cycles) in the many clan dialects of the area. Hence, the traditional views on
the typical functions of writing are currently being challenged. However, the
creation of diglot materials does seem to be providing a medium that increases
communication about Aboriginal culture and aspirations to those that live outside
Yirrkala. These will also be discussed later in chapter six.
Hence, it will be argued that in some Aboriginal communities, writing in the
vernacular can in fact reinforce and complement certain functions of speech (that
have been attributed to writing in the Western world) rather than displacing them.
By contrast, the role of written English in such communities seems to more or less
following the traditional functions of writing, as outlined by Coulmas, with a
loosely delineated diglossic relationship between English and the vernacular.
Hence, the use of written English seems fairly, but not solely, restricted to imposed
'western-style' institutions such as the school, community office, shop, clinic etc.
that demands literacy practices such as the use of official letters, record keeping,
contracts, written curricula, primers etc. This relatively unresearched topic (looking
at the use of written English in Aboriginal communities, compared to the use of
written vernaculars) is very large and complex. Although relevant to this thesis, it
cannot possibly be dealt with adequately here, hence the above observations about
English are very tentative and in need of further research.
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What will be discussed now is the findings of a few researchers who have
considered the role of writing in the vernacular in three different Aboriginal
languages; namely Ferguson's archival research on the Diyari in remote S.A.;
McKay's survey at Maningrida in Arnhem Land; and Marrett's preliminary research
at Barunga in the N.T. These case-studies are constructive because they cover two
different periods in post-colonial Australia, and are from different geographical
regions; and McKay in particular surveys Aboriginal rather than non-Aboriginal
perceptions. Goddard's seminal research amongst the Pitjantjatjara in the remote
North West of S.A. is of key relevance to this thesis, and will be reviewed in detail
at the end of this chapter. His findings on emerging Pitjantjatjara texts provided
important insights for my own research.
2.4.1 Function of vernacular literacy amongst the Diyari
This case-study illustrates the ephemeral function that vernacular literacy served
amongst the Diyari people during and after the Bethesda mission era of the latter half
of the nineteenth century, in north-central South Australia. Ferguson claims,
through archival research, that the practice of letter writing in particular, 'took hold'
amongst the Diyari despite literacy being an imposed practice, where it served
'communicative and social functions' for those who attended the mission school and
interacted intensively with the mission community1 (see Ferguson, 1987:231).
According to Austin (1986 & p.c. 1992), Diyari letter writing to ex-missionaries
who spoke Diyari was to continue for many years after the mission closed in 1917.
In the 1860's, the Diyari numbered in the thousands, and included groups who
spoke a cluster of language varieties, before their dramatic decline in numbers due to
epidemics, drought and competition from encroaching white pastoralists. According
to Ferguson (1987:224) 'some form of vernacular literacy' became 'a part of the
shared cultural resources of the society' and was 'not merely a marginal
phenomenon activated only by direct involvement with an impinging alien culture'.
The vernacular literacy practices of the Diyari people, originally introduced by
German Lutheran missionaries from 1867, are described by Ferguson (1987:229) as
follows:
As some Diyari began to accept the Christian religious teaching... the reading of Scripture
became highly significant; and as some of them began to work as drovers and labourers,

both on the mission and on ranches and other sites, they would have found the sending of
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letters and keeping of simple records valuable for exchange of family and community news
and carrying out their work. Even though the classroom emphasis was more on reading
than writing and the missionaries do not seem to have instituted news bulletins or initiated
other mechanisms of personal [communication] as opposed to church and school literacy.
the Diyari gradually came to use letters in Diyari to communicate with absent missionaries
and with one another. Correspondence between Diyari and mission friends is well attested
[in Diyari]

...

The next generation continued this practice. A few of these bits of writing

are extant.

...

Examples of letters between Aboriginals are much less likely to survive,

since the recipients generally did not live under conditions suitable for preserving such
message bearers and had no tradition of keeping such ephemeral personal possessions. One
Diyari speaker. Sam Dintibunna, who attended the mission school in the early 1890's and
was literate in Diyari and not English, was able to write Out several myths in Diyari,
which were translated and published in the 1930's... Aboriginal converts who became
strongly identified with the church life of the mission and took on roles of catechist or
evangelist.., naturally tended to make greater use of literacy.

Ferguson attributes the phenomenon of Diyari literacy taking hold' largely to the
positive Lutheran mission policy and ideology towards Aboriginal languages, as
well as the missionaries exemplary everyday literacy practices. The increased
mobility of the Diyari, with one moving as far as Queensland as an evangelist, also
created new communicative needs. But despite the production of Diyari scriptural
material by the Lutheran missionaries, and its use in church services, it seems that
Diyari literacy remained an 'individual practice' for maintaining and reaffirming
social ties by letter (Ferguson, 1987:23 1). However, the developments in writing
amongst the Pitjantjatjara, much later at the Presbyterian mission to

the North West

of S.A., with a community newspaper taking hold (see Goddard, 1990), could well
reflect what could have been amongst the Diyari.
2.4.2 Potential functions for vernacular writing at Maningrida
McKay's report on the Aboriginal perception of what functions vernacular literacy
could serve if introduced into the local school and community, combines the
findings of two surveys conducted at Maningrida in Central Arnhem Land in the
N.T. The initial survey in 1973 was conducted with six tribal groups, and a
second in 1979 with 27 Kunibidji (then about a third of the adult Kunibidji
population) who are the owners of the land on which Maningrida is located, and
whose language was one

of two vernacular languages eventually chosen for a
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bilingual program. The government-run Maningrida school commenced its first
bilingual program officially in 1981, initially in Ndjebbana (the language of the
Kunibidji) and English. But later the school began producing materials for a second
vernacular program, and in 1986 Burrara2 was officially taught. Prior to this, an
all-English program was operating (see N.T. Bilingual Education Newsletter,
90-1:7).
McKay reported the following benefits were volunteered by the various Aboriginal
groups for introducing a vernacular literacy program:
Pride in and identity with language, culture, and land, including links of specific
languages with specific locations.
Maintenance of language and traditional culture.
Greater ease of understandmg and expression in the vernacular than

in a foreign

language, particularly for older Aborigines.
(as reported by McKay 1982:105)

The following aspirations were reported by McKay (1982:108) from the smaller
second survey amongst the Kunibidji:
Most believe (at least as an initial

reaction) that Kunibidji literacy is more important than

English literacy... On the other hand, a high proportion thought literacy in both languages
important.

...

The uses proposed by informants for literacy in their own language were

very few and fairly diverse. Three-quarters could offer no suggestions as to what use
Kunibidji literacy might be put to. The suggestions made by the remaining quarter
comprised the following: songs (for the church and elsewhere), letters, teaching proper
Kunibidji, helping to overcome petrol sniffing by providing written guidance for the
children, and teaching white people Kunibidji by means of diglot versions of stories.

McKay's (1982: 109) report continued with the comment that, in addition to English
being taught in the local school, 'a majority for each age group and a majority overall
[of Kunibidji] believe that each language group should be taught to read and write in
its own language'.
It is significant that the majority of functions mentioned by the Kunibidji in 1979 are
apparent key uses of writing in the vernacular at the more autonomous Yirrkala of
today; including songs (in church and elsewhere), for teaching 'proper' clan
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dialects, and teaching 'white people' by means of cliglot versions of significant texts.
Letter-writing, however, as in many other communities, seems to have been
replaced by widespread use of the now available STD phones. Yirrkala also insists
on all of the local clan dialects being used in the school, rather than the imposed use
of just one, as dictated by the Education Department in 1974.
2.4.3 A function for written Kriol at Barunga?
In a very brief paper, Marrett (1987) discusses the potential functions to be served
by Kriol literacy at Barunga in central northern N.T. She provides three 'frequent
reasons given for writing down Aboriginal language', namely: 'to preserve the
records of almost extinct languages; to facilitate the acquisition of English literacy by
Aboriginal school children; and to foster vitality of oral languages in the face of a
dominant culture that demands literacy as a symbol of education' (1987:69). Marrett
espouses Halliday's theory of inevitable functional variation between spoken and
written langage, and says that unless written Kriol, compared to spoken Kriol,
'allows the development of new registers it is likely to become redundant'. Marrett
then poses the alternative of a diglossic situation arising at Barunga, where one
language variety (English) is used for writing and another (Kriol) for speaking, as is
the current pattern for meetings of the Barunga Women's Council (see
Marrett, 1987:70).
2.4.4 The challenge from vernacular literacies
The contention of this thesis, to be illustrated and discussed throughout, is that nonAboriginal observers and researchers should be careful not to make assumptions
about the future emergence and functions of written vernaculars in Aboriginal
communities, formulated with regard to English. There are a number of reasons for
taking this position.
First, the theories regarding the function and potentialities of writing have been
based on the developmental experience of so-called 'modern' and industrialised
societies. Second, such functions for writing have taken many thousands of years
to emerge, and have drawn on the traditions of 'classical' societies (such as Greece),
in very different circumstances to those of contemporary Australia. Third, literacy
has only been introduced to most Aboriginal communities in the last fifty years, and
its developmental stage is still embryonic. Fourth, literacy in Aboriginal
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communities is a largely imposed practice and to become adopted as an accepted and
thriving social practice, the political aspect of who guides its development is crucial.
Fifth, vernacular literacy is developing alongside of literacy in English in Aboriginal
communities, and the development of each is very much affected by the other.
Finally, many oral traditions (such as story-telling, active use of song cycles etc.)
that no longer thrive in so-called 'literate' societies, are still alive and well in many
Aboriginal communities, and it seems there is a strong conscious desire for them to
be retained. In fact, a number have been revived (such as certain secret ceremonies)
that were for a short time suppressed by missionaries.
Hence, one function that may emerge for vernacular literacy is to support certain oral
traditions, rather than replace them (cf. Ong, 1992, and Halliday, 1985) just as a
hymn book ensures the perpetual use of a wide variety of favourite hymns over
many, many generations in churches. This is not to say of course that other
functions for vernacular literacy will not emerge that may replace or complement
traditional oral traditions.
2.5 'Colonial' versus 'Indigenous' writing
According to Ashcroft, Griffiths & Tiffin (1989:3), over three-quarters of the people
living in today's world have had 'their lives shaped by colonialism'. The cultural
baggage that colonial powers, such as the British, Dutch, Portuguese, Spanish, and
more recently the Americans, have brought to their colonies included the elitist
autonomous model of literacy. Hence, ignoring a few independent developments of
writing amongst indigenous cultures in the world, literacy has been just one of the
socio-cultural impositions of the colonisers. Apart from the enlightened efforts of a
few zealous missionaries before 1953, and government efforts since then to promote
literacy in the vernacular, literacy has generally been imposed through the language
of the colonisers. The response by indigenous people has been to either comply,
resist, or appropriate this imposition of the imperial powers. Hence, any
developments in writing in either indigenous languages or colonial languages need to
be viewed in their full political and socio-historical perspective (see Street, 1984 and
Ashcroft et. al., 1989).
Ashcroft et al. (1989:2-6) consider all 'literatures' coming out of the colonial
experience as 'post-colonial' because they are inevitably affected by the 'imperial
process'. Even the emerging 'independent literatures', in which writers are 'writing
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for new and distinctive usages often in indigenous languages) are considered
'modem post-colonial literatures'. Similarly, Street (1984:51) categorises imposed
literacy as either 'colonial' (when literacy practices are those of the colonisers) or
'dominant' (literacy practices transferred from a dominant group to others within in a
society, such as the Shah's earlier widespread literacy campaigns in the villages of
Iran). More recently in Australia, scholars such as S. Harris (1989, 1990) have
adopted terms such as 'alternative Aboriginal literature' and 'indigenous literature' to
describe the incorporation of a written literature into the daily life of a cultural group.
Such categories are useful in trying to understand the situation in 'post-colonial'
Australia, particularly when observing the development of 'black literature' in
English (which I will be discussing very briefly in a later section). But terms such
as 'modem post-colonial' and 'indigenous literature' are not adequate in describing
the varying forms, styles and functions being served by contemporary writing
developments in Aboriginal vemaculars today.
2.5.1 A 'literature myth' ?
The term 'literature' (from Latin literatura, and litera, letter of the alphabet) is
defined in the Oxford dictionary as: 'literary production; writings whose value lies in
beauty of form or emotional effect; the books of a subject'. Hence, we have in
English a value-laden, culture-bound definition for the term 'literature' that is loosely
used to describe not only the contemporary writing in Aboriginal vemaculars, but
even by some in describing oral traditions in the form of 'oral literature' (cf. Ong,
1982:10-11). By using terms such as 'Aboriginal literature' and 'indigenous
literature', to describe the written products of Aboriginal people writing in their own
languages (see Russo & Harris, 1982 and Harris, 1989), there is the expectation that
'books' will inevitably be produced, with some being factual on different subject
areas, and others being of aesthetic and emotional appeal. Such books are
supposedly contributing to a repository of literary value that will comprise the
'written literature' of a particular Aboriginal group.
This very topic of an emerging body of vernacular written materials in contemporary
Aboriginal communities has been considered by a number of applied linguists and
educators. Specific issues, and terms, that have been discussed include: 'a written
style for oral communicators' (Curnow, 1979 and Kilham, 1990); 'new literary
forms in Pitjantjatjara' (McConvell, 1989); 'evolving literacy in Waripiri' (Martin,
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1990); 'emergent genres in Pitjantjatjara' (Goddard, 1990); incipient non-discursive
genres in Yolngu Matha' (Christie, 1991); and more recently indigenous writing
and 'A boriginal- driven written literature' (in Harris, 1991).
The findings of Scribner and Cole (1984) amongst the Vai of Liberia, and Street
(1984) observing the use of 'maktab' literacy in Iran, illustrate that legitimate and
long-lasting vernacular literacy practices do not necessarily lead to the establishment
of a body of 'literature'. Likewise, Christie has observed at Yirrkala in the 1990's
radical challenges to 'the traditional western textbook model of a linear discursive
text' (1990:18). Christie claims:
Aboriginal control of literacy has radically changed the form and function of literature
coming Out of the schools. The old books from the bilingual school with their knowledge

abstracted from context and formalized like Balanda abstract knowledge, continue to lie
untouched upon the shelves. But since Aboriginalisation there are new, more highly
valued books, which record and celebrate specific located learning experiences, and use
drawings and photos and anecdotes to link learning experiences to real people, real places
and remembered moments... The uniquely Yolngu ways of perceiving and representing
their world are demanding modes of written expression which transcend the limitations of
English genres. Written materials produced since Aboriginalisation exhibit incipient nondiscursive genres beginning with lists, diagrams, word webs, and captions which
communicate the sorts of links which make up Aboriginal knowledge links which are
-

clearly impossible to convey in a linear text
(Christie, 1990:18)

In a recent paper, Harris (1991) discusses the changing emphasis in bilingual
programs

in N.T. schools, now that they are coming under increasing Aboriginal

control in the 1990's. He acknowledges that a key original aim of N.T. bilingual
programs

was to promote 'Western academic gains' through the use of the

vernacular. A major aim in schools under Aboriginal control today is language
maintenance (which, incidently, was never an explicit aim of the Education
Department), and Harris believes that these two aims cannot be achieved
simultaneously (see 1991:4).
The seminal work of Goddard (1990), in his analysis of writing by the Pitjantjatjara
in S.A. (to be reviewed later) found that the most viable function being served by
literacy in the community of Amala, in the mid 19 80's, was the production of a
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regular newsletter. Hence, written products in Pitjantjatjara were message-based',
as opposed to 'literary', and were meeting immediate social and communicative
needs in the local community. This 'ephemeral' nature of contemporary vernacular
writing will become apparent in texts to be reviewed from Yirrkala and Willowra in
chapter six of this thesis.
McConvell discusses another Pitjantjatjara newspaper from the N.T. community of
Areyonga, which contains a 'make-believe' story about a cockatoo, crow, brightbutterfly and plain-butterfly called Kakalva Kutju Nyinapai Wa/i Kutjungka. This
story is a 'literary adaptation' where 'dreaming' characters of an oral mythical
narrative are 'transposed into modern dress in modern community situations'. The
result 'seemed both a parody on a traditional genre and most probably a satire on
current events at Areyonga' (1989:1). McConvell describes this story as 'a new
genre of Pitjantjatjara literature which does not have exact parallels either in the
Pitjantjatjara oral tradition or the European literary tradition' (1989:5). A further
development that excited McConvell was a 'potential genre' for written Pitjantjatjara
in the form of a 'highly amusing' letter written by Nura Ward to the characters in the
above parody. In this 'elegant letter structure', an 'intimate style' is adopted with
'informal questioning and friendly criticism' (1989:12), which parallels to some
extent the dialogue associated with the oral story-telling tradition that McConvell
discusses earlier in his paper (1990:3-4).
But, one should not assume that Aboriginal people do not or cannot write in the
vernacular using parallel stylistic and structural conventions of Western literature. In
fact Kilham, who has worked as a bible translator with the Wik-Mungkan people in
Queensland, concludes that 'speakers of non-literary languages have an innate feel
for the need of different styles to be used for oral versus written modes' (1990: 64).
She goes on to list some of the distinguishing features that are introduced by
indigenous speakers into the written mode, such as less redundancy, greater
explicitness, tighter organisation of text, more careful sequencing, a purist tendency
(1990:66). Martin (1990) in fact reviews some texts written in Warlpiri at Lajamanu
school, and finds a variety of English-like 'genres', which he labels as recount,
report, procedure and traditional story. Martin actually advocates the development
of vernacular genres such as 'reports' and 'procedure' for the purposes of
conserving Aboriginal languages and culture (a view I question in Gale,
forthcoming).
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McConvell (1989), drawing on the work of Bakhtin, even discusses the possibility
of literary forms, such as the novel, arising through initiatives of contemporary
Pitjantjatjara writers such as Gallagher and Ward. There is certainly no doubt that
Gallagher's story, mentioned above, has the same emotional appeal that we have
come to expect of much Western literature. Later in chapter six, some aesthetically
pleasing literary forms will be discussed, that are currently being produced in book
form in communities such as Yirrkala today through Yolngu initiatives.
However, I must still ask the question as to whether there is a literature myth' in the
minds of some, who expect Aboriginal writers to inevitably produce books that
mimic the literary forms and structures of English genres. Goddard (1990), Christie
(1990) and McConvell (1989) are all stating, as does this thesis, that we need to
either redefine 'literature' (to incorporate ephemeral and other emerging vernacular
forms) or change our expectations about what constitutes valid written products
from Literature Production Centres in Aboriginal schools.
2.5.2 Post-colonial Aboriginal writing in 'english'
A study of contemporary Aboriginal writing in English, as well as the vernacular of
Aboriginal-English with all its regional dialects, is beyond the scope of this thesis.
However, it is insightful to briefly visit the movement in 'Black literature' that
gained impetus in the 1960's in Australia. In fact, it was the very existence of
academic reviews and discussions on this movement (see Shoemaker, 1988 &
Narogin, 1990) and the apparent lack of any serious treatment of the parallel
movement in 'Black' vernacular writings (excepting Goddard, 1990) that largely
prompted this present study.
In recent years, English productions have been in both standard and non-standard
varieties, hence the use of the term 'english' (spelt with lower case 'e', see Ashcroft
et al., 1989). Mudrooroo Narogin (once known as Cohn Johnson) who is himself a
well-known writer of Aboriginal 'activist literature', claims in Writing from the
Fringe, this new wave of 'Aboriginal literature begins as a cry from the heart
directed at the whiteman. It is a cry for justice and for a better deal, a cry for
understanding and an asking to be understood' (Narogin,1990:1). Shoemaker's
(1989) review places such 'Black literature' in its political and socio-historical
context, and claims that:
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in 1961. no Black Australian had published any works of creative writing for
approximately thirty years. By 1988, in addition to... twelve plays... eighteen collections
of

poetry (and many more individual poems) and seven novels -all written by Black

Australians had appeared.
-

(Shoemaker, 1989:4)

The first Black Australian author in English, according to Shoemaker (1989:8) was a
South Australian Ngarrindjeri man, David Unaipon. In 1929, his fifteen page
Aboriginal Legends was published, constituting the first book ever
published by an Australian Aboriginal (Shoemaker, 1989:42). Since that time,
booklet

particularly in the last decade, the number of books, poems and plays written (and
performed) by Aboriginal people has grown dramatically, with independent
Aboriginal publishers now competing in the market place.
Ashcroft et al. (1989:4-6) identify three stages in the ultimate development of such
'modern post-colonial literature' in the many colonies of the world, including the
imperial period (when a literate elite identify with the colonising power), the 'under
imperial licence' stage, and the 'independent literature' stage. They also discuss the
cultural and linguistic hegemony of the British and English literary canon, and the
challenge being made by writing in the 'peripheries' that are, in their view, 'some of
the most exciting and innovative literatures of the modern world' (1989:8). Hodge
and Vijay, make a similar observation regarding modern Aboriginal writing in
English, stating that:
Aboriginal writers must use (White) literary genres as a political weapon with which to
challenge White hegemony. They must re-define genres, explode discourses, deligitimate
standard English, subvert expectations, challenge assumptions while maintaining their rage
and their centrality in an Australia which, after all, ultimately and pre-eminently, belongs
to them.
(Hodge and Vijay. 1990:115)

One very powerful weapon recently published is Paddy Roe's (1983) book
Gularabulu: stories fron? the West Kimberley, which was very sensitively and
courageously under-edited

by the non-Aboriginal researcher Stephen Muecke. In

this book, Roe tells a selection of 'stories' in Aboriginal Broome English.
According to Muecke, Roe (1983 :vii) categorises his stories into three types: tru.stori
'true stories'; bugaregara 'stories from the dreaming' and devil stori ('stories about
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devils, spirits, etc.. Muecke has transcribed nine of Roe's 'public stories' in the
original language as it was told to him, and has even included utterings from the
audience. Hence, Roe's story has been published as an oral performance, with
much of the social context of the story-telling incident intact. Muecke believes that
Roe's book 'is the first time that Aboriginal texts intended as narrative art have been
presented in this way' (1983:v)
Roe's book contrasts sharply with the more familiar category of books, that Hodge
and Mishra call 'Aboriginal myths and legends', produced from oral texts told in the
vernacular or Aboriginal English to non-Aboriginal researchers. They are invariably
re-written and adapted as 'short and pointless narratives' for children in English (see
Hodge & Mishra, 1990:77). Such books are still produced in the 1990's, with the
non-Aboriginal editors or compilers still being acknowledged as the 'author' on the
cover by the non-Aboriginal publishers (see the Australian Legends series 'retold'
by Barlow, 1991).
Roe's book also contrasts with Take this Child: from Kahlin Compound to the Retta
DLvon Children's Home, which is a recently published historical account, of the
experiences of 'half-caste' children brought up in the Retta Dixon Children's Home
in Darwin. This book was written by Barbara Cummings, herself a product of this
traumatic period of our all-too-recent colonial history. Unfortunately Cummings felt
compelled to use an assistant who 'transferred my "Aboriginal English" into the
"Queen's English" (1990:xv).
'

2.5.3 Developmental phases of vernacular writing
Just as Ashcroft et al. see developmental stages in post-colonial literature, so too
have there been phases of development for writing in Aboriginal languages in
Australia. Individual phases has been initiated by different social groups, each with
its own ideology and agenda. Although I have isolated three distinct phases of
development, each latter phase has grown out of the former with no phase
representing an independent or autonomous stage in history. As mentioned earlier, I
have called them: the 'Christianising phase', the 'Educating phase', and the
'Aboriginalising phase'.
The first phase covers the missionary era, dating back to the arrival of the first
missionary-linguists in the new colonies, and their subsequent linguistic work in
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devising orthographies and translating the Bible into a number of Aboriginal
languages. This work continues today, usually with Aboriginal people as cotranslators. The second phase began when the vernacular was adopted by teachers
and missionaries for the purpose of educating' Aboriginal people, so that they may
eventually participate in the wider community. This period gained impetus with the
famous 1953 UNESCO axioms. Again this phase continues today in many
communities. The third Aboriginalising phase involves Aboriginal people
themselves taking increasing control over the directions and initiatives taken
regarding writing in their own languages. This is occurring more and more today in
communities such as Yirrkala. In other communities, such as Wadeye, Ngukurr,
Galiwinku, Milingimbi and Warruwi, where there are Aboriginal school principals
or principals-in-training, the printing facilities within their respective schools are
potentially more available to meet genuine community-felt aspirations regarding
writing.
Even though the products of each of these developmental phases are different in
nature, it is important to realise that earlier phases have directly influenced the latter.
For example, at Yirrkala the orthography was developed by a missionary linguist (of
the first phase), then a bilingual program began teaching young people in the
community to read and write in the vernacular (in the second phase), and today those
same people are now running their own school (hence the third stage). However,
such developments haven't been in the form of an unhindered natural progression.
Each phase has been associated with a lot of ideological and, until recently,
unchallenged cultural baggage. This is explained eloquently by Goddard, in
discussing the 'emergent genres' of a potential third phase at Amata in S.A., that
threatened to take-off for a period in the mid 1980's:
Genres do not arise in a vacuum, but as a result of socio-historical processes. This is all
the more true when we consider the vernacular written genres of an indigenous minority in
a colonial or post colonial situation. Literacy was, after all, imposed and subsequently
fostered over the years by the main institutions of cultural intervention of the dominant
society the Mission, and later, the State Education Department. It is my contention that
-

the purposes and interests of these outside institutions, and the preconceptions that they
entail about the functions of literacy, have been crucial. Church and State have been
concerned to use vernacular literacy to proselytise Christianity and to facilitate the
acquisition of reading and writing skills in primary schools, as a transitional step toward
English literacy. Consequently, material resources have been channelled into encouraging
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passive, individualised uses of reading, rather than active, social uses of writing. Commg
from a mass-literate, Western society which accords tremendous respect to its huge body of
written literature and reference material, it is all too easy to make the mistake of judging
the viability or value of new vernacular writing practices according to whether or not they
appear to be producing similar bodies of literary, essayist or technical texts. Literature is
taken (or mis-taken) as the paradigm of literacy. It is common, especially in education
circles, to hear pessimistic assessments of vernacular literacy for just this reason.
(Goddard, 1990:46)

My thesis, however, attempts to review the foundational and admittedly, at times,
mis-guided work of non-Aboriginal missionaries and teachers without trying to be
judgemental and disparaging. It acknowledges that the production of written
materials in the first two developmental phases have led into a third phase at
Yirrkala, where literacy practices and products are now, to a large extent, Aboriginal
initiatives. It seems this same process is currently underway in a number of other
communities, such as Willowra.
2.6 International examples of vernacular literacy
What appears below are case-studies of vernacular literacy practices that have
developed amongst two native American groups; the Cherokee and the Navajo. This
is followed by a review of writing developments amongst Inuktitut speaking Inuit of
Canada. The Cherokee case illustrates an indigenous invention of a vernacular
writing system in the early nineteenth century, and the subsequent private and
unrestricted public purposes that arose for literacy, compared to the more restricted
private purposes that developed amongst the Navajo and Inuktitut, whose writing
systems were introduced by missionaries. The development of Navajo literacy is
relatively recent, but is still considerably earlier than the introduction of vernacular
writing systems into the Aboriginal case-study communities of this thesis. Harris,
in some recent articles (1990, 1991) also provides a variety of examples of
'indigenous literacies' throughout the world, which he then compares to the N.T.
situation.

2.6.1 The case of the Cherokee in North America
According to Walker (1981:145), early in the ninteenth century a Cherokee man
called Sequoyah, 'without prior experience in reading or writing in any language'
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invented a syllabary for Cherokee. Sequoyah publicly demonstrated its
effectiveness before Cherokee leaders in Georgia in 1821, and according to the early
accounts of Mooney:
the syllabary was soon recognised as an invaluable invention for the elevation of the tribe,
and within a few months thousands of hitherto illiterate Cherokee were able to read and

write their own language, teaching each other in the cabins and along the roadside.
(in Walker. 1981:146-7)
In 1828 the American government recognised in a treaty, the language rights of the
Cherokee tribe, and agreed to subsidize the first newspaper published in an Indian
tongue, called the Cherokee Phoenii'. Sequoyah's original syllabary characters
were actually modified by Reverend Samuel Worcester in 1827 for printing, and one
of Sequoyah's eighty six characters was deleted. The printing press, however, was
soon confiscated by the Georgia Guard and destroyed in 1835, because it was being
used to advocate resistance to the enforced removal of 'Indians' to Oklahoma in the
1830's (see Crawford, 199 1:25).
Prior to the closure of the press, thousands of Cherokee were actively writing in
Cherokee for a variety of purposes; 'people wrote letters, kept accounts, and copied
sacred songs and curing formulas'. In addition to their weekly newspaper, the
Cherokee national press 'issued a number of portions of the Bible, copies of the
laws passed by the National Council, various political pamphlets, four editions of a
Cherokee Hymn Book, temperance tracts, and religious documents' (White, quoted
in Walker, 1981:147).
After their forced resettlement in Oklahoma, the tribe established an educational
system of twenty-one schools, using Sequoyah's Cherokee syllabary to achieve a 90
percent literacy rate in the native language (Crawford, 1991:25). A new Cherokee
national press was soon established in their new Indian Territory, which continued
to operate between 1835 and 1861. It produced numerous tracts, pamphlets,
primers, spelling books, arithmetics, Bible passages, a complete New Testament,
hymn books, an annual Almanac, The Cherokee Messenger, a bi-monthly religious
magazine, and 'other miscellaneous publications'. After the Civil War, a further
newspaper was produced called The Cherokee Advocate, as well as a number of
educational and religious books. Finally in 1906, the press was confiscated again,
this time by the U.S. Government. In more recent years, the American Bible
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Society have published religious materials, and in the 1960's further publications
have been made available by different organisations such as the Original Cherokee
Community Organisation (see White, quoted in Walker, 1981:147).
Despite the long tradition that the Cherokee have of vernacular literacy practices,
with the dissolving of the Cherokee nation into the state of Oklahoma in the late
nineteenth century, 'the ability to read Cherokee syllabics has been functional in only
two major aspects of Cherokee life: participation in religious activities and the
practice of Indian medicine'. In the church and Sunday school, reading aloud from
the Bible is required; also the many 'professional Indian doctors' are required to
record 'curing practices in handwritten Cherokee for his own future reference'.
Today, most readers of Cherokee are over 30 years of age, but it is argued that this
does not necessarily mean that vernacular literacy is declining, as most young people
are not concerned with religion, medicine and knowledge, which are the arenas
generally associated with written Cherokee, until they are adults (see Walker, 1981:
150-1).
2.6.2 The case of the Navajo
A number of papers have been published in recent years on the internationally
renowned Navajo community and school at Rock Point, including two by Holm
(1982) and Holm and Holm (1990), regarding the success of the local bilingual
program. McLaughlin (1989) recently published his ethnographic findings on the
use of Navajo literacy in a Navajo community that he calls 'Mesa Valley'. The
following case-study draws on the information provided in these three articles.
Robert Young (an 'Anglo') and the Navajo man William Morgan collaborated
together in the 1930's to devise 'a good practical orthography' (in Roman script) for
Navajo, and subsequently produced 'an outstanding dictionary'. Two sets of
primers were also prepared, and Young and Morgan published a monthly newspaper
into the 1950's (Holm & Holm, 1990:172). The first school opened at Rock Point
in the 1930's after decades of distant boarding-schools and assimilationist education
policies. However, the facilities only catered for the lower grades. Although some
Navajo literacy was initiated in these early days, it ceased by World War II. The
second school was built, now for all primary levels, in the mid 1960's, and later in
1967 initial reading in Navajo was offered. After much community and later School
Board lobbying, in 1972 the Navajo people were finally given contract rights to run
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their own school, and a fully-fledged bilingual program began with the Navajo
teachers running the Navajo component of the program (see Hoim & Hoim, 1990).
McLaughlin (1989) claims that over the last thirty years a number of 'indigenous'
functions have developed for Navajo literacy outside the institutions of the school
and church. He says this contradicts the claims of 'special diglossia' made by
Spolsky and Irvine, whereby English is the non-institutional language of literacy
(see McLaughlin, 1982:275). McLaughlin summarises his recent findings as
follows:
At Mesa Valley... people wrote for indigenous purposes. That is, they wrote letters,
notes, lists, and journals in Navajo for purposes unconnected to the school and church in
order to express ideas congruent with traditional values. Practices for doing so appeared to
be widespread, surrounded and supported by beliefs that vernacular literacy helps maintain
traditional culture and that, as the individual gets older, written Navajo is an important way
to promote self understanding.
(McLaughlin. 1989:282)

McLaughlin says the widespread individual use of 'indigenous functions' for
Navajo literacy in the home setting are for 'intrapersonal, interpersonal,
representational, and memory-supportive purposes'

(1989:278). Such uses are due

to the original introduction and promotion of the use and respect of the Navajo
language in the domains of both the local school and church since the mid 1960's.
He says such institutions fundamentally altered people's attitudes, and 'how
community people perceived uses of Navajo print' (1989:282). McLaughlin
concludes that the contemporary 'private nature' (restricted to the home) of
'indigenous purposes' for Navajo literacy has emerged out of Mesa Valley's unique
historical and socio-political context. This same context has also given rise to
restricted public uses of Navajo literacy, where it is used in the school and church
settings.
2.6.3 The case of the Inuktitut in Canada
The syllabic orthography used amongst the Inuktitut speaking Inuit of the eastern
Canadian Arctic, is an early adaption of the Cree syllabary, first developed in the
mid 1800's by James Evans, a Wesleyan missionary. It was originally adapted for
Inuktitut by two missionaries, John Horden and E. A. Watkins. This system
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'flourished' when Edmund Peck of the Church Missionary Society arrived at
Hudson Bay and began translating the Bible into Inuktitut in 1876 (see Harper,
1983:11-14). By 1877 he reported: 'I have suceeded in teaching several of the
eskimos to read in the syllabic characters; they were very eager to learn' (quoted in
Harper, 1983:15). This writing system was quickly learned by young and old, and
was soon adopted by other Inuit groups for sending messages and letters or for the
reading of scripture. According to Harper (1983:26):
probably most Inuit learned their syllabics from their parents, by rote. On evenings
children would sit with their parents and, with the prayer book open, memorize the
syllabic symbols, reciting chant-like, "ai, i, u, a, pai, pi, pu, pa".

A number of private functions soon developed for syllabic writing and, again
according to Harper: 'Inuit were finally able to leave a permanent record of their
activities. Many took to keeping diaries, making daily entries about the weather,
animals taken, family events and other occurrences' (1983:28). It was not until the
mid 1900's that other reading material, apart from scriptural material, was available
to the Inuit, but this was generally informational material prepared by the
government (Harper, 1983:29).
In the 1960's a Roman orthography was devised, but a revised syllabic system is
retained as a clear expression of Inuit identity, and in 1976 an official 'dual
orthography was adopted for Inuktitut (Harper, 1983:57). Hence, written materials
can occur today with the same text in three columns (English plus Syllabic and
Roman Inuktitut) as does Harper's article, referred to here, in the academic journal
Inuktitut. Inuktitut is currently taught to children in primary schools in Northern
Quebec and the Northwest Territories, with children once more learning 'syllabics'
to a similar standard of literacy that was once achieved in the home in the 1800's
(see Harper, 1983:68).
2.7 The Australian case of the Pitjantjatjara
Of all the Aboriginal languages spoken as a first language today, Pitjantjatjara has
one of the longest written traditions, having been first recorded in a written form by
Presbyterian missionaries at Ernabella, in the Musgrave Ranges in the North West of

South Australia, in the late 1930's. Pitjantjatjara literacy has been taught in schools
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in the PitjantjatjaralYankunytjatjara (P/Y) lands since the first school began in the
Ernabella creekbed in 1940 (see Goddard, 1990).
Goddard's (1990) ethnographic research and linguistic analysis, into the literacy
materials and associated literacy practices of the Pitjantjatjara, is both foundational
and insightful. He briefly reviews the production and use of written Pitjantjatjara,
from the early mission days through to the late 1970's and early 1980's, and then
comments in detail on the more recent emergence of two written 'genres', initiated
by the Pitjantjatjara themselves. In his review of the very early vernacular
productions, he claims 'for years the only substantial adult reading materials were
Christian texts

...

scripture stories and a translation of St. Mark's gospel'. He then

observes the early production of Pitjantjatjara materials for school use, and claims
they were 'authored by non-native speakers working with Pitjantjatjara assistants'
and

concludes 'they were stylistically stilted, and they were also rather unexciting in

content

...

none appears to have become a popular favourite' (Goddard, 1990:28).

As teaching methodologies changed in the late 1970's and early 1980's, so did the
vernacular books; Goddard (1990:29) elaborates:
Many

were repetitive storybooks for young readers modelled on the popular English type...

Other materials included humorous illustrated narratives, factual booklets about bush
tucker and traditional skills, some light fiction and illustrated reports on school activities.
The quality of these books also varied greatly in physical design and appeal, as well as in
language terms. Not surprisingly, in view of the limitations on money, technology and
personnel, very few combined attractive, colourful presentation, high interest material and
an appealing style of writing.

However, over the years a 'non-literary' function for Pitjantjatjara literacy emerged
in the PLY lands which utilised the:
more practical and ephemeral uses of writing such as in private

letters, signs and notices,

and local 'newspapers which might be called message-based rather than literary.
(Goddard, 1990:3 1)

In a detailed analysis of the Pitjantjatjara texts found within the popular and relatively
long running newspaper of the Amaja community, Amataku Tjukurpa Goddard
(1990) observes the emergence of two 'genres', which he labels 'reportage' and
,
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'advocacy'. Of the reportage genre, he concludes that the function of passing on
information is not primary within this particular medium. One of the texts analysed
by Goddard about a major women's excursion to an important dreaming site, not
visited for a long time, stresses the emotional impact of the trip, and was written for
all to 'valorise and celebrate'. Ama1a is a small community and:
most readers would already know the information content of most of the articles... Instead,
it seems to me, in making

these texts the newspaper workers and other writers are taking a

form of considered social action.
(Goddard, 1990:39)

The second emergent genre, advocacy, developed later in the life of the newspaper,
with the 'explicit intention to persuade, condemn, praise, complain etc.' Goddard's
paper (1990:39) goes on to quote Steel, who observed these hortatory texts emerge
in the second year of the newspaper's life, when there was 'increasing willingness
for people to talk about issues, ideas and feeling... [and] people started to express
themselves much more freely in Pitjantjatjara'. Unlike the unbiased, objective
reporting we expect of the larger and 'better' newspapers and magazines in our own
society, the Pitjantjatjara writers, according to Goddard (1990:39) 'make no attempt
at all to efface their identities and produce objective or 'autonomous' texts'; instead
they use techniques, in the case of the advocacy genre, such as 'polite persuasion'.
The Pitjantjatjara language is currently still strong, despite increased contact with
English, and despite the relatively recent change in lifestyle of its speakers, from
being nomadic to living in permanent communities. However, according to
Goddard 'the traditional oral processes for public debate and concensus formation
are virtually impossible in settlement living conditions' (1990:46). Goddard
reminds us that 'genres do not arise in a vacuum, but as a result of socio-historical
processes'. Hence, he concludes (1990:46) that:
there are good reasons to suppose that the most useful and appealing functions of literacy
in the Pitjantjatjara context would be for interpersonal and social communication.

the

...

aesthetic and moral functions of Western written literature are still being discharged
through traditional oral practices. The telling of folktales, Dreaming stories and
performance of ceremonial songs continue, though definitely under threat from new social
arrangements.
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Thus the two public forms of writing, analysed by Goddard, seem to have arisen to
fulfill functions that complement those currently served by oral Pitjantjatjara.
Goddard (1990:46) believes that the 'advocacy texts, 'and some of the types of
reportage, for example the meeting report, qualify as 'emergent genres'. They are
still considered 'emergent', by Goddard, because they have not yet had time to
'become fully stable and normative. This is because written Pitjantjatjara has hardly
had the time and opportunity for stable and normative genres to emerge, given the
relatively short period that it has been recorded in any written form.
The public function discussed by Goddard, for writing in Pitjantjatjara at Amaa in
the mid 1980's (along with the restricted private function of letter writing), contrasts
with the literacy practices of the Navajo and Inuktitut. The more private functions
for vernacular literacy seem to have developed amongst these latter groups, rather
than the public. This thesis reveals in chapter six that the different forms of
vernacular writing that are currently emerging at Yirrkala seem to be fulfilling public
functions, despite its initial use (like Pitjantjatjara) being restricted to the institutional
domains of the church and school.
2.8 Conclusion
The topic of literacy within minority cultures, whether imposed or not, is a very
broad one indeed. To comprehensively review such a topic would be a huge task.
Instead this chapter has isolated key issues, listed as sub-headings, that are directly
related to the topic of this thesis: the development of writing in Aboriginal languages
in S.A. and the N.T. since colonisation. Hence, I have selectively reviewed and
discussed the most pertinent 'literature' on these issues alone, knowing that there are
many other relevant articles, situations and debates that have not been discussed.
However, before concluding, there is one other theoretical issue which is
particularly relevant, I think, to recent developments in writing at Yirrkala and
Willowra (to be discussed in chapter six). That issue is one of authorship and
ownership of 'stories', texts and other discourses, and the potential loss of control
over such discourses once they are recorded in some way, particularly in writing.
The classical Greek philosopher Socrates resisted writing, knowing that there is a
potential loss of face-to-face dialogue, as well as possible loss of control over one's
audience, once a speaker chooses to write down their thoughts or knowledge. It is
only through the writings of his student Plato, that we know of Socrates'
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reservations today. However, Plato also concerned himself with the possible
misinterpretations that could result from a written discourse leaving the hands of its
'father' (the term used by both Plato and Socrates for the 'author' of a text) (see
Gee, 1990:32-3).
In Aboriginal communities, the issue of ownership is extremely important,
particularly regarding land, totems, Dreamings, and 'stories'; all of which are
inextricably entwined. In Aboriginal oral tradition, control of different 'stories' is in
the hands of the 'owners' and 'guardians', and the rules about who can tell what to
whom are strict and culturally embedded. Stories invariably have different levels,
with the 'deepest parts' being restricted, and the 'outside parts' being more
publically accessible (see McGregor, 1987 and Munymuny Ganambarr, 1990).
Hence, when texts such as 'Dreamtime stories' are recorded, either on tape or in
writing, recognition of story ownership is crucial. The Western concept of 'author'
is actually quite problematic in such circumstances.
Communities are now addressing such issues today, as 'outside' or 'public' stories
are being increasingly recorded in some form or another. At Willowra, for example,
all stories that are reproduced in book form have acknowledgements on the title page
of who the original story-teller was, who transcribed it, and who 'checked' the text
with the owner before it was finally printed (Jun garni manu, literally 'to make
right/true'). At YilTkala, a watershed reproduction of a 'Dreaming story' was
produced recently (1989), called Ngayi Baingana Mawurrku: The song of Yirrkala,
where the story's 'interpretation' has not been left to the reader, but is actually
provided in diglot form opposite the vernacular story text. This remarkable
production will be discussed in detail in chapter six.
In a recent paper (Gale, 1990) I gave three broad reasons that are prompting
Aboriginal people to write in their vernaculars in the 1990's. These reasons are: for
social action (in the form of community newspapers, plus petitions and protest
letters, often to government bodies); as a statement and celebration of group
identity (which take numerous forms); and for cultural and linguistic
maintenance (with 'Dreamtime' and 'oral history' stories being recorded). This
thesis will reveal that considerably more purposes exist for vernacular writing,
including the major function of educating the wider community (particularly in the
form of diglot books about Aboriginal life and culture plus their often-bloody contact
history).
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In this thesis I also hope to reveal that in fulfilling these purposes Aboriginal writers
are subtly challenging Western literary, educational and socio-cultural theories on
writing, as well as quietly exploding the cultural and linguistic hegemony of English
literature. They are also proving that some literacy practices can be used to support
the maintenance, and even revival, of threatened languages without compromising
their oral function. Hence, I believe, contemporary Aboriginal writers are proving
Ong (1982: 14-5) to be wrong in his belief about crossing the great divide between
so-called oral' and 'written' cultures, when he states that 'we have to die to
continue living'.
2.9 Notes
Ferguson (1987:224) defines vernacular literacy as 'the ability to perform reading
and writing behaviours in one's language as a means of exchanging messages within
a social group'.
This official implementation of two bilingual programs at Maningrida school, by
the N.T. Education Department, was quite exceptional because funding was usually
only provided for single vernacular programs in other schools in the N.T.
Plato did not see the difference between oracy' and 'literacy' as the great divide
that more recent scholars as Ong (1982) assume. Plato also criticised the orators of
the Greek oral epics such as Homer, claiming there was no dialogue, and the
audience was 'lulled to sleep' (see Gee, 1990:33-4).
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

The informal research for this thesis began with my participant observations as the
first Teacher-Linguist at Willowra school from the beginning of 1980 to the end of
1981. It continued again at Yirrkala school when I was Teacher-Linguist from the
beginning of 1985 until October 1986; the year before the first Aboriginal principalin-training was appointed. The primary role of a Teacher-Linguist at that time was
the co-ordination of vernacular curriculum materials production for the school
bilingual program, and Aboriginal teacher-training (see Handbook for Aboriginal
Bilingual Education in the N.T., 1986:50-5 1). Hence I have had considerable
hands-on experience in the day-to-day running of two bilingual programs in the
Educating phase of vernacular materials production, in the two very different casestudy communities for this thesis.
These two particular communities provide insightful contrasts in their size, their
location, their socio-political history, their socio-cultural makeup and their formal
school experience. Yirrkala is on the tropical north eastern coast of the N.T., has a
mission history, and is relatively large, with an Aboriginal population representing
many different clan dialects. By contrast, Willowra is located in the semi-desert
country of western-central N.T., is relatively small and homogeneous, with one
main language spoken, and is located on a pastoral property with no mission or
reserve history. Such differences have inevitably influenced subsequent
developments in vernacular writing. However, these two communities share the
fortunate feature of representing two of the stronger Aboriginal languages still
spoken in Australia today, namely Yolngu Matha and Warlpiri (see Schmidt, 1990).
The arrival at the thesis topic, of reviewing writing developments in Aboriginal
languages in S.A. and the N.T. since colonisation, was an evolutionary process.
Yirrkala school has set a precedent of participatory research that embraces both
Balanda and Yolngu people working together on research issues relating to
Aboriginal education, as espoused in the research of Marika, Ngurruwutthun and
White (1990). My original plan was to adopt this practice with Janet Nakamarra
Long of Willowra, and conduct joint-research, looking at contemporary functions of
writing in Warlpiri in her community of Willowra. Long's contribution was,
Methodology
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hopefully, to be accredited towards her current studies at Batchelor College.
Unfortunately we were unsuccessful in securing any research funding, despite five
applications, so I had to choose another topic that could be conducted successfully
from Darwin, where I was residing. Hence, the decision to look at the types of
materials currently being produced in Aboriginal languages, rather than analysing in
detail the functions they may be serving in any one community.
Soon my original collection of vernacular materials began to grow, as I proceeded to
write to teacher-linguists and literacy workers personally known to me in various
Literature Production Centres in the N.T., asking them to send me recent
productions. The range and literary quality of some of the Yirrkala productions
immediately excited me into comparing their style and form with some of the earlier
productions I had kept from the 1980's. At the same time I began researching the
published literature on the topic of vernacular writing in Australia, only to discover
that very little had been written. Apart from J. Harris's (1990) review of Biblical
translations and Goddard's (1990) comprehensive paper on Pitjantjatjara writing,
only a few discussion papers existed, plus sketchy records in the form of
autobiographical memoirs of missionaries, and other biographical accounts of early
missionary achievements. It soon became apparent that there was a big gap in the
academic literature regarding the historical development of writing in Aboriginal
languages in Australia, and the eventual emergence of significant literary
productions in more recent years. Hence I chose to help fill that gap, looking
specifically at S.A. and the N.T., the two states in which I have resided and worked
all my life.
The findings contained within this thesis were researched through the following
means:
Library and archival searches for old materials and any relevant information on
their production.
Communicating by letter and phone with Yirrkala and Willowra schools, particularly
with the two Teacher-Linguists working in the respective Literature Production Centre
and Literacy Centre. They were both most helpful in sending representative copies of
current publications, along with reflective comments on their production.
Accessing the Annual Reports from specialist staff which are compiled annually by
the N.T. Education Department.
Regular discussions and informal interviews with Janet Nakamarra Long, the long
term Literacy Worker from Willowra school, over a period of two years. Nakamarra
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Long is a Batchelor College Council member and a Remote Aboriginal Teacher
Education (R.A.T.E.) student, hence makes regular trips to Batchelor, just 90
kilometers south of Darwin. I was able to work with her in Darwin, when en route to
Batchelor.
Discussions with Raymattja Marika-Mununggiritj, who is an experienced Literacy
Worker from Yirrkala school, over a period of three weeks when staying with me in
Darwin. Marika-Mununggiritj was in Darwin in October 1992 to teach a
Djambarrpuyngu language course at the University of the N.T. in October 1992.
Discussions with numerous other people living in or visiting Darwin, as well as
corresponding with those living elsewhere, who have had considerable personal
experience in the field of vernacular materials production.
Numerous phone calls were also made all over Australia to talk to ex-missionaries,
contemporary Bible translators, ex-Teacher-Linguists, ex-teachers, ex-principals,
linguists, social historians, and other people who have been involved in the
collaborative production of Aboriginal vernacular materials.
Any superficial linguistic analysis of vernacular texts in this thesis is at a whole-text
level, with the discussion focussing on the overall text content rather than any
internal linguistic structure. No particular school of linguistics is adopted, although
my training within the Dixonian tradition (see Dixon, 1980) and Goddard's (1990)
analysis of Pitjantjatjara have, no doubt, influenced my discussion. Comment on
specific vernacular productions are made throughout the thesis, however, in regard
to the overall topic, linguistic styles adopted (such as reportage, narrative,
explanational, personal account, rhetorical, idiomatic, alliteration, and use of songcycles etc.) and the general layout and form that the final publications take. Special
attention is also given to the inclusion (or exclusion) of an English translation, the
nature and aesthetic appeal of the cover, and the use of illustrations and colour.
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CHAPTER 4
'IN THE BEGINNING WAS THE WORD...'
The Christianising Phase of Writing in Aboriginal Languages.

There has been two hundred years of contact in this country.... [now] is a time to listen to
Aboriginal people. It is a time to appreciate our spirituality, to hear our cries and see our
oppression, and to share in it. It is time to repect and honour our spirituality completely

and

without reservation just as we are willing to respect your roots... The Christian churches in
-

Australia need to be more open to receiving joyfully the blessings and insight offered through
Aboriginal culture and spirituality.

(Rev. Djiniyini Gondarra, in Father, You Gave Us The Dreaming, 1988: 6-7)

4.0 Introduction
This chapter describes the first phase in the development of writing in Aboriginal
languages in S.A. and the N.T. It exists largely because of the initiatives of nonAboriginal missionaries who set out to record Aboriginal languages in a written
form, and to eventually produce scriptural materials that would bring the Christian
message to Aboriginal people. In reviewing this phase of writing, which still
continues today with organisations such as the Summer Institute of Linguistics
(S.I.L.), every effort is made to remain objective. Although some of the early
attempts of missionaries were assimilationist in their efforts to both 'civilise' and
'Christianise' Aboriginal people, the purpose of this thesis is not to place judgement
on their work. The purpose of this chapter, in particular, is to review the efforts of
the many missionaries who conducted linguistic research into Aboriginal languages,
and who subsequently produced a body of written materials that constitute the
beginning stage in the development of writing in Aboriginal languages.
Hence, this chapter provides background information on the many church and
missionary organisations, which have operated in S.A. and the N.T. over the last
150 years, and have recognised the value of using Aboriginal languages in their
mission work. In so doing, it is necessary to mention relevant mission policies and
practices, that contrasted with the policies of other English-only missions and
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government institutions. Detail is provided on the assortment of vernacular written
materials produced, beginning from the very first missionary activities of the early
1800's. However, I do not attempt to provide a comprehensive review of all that
has been produced. Discussion is limited to materials that are noteworthy or typical
of this 'Christianising' phase. These include direct Bible translations, paraphrasing
of Bible stories, translated hymns and prayers, plus baptismal and catechetical
instruction materials. Mention is also made of some published vocabularies and
grammars, particularly those produced by the earliest missionaries, as well as some
mention of secular primers and readers used for the teaching of vernacular literacy.
Such materials were (and are still are) produced and viewed as necessary adjuncts to
translated Christian materials, if Aboriginal people are to eventually use the
vernacular Bible translations produced.
This chapter also attempts to outline the historical context from which later
developments in vernacular writing emerged, as well as provide some sort of
understanding of the prevailing ethos of the 'Christianising phase' of vernacular
materials production, and the consequent nature of the written vernacular products
that came out of this phase. It concludes with a review and discussion on the type
and style of vernacular materials that have been produced specifically in Gumatj (a
dialect of Yolngu Matha) and Warlpiri, for the purpose of 'Christianising'
Aboriginal people in the two focus communities of this study, namely Yirrkala and
Willowra.
4.1 Early beginnings of religious zeal
In proclaiming South Australia a British colony under the old gumtree in Glenelg on
26th December 1836, the first Governor, Captain John Hindmarsh, read:
It

is also at this time especially, my duty to apprise the Colonists of my resolution to

take every lawful means for extending the same protection to the Native Population as to
the rest of His Majesty's Subjects, and of my firm

determination to punish with

exemplary seventy all acts of violence or injustice which may in any manner be practised
or attempted against the Natives, who are to be considered as much under the safeguard of
the law as the Colonists themselves, and equally entitled to the privileges of British
Subjects. I trust, therefore, with confidence to the exercise of moderation and forebearance
by all Classes in their intercourse with the native inhabitants, and that they will omit no
opportunity of assisting me to fulfill His Majesty's most gracious and benevolent
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intentions towards them by promoting their advancement in civilisation, and ultimately,
under the blessing of Divine providence, their conversion to the Christian Faith.
(reproduced in Gibbs, 1978:124)
Thus it was that the colony of S.A. was formed in a wave of humanitarian ideals
and 'evangelical religious zeal', following the abolition of the British slave trade in
1807 and the emancipation of slaves in the British colonies in 1833 (see Gibbs,
1978: 122-4). With a government ethos of 'civilising' and 'Christianising' the
'native population', the post of Protector of Aborigines was soon created whose
duties were later outlined in an 1842 Adelaide Chronicle as:
to secure to the natives the due observance of justice, and the preservation of their rights,
and in particular to protect them from personal violence to secure for them permanent
-

subsistence, shelter and lodging, and to afford them moral and religious instruction.
(Quoted in E. Schurmann, 1987:34)
Even before the first missionaries came to work with 'the natives' of S.A., the third
Protector to be appointed by Governor Hindmarsh, William Wyatt, 'devoted much
time to studying the natives' language' (E. Schurmann, 1987:33-4). However, no
significant recording of Aboriginal languages in a written form was conducted in
S.A. or the N.T. until the first missionaries arrived on either the northern or
southern shores of Australia.
The eventual arrival of missionaries, representing a variety of missionary societies
and church institutions, brought with them associated ideologies and policies,
particularly in their attitude to Aboriginal languages. To add to this, the attitudes of
individual missionaries also varied greatly, and the efforts some of them made to
learn Aboriginal languages, and to conduct translation work, was often against
mission policy. The early German Lutheran missionary Schürmann, for example,
who was the first to learn the Kaurna language of the Adelaide Plains, respected the
intelligence of Aboriginal people and their complex and regular languages.
However, others such as the Congregationalist missionary Taplin, of Point
McLeay, who considered the languages of such 'heathen people' to be 'barbarous',
saw the use of the vernacular as an unfortunate means to an end. He tried to resist
the need to 'stoop too low to save souls' when requested to 'pray in native' (quoted
in J. Harris, 1990:369).
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Most of the early missionaries, however, questioned some of the cultural practices
of Aboriginal people, and missionary efforts to 'Christianise' were also associated
with a desire to civilize. In a letter of June 1839, written by 'your obedient
servant C.W. Schurmann' to George Angas, his financial supporter in London,
Schiirmann states:
I feel persuaded [to] convince you not only that the natives of South Australia have been
much wronged and grossly misrepresented in Europe, but also that there is sufficient
reason, at least as far as they are concerned, to hope and pray and to work, that one day
they may abandon their superstitions, sins and passions, and become our fellow
Christians, as they are now our fellow subjects, and become pious disciples and humble
followers of Christ. For I must not conceal from you that for all I have said and could say
in their favour, many of the horrid crimes of paganism are practised among them, not only
superstitious murder, polygamy and sorcery, but also fornication and unnatural sins. That
they exist, however, is not the worst, but that they are not stigmatised with that inward
remorse and general disdain and horror, to which such crimes in Christian countries are
subject.
(quoted in E. Schurmann, 1987:48-9)
Attitudes and mission policies towards Aboriginal languages and culture, however,
have changed over the last 150 years. Such changes in mission policies often
submissively reflected a shift in government policies: from protection, to
segregation, to assimilation, to integration, and then self-determination
(incorporating the policy of Aboriginalisation), and now reconciliation. The
international mission organisation S.I.L., however, fully acknowledges the need for
change and is currently training motivated Aboriginal people to conduct their own
translation work (see Kilham, 1991).
But mission policy has been slow to change, and this chapter will reveal that some
of the language study and translation work that was conducted by the early
missionaries in both the N.T. and S.A. was often done in spite of mission policy
rather than because of it. Hence, it is out of interest and intrigue that I have chosen
to dwell on the individual efforts of some missionaries at the expense of others.
However, the following pages will reveal that the ultimate common goal of all
missionaries appears to have remained the same over all these years, and that is to
'save souls' in accordance with Governor Hindmarsh's proclamation, by 'their
conversion to the Christian Faith' (quoted in Gibbs, 1978:23).
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4.2 The Lutheran missionaries
4.2.1 In Adelaide, S.A.
As mentioned in chapter one, the first missionaries to S.A. were the two Lutheran
Brothers from the Dresden Mission Society in Germany, Christian Teichelmann and
Clamor Schürmann. They arrived together on the vessel Pestonjee Bonianjee in
0ctober1838 (E. Schurmann 1987:19) and commenced immediately to record and
learn the language of the Kaurna people of the Adelaide Plains. Although, to my
knowledge, no Bible translations or Christian literature were ever published in the
Kaurna language, Schurmann, in conveying his intentions to the Governor elect of
S.A. Lieutenant Colonel G. Gawler, on the voyage out to S.A., stated that as soon
as he had 'mastered the local Aboriginal language, he had every intention of
translating the Bible. When asked by Gawler whether he would encourage the
learning of English, according to his diary, Schurmann responded:
Individuals, yes, but not the people as a whole. In church and school I would introduce
their own language, and when they had education and ability. I would encourage them to
learn their own language to perfection
(quoted in E. Schurmann, 1987: 26).

Like a number of the early missionaries to work with Aboriginal people in S.A. and
the N.T., Teichelmann and Schürmann did not speak English as a first language.
On 23rd of December 1839 the two missionaries opened their first school for the
'natives' within the 'Native Location' (opposite the site of the old Adelaide gaol) on
the north bank of the Torrens River, where the Kaurna were instructed to read and

write in their own language. According to SchUrmann's diary, 'there were seven
[native children], and a few adults, including Ityainaitpinna. He followed the letters
so fast that he was soon a help to me with teaching' (quoted in E. Schurmann,
1987 :80).
By Christmas of that year, the number of children had grown to 18, and lessons
were restricted to the mornings (E. Schurmann, 1987:80). The materials used and
method adopted by the Lutheran missionaries are recounted on a typed manuscript
by Dr. F.J.H. Blaess:
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In order to teach them to read, Schuermann (sic) at first wrote the alphabet on slate, then
Teichelmann drew an alphabet on cardboard, later the Protector had several dozen sets of
letters printed which were cut out, pasted on wood blocks, and were then used for setting
together in a variety of words. Teichelmann tried to teach the children the art of reading
and writing whereas Schuermann would conclude the school period with religious
instruction based on the Bible stories he related.
(quoted in Hart. 1970: 20)

In a letter written to F. Angas in England, in April of 1840, Schurmann reported:

At the beginning of the present year a school has been established, in which those
children, who can be obtained, are instructed for an hour or two and afterwards rewarded
with rice and sugar. The first attempt was difficult and required great patience, the children
were unwilling to come, so that they must be fetched every morning; but now the parents
send them, though of course not regularly and if solely at least chiefly on account of the
food. The irregular attendance of the children and their frequent absences of whole weeks
does not allow of rapid progresses, yet about twenty of them are able to spell and half of
that number have a tolerable knowledge of the sacred history up to Abraham.

...

We of

course instruct them in their own language, and think it not unnecessary and unjust, but
altogether impracticable for the present to introduce the English language. We hitherto

must be contented with single sheets and letters pasted on small boards, but we feel now
the want of a small spelling book, which we hope soon to be able to compile and print.
(quoted in E.Schurmann, 1987:98)

By late 1842, all but six Kauma children had left the school because of the
attendance of children from the 'Murray tribes' (who spoke a different language),
but by March 1843 many Kaurna returned and the school became a boarding school
with eleven pupils (see Brock & Kartinyeri, 1989:3). By this stage, all financial
support from

Angas and the Lutheran church, for the missionary school-teachers

Teichelmann and his new fellow German Pastor Sam Klose, had been withdrawn,
and the continued running of the school was at the direction of the Governor.
With the influx of Aboriginal children from the Murray River, and the arrival of
Governor George Grey, who believed in an all-English education for Aboriginal
children, a new boarding school was soon established. Walkerville Aboriginal
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School was opened in 1844 in Morphett House at Walkerville in Adelaide. It was a
government-run school, and the language of instruction was strictly English.
In 1845 the two Aboriginal schools of Adelaide were amalgamated and moved to a
new site on Kintore Avenue, just off North Terrace. Attendance at this new Native
School Establishment was compulsory (as was attendance at the earlier boarding
schools) and again instruction was in English. Thus, with the closure of the Kaurna
school on the Native Location in 1845, those early efforts of vernacular education in
the Kaurna language came to a permanent end (see Brock & Kartinyeri, 1989:3-4; J.
Harris, 1990:324-8; Hart, 1970:19-22; and Aboriginal Studies 8-10 resource book
The Kaurna people, 1989:254).
Back in 1840, following only eighteen months of linguistic work, Teichelmann and
Schürmann published Outlines of a Grammar, Vocabulary, and Phraseology of the
Aboriginal Language of South Australia Spoken by the Natives in and for some
distance around Adelaide. In the preface, they outlined their 'chief motives', in
.

publishing as:
to keep up the good understanding, and to facilitate the intercourse, between the
Aborigines and Europeans; to give to the latter a medium of communication, and,
especially, assistance to those inclined to acquire the language; to enliven the hopes of
those who wish the Christianization and civilization of their colored fellow-men, showing
them that a race of human beings possessing a language so regular in its formation and
construction as that of the South Australian natives, cannot be incapable of either; and to
refute premature and unjust detractions concerning the mental capabilities of the
Aborigines of Australia. Another object has been, to render a small contribution or
inducement to a general study of the manners, customs, and origin of these people.
(Teichelmann & Schtirmann, 1840:A).

The above explicit motivations of these two early Lutheran missionaries demonstrate
that their ultimate aims in studying and recording the local language of the Adelaide
went beyond their own hopes of 'Christianization and civilization of their
colored fellowmen'. They also hoped ultimately to educate the white population
area

about Aboriginal people (and their 'regular' language) and hence create more
understanding and communication between the two.
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4.2.2 Port Lincoln, S.A.
Despite Schürmann's personal aspirations to conduct missionary work amongst the
Aboriginal people of the Encounter Bay area, just south of Adelaide, SchUrmann
was soon sent, in September 1840, to work with the Aboriginal people living in the
district of Port Lincoln, on the Eyre Peninsula in S.A. He was requested by
Governor Gawler to initially work in the official capacity of Deputy Protector of
Aborigines (E. Schurmann, 1987:109). Within four years, in 1844 he published
A Vocabulary of the Parnkalla Language Spoken by the Natives Inhabiting the
.

Western Shores of Spencers Gulf.
Again Schürmann established a school for the local Aboriginal people, providing
religious instruction, as well as teaching them to read and write in the Parnkalla
language. In 1852 Schürmann's school was closed down, and its pupils sent to
nearby Poonindie mission, where instruction under Hale was strictly in English.
(Brock & Kartinyeri, 1989:15)
4.2.3 Encounter Bay, S.A.
In 1840 two fellow German missionaries, Sam Kiose and Heinrich Meyer (along
with his wife Frau Friederike Meyer), arrived in S.A. to take up missionary work
amongst the Aborigines. Meyer was sent to work amongst the Raminyeri
(sometimes spelt Ramindjeri) tribe of Encounter Bay and the Lake Alexandrina area
(J. Harris 1990:328-30; E. Schurmann, 1987:105-6). He immediately commenced
to learn the local language and opened a school, mainly for men and boys, along the
same lines as the Adelaide school 'instructing them in singing, spelling and reading
in their own language' (Hart, 1970:24). Vernacular materials would have been
prepared by Meyer for classroom use, though none were printed to my knowledge.
In 1843 Meyer published aVocabulary of the Language Spoken by the Aborigines
of the Southern and Eastern portions of the settled districts of South Australia;
which included A Grammar, 'showing the construction of the language as far as at
present known'. In the preface, Meyer (1843:vii) gives his reason for 'giving
publicity' to his recordings after only just two years and a few months of linguistic
work among the Ramindjeri people:
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I submit these sheets to the public with the hope that they may be found useful to such as
may be desirous of forming some aquaintance with the Aboriginal dialects, and that they
will be interesting to the philosopher and philologist, as exhibiting the peculiar structure
of a language spoken by people very generally considered the lowest in the scale of
civilization.
Hence again we see the Lutheran missionary motives of recording the local language
going beyond the desire to 'Christianise'.

Meyer, like his colleagues Teichelman and SchUrmann, was forced to end his
missionary work amongst Aboriginal people due to lack of financial support from
both the home country and the new colony. Both Meyer and Schurmann eventually
took up church pastoral positions amongst Lutheran congregations in the Barossa
Valley; Meyer left Encounter Bay in 1848, while Schurmann left Port Lincoln in
1853 (E. Schurmann, 1987). Although these German missionaries all preached
and gave Christian religious instruction in the 'native tongue', as far as I can
ascertain none completed any translations of the Bible, nor published any other
Christian literature.

4.2.4 Cooper Creek, S.A.
A decade after the Dresden Mission Society missionaries ceased working amongst
the Aboriginal people of S.A., a challenge was issued to the Lutheran churches of
S.A. in 1862 by Pastor J.F. Meischel:

• .

.to carry on mission work among those heathen in whose land she dwells: for they are

our neighbours, and if we do not have pity on them and endeavour to help them to life
through the Holy Gospel of Jesus Christ, they must without the means of grace be
irretrievably lost
(quoted in Leske. 1977:7).
Hence in 1867 a mission amongst the Diyari (or Dieri) was begun at Lake
Killalpininna in the Cooper Creek district in north-central S.A (Austin, 1986:176).
Financial assistance was provided by the Herrnannsburg Missionary Society in
Germany, which also provided missionaries to work amongst Aboriginal people
(Leske, 1977:7). These missionaries were trained to a high standard of linguistic
knowledge, and held the belief that they would have to study the local Aboriginal
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language in order to preach the Gospel. The first German missionaries were to
encounter 'disappointments and hardships' in their new mission, which they
initially named Hermannsburg (Ferguson, 1987:225), and actually left for a short
period due to Aboriginal hostilities before re-establishing the mission in 1869 (P.
Austin, 1986:176). On their return, they were most productive in their linguistic
efforts and the preparation of written Christian materials in Diyari.
By 1869 the Lutheran missionaries had started a school and the following year
printed a primer in Diyari entitled Nujanujarajinkiniexia Dieri Jaurajelaribala. This
-

was possibly the first primer published in an Australian Aboriginal language (see
Figure 3). After only two years of service, Pastor C.H. Schoknecht compiled a
short Diyari grammar and a 37 page Diyari-German vocabulary before he left in
1873. Later, under the leadership of the astute linguist John Flier! between 1878
and 1885, the mission was renamed Bethesda Mission, and the orthography was
revised to include the velar /ngl phoneme and replace the palatal stop symbol /x/
with /tj/ (Austin, 1986:176). Through Flierl's efforts the catechism was translated
and published in 1880, and some of the Gospels and Epistles of the New Testament
were translated into Diyari (P. Austin, 1986:176).
J.R. Reuther arrived in 1888. During his time at Bethesda mission, some literacy
practices in Diyari became well established among the adults and children. Both
church services and school lessons were conducted in Diyari, and Reuther was
successful in completing, with the help of Carl T.F. Streihow, the very first
translation of the New Testament into an Australian Aboriginal language. It was
published in 1897 entitled Testamenta Marra. Jesuni Christuni Ngantjanijaura
ninaia Karitjamalkana wonti Dieri Jaurani (see Ferguson, 1987:226; Austin,
1986:176 and J. Harris, 1990:836). Reuther also produced 13 volumes of
ethnographic notes, including four volumes on the grammar and vocabulary of the
Diyari. C.A. Meyer also worked on Bible translations in Diyari. After the turn of
the century, Pastor W. Reidel compiled a Bible history in Diyari, as well as a
handwritten Diyari-German dictionary (Ferguson, 1987: 226-7).
With the arrival of an Englishman at the mission to teach in the school in 1900,
English become an important part of the school curriculum, but according to
Ferguson (1987:229) by then 'literacy in Diyari was already established'. For
various reasons, the mission at Cooper Creek was finally closed in 1917, after fifty
years of missionary activity (Ferguson, 1987:223). But, as will be seen below, the
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linguistic and translation work of German trained missionaries such as Kempe and
Strehlow was to continue at yet another Hermannsburg Mission for Aboriginal
people.
Of particular interest is the fact that some forms of vernacular literacy allegedly 'took
hold' amongst the Diyari on the mission at Cooper Creek (see the discussion of
Ferguson's 1987 paper in chapter two of this thesis). This was particularly true of
the practice of letter writing in the vernacular by the Diyari people to Diyari-speaking
missionaries. According to Austin (p.c. 1992), from the early 1900's there is 'an
unbroken 60 year tradition of letter writing' amongst some Diyari people who wrote
to missionary-family members before and after the closure of the mission.
Although Ferguson (1987) claims letters were also sent to other Diyari, Austin
himself has not seen any tangible evidence of this. Austin (1986) provides an
interesting discussion on eight postcards written by Rebecca Maltilina, from western
Victoria between 1909 1913 to Dora Ruediger, that are currently held in the S.A.
-

Museum (see Figure 4). Austin (p.c. 1992) claims these postcards, and other letters
in Diyari sent to ex-missionaries as late as 1963, served two main functions for their
Diyari writers, and their primary purpose was not to convey information (which
could have been done in English). First, they served the iconic function of
reaffirming Diyari identity, and second, they reaffirmed the writers historic links
with the Lutheran mission.
A particularly significant literary event is the writing down in the mid 1930's of
several 'Dieri legends' by Sam Dintibana (or Dintibunna) Kinjmilina, a Diyari man
who attended the mission school as a schoolboy in the 1890's. These early writings
in Diyari, by Dintibana, may possibly represent the first vernacular writings of a
'literary' nature by any Aboriginal person in Australia. Dintibana could not write in
English, but at Malka station in the early 1930's, wrote down a series of legends in
Diyari in a notebook for the anthropologist Fry (p.c. P.Austin, 1992). Fry later
reported that, in his presence, Dintibana dictated some legends in Diyari to T.
Vogelsang (a missionary's son who spoke Diyari) who transcribed and translated
them for Fry. Then, on Fry's departure
A blank book was left with Sam

...

Two months later the book arrived with the following

legends [later published by Fry] written by Sam in the Dieri language. Mr. Vogelsang
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has translated these

...

As Sam wrote the Dieri himself, a word for word transcription has

been made although the spelling is not consistent.
(quoted in P. Austin, 1986:178).
Both sets of 'legends' were later published in 'Dieri' and English, in the Folk-lore
journal by H.K. Fry in 1937, under the title Dieri Legends (see Folk-lore 48:187206 & 269-98). Unfortunately, the whereabouts of the original notebook, with the
original Diyari texts by Dintibana, is currently unknown (P. Austin, 1986:178).
Fry's notebook is held in the S.A. Museum. According to Ferguson (1987:229),
Dintibana's texts 'showed inconsistent spellings and made no use of capital letters
or punctuation, apart from an occasional straight line to mark the end of a sentence'
(as noted by Fry, 1937).

4.2.5 Finke River, N.T.
The Finke River Mission was established west of Alice Springs in 1877, to serve
the Aranda (or Arrernte) Aboriginal people of Central Australia. The first German
missionaries, Adolf Kempe and W.F. Schuize, arrived in June 1877 after a very
long and troublesome trek from Adelaide. They chose a site for the mission where
the Finke River enters the James Ranges, the same site where the Hermannsburg
community still stands today. (Leske, 1977:13; Scherer, 1973:12)
Both Schulze and Kempe, on their arrival, commenced to learn with true missionary
zeal the Aranda language:
May God grain us the right wisdom in all things and help us over all difficulties in
learning the language, so that we may be able to proclaim to these Natives the Gospel of
God for their salvation
(Kempe quoted in Scherer, 1973:15).
After 10 years of missionary work on the Finke river, two Aranda men finally
'expressed the desire' to be baptized. This was largely due to their visit to
Killalpaninna mission, where they were influenced by some baptized Diyari men.
On their return they relayed their experiences to other Aranda and 'five more decided
to announce their desire for baptism'. According to Kempe's diary:
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Brother Schuize, then, commenced baptismal instruction with these seven, and on Easter
Day, 1887, after giving splendid answers at their examination, they were baptized. After
further instruction on the Lords Supper, they received this sacred meal in fellowship with
us on the following Sunday. Those were happy days, especially when on that same day
seventeen others immediately announced their desire for baptismal instruction as well.
These I instructed, and in the following year they, too, were baptized
(in Scherer, 1973:15).

Such instruction was conducted in Aranda, as were school lessons, 'and morning
and evening devotions, and on Sundays a short catechetical instruction' (Scherer,
1973:14). According to Leske (1977:16) services in the church at Hermannsburg
were not conducted in Aranda (but supposedly in German for the benefit of mission
staff) until 'after the first Aboriginal converts had been made'.
Scherer (1973:30) claims that Kempe was 'undoubtedly the most assiduous and
successful student of the local Aboriginal dialect'. He was also diligent in his
production of considerable Christian materials in Aranda. The first Aranda book to
be produced in those early years, was a 21 page primer for use in the school,
entitled: Intalinja Nkenkalalbutjika Galtjeritjika (Scherer, 1973:30). It was
compiled by Kempe, and published in 1888, for instructing children in the school.
According to Kempe's diary, the mission staff concentrated much of their efforts on
the children:

Nothing is gained by impatience or rash haste. We have preferably concentrated on the
growing generation, giving the children lessons in reading and writing, and recently have
made a beginning with memory work and singing. Contrary to our expectations, the
children have made good progress in these subjects. We have also begun to gather the
adults and to tell them the Bible stories from Genesis and some from the New Testament.
(quoted in Leske, 1977:15)

Kempe also compiled an 'essay' in German, that was later translated into English
and printed in 1890, entitled: A Grammar and Vocabulary of the Language Spoken
by the Aborigines of the MacDonnell Ranges, South Australia. In the following
year, Kempe published a 160 page book of 'Christian instruction and worship'
entitled: Galtjintana-Pepa

Kristianirberaka Mbontala (see Figure 5). According to

Scherer, it contained 'not only Old and New Testament stories, but prayers for
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worship and various other occasions, several Psalms, and 53 hymns' (Scherer,
1973 :30).
After working with Reuther on the Diyari New Testament, Carl Strehlow moved to
the Finke River Mission in 1894 to continue his linguistic work in Aranda.
Strehlow began the task of translating the New Testament into Aranda in 1913, and
completed the manuscript in 1919. According to Leske (1977: 32-4), 'the revising
of the manuscript was carried out with the assistance of experienced Christian
natives, particularly Moses' and 'after a thorough revision of the original
manuscript.., by his son Professor T.G.H. Strehlow, was published in 1956'.
Prior to this, The Gospel of Luke was published in 1925, and later all four Gospels
by the British and Foreign Bible Society (Leske, 1977:34).
Carl Strehlow died in 1922, yet in his 28 years of work at Hermannsburg he
produced a considerable amount in the Aranda language. In addition to his
translation of the New Testament, his productions included a 7-8,000 word Aranda
dictionary; a 264 page Aranda Service Book, published in 1904 (later revised by
the teacher H.A. Heinrich and reprinted in 1924); a 30-page school primer
published in 1928 (see Figure 6); plus many Aranda hymns (Leske, 1977:34). The
Old Testament is still being translated today at Hermannsburg (see J. Harris, 1990:
836).
One noteworthy product of Hermannsburg that typifies the prevailing ethos of the
mission in the 1960's is a painting by Oscar Namatjira, son of the famous Aranda
artist Albert Namatjira. In 1960 Oscar produced a realist Central Australian
watercolour landscape, but he placed in the middleground three Jews being crucified
on crosses, with the central cross bearing an Aranda sign above Jesus's head saying
'Inkata Jesua Ndokal' (literally: 'ceremonial leader Jesus on the fork of a tree').
Below this cross he wrote: 'Pmaltakalta Nama' (meaning: 'it is finished') which is a
phrase originally written by earlier missionaries on a parallel 19th century German
oil painting, that still hangs in the church at Hermannsburg today. In the
foreground there are two Roman soldiers, standing guard with swords and spears
(see Figure 7).
This painting was one of a dozen commissioned by the Australian Board of
Missions for an exhibition of religious paintings by 'native artists' of the South
Pacific, no doubt for publicity as well as to raise funds. Pastor Philip Scherer 'told
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the artists to use traditional symbolism', and instructed them to paint the religious
figures as Aborigines. Both instructions were subsequently ignored by Oscar
(Megaw, 1991:30). Hence we see in this painting evidence of the persistent efforts
of missionaries to make the Christian message more meaningful and acceptable to
Aboriginal people, through use of the vernacular and possibly through artistic
symbolism. However there was an apparent failure by many early missionaries to
consult with Aboriginal people on how this might best be achieved, as attested by

the writings of Rev. Djiniyini Gondarra of Galiwin'ku (see the quote at the
beginning of this chapter).
4.2.6 Other Lutheran missions
Another Lutheran mission Koonibba was later established on the far west coast of
S.A. by an Australian branch of the church in 1901. The site was actually chosen
by Kempe of Hermannsburg. However, the first missionary, A merican - trained
Pastor C.A. Wiebusch, ignored the advice of his colleagues regarding the use of the
local language, and all education and religious instruction was subsequently carried
out in English, rather than Kukata, Wirranga (sic) or Minning (Hart, 1970:86-8).
Hence, no vernacular materials were produced. This failure by missionaries to
recognise the important part that Aboriginal languages could play in their attempts to

Christianise their Aboriginal charges was quite common, especially within other
denominations. However there are a few notable exceptions.

4.3 The Aborigines' Friends' Association
George Taplin was another early missionary to S.A. who was diligent in his early
efforts to learn the local Aboriginal language, and to eventually translate extracts of
the Bible. He was a Congregationalist, and established Point McLeay mission on
the lower Murray in S.A. in 1859, under the auspices of the Aborigines' Friends'
Association (or A.F.A., see Jenkins, 1979). Taplin soon learnt to speak the
Narrinyeri language (today spelt Ngarrindjeri)1 but paradoxically, according to J.
Harris (1990:368), he considered the use of the local language to be merely a step
towards the 'full use of English'. Taplin did, however, recognise the evangelical
successes that could be afforded him if he spoke the local vernacular:
And I have noticed, in some instances, that natives who could speak good English when
in health, would entreat that I should read and pray in native when they were near death. It
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was so much less difficult for them to apprehend it. And, while I have done so, the talk
of the wurley would be hushed and an expression of solemnity manifested in every face:
and afterwards warm thanks would be given by the sick man or woman. We cannot stoop
too low to save souls
(Taplin quoted in J. Harris, 1990:368-9).
A year after the establishment of the mission, a school house (including a boys' and
girls' dormitory) had been built, and Taplin began to concentrate much of his efforts
on 'educating' the children. Although Taplin's Sunday preaching and daily
religious instruction in the school incorporated some use of the vernacular, English
was the adopted language within the school (Jenkins, 1979:106), which was run to
a strict routine:

Our daily routine was as follows: 6.00 a.m. in summer and 7.00 in winter the bell rang as
a signal for everyone to get up... At 8.30 I gave the children their breakfast. At 9.15 we
had morning prayer, and after that school until 12.00. Then at 1.00 p.m. I gave the
children their dinner, and at 2.00 had afternoon school until 3.30. Then the children went
off to play... This was the time I gave to translations and visitation of the camps. After
5.30 in winter and 6.30 in summer the children had supper, and immediately after we had
evening prayer, and then the children went into their bedrooms and were locked in. After
9.00 the lamps were taken away and everyone retired for the night
(Taplin quoted in J.Harris, 1990:363).
Taplin produced and published a number of books in the Ngarrindjeri language,
including: Lessons, Hymns and Prayers for the Native School at Point MacLeay in
1864, and in the same year: Tungarar Jehovald. Yarildewallin. Extracts from the
Holy Scriptures. These Bible extracts included portions of Genesis and Exodus
from the Old Testament, plus portions of the Gospels of Matthew and John from the
New Testament (see Jenkins, 1979: 107-8 & 292). Together they represented the
first portions of scripture to be published in an Aboriginal language. These same
scriptural texts were reprinted in 1926, and again in 1986 'at the peoples' request'
(see J. Harris, 1990:834-5), and is currently available from the Bible Society (see
Figure 8).

According to Jenkins (1979: 107), Taplin also began translating some 'school
reading books' in 1860, and some were published in 1862, indicating that the
vernacular was used by Taplin to some extent in the classroom. However regular
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inspections of the school by the A.F.A. would have ensured that instruction in
English literacy and numeracy was maintained. In addition to the daily journal that
Taplin kept for twenty years (see Jenkins, 1979:80), he also published
anthropological commentaries, a grammar and vocabulary of Ngarrindjeri, including
The iVarrinveri in 1873 (which was reprinted in 1878 within the larger works The
Native Tribes of South Australia) and Folklore, Manners, Customs and Languages
oJthe Aborigines of South Australia in 1879. The latter was completed just before
his death in June 1879 (see Jenkins, 1979:138 & 15 1-5). In the introduction to his
published grammar (1879:5) Taplin actually refers to Ngarrindjeri as 'an unwritten
and barbarous language', however, in addition to his scriptural translation work, he
still saw fit to spend much of his time studying and analysing its structure.
According to Jenkins (1979:163-4), Taplin mellowed over the years, to some
degree, away from the zealous and extreme assimilationist attitudes he had when he
first established the boarding school that took the children away from the cultural
and spiritual influences of their parents. Jenkins attests, however, that by the early
1870's much damage had already been done and 'it had become apparent that the
old religion had been routed' (Jenkins, 1979:166). Taplin's errant son Frederick
was to follow as the next mission superintendent, which led to a decade of social
unrest and further linguistic and cultural decline (see Jenkins, 1979:174).
However, over a century later, in the 1990's, attempts are underway amongst
Aboriginal descendants of the Raukkan area to reclaim some aspects of what has
been lost, including their language (see Amery, forthcoming).
4.4 The Roman Catholic missions
4.4.1 Port Essington, N.T.
The recording of Aboriginal languages in a written form was begun remarkably
early in the colonising of the N.T. Even before the remote north came under the
administrative control of S.A. in 1863, a Roman Catholic Priest, Father Angelo
Confalonieri, attempted to establish a mission for the Aborigines in the Port
Essington area in 1846 (thirty years prior to the establishment of Hermannsburg in
central N.T.). According to Reid (1990: 19-20) Confalonieri set up a camp at Black
Point, and quickly learned the language while living with the Aboriginal people of
the area. He compiled vocabularies of the seven tribal languages used on the
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peninsula, drew a map of the tribal areas, and familiarised himself with their
customs. Apparently, again according to G. Reid (1990:20):
some of the elders were antagonistic towards him and robbed his hut. He despaired of
converting them to Christianity. telling McArthur [the British military commandant at
Port Essington] that he was not making any impression on them... He died of malaria at
Port Essington in 1848 a disappointed man, his anthropological work incomplete.
However, according to J. Harris (1990:46 1 & 833) before Confalonieri's death, he
did translate some prayers and a catechism into a language closely related to Iwaidja.
4.4.2 Rapid Creek, N.T.
Later in 1882, twelve years after permanent European settlement in the Top End,
another Catholic mission was established on land granted to the Jesuit order at
Rapid Creek near Palmerston (the original name of Darwin). A mission called St.
Joseph was established under the leadership of Father Anton Strele, and by January
1883 a large number of Larakia Aboriginal people 'were camped nearby and began
working for the Jesuits' (Reid, 1990:135). The mission was established along
similar lines to those of the Jesuit missions of Paraguay, which attempted 'to induce
the Aborigines to settle down in a self- supporting agricultural colony'.
With the arrival of a missionary in 1884 to work exclusively on the Larakia
language and translation work, some prayers and hymns were soon produced in
Larakia. By 1885, a school was operating with regular lessons in 'basic literacy in
Larakia, basic numeracy and Bible stories'. In the same year a printing press
arrived and 'lesson books and songs' were printed in Larakia (J.Harris, 1990:465).
According to T. Austin (1992:57), ' "gay tunes" were said to be sung [in Larakia]
with great enthusiasm by the children', and 'reports contained frequent references to
the good work of the school' (1992:61). Apparently three letters, written by
Larakia children to Fr. MacKillop, so impressed the editor of the N.T.Times and
Gazette, that they were printed in his paper in early 1891, along with the comment:
Undying patience, perserverence, and care which must be exercised in tutoring such
savages and retaining their attention to the dull routine of scholardom, must be very great
indeed, while the transition from blind ignorance to comparative knowledge, such as these
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letters imply, could only be accomplished by teachers whose earnestness in their work
soars above every other consideration.
(in T. Austin, 1992:61)
Despite such 'earnestness', by 1888 the acting superior, Father Donald McKillop,
reported to the government that the mission had failed:
The Larakia came and went as they pleased. Palmerston was close and tobacco could be
obtained there by easier methods, such as begging and prostitution, than by hard work at
Rapid Creek.
(in G. Reid, 1990:136)
In the nine years of Jesuit mission activity, 'only one adult Aborigine' was baptised,
and this person was apparently not Larakia. Towards the end of the mission, the
Woolna people and 'the Alligator tribe' had started to move into the mission
(J.Harris, 1990:467). St. Joseph's mission was closed in June 1891, and all
efforts were transferred to a new Jesuit mission which, since 1886, was slowly
being established in the Daly River area south west of Palmerston (G. Reid,
1990:136).
4.4.3 The Daly River, N.T.
This new mission, hopefully far enough away from the 'evil influences' of white
settlement, was named the Queen of the Holy Rosary, and referred to as Uniya. In
October 1887, 'the first religious instruction was given to ten Aborigines and next
day the first school class was held' (G. Reid, 1990:136-7); supposedly in the
vernacular. Like the Dresden Lutherans, the Jesuits showed a keen interest in
Aboriginal languages, particularly in the 'precision and expressive power' of the
Malak Malak (sometimes spelt Mulluk Mulluk) language of the Daly River. (J.
Harris, 1990:835)
The first site of the Uniya mission achieved its peak of activity in 1888, with over
30 settled Aboriginal families working the farm plots, and 31 children attending the
school. However, a wave of epidemics, including influenza and malaria, soon
broke out, and a series of crop failures occurred. A second mission site, and later a
third, was established. As each successive Uniya mission site failed, 'doggedly'
the Jesuits 'stuck to the Paraguayan agricultural ideal' (G. Reid, 1990:137).
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According to G. Reid (1990: 137), 'as early as 1888, the Jesuits had come to
believe the only hope of a mission was in a place where total segregation of the
Aborigines was possible, as on an island'. But the Roman Catholics were not to be
granted land on Bathurst Island for another 22 years. In the meantime, missionary
work of the Jesuits continued on the Daly and:
they had in effect converted some Mulluk Mulluk, the main tribe with whom they dealt
there, to the European ideal of individual capitalists and agriculturalists. Also, they
succeeded in converting a large number of Aborigines to Christianity.
(G. Reidl99O:138)
In June 1899 the last Uniya was closed and the Jesuits were sent home to South
Australia, or their native Austria. However they left behind a legacy of translated
hymns, catechisms and other religious materials in the Malak Malak language.
Because the prevailing attitude of nineteenth century Catholicism was that classical
Latin, and only Latin, was the appropriate language for the holy scriptures of the
Bible, the early Jesuits did not translate any of the Bible into an Aboriginal language
(J. Harris, 1990:835).
4.4.4 Bathurst Island, N.T.
In 1910, while the N.T. was still under South Australian administration, the
government granted the south east corner of Bathurst Island for a Roman Catholic
Mission (G. Reid, 1990:140). The following year Father Xavier Gsell, of the
Missionary of the Sacred Heart order, established the Bathurst Island Mission for
the Tiwi people. This same community today is known as Nguiu. In 1914 the first
school was commenced by the Sisters from Our Lady of the Sacred Heart (Pye,
1977:63), supposedly adopting English as the language of instruction.
However in 1927 Father John McGrath arrived at Bathurst, and it is said that he
became very fluent in the Tiwi language, and 'always preached in their own
language' and used it when teaching the boys in the school until his departure in
1948 (Pye, 1977:61-3). In 1974 a bilingual program was officially adopted into St.
Theresa school, now known as Murrupurtiyanuwu Catholic School, and it
continues to operate today with the support of a productive L.P.C., producing

vernacular material in Tiwi.
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An S.I.L. linguist Marie Godfrey began linguistic work on the Tiwi language of
Bathurst Island in the early 1970's. Since then selections of Gospels of the New
Testament have been completed, including the Gospels of Matthew, Mark, and
Luke, which were printed in 1985. Various other Bible stories have also been
published, as well as secular literacy materials. Another S.I.L linguist. Jenny Lee,
has since begun further linguistic and translation work on 'Modern Tiwi'2, spoken
at Melville and Bathurst Islands. The work of both linguists continues today.
4.4.5 Port Keats, N.T.
Preparations began in 1935 to establish a new Catholic mission at Port Keats, to be
run by the same Catholic orders as those on Bathurst Island. Port Keats is known
today as Wadeye, and is located on the coast between Darwin and the W.A. border,
west of Daly River. The S.I.L. linguists Lyn and Chester Street from the mid
1970's, along with local co-workers, worked on Biblical translations in Murrinh
Patha, producing selections and whole books of the Bible, plus a range of secular
literacy materials. Their efforts assisted the commencement of a bilingual program
in the local OLSH school in 1976, which still operates today.
4.4.6 Santa Teresa, N.T.
Early mission attempts for the Eastern Arrernte began in Alice Springs just before
WWII by Catholic priests of the Missionary of the Sacred Cross order. These
included a mission at Charles Creek on the fringe of Alice Springs in 1937, and later
at Altunga in 1942. The Eastern Arrernte people were finally moved to the present
site of Santa Teresa mission in 1953, 80 kilometres south east of Alice Springs (see
Pye, 1989).
Until very recently, Eastern Arrernte was not taught in the local OLSH school (nor
in the previous OLSH schools). However by the mid 1980's a bilingual program
was 'in preparation' as vernacular materials were produced on site, and in 1989 the
bilingual program officially began at Ltyentye Apurte School (see NT Bilingual
Education Newsletter 90-1:7). It is only in recent years that any mission
organisation has initiated translation work specifically in Eastern Arrernte3,
knowing that the Lutherans were already working in a western dialect. With the
arrival of an S.I.L. translation team, Neil and Marion Broad, in the late 1980's, it
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was acknowledged that the Biblical materials produced at Hermannsburg did not
satisfy the perceived needs of the Arrernte people of Santa Teresa. Similarly, other
linguists have in recent years conducted linguistic research and work specifically in
Eastern Arrernte.
4.5 The Church of England
4.5.1 Poonindie, S.A.
In 1850, a Native Training Institution was established at Poonindie, on the south
coast of Eyre Peninsula in S.A. by Matthew Hale, the Archdeacon to the Anglican
Bishop of Adelaide. Unlike the early German missionaries working amongst the
Aboriginal people of Adelaide, Hale had considerable financial backing plus
influential friends, enabling him to realise his missionary vision. There was no
place for Aboriginal languages or culture in this vision; Hale's goal was:

• .

.isolation, industhal education, as well as the usual schooling; marriage, separate

dwellings, hiring and service wages; gradual and progressive moral improvement based on
Christian instruction, Christian worship, and Christian superintendence.

(in Brock and Kartinyeri, 1989:11)
Young 'educated' Aboriginal people from the Adelaide school were sent to
Poonindie for Christianising and 'civilising' in isolation. They were later joined by
students from Schurmann's school in Port Lincoln, and eventually by a number of
Aboriginal people from other areas. Hales initial plan was to keep these young
trainees isolated from the evil influences of immoral white settlers, as well as from
their own people; and in the words of Bishop Short to be 'reclaimed from
barbarism' (Brock and Kartinyeri, 1989:11). Meanwhile, in 1852 the Native
School Establishment in Adelaide was closed because its few remaining students
absconded, largely in fear of being sent to Poonindie. Poonindie itself, although a
financial success, was closed down in 1894 and its land claimed by land-hungry
settlers (Brock and Kartinyeri, 1989:13-3 1).
Hence, the South Australian Anglicans began to look further afield to establishing
missions in the territory to the north. Permission was given to the Northern
Australian Industrial Mission in 1901 to established a mission between the West and
South Alligator River, in the N.T. Hence Koparigo (sometimes spelt Kapalga) was
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begun as yet another training mission, but it had ceased operating by 1908 (G.Reid,
1990:140).

4.5.2 Roper River, N.T.
The Bishop of Carpentaria, the Right Reverend Gilbert White, proposed in 1906
that a mission be established on the Roper River 'and worked in conjunction with
the Anglican mission at Mitchell River on the eastern side of the gulf [of
Carpentaria, in Queensland]'. Hence, after some disagreements over the potential
site, in 1908 an Anglican mission was established on the Roper River just a few
miles upstream from the Roper mouth (G. Reid, 1990:140). The establishment of
this mission provided a safe refuge for at least eight Aboriginal groups, after they
had experienced continuous and widespread massacres at the hands of invading
land-hungry pastoralists in the valley of the Roper River, beginning in the 1870's
(J. Harris, 1990:692 & 844). Thus the Church Missionary Society missions came
into being in the N.T, supported mostly by the more 'evangelical' Anglicans of
N.S.W. (p.c. S.Harris, 1992). Forty years later, after floods completely destroyed
the Roper River Mission in 1940, a new mission site was chosen on a hill ten
kilometers up stream. This new site is where the community of Ngukurr stands
today.

An early missionary, E.C. Lousada collected wordlists in the local languages, but it
wasn't until the arrival of Rev. Len Harris that any Bible translation was attempted.
According to his son, J. Harris (1990:839), while fulfilling many other duties at
Roper River, including mission superintendant, Len Harris:
discovered that Nunggubuyu

was understood widely throughout the region; at Roper River

and on the east Arnhem Land coast as well as on Groote Eylandt. With Grace, Joshua and
Bidigainj he set about translating the Gospel of Mark and the Epistle of James.

Together they finished the Gospel of Mark in 1945, and 'soon afterwards, Len
Harris read it in the evenings by the camp fires beside the Roper River' (J. Harris,
1990:840). The Bible Society printed a volume containing the Gospel of Mark plus
the Book of James in 1948. Len Harris left Roper after World War II, and
unfortunately the missionaries that replaced him showed little interest in learning any
of the local Aboriginal languages. Hence the Bible translation work at Roper
ceased, and the slim published volume just 'gathered dust' (J. Harris,1990: 840-1).
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Roper River mission provided a safe sanctuary for many different Aboriginal
groups in the days of violent contact, and proabaly ensured the longterm survival of
Aboriginal people in that region. But it also provided the ideal linguistic situation in
which creole languages are born. Today, Kriol is the first language of most people
living in the Roper region. In fact it is spoken by many thousands of Aboriginal
people, and is 'well understood by 30,000' across Australia (J. Harris, 1990:844,
see also J.Harris, 1984).
John and Joy Sandefur, two S.I.L. linguists, began working on the Kriol language
at Roper River in 1973. They initially produced a Kriol dictionary and grammar;
then, despite some opposition from various quarters (see J.Harris, 1990:844) began
translation work in Kriol as speakers slowly developed a pride in their new
language. 'By 1983, a translation of Genesis was complete and a "pastiche"
Gospel, because no single Gospel in itself is complete'. In 1989, the translation
team, including the Sandefurs plus Wiffiam and Marjorie Hall and Ishmael and Irene
Andrews, completed their translation work on the New Testament. It was
published along with some of the Old Testament in 1990. 'The translation team
hopes to finish the whole Bible before the turn of the century' (J. Harris, 1990:8445).
4.5.3 Groote Eylandt, N.T.
Assimilationist government policies from the beginning of this century stipulated
that 'half-caste' children should 'be removed from the "degradations of the camps"
and placed into missions or institutions'. Hence plans were made by the C.M.S. to
move their headquarters to Groote Eylandt and segregate their mission children of
mixed descent (Cole, 1980:32). The establishment of the proposed mission wasn't
to begin at Emerald River until 1921 (see J.Harris, 1992:7 17). Finally, in 1924,
Emerald mission was ready and all the children were ferried over to Groote Eylandt
on the mission's 'lifeline', the Holly

.

By this stage Roper River Mission had

charge of 35 so-called 'half-caste' children (Cole, 1980:31).
For the first ten years the mission staff concentrated their efforts on these children,
but as they grew up, and the mission began to focus its attention on the local
Anindilyakwa people (Cole, 1980:40). In 1943, the C.M.S. mission (which was
now operating with the much valued assistance of some of the original children of
Emerald River) transferred to Angurugu, just north of Emerald River. Although
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Biblical translation work in Anindilyakwa was not against written mission policy,
enthusiasm for language study and work at Angurugu by early missioniaries, was
'only barely tolerated'. However, the production of Christian materials in the local
vernacular did proceed in later years (J. Harris, 1990:842).
The arrival of Judith Stokes to Angurugu mission in 1952, originally to work as a
school teacher, has resulted in much linguistic and translation work in the
Anindilyakwa language. Stokes was told, however, in her early years 'I could only
work on translation in my spare time'. A 'mini Bible' is to be published in 1992
that contains: Genesis and Jonah from the Old Testament, plus the Gospel of Luke,
and the Epistles of Ephesians, I Timothy, and James from the New Testament.
Stokes retired in 1989, but the translation work continues today (J. Harris, 1990:
842-3).
Because of the foundational linguistic work done by Stokes, a bilingual program
was commenced at Angurugu school in 1973, and later in 1975 at another
Anindilyakwa- speaking community, Umbakumba, which was initially established
by Fred Gray and later taken over by the C.M.S. in 1958 (see Cole, 1980:4 1). The
programs in both schools, for various reasons including orthography problems,
have since ceased operating (see S. Harris, 1982).
4.5.4 Numbulwar, N.T.
Another C.M.S. mission was established at Numbulwar on the Rose River, just
north of the Roper River, in 1952 (see Cole, 1982). The Reverend Earl Hughes,
who was appointed in 1956, soon set about language work on Nunggubuyu,
despite a lack of formal mission board support. He consequently compiled a
dictionary, in spite of the criticism of some older missionaries who said such efforts
'isn't real work'. Today at Numbulwar, Biblical translation work in Nunggubuyu
continues, building on the earlier work of Len Harris at Roper River. The C.M.S.
linguists, Michael and Margaret Hore, along with co-translators Langayina and
Anne Rami, are concentrating on a Nunggubuyu New Testament, and a miniBible' is to be published in 1992. Langayina is also working on his own translation
of the New Testament in Ridliarrngu (or Ritharrngu), a close dialect of
Nunggubuyu (J. Harris, 1990:843).
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4.5.5 Oenpelli, N.T.
The Church Missionary Society began its mission at Oenpelli (now known as
Gunbalunya) in 1925. It was established in western Arnhem Land, on Oenpelli
Reserve land offered to the C.M.S. by the Commonwealth Government. The first
missionaries appointed were Aif Dyer (later Reverend) and his wife Mary, who had
actually met when serving at Roper River mission. Once at Oenpelli they were both
kept busy from 6 a.m. until 10 p.m. each day' with the physical tasks of
establishing and running the mission (Cole, 1975:25). According to Alf Dyer
himself, 'we had not time to study a language, so for us there was only one way
out; we taught them English, not pidgin English but proper English' (in J. Harris,
1990:839; and see J. Harris, 1990:689-755 & Cole, 1975:18-35 for early mission
details).
According to Cole, Mrs. Dyer soon 'started a small school with fifteen children
speaking five different languages'. Mr. Dyer conducted 'daily church services, in
which three languages were often used [Dyer's input being English]. Fortunately
the stock boys and their wives were able to act as interpreters' (Cole, 1975: 25).
Hence, with the support of the C.M.S. administration, the Dyers adopted English as
the official language for the school and church; the reason given being the large
number of languages spoken in the Oenpelli area. The fact that the Aboriginal
people of Arnhem Land are multilingual, and most would have understood any one
of the local languages better than English, was not acknowledged by the Dyers.
However, the situation was to change slightly with the arrival at Oenpelli mission in
1933 of Nell Harris, a trained school teacher and the wife of the new superintendant
Dick Harris. Not long after her arrival she began language work in Gunwinggu
(today spelt Kunwinjku). In Nell Harris's hand written memoirs (provided by her
son S. Harris) she writes:
In 1936, and perhaps earlier, I worked with Rachel to translate particular Gospel portions,
for example, for the 1936 Christmas service. In 1937 I started work on Mark's Gospel. I
could see that many natives coming to Oenpelli from the bush were unable to understand
English... so... Rachel and Hannah helped me translate five verses from St Mark's Gospel
every afternoon. The previous evening I spent time expressing the English in the
simplest form. I had various translations of the New Testament....
The Dyers were determined that the Oenpelli natives would use English
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Dr. Capell when he visited Oenpelli in 1938 discovered nine different languages spoken at
Oenpelli. My husband chose Gunwinggu as the language spoken most frequently. He
had a list of Gunwinggu nouns and phrases before we were married in 1933.....I didn't
know how to write the Gunwinggu but I wrote it as phonetically as I knew how. I wrote
up the Gospel as carefully as I could. In 1938 I took my exercise book to show the
Secretary of the C.M.S. in Sydney. He wasn't at all interested. "Lot of work" he said. I
forget his name. Arriving back in Darwin in 1939 I met some Methodist missionaries
who showed me how they were writing the native languages at Milingimbi.
During my third term at Oenpelli from 1939-41, I revised the St. Mark's Gospel. When
Dr. Capell visited Oenpelli in June 19411 showed him my translation. He corrected it
and because of his influence, the Bible Society printed it in 1942. My husband and I were
very thankful for his help. We certainly liked his form of writing...
Canon Arrowsmith was Secretary of C.M.S. when Dr. Capell returned to Sydney. Mr.
Arrowsmith was delighted that an attempt had been made to give the Aboriginal people
part of the Gospel in their own language. My husband and I left Oenpelli at the end of
1941 and did not return ...[for] 17 years. I know Rev. Len Harris used the translations of
St. Marks Gospel.
Arriving at Oenpelli in 1958 I began to help Miss Mason in the school. Rachel was
assistant teacher. Miss Mason and Rachel corrected some verses of St. Mark's Gospel and
Rachel read them at school assembly. I don't know of anyone besides Rachel was reading
the Gunwinggu. Natives took services in the church in Gunwinggu. but I don't remember
hearing anyone else.
For about twenty years my husband and I moved about between Roper River and Groote
Eylandt... Our last term of service 1964-65 was spent at Oenpelli... Mrs Barbara Morrow
and I corrected the St. Mark's Gospel very carefully with the help of Jacob. It was type
written out. Part of the Gospel was read at the morning services every week day. I think
Jacob, Hannah, Silas, Rachel, Barbara Morrow or I read it.

In addition to Scripture translations, Nell Harris also produced some literacy
materials for the teaching of reading in Kunwinjku. One such production was a
tentative edition' of a 26 page Gunwinggu Primer, published early in 1941 by the
Church Missionary Society in Sydney (see Figure 9). Apparently this primer had
'very minimal use' in the school (p.c. S. Harris, 1992). Years later a bilingual
program was to begin at Oenpelli school in 1975, but was officially closed (for
various reasons) in the early 1980's. However, linguistic and translation work has
continued at Oenpelli in Kunwinjku, through the efforts of other C.M.S.
missionaries such as Peter Carrol and Merrel Rowe, along with Kunwinjku coThe Christianising Phase
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translators such as Martha who was a great help (from N.Harris's memoirs).
Steve and Narelle Etherington continue the work today with Kunwinjku cotranslators, and a 'mini-Bible' is to be published in 1992.
4.6 The Presbyterians
Ernabella Mission was established on Ernabella Station in the far north-west of S.A
in 1937 by the Presbyterian Church. In 1939 several pastoral leases were combined
to form the South Australian Aboriginal Reserve. It was established in the
Musgrave Ranges initially as a 'buffer' zone, or safe haven, for the Pitjantjatjara
people, whose land was being increasingly encroached upon by white pastoralists
and 'doggers' to the south. The first lease was taken up by pastoralists in the
Everard Ranges in 1932, but these early stations were primarily 'dogging camps'
where dingo scalps were collected and exchanged for Government bounties. The
local Pitjantjatjara used their 'highly developed' hunting skills, and would barter
with these early 'doggers' with scalps in exchange for flour, tea and sugar (Hilliard,
1968 :80-2).
A key founder of the mission was Dr. Charles Duguid, whose positive attitude
towards Aboriginal languages was out of step with the prevailing view of his time,
but as progressive as those of the very early German missionaries in S.A. In a
report to the General Assembly of the Presbyterian church in 1936, Duguid stated:
The only hope for the natives on the Great Inland Reserve and the dogging area of the far
North-west of South Australia is to be found in a Christian Mission station in the
vicinity of the Musgrave Ranges. It must be run on the lines of similar Christian
missions in the Australian Mandated Territory of New Guinea, the missionaries learning
the language of the native, getting to understand their side of the clash of culture as well
as ours.
(quoted in Hilliard, 1968:94)

Hence Emabella Mission was established with a policy of respecting the local
language, and all mission staff were expected to learn Pitjantjatjara. When the first
school commenced for the children on 'the sandy creek bed' in 1940 'all the
teaching was in their own language'

...

'these children were taught to write, not in

books, there were none, but on little blackboards made from painted three-ply'
(Hilliard, 1968: 155).
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Although the early Presbyterian missionaries of Ernabella had the same Christian
aims as other missionaries in Australia, it seems they were less vigorous in their
methods, as espoused by Dr Duguid in his 1936 Report:

It is worse than useless to attempt to civilise and Christianise them in one fell swoop.
Jesus must be lived among them before they can understand what Jesus is, and the best of
their own culture must be retained. But when they have seen and experienced the best that
the new civilisation brings them they will desire it.
(in Hilliard. 1968:94)
From the time of the arrival of the first teacher R.M. Trudinger, and the
Superintendant Bob Love, work began on developing an orthography for
Pitjantjatjara so that scripture translation could commence. All children at Ernabella
Mission were expected to attend school, with religious instruction, early morning
worship assemblies and hymn singing beiig very much a part of the school day
(Hilliard, 1968:155; Edwards, 1969:278-9).
But the teaching of vernacular literacy skills, plus numeracy and other skills that
were economically useful for mission life, were also seen as necessary elements of
each child's formal education. Trudinger later wrote:

On March 1st. 1940, fifteen entirely uncivilized naked brown children came to school for
the first time in the history of the tribe... After an equivalent of 12 months tuition at the
school (a very interrupted 12 months) some of these children are writing their own
language as fluently, neatly and correctly as white children in Grade VII at our schools.
(quoted in Edwards, 1969: 279)
Proof of such achievements is evidenced in the first letter written in Pitjantjatjara, in
1941, by a 12 year old schoolboy named 'Apinya'. This letter was addressed to a
schoolboy in Melbourne, and was written after only three months tuition of
vernacular literacy (see Figure 10).
Bob Love, who arrived as mission Superintendent in 1941, had previously worked
for a considerable period at the Presbyterian mission at Kunmunya in Western
Australia, where he translated some of the Gospels into the Worora language.
According to Harris, J. (1990:838), while working at Ernabella, Love continued his
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enthusiasm for Bible translation work, 'cooperating with R.M. Trudinger and
several Aboriginal co-translators'. The Gospel of Mark was finally translated into
Pitjantjatjara, and published by the Bible Society in 1949. The work of Bible
translation continues at Ernabella today, with a team of S.I.L. linguists, Paul and
Ann Eckert, working with Pitjantjatjara co-translators on various books of both the
New and Old Testament. A literacy team is also based at Ernabella, to promote the
development of literacy in the Pitjantjatjara 1anuage.
4.7 The Methodists
The Methodist Overseas Missions Board commissioned Rev. James Watson to
conduct an expedition in 1915 to Arnhem Land in the N.T., 'to soak up information
concerning a proposed mission to the Aborigines' (McKenzie, 1976:1). In a letter
to Watson from the M.O.M. Board, which outlined his expedition duties, they
concluded:
I trust that you may have the satisfaction of knowing that you have been able to guide the
Board and the Church to some satisfactory and practical effort for the social and moral
uplift of the Aborigines.
(quoted in McKenzie, 1976: 2).
Following that first investigation, the M.O.M.began establishing successive mission
stations across the northern coast of Arnhem Land, beginning with Goulburn Island
in 1916, and a 'false start' at Elcho Island in 1922. Later missions were established
at Milingimbi in 1923, at Yirrkala in 1935, at Croker Island in 1941 (initially for socalled 'half-caste' children), and again at Elcho Island in 1942 (see McKenzie,
1976).
4.7.1 Milingimbi, N.T.
One of the earlier Methodist missions was Milingimbi, established on one of the
Crocodile Islands by Watson himself and his assistant, James Robertson, in 1923.
Soon the mission began to attract Yolngu people from a range of clans, and was
operating as a strict regime that incorporated the controversial policy of dormitories
for the schoolchildren. McKenzie reports positively of such developments:
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a cool, well lighted and ventilated dormitory was built for the school children, church
services were well attended, and the trepanging industry flourished. Milingimbi was
established.
(McKenzie, 1976:31)

It wasn't long before trouble

broke out amongst the many different 'tribal' groups

now assembling at the mission. Antagonism was also directed towards the
missionaries for their assimilationist ways and overt suppression of traditional
culture. This is spoken of by Wili Walilepa, in the insightful book Long Time
Olden Time (edited by Read and published by I.A.D. in 1991) that records many
well-overdue Aboriginal perspectives of our bloody contact history. In one
skirmish at Milingimbi in 1927, the lay missionary Robertson was wounded
seriously by a spear. Wili (in Read, 199 1:64) describes his feelings towards
Robertson:
All right. Mr Robertson go down now... He got a whip, a little hit whip there.
Something makem frighten for the people you know, carrying that whip. Robertson
policeman.... Ah.

Mr Robertson, you come here with too many humbug for this island.

You breakem down our culture for the Yolngu

people... Go away Mr Robertson. We

don't want you come and talk me any more...

Rev, Theodor Webb arrived as superintendant at Milingimbi in 1926, and soon
closed down the dreaded dormitories and, when time allowed, began to study the
local Aboriginal culture and language (see Webb, 1938). He firmly believed that the
Gospel needed to be delivered in a language Aboriginal people understood. Hence,
with no linguistic training he struggled to produce the Lord's Prayer in
Gupapuyngu, which was just one of the Yolngu Matha4 dialects spoken at
Milingimbi (McKenzie, 1976:44). However, Webb was disappointed with the little
progress made by himself and other mission staff in the study and use of the local
language in mission work (see Harris, 1990:841 & McKenzie, 1976:98-9). Just
prior to his departure in 1936, he wrote a blunt latter to the M.O.M. Board stating:
The essential need of the District is an entirely new outlook and policy on the part of the
Mission Board... Why is it that there is not and never has been a single one of us with a
real knowledge of an Aboriginal tongue? Why has there been no Gospel translated into
the tongue of the people? Why is there no properly organised religious or educational
work to be found? Is it supposed that these things, which are recognised as of first
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importance on other fields, are unnecessary here? Is it that the Board has struck in us such
a lot of duds that we are incapable of accomplishing them? Or is it that the policy of the
Board has rendered it impossible for us to really attempt them?... I greatly deplore the
apparent complete indifference of the Board to my repeated protests and appeals...
(quoted in McKenzie, 1976:99)

Apparently Webb's request for increased staffing, to allow serious language study
and translation work to commence, fell on deaf ears unless lack of adequate money
and available staff prevented such appointments. It wasn't until twenty five years
later, in January 1951, that Beulah Lowe (who was gifted in the area of language
study) was appointed to Milingimbi as their first trained school teacher. She already
had a keen interest in languages, and loved studying French and Latin at school, so
was looking forward to learning the local language at Milingimbi (p.c. B. Lowe,
1992 & Harris 1990:842). The then General Secretary of the M.O.M. Board, Cecil
Gribble, spoke to Beulah in Sydney before her departure to Darwin, saying how
keen he was on the use of the vernacular in mision work (p.c. B.Lowe, 1992 ef.
J.Harris, 1990:842).
Lowe began learning and recording Gupapuyngu from the time she boarded the
mission boat Aoretta headed for Milingimbi in December 1950. The Yolngu, who
,

were all gathered on the beach on her arrival, were delighted to hear her say
'Nhämirri nhe' ('How are you') and other phrases as she stepped off the lugger
(p.c.B.Lowe, 1992). Although the Board endorsed Lowe's enthusiasm and
diligent efforts to learn the language, it wasn't until 1958 that she was released
from her school duties to devote herself entirely to language work (p.c. B.Lowe,
1992).
Because current policy encouraged mission staff to learn Gupapuyngu, which had
become the 'official' mission language, Lowe's first task was to refine the
orthography she had been developing, and begin to prepare language learning
lessons aimed at Balanda staff (p.c. B.Lowe, 1992). Lowe was quick to become
fluent in Gupapuyngu, and even before embarking full-time on language study,
used it in the classroom, despite the language of literacy being English. She also
acquired a firm grasp of Gupapuyngu syntax, and subsequently produced 60
Grarnmar Lessons (along with accompanying examinations) that are still used today
by some Balanda. Other language learning materials were produced including
'Alphabet and Pronunciation Lessons' (Lowe, 1975a) and a 'Conversational
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Course', with accompanying tapes (Lowe, 1975b). It soon became mission policy
for all new staff to undertake Lowe's lessons (McKenzie, 1976:182).
It wasn't until later that Lowe was to embark on Bible translation work. Her
primary translation helper in the early days was the Wangurri man Badaltja, who
had originally learnt to write a bit in Gupapuyngu with Arthur Ellemore, who was
once mission superitendant (p.c. B.Lowe, 1992). Later she was to work with
Murarrgirarrgi Dhamarrandji. Lowe's work continued until her departure in 1977,
leaving behind her: the translation of 60 hymns and choruses; translated
'Responsive Prayers'; the Gospel of Mark (published in 1967); selections of both
the Old and New Testament; and a Gupapuyngu dictionary (see J. Harris 1990:843
& McKenzie, 1976:183).
Lowe also spent much time in the early 1970's developing literacy materials into
Gupapuyngu for the fledgling bilingual program, which was able to begin in the
local school in 1973 because of Lowe's foundational linguistic work. Charles
Many'tjarri, who was once a student in Lowe's school, was a key 'helper' and
writer of these early productions (p.c. M.Christie, 1992).
4.7.2 Goulburn Island, N.T.
Translation work was also conducted at other Methodist missions, due to the
enthusiastic efforts of individual missionaries, including Heather Hinch (now
Hewitt) at Goulburn Island and Joyce Ross (now Sharman) at Yirrkala, to be
discussed later. The missionary nurse Hinch arrived at Goulburn Island (now
known as Warruwi) in 1957, already with a keen interest in languages. But the
demands of twice-daily dispensary work, and later teaching in the school, only
allowed her to conduct language study in her spare time (McKenzie, 1976:184). By
1966 she was released from other duties to work full-time on the Maung language.
With the help of local co-translators, selections and portions of the Bible have been
translated into Maung, and the Gospel of Mark has been published. Together with
Capell, Hinch also published in 1970 Maung Grammar, Texts, and Vocabulary
(McKenzie, 1976:185). A bilingual program commenced at the local school in
1973, drawing on the linguistic work of Hinch. This program continues today
producing further secular materials in Maung.
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4.7.3 Croker Island, N.T.
Croker Island (now known as Minjilang) was originally established by the M.O.M.
for Aboriginal children of mixed descent. These children had been snatched from
their Aboriginal mothers by a long and cruel Government assimilation policy, yet
were made outcasts' of white society, by the M.O.M. decision to send them to
Croker Island. Soon after their arrival, the war came to northern Australia, so they
were quickly evacuated south, only to return to their isolation (see McKenzie,
1990:110-133). By 1967 these children had grown up and were sent to Darwin and
other places. The mission then began to focus its attentions on the local Iwaidjaspeaking people. Hinch, from neighbouring Goulburn Island, soon began some
linguistic work on the Iwaidja language, which was related to Maung (see
McKenzie, 1976:185). But eventually, the S.I.L. linguist Noreen Pym (now
Armstrong) arrived to begin Bible translation work. Before Pym departed, a
paraphrased story of Noah was published (see 1992 S.I.L. Bibliography).
4.7.4 Galiwin'ku, N.T.
After the departure of Lowe from Milingimbi, a translation program commenced at
Galiwin'ku (once the Elcho Island mission) by Di Buchanan in 1977, working in
Djambarrpuyngu. Djambarrpuyngu is a very widely spoken dialect of Yolngu
Matha, and is now the lingua franca at Galiwin'ku, Milingimbi and Gapuwiyak (see
Devlin, 1986). She has since been joined by Margaret Miller, in 1990, and together
they work with a team of Aboriginal translators, including Matjarra Garrawurra,
Maratja Dhamarraijdji and Rarrkminy Dhamarrandji. In August 1992, the
Djambarrpuyngu 'mini-Bible' was launched at Galiwin'ku's jubilee celebrations. It
contains 55 percent of the New Testament including the Gospel of Luke and John,
some of the Epistles and Revelation.
4.8 Other Missions of the early 1900's
Other missions were established throughout Australia by two similar but separate
interdenominational bodies called the Aborigines Inland Mission (A.T.M.), founded
in 1905, and the United Aborigines Mission (U.A.M.), formed in 1929. According
to J. Harris (1990:555), the A.T.M. and U.A.M. both have a 'very strict,
conservative evangelical doctrinal stance', and work largely with Aboriginal people
in the more 'settled areas'. A number of institutions, homes and mission stations
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have been established by these two groups in the past, often catering for Aboriginal
fringe dwellers, or children of mixed-descent who were controversially removed
from their families (see Harris, 1990:554-8). In S.A., the U.A.M. began working
at Oodnadatta in the 1920's and later at Swan Reach, Nepabunna, and Ooldea. The
A.I.M. based themselves in the N.T. at Katherine, Tennant Creek, Borroloola and
Adelaide River (see Hart, 1970:99-10 1).
In addition to the linguistic and translation work of a few U.A.M. and A.I.M.
missionaries in Western Australia, language work was conducted in the 1930's by
Harry Green at Ooldea mission station in western S.A. Oooldea was first
established in 1933 on the interstate railway line (see Hart, 1970:99). Green arrived
at Ooldea in 1936 and soon learnt to speak the local Western Desert dialect. He later
translated some 'choruses and Bible verses' into the vernacular for the children in
the school (Harris, 1990:836 & see Hart, 1970:103). The mission station was
eventually closed in 1952, and the resident Aboriginal people were moved south to
Yalata (Hart, 1970:108-9).
4.9 Summer Institute of Linguistics
The Summer Institute of Linguistics is a Christian, international non-denominational
organisation that has 'a common commitment to the value of minority languages and
the importance of Scripture being made available in those languages' (Annual
Report, 1990:3). The Australian Aborigines and Islanders Branch of S.I.L. began
work in Aboriginal languages in 1961, realising that the 47,000 people in Australia
still speaking an Aboriginal or Islander language as their first language have a 'better
comprehension in the vernacular than in English' (Annual Report, 1989:2).
Over the past thirty years, S.I.L.'s mode of operation has changed in Australia, to
an increasing emphasis on formally training Aboriginal and Islander people to
undertake their own translation work, with Christine Kilham recently publishing a
training booklet plus a set of workbooks aimed at Aboriginal people (see Kilham,
1991). She is currently working on accompanying training videos.
This changing emphasis away from viewing Aboriginal people as merely 'language
helpers', is highlighted in a recent Annual Report (1989:2):
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S.I.L. workers live among and work closely with members of the community to learn and
analyse their language, translate Scriptures and other materials, and teach people to read.
The biggest change over the years has been the increasing involvement of the Aborigines
and Islanders themselves in translation.

S.I.L. have worked to date in 27 Aboriginal and Islander language translation
programs throughout Australia, translating scripture into 25 different languages. In
1991 they were still working in 15 translation programs, including one in S.A. and
seven in the N.T. (see Annual Report, 1991). They do not intend expanding their
work into any new Aboriginal languages in tne future, hence they consider
themselves 'towards the end of their work here' (p.c. S. Hargrave, 1992)
According to S. Hargrave (p.c. 1992):
S.J.L. throughout the world is heavily involved in literacy work in minority languages,
producing a wide range of literacy materials. This has been true in Australia in the past,
especially in the early years of bilingual education in the N.T. But with the development
of Department of Education resources and local language resource centres, S.I.L. in
Australia has increasingly focussed on what we call "vernacular religious works. Because
S.I.L. is not affiliated with particular denominations, it does not translate church liturgy
but does produce other religious materials such as Scripture and song audio-tapes, and also
videos of scripture material such as the Christmas and Easter stories taken from the
Gospel of Luke.
The written religious works being produced include: Bible stories (particularly the
Christmas and Easter stories); scripture selections; complete books or portions of
the Bible; Old Testament summaries; and whole New Testaments; plus other Bible
related material (such as colouring books) and songbooks (see S.I.L. A.A.I.B.
Bibliography, 1992). The work of S.I.L. linguists is supported financially by
individuals and churches. The Bible Society in Australia also supports Bible
translation programs by providing Aboriginal and Islander wages, workshops
expenses and publication costs. Today most major publications of the Bible in
Aboriginal languages are actually published by The Bible Society. A summary of
'Bible Translation in Australian Languages', compiled by the Bible Society, can be
seen in Appendix 2.
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It should be acknowledged that some of the current translation work by S.I.L. has
built on the linguistic work already undertaken by early missionaries in established
missions. However, much of S.I.L.'s work has been in languages associated with
communities with no mission history, or in languages that have not been afforded
Biblical translations despite a mission or church presence. These include Warlpiri,
Pintupi!Luritja, Gurindji, Djinang, Yanyuwa and Garawa; with Warlpiri being the
only language listed that is currently involved in an 'active' S.I.L. program.
There are seven 'completed' S.I.L. programs in the N.T. (but none in S,A.), where
linguists consider that they have completed the translation work they set Out to do.
In reality, often there is no available linguist to continue the translation work or the
program has ceased because the number of speakers of the language is diminishing,
and any subsequent generations are adopting other first languages. 'Completed' or
'in-active' programs include: Iwaidja at Minjilang; Yanyuwa and Garawa, both in
the Borroloola area; Gurindji at Kalkaringi (Wave Hill area); Djinang at
Ramingining; Murinh-patha at Wadeye; and Galpu or Dhangu'mi at Galiwin'ku and
the Yirrkala area (see Annual Report, 199 1:22).
An example of a 'completed' translation program that has successfully translated all
that was originally intended, is the PintupilLuritja program serving the people of the
Papunya and Kintore area. The S.I.L. linguists Ken and Lesley Hansen, along
with local co-translators, published large portions of the Old Testament plus a
complete New Testament in 1981 (see S.I.L. Bibliography, 1992). Translation has
also basically been completed in Burarra at Maningrida, but work continues on a
Burarra dictionary (p.c. S. Hargrave, 1992).
Current 'active' S.I.L. translation programs include a team in S.A., based at
Ernabella translating Scripture into Pitjantjatjara; and in the N.T. a team and
consultant working on Kriol at Ngukurr; a team based in Alice Springs working in
the Warlpiri language; two members at Nguiu working on Tiwi; a team at Santa
Teresa working on Eastern Anernte; and an individual working in Alyawarra in the
Tennant Creek region (see Annual report, 1991). Literacy workers include a team
working on Pitjantjatjara, and three people on Kriol. A team has also begun
assisting the Anglican translation program in Anindilyakwa (p.c. S. Hargrave,
1992).
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For many years S.I.L. has provided intensive 'field linguistics' and 'literacy'
courses for both S.I.L. members and other interested people in Australia. These
schools have been the linguistics training ground for many contemporary
missionaries working in Aboriginal languages. Lowe of the M.O.M. attended an
S.I.L. school very early in her work at Milingimbi (p.c. 1992), as did Ross from
Yirrkala. Hence, S.I.L. has contributed indirectly as well as directly to the ultimate
production of written materials by missionaries in Aboriginal languages in the N.T.
and S.A.
4.10 Productions at Yirrkala in the Christianising phase
Yirrkala, the primary case-study community of this thesis, was the third Methodist
mission to be established by the Methodists in Arnhem Land. By December 1935,
the first missionaries, Wilbur Chaseling and his wife, were in residence in the
mission's first building and 'one hundred and thirty natives [were] assembled'
(McKenzie, 1976:7 9). Like Webb of Milingimbi, Chaseling was 'deeply interested
in the Aboriginal rituals and ceremonies', and according to McKenzie (1976:80)
believed 'it only reasonable at Yirrkala to preserve the culture, to encourage the
revival of old ceremonies and to stimulate an appreciation of their own social
organisation.' But it wasn't until much later that any consistent language study and
translation work was conducted.
Unlike Milingimbi, there were no controversial dormitories built for the school
children at Yirrkala; the first school was begun in English by Mrs. Chaseling in the
open air:
By the time the second world war had cast its shadow across the world, there were seventysix children in Mrs. Chaseling's school. She had no schoolroom, no equipment, and no

furniture just the open air at first, then a bough shelter but she stuck to her job with
-

-

determination.
(McKenzie, 1976: 84)

By the early 1940's the war had made its impact on the mission, with all Balanda
missionaries and their families leaving, and the approval given in 1943 by the
Australian War Cabinet for the establishment of a combined air and sea base in the
Yirrkala area. A Catalina Hying Boat Base was soon established at nearby Melville
Bay, and an all weather airstrip was built on the opposite side of Yirrkala, with the
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help of local Yolngu. Five thousand Australian and American servicemen were
stationed in the Yirrkala area until after the war ended in 1945 (see Fooks, 1985;
Reid, 1983:11 & B. Yunupingu et al., 1983).
The Fijian missionary Meli Tukai was still at Yirrkala in 1943, and it was the Fijians
that first returned to Yirrkala after the war. But it wasn't until the 1950's that a
school was reopened by Gordon Simon's wife Reta. A decade later, Joyce Ross,
who was a teacher with an interest in languages, was appointed to Yirrkala school.
The official language of the mission school, however, remained English in order to
comply with the assimilationist policy of the federal government, and to receive
continued federal funding (p.c. B,Graham, 1992).
Ross actually began her time in Arnhem Land teaching at Elcho Island for thirteen
months, but was later transferred to Yirrkala in 1963. Because Lowe was already
doing language study and work at Milingimbi in Gupapuyngu (a dialect similar to
the dialects spoken at Yirrkala) Ross was not allowed by mission administrators to
begin linguistic research in an official capacity at Yirrkala, despite her desire to do
so (McKenzie, 1976:186). When the local school was transferred to the N.T.
Welfare Branch in 1966, Ross stayed with the mission and began working in the
adult education field. She involved herself in language work with the adults,
analysing the linguistic differences between Gumatj and Gupapuyngu.
Ross was later joined by another teacher, Felicity Field, who conducted classes in
Gumatj literacy. Field kept Gumatj stories that were written in these classes on
cardboard cards, which were a later source of stories for materials produced in the
Educating era. Ross eventually developed five primers in Gumatj called Gumatj
Dhäruk Djorra' modelled on the highly structured phonic approach developed by
,

Sarah Gudschinsky. They consisted of a series of lessons with each lesson
teaching different syllable-sounds and words. The stories in these primers were
written by Yolngu people, using the vocabulary and suffixes chosen by Ross for the
associated lesson. They were invariably about hunting trips and tended to adopt an
English-like word order (see Figure Il). These primers were later used in the
school when the bilingual program began in 1974, and will be discussed further in
chapter five.
Of particular interest, are the few other stories that were written by Yolngu people
during these adult education classes run by Ross and Field. These were printed in
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the early 1970's using a Gestetner in the Yirrkala Adult and Linguistic Centre.
Along with the primer stories, they are among the first vernacular writings of a nonephemeral nature by Yolngu people. Remember that the official language of the
mission school was English, and any use of the vernacular was considered
'unofficial dabbling (p.c. B.Graham. 1992). Of these early Gumatj booklets that I
have seen, all are of a religious nature. They either paraphrase Biblical stories or
recount actual religious experiences with very moralistic endings. One example of
the latter is the 1974 booklet Badayala'wu Yukurra Larruma (literally 'Searching
for the Light') which was written and illustrated by Djilirrma Mununggurr. This
story relates a 'true story' (dhuwalanvdja yuwalkngu dhäwu) telling of the
conversion of one man by another. The parallel is drawn in the story of moths
always flying towards a light, just as Yolngu people will be attracted to their light in
the form of Djesu (see Figure 12). The theme of this story very much reflects the
Christianising motives of both Ross and Field in the running of their adult education
classes.
Before both Ross and Field left Yirrkala in 1987, they worked for nearly 15 years
full-time on Biblical translation work into Gumatj. They worked with a number of
different Yolngu people, including Gawirrin Wunungmurra, Mulilnga
Burarrwanga, kiyapidiny Marika and Manunu Wunungmurra. In 1985, a Gumatj
New Testament, entitled Godkunydja Dhäruk Nininyngukunhara Nherranara:
Yutana Gal'ngu ngunhi Dhawu' was published by the Bible Society. The language
in this New Testament adopts the complex style of Gumatj spoken by very senior
Gumatj speakers. For introduced Christian concepts the translators were able to
draw on some of the Gupapuyngu expressions and terms already developed by
Lowe and her 'language helpers' at Milingimbi. The term often used for 'sin' is yatj
rom (literally 'bad law/culture'), and for 'hell' is rakuny'mirri wänga (literally 'place
of the dead').
A list of the other religious materials produced in Gumatj over the years, for the
purpose of Christianising the people of Yirrkala, appears in Appendix 3. Some of
these are paraphrased renditions of Old Testament stories, such as the stories of
Noah and Abraham (see No.3 Appendix 3). Others appear in comic form, telling
different Biblical stories in a narrative style with much use of direct speech (see No.
6 Appendix 3). These paraphrased and comic-style materials were produced using
the blanks supplied by the Bible Society and S.I.L. respectively. A few moralistic
'tales' were also translated using the blanks provided by the Wycliffe Bible
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Translators (another name for S.I.L.) based on African folktales that feature
monkeys and other exotic animals (see No.10 Appendix 3). Samples of some of
these religious texts can be seen in Figure 13, as well as part of the 1985 Gumatj
New Testament.
4.11 Productions in Warlpiri in the Christianising phase
The three main Warlpiri communities in the N.T. are Lajamanu (formerly Hooker
Creek) on the northern edge of the Tanami Desert, Yuendumu on the southern edge,
290 kilometers north-west of Alice Springs, and Willowra (a case-study
community). I am reviewing here the Chnstianising materials produced by S.I.L.
in Warlpiri, primarily because Willowra is one of the target communities, but also
because a review of the Warlpiri materials provides a good example of the range and
types of written material that S.I.L. generally produces. However, it must be
realised that these materials have not been produced at Willowra, or with Willowra
people, because S.I.L,'s two consecutive Warlpiri translation teams has always
been based elsewhere. In fact there was no permanent church presence at Willowra
until the mid 1980's.
Despite the presence of a Baptist church at Lajamanu, translation work did not begin
in Warlpiri until the arrival of the S.I.L. linguists Lothar and Else Jagst in 1969.
As mentioned earlier, the late Lothar Jagst designed the Warlpiri orthography that is
still in use today. According to Baarda (1982:96) Jagst 'taught a number of adults
to read and write Warlpiri and began writing a series of primers for use in the
school'. Jagst's missionary efforts, however, were cut short by his sudden death in
1976 (Swartz, 1982:vii).
Publications produced by Jagst and Warlpiri co-workers included eleven secular
booklets, designed for the teaching of reading in Warlpiri, entitled Nyampuju
Pakarli pijakurlu, jarukurlu 1-8 (literally 'These pages are with pictures and stories
14) by L. Jagst, M. Luther Jupurrula, and J. Patrick Jangala; and Nyampuju
pakarliji nyanjakujaruku 1-3 (literally 'These pages are for looking at stories 1-3')
by L. Jagst, M. Luther Jupurrula, J. Patrick Jangala and P. Patrick Jangala (see
1992 S.I.L. Bibliography).
The S.I.L. linguists Stephen and Bev Swartz, who arrived at Lajamanu in 1978,
continue Jagst's work today with a team of Warlpiri co-translators (Swartz,
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1982:vii). Lois Glass joined this team for a short period, working in the literacy
area and producing secular Warlpiri reading materials. The Swartzs are based now
in Alice Springs.
Many of the religious publications in Warlpiri are very similar in nature to the
Gumatj publications, because of the use of the same blanks supplied by S.I.L.
However, no comic style Bible Society tracts (originally from the U.S.) or smaller
pre-illustrated Biblical selections from the Bible Society have been reproduced in
Warlpiri. There are more secular and non-secular literacy materials, produced
specifically by missionaries, in Warlpiri than in Gumatj. Apart from the initial five
primers produced by Ross, no other secular materials in Gumatj (that I know of)
came out of the Christianising phase at Yirrkala. The Warlpiri literacy materials
produced by S.I.L. in the 1980's, tend to follow a similar style and form to the
materials being produced for the fledgling bilingual program in the local school.
These forms are the subject of the next chapter.
These S.I.L. secular productions include: the 1983 translations of two well known
children's folktales: Jukujukukurlangukurlu Man garrikirli ('The Little Red Hen')
translated by V. Patterson Napanangka and H. Rose Napangardi and Jukujukukurlu
Pinarrikirli kuja Yimiriyunga Jarntu ('The Sly Fox and The Little Red Hen')
translated by H. Rose Napangardi and S. Swartz. A cultural adaptation was also
produced in 1985 of the folktale 'The Hare and The Tortoise' called Mar/u manu
Tarturlukurlui ('The Kangaroo and the Turtle') by Mary Naparrula, Robin
Napaijarri and Esther Napangardi. Two other Warlpiri stories produced in 1983
were Ngalipa kar/ipa yani wirlinyi ('We Are Going Hunting') and Kartirdi
rurrunvpakarlu ('The Loose Tooth').
Warlpiri 'religious works' produced by S.I.L. include a 'mini Bible', published in
1992 by the Bible Society. It was produced in diglot form, with the English
appearing at the foot of each, page, and has a number of illustrations using Warlpiri
icons. Included in the mini Bible are selections and summaries of the book of
Genesis from the Old Testament, and full and unabridged books of the New
Testament including the Gospel of Mark, Acts and the Epistles of 1 Corinthians,
Colossians, James and 1 John. Other earlier 'religious works' in Warlpiri are listed
in Appendix 3, and sample pages of the mini-Bible and other religious texts can be
seen in Figure 14.
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The style of the Waripin translations are fairly typical of most recent S.I.L. Biblical
translations. They are less literal and more meaningful to Aboriginal readers than
the styles adopted by some very early missionaries who were less aware of crosscultural translation issues. S.I.L. achieves this more free flowing and meaningful
style by checking their translations with a range of native-speakers, and finally
back-translating the texts to see if the 'correct' meaning is being conveyed (p.c. P.
Eckert, 1992),
4.12 Conclusion
This chapter reviews the different range and forms of Christianising literature
produced in Aboriginal languages in S.A. and the N.T. since colonisation. It began
by looking at the relatively enlightened efforts of the early German missionaries
who arrived in Adelaide with an urgent desire to learn the local Aboriginal language,
so that their desire of 'Christianisation and civilization of their colored fellow-men'
could be fulfilled (Teichelmann and Schiirmann, 1940:A). The ultimate goal of
these men, and many other missionaries that followed, was to translate the
scriptures of the Bible into Aboriginal languages. However, such translations
would only be accessible to Aboriginal people if they could read their own
language. Hence, the products of this Christianising phase' have also been some
secular materials for the teaching of reading (such as primers and story books) as
well as their Christianising literature. In addition, wordlists, grammars and other
'technical works' about Aboriginal languages have been produced predominantly
for non-Aboriginal people who may share a common missionary zeal. The
watershed letter written by Kaurna schoolchildren in 1841 (see chapter 1 & Figure
1) is tangible evidence, however, of the types of literacy practices that were to
emerge out of the Christianising phase. The following chapter will illustrate that
other literacy practices were to develop amongst different Aboriginal groups.
This chapter has tended to focus on individuals within different mission
organisations that deemed it necessary to utilise Aboriginal languages in their
mission to 'save souls', in contrast to the sole use of English. This does not imply
however that all such individuals, or the missions they represented, were respectful
of Aboriginal languages or Aboriginal culture. Some that tried to keep children
away from parents in dormitories, or to keep 'wurley' and 'bush natives' away
from 'mission natives', believed there was an incompatability between many
traditional Aboriginal beliefs and customs on the one hand and Christianity on the
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other. Early Hermannsburg missionaries, such as Kempe for example, strived to
keep the 'baptized' converts, who 'were simply like weak children', away from the
influences of 'the old people who would have nothing to do with Christianity' (in
Scherer, 1973:15). Hence, such early efforts were not just to Christianise, but also
to isolate and 'civilise' Aboriginal people into the culture of the colonists, since
'these folk had imbibed the horrors of heathenism at the same time as their mother's
milk' (Kempe quoted in Scherer, 1973:15).
The ultimate goal however of all missionaries, modern or early, enlightened or
otherwise, is to 'save souls'. However, Aboriginal people themselves are now
reflecting on the mistakes of the past and are striving to construct their own
'Aboriginal theology'. Rev. Djiniyini Gondarra, from Galiwin'ku, who is currently
a member of the World Council of Churches, claims in his booklet (in English) Let
My People Go, that:
the early missionaries in North Australia have been successful in convincing the people
that our ways of life, our culture and beliefs were pagan, bad to be linked with the
Christian faith. This is very damaging today... [but] God was already active in Aboriginal
people and was already present with our ancestors long before the early missionaries came
to our country.
(Gondarra. 1986:iv)
The following chapter seeks to review the next phase of development of writing in
Aboriginal languages, which I am calling the 'Educating phase'. This phase was
the result of initiatives of white teachers and other educators, who in many ways
were just as zealous as the missionaries discussed in this chapter, but perhaps a little
more enlightened and sympathetic towards developing Aboriginal aspirations. The
motivation of educators in promoting literacy in the vernacular in schools was (and
still is in some communities) quite different to those of the missionaries'. Their aim
was not to 'Christianise' the Aborigines, but primarily to 'educate' them.
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4.13 Notes
This language is actually a dialect of the same language as Raminyeri, studied by
H. Meyer at Encounter Bay.
Modem Tiwi is a more contemporary dialect of traditional Tiwi, spoken by the
younger generation at Melville Island in particular, but also at Bathurst Island (see
Lee, 1983).
Eastern Arrernte (once spelt Aranda) is a dialect of Western Aranda spoken at
Hermannsburg, but divergent sound changes in the two dialects have resulted in
linguists controversially devising different orthographies for the two dialects.
Yolngu Matha is a language with over 40 dialects spoken right across the coast of
North East Arnhem Land, from Milingimbi to Yirrkala. The Gupapuyngu dialect is
just one of the forty.
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Figure 3.

Sample pages from an 1870 Diyari (Dieri) primer from Coopers Creek, S.A.,
possibly the first school primer published in an Australian Aboriginal language.
Source: Peter Austin, La Trobe University.
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Figure 4.

Postcards written in Diyari in 1909, from a Diyari girl working in Victoria, to a
Diyari-speaking missionary. Source: Austin, P. (1986) Diyari Language
Postcards and Divan Literacy'.In Aboriginal History. 10,2:175-167.
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Sample pages from an 1891 'Christian instruction and worship book' from Finke
River mission, N.T. Source: Lutheran Archives, North Adelaide.
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5. Alljirala ilaka: kwntjuila irhituga itganelinriritiika. Era
teela ktuiruu tulu,itallullll, riOullljuilt ulcb,tuliiba rijariuuulora 11110. Era
1111111 lietuculikuhu, t,nknttuauuga uragauuluitrit lusincra Inrirni. Lakina

Ipepa sekonda.
T.

IJl'J)lIja.

ies(a11e111a IiiktiIIheii.
§. I,- ten, 1.

Tiontittla Altjirala olkira, arila arbmanaka. Arila ilrnlnilja
cuba, inkarkara gala, ipilala taluataba naha, wurinja Alijuraka
kwtttja katningain ilbanaka.
I. Alijirala mba: bartjeroi I Ilarija aratinjut laka. Era
ai raka , luartj a flora nakala. Era banjo tabalul,,,n go ilk ii akahut,
lunrija era alto, taluataba era ingua aregna tunuko. Lakina
ingittnalanga, ngurangllranga alto uragultiraka.
Altjirala Tuba: kwatjinga mbobula autaka grateral.
Era lena antuka gala alkira tnauka. Lakina ingutnolanga, ngu—
ranguranga attn tera talueraka.
Altjira aiiknka kwatja ipituna boterai, rirtja kumeri—
Ijika. IlirIja era anita tnauka, kwatja boteranjauttea era "tafll
tanaka. Altjirala tuba arilala ntalna, gunuta, Catuta, illuna a—
it nil Ni ritaininmm k a an gun ekura i aditi ha. Lakina I ttglltna—
tango, nglirangitranga alto tltirterakala.
1. Altjira ankoka bartjinirtjifla ulkicla niliuka , nina ulla,
Era bnrtjinirtj na tera k a Ira tirhi,ta—
in go a tint a i lkn aba tji Ito.
naka , flu itta nitiulit riri tj ha , arbuna ingula rtrllJ I ha , iu tail burn
Lakina ingutnolibera , nguranguriltera 11110
njaraknira Rita.
(a nt h er oh a.

tuiguilt,nhil,criu, ugniriuiuglusul,cru 1111,1 111111 luluteruka.
7. Attjira sitnlusiclu atuluka: a,it,uta gora 01010, knulja njara
luiilai. Lena luulsiitunriika. Altjiralu airnka , nss,la aura nakala.
Alhjirula ululiaclit ilaku 0110011 erila uurbuiin,snrireui, tiulolja anuna

r

Ilgera , nIna regunlit ika kuutuiugala irtiunga marcIa, debadeba
Altirula erila n,lolja churn
uulisieluu , gala, kuuiilja Will nurilula.
ngera ,tsl,straku, wnhuuia, uuiluuljut ekitna Itgcra era erila urbinana—
Era eriulero beneul i hobo, a uhaum nuga: in, bitliuhara ladnera
Alljirsult iuuharu,ka aii'ila uisuka , era urinnnianaka , aol,
liuusuilini.
iukuraka initia inulora iuutkn. Lakina iuigi,tnuulunuga, ngutrangura—

halo.

tuga ulhsi siks lssluuernkaba.
7. Lakina arilana, alkinina tutla a,'liunnuuukala. Altala so—
uvcuthu Ahtjirtlu itjeruka. I.ena uttit era i!hitukiuhtt , letia lena—

t,
-

Ii kauiuttga, era alto Inn al cIa iltjerakalainga.

.

2.

(en.

2.

shlhirult erila nrhlanga a,'l,ntlllluka, ,vllrhltja cIlIa uibaurta
cklnr,t cr1 I,oiitluut , luhj,ua cruli, ctuteruultala. Alhjnruula Jeltowa
gull'stm cat otara cIt ui rota i,,Iiarnka, esilu era nuuhn art naka, gardena
iuluuuuleniljikut , unlntjika tutu. Era i,tnlna njitra huiura inankatjika
iuuutusuluuu'iivakut , 1111110 niriljilta , kuonha ilhuljika. Ntatita etataka
guul'lleluuulugul u,utuobttl,u , t,tntutu haitknlaria huita , i,tu,ruha tuuta era
tuba uttinuka.
Alljhruuln Cr1101111 tanaka, utnluaauungn hula ilkutijika
aaguluulnglu 111,1111liku i,uluuu'uuka , utalniulugeltu luuiukaluurianga huna,
au.tt'alua Ittla Iffilto ilkuljuba niljilua, Illita hcuitnera iikittjina, ilittjina.
cilia iliuulcnta ruitjika , Ittara
Alhji, ,,kt Julio,,0 ilsuhtu
nitjiksiuu , uuuaba to cninllikn aihisr,uljiha , cr1 nuuleta iiiijilift. Era
ttuuhuiu cliuilsu cu'jiuintt ju,iiuuka / cr/u nuukuiersuka. Altjirala tjebna
n inta e,'uhuluu'ua n,IIu,rnjuissu, alij ilra era gihu''alchui rinntuiitha. Altji—
111111 IjclunIniuI,ga nrugluljuu l,u,taku, crilimit era uiragutja rctingnita.
Erila utttkabta : nana ni,ukuana u,ukuantibcra nultut, Ijalka tjalkibera

-

-

Figure 6.

Sample pages from a 1928 Aranda school primer from Finke River mission, N.T.
Source: Lutheran Archives, North Adelaide.

Pepa aragulinjax
Arada katirbraka1
Nana intalelarnala

C. STREHLOW,
Gal tjindadn indanala.

Published by Board of the Flake lOver Mission of the United
Evangelical Lutheran Church in Australia.

1 9 2 8.
Auricht'a Printing Office, Tanunda, SA.
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Figure 7.

Aranda painting by Ocsar Namatjira of Hermannsburg, commissioned in 1860 by
the Australian Board of Missions. Source: Megaw, R. (1991) The Heritage of
Namatjira. Victoria, Australian Exhibitions Touring Agency:31.

1950
CAT 51 OSCAR NAMATJIRA, INKATA JESUA NDOKAL (THE LORD JESUS ON THE CR0551.

Figure 8.

Sample pages from the 1864 Ngarrindjeri Bible, Point McLeay mission, S.A.
representing the first portions of Scripture to be published in an Aboriginal
language. Since reprinted twice.

unarar jrljvbalb.
Seiectioiis froin Genesis 1-4,

Exodus 19-20, Matthew

YAR 1 LDE WA LU N

'

in Narrinveri
Eacsi Ill lie reprint of 1864 edit ion

EXT1iCTS
FROM THE

HOLY SCRIPTURES
tNt' lIE
LANGUAGE OF THE

IISiIJES INHABiTING

TUE LAKES AND LO\VER MURRAY,
AND CALLED NARRINVERI.

From the Trans lot ion, of Sir. George Fap In,,
Missionary Agent 01 the Ai,nrig''ios ir,onds'
Association, at Point Macieay.

663 *
First published 1864,
reprinted 1926, 1986
Bible Society in Australia
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*

Priolnil 1894: reprinted 1926.

ISBN 0 647 13510 8
South Australian Aonniiiary of tine British and
Foreign Bible Society,

GENESIS.

GENESIS, Cl-lAP. I.
1.

Ngkungiar ile Godowe enggun winmir,

wyirrewarre. ruwe.
2. Tarno riunkeri ruwe, pek elfin ityan

R

ruwe maratulde elfin ityan ruwe.
guldye

Yon-

bahrekangk. Pangari Godald

yelkulun itye bahrekangk.
Yarnin itye Godowe luku, Pink el
oura, lare el kar tyelyerar; winmir ile yan
nunkalowe.
God ile nakkir ityan kalatte; kitye
Wunyile Godowe threttin nunkanunkeri.
lowe ananyiril yonguldye.
S. Krunkurt ile ityan nunkalowe, day:
Wonyonguidye krunkun ile ityan, night.
yitye yongul dye, wunyitye trelin ngreye.
Yammalattye nungge.
"

Yarnin itye Godowe, ngurn wirimarti
yin wyirre, tarangk bahrekengk, wunyel
itye threttin bahreke ananyirit bahreke.
God ile winmir

ityan

wyirre, threttin

a

6Q6-6

PQ

ego
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6
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SUJH uqd
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V

:aino JN 'uoissTw qpdu

1t SUJH IPN cq p3npo1d 'Juud nuiMunD u'61 u wojj sod idun
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Figure 10.

The first letter written in Pitjantjatjara by the Anangu schoolboy Apinya to a
schoolboy in Melbourne, Emabella, 1940. Source: Mattingley, C. (ed.) (1988)
Survival In Our Own Land. Adelaide, Wakefield Press: 110.
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Anja.

The first letter in PitJan qatJars was written by twelve-year-old Apinya
after the equivalent of three months schooling at Ernabella in 1940. It
was sent to a V.lpela schoolboy in Melbourne Translated into English it
reads: Some time ago you sent us some picture books. We will put
these books in our school. W like lovely pictures and so we say thank
you The children here will be looking at these pictures ofJesus. Will
you show this to the children there? The meat we eat is kangaroo. euro,
emu, rock wallaby, goarina, a type oflizard, perenti and a rock python.
501 am drawing these to show them to you. The name of my real home
is K.ampi. I am by name Apinva.' Duguid photo. SLSA

Sample pages from a 1974 Gumatj primer, prepared by Ross at Yirrkala, adopting
the highly structured Gudschinsky style. Accompanying stories were written by
Gulumbu Mununggurr.

Figure 11.
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Figure 12.

Sample pages of a Gumatj book written by Djiirrma Mununggurr at Yirrkala, 1974.
This booklet is among the very first published booklets written by Yirrkala Yolngu.
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yuicurraila

darramu, yawirriny'
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darra

yurru ayi ijunhi Garraywa1azuxnirrina y1.L11junydja,
buku-iupmaranharana.
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layi 'ukuxrana dj.ithina

ga

nhinana Yirrkala,
iiflguwuynhla

biyapu1ziwu marfigithinyarawu

ayi f lu
marrtjinya ga marfgithinya
GarraywaJ.afluwu omgu, ba1
yukurranha Bäpawala wäiajura, Djeuwa1afluwuy; iayi'djUthina yukurrana,
romgu.
rr rjayi yurru xithan Dj e suwalaxjum.irri, ga maithun nhani
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darranu rjunhili
aida Bpa
Warjganyxiarri nunhaicu
BApawa1a wäflaflura nhina.. waflaithamlrri, bala Btpanydja flanya funhly
darramunha dhä-wirrka' yun bitjanna, "Way, nhäyu nhe. yukurra narfigithirri
Bala xayi runhi. darramunydja
flurthi. nhenydja Garraywa1afluia1r?" bitjarra
yLtju rorngii d4mawu,
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Figure 13.

Sample religious texts and Bible translations in Gumatj, produced at Yirrkala.
The Gumatj New Testament was published by the Bible Society of Australia in 1985.

DHIYAIJUYINYDJA DHARUKTHU
YUKURRA YANA LAKARAMA
NHALTJARRA IJUNHI GODKU
BHARUK MARRTJINA LILI.
I3ILIM1JRRUI3GALA

The New Tes amen
i n Gumatj
2651'
The Bible Society in Australia 1985
ISBN 0 647 12630 3

470

Dhuwalanydja yav 'Godku hhlilruk lakaraina
yaks rra Ga ma(j kurruna, mSrr jilimurru nurru jiima
dhararanna njarrtji bala: bala marrgithiirri yurru
Godku litgu dhiyarjunydja djorravu yokurra lakarama
tanya Godnha. qunhi ravi malniaranhaniina
tatiyapinyav ijayl Djesu-Christkalaijukurnina.
I]Sthilinvdja benvdja barnantja Godthu iherrara
dttawu- nherranminyara ijurikala nalalargata
Djusskala' nialawala. jurikala walalaqgata rjunhi
walala ruala-wunharanydja Yipurayimguiju', marr yurru
walala ijunhiyi mi4tjinydja nhantjuwaynha waliju, ga
ijayinydja yurru walalarjgu Godnha warjarrnha. Ga
valalal)umirriyunydja qavipina Godkurta iuiihi
Githiu'nrirriiju Dlesu - Christ marrtjina dhunarrana
Ihipala nrunatha'tili; dhaaal-auyaijina t]ayl yolijiisviiqu
quin1i'nrirrlT)uwuflu. ga nhinana ijayr yukurrana dhivala
voiqu wal'qu vana qayi yuliunydja. Yurru nhinananvd1a
ayi vuk u rrana ru a a ham i risvn ha yana d buss rr.vatjmirisvnha. yana rjayi nriirraalanvdja runhir
rihimurrurgu dhuwurr-vdtjtja nhanukalaynha qavi
riumbalvu, balá rjayi rakunydhinana dharapulqura
rilinrurrungalana. Ga qulivvrtarravi Djesusvala
hrirakinvarakurrunvdja. qunhi rjavi uhiqurrrnvdia
rakunydhinvaraijurunydja biyapul walijathinayi. Godthu

Bill

MAU

Jews, Abraham

Djesuyu lakaraijala dhâwu

Figure 14.

Sample religious texts and Bible translations in Waripiri, produced at Lajamanu.
The Waripiri mini-Bible was published by the Bible Society of Australia in 1992.

1 Corinthians I

Page 684

I Cormthiene 1

Page685

Paul-riurlajinta pulka-pungu God-ku
Corinth-wardingki-patu-wana-wana
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Kujalpa-nyarra God-ju yimiri-nyinaja
nyurt-urlaku, yllyajarni Jesus yungu-nyarra
maninjarlajinta-maninyanungu-nyangu.kurra.
Ngula-wana-wana karnarlajinta pulka-pinyi God-ku
tarnngangku.hJesus Christkirlang-uyapa,ngu1anyarra God-riuju pirojirdi-manu-nysyirni, ngulaju
kankulu-jana jungangku jaru yirni-ngarrirni yapakari-patuku, menu kankulu nyiya-kanti-kanti
milya-pinyt nyanung.x-nyang'a. Ngula-wana-wanaju
karnarlajintapulka-pinyi: Yali jaru Jesus Christkirli, kanu.njumanyumpayukaja kurturdurru-kurya
nyurrurla-nyangu-kurra. Kujarlanya kankulu
pirrjirdi-nyinami Pirlirrpa Tarruku-kurlu God
kurlengu-kurlu) Manukenkulurla pardarni Jesus
Christ-ki ngalipa-nyangukuWarlaljamarri Wiriki
ka ji kulpariLyanirni ngurunyampu-kurra
God.r1u kapu.nya rra m uurlpar1u.mard aini
kajikankulu yangka karlirr-yanilKapu-nyarra
mardarni tarnngangku kaji Jesus yanirni pine
yungu-nyarramii-mii-nyanyinguroju-mipa.
°God-rlu-nyarra yajarninjarlajinta-manu,
kapunkulurlajintaw:rlayijt:n:anja

1 5 &41
always glee t8ar455 Is ray God for you because stile grace he has given
yea brooch Christ Jesus. 6 For in urilnewith Christ you have berne rich in all
thinQa, IncludIng all speech arid all knowledge. The rriessa5e about Christ has
b000nno so lirrnnly established in you 7 1hal you have 001 blind to receive a sirrgle

blessing, asyou wail torso, Lard Jesus Christ lobe revealed. O} will also keep
you lirni to the end, so that you will be laulliess on the Day of our Lord Jesus

j(agtuI;

JONAH KURLU

Waripiri

ruwarrirIq
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CHAPTER 5
'FLOOD THE PLACE WITH LITERATURE'
The Educating Phase of Writing in Aboriginal Languages.

Bilingual education started in 1974: How did it help?
-

it started people in the school and the commuity thinking about the two cultures.
-

-

the Yolngu teachers started doing proper teaching.

some Yolngu content introduced crafts, hunting, dancing etc.
-

-

now the Yolngu had some power inside the classroom.

But OUTSIDE the classroom, the curriculum, the staff meetings and all the school
decisions were still under the control of Balanda.

(Miidawuy Yunupingu writing in Language and Power: The Yolngu Rise
to Power at Yirrkala School', NGOONJOOK, 2:2, September 1989)

5.0 Introduction
The Educating phase of developments in writing in Aboriginal languages began in
the second half of the twentieth century. It was a phase when vernacular' literacy
programs were initiated in schools by non-Aboriginal people with the aim of
'educating Aborigines (in contrast to the ultimate aim of 'Christianising discussed
in the last chapter). The written vernacular products of the Educating phase are
typically primers, readers, booklets, magazines, and community newspapers, that
tend to mirror the types of English curriculum materials and resources to be found in
non-Aboriginal schools of the same era. These products were produced in relatively
large numbers, in keeping with the original recommendation of the linguists
O'Grady and Hale, to: 'Flood the Place with Literature' in order to encourage 'rapid
and effective attainment of literacy in the vernacular' (1974:3). It could be argued
that this phase continues today in those remote communities where non-Aboriginal
people continue to control the direction of written materials production in Aboriginal
languages.
The impetus to this phase was the now famous 1953 UNESCO statement that 'the
best medium for teaching is the mother tongue of the pupil' (see Bull, 1964:527).
The Educating Phase
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This statement was a milestone of international importance that acknowledged the
success that can be achieved in the schooling of all children, including Aboriginal
children of Australia, through the use of their vernaculars. It was this statement that
stimulated the slow changes that were to occur in Aboriginal schools, in both S.A.
and the N.T., with pupils who spoke an Aboriginal vernacular as their first
language.
This modern era of vernacular literacy programs and subsequent vernacular literature
production was not simply a product of government initiatives. In S.A., it was a
further development of an early innovative mission policy to use the vernacular in
Pitjantjatjara schools. In the N.T., this era developed out of a sudden political
initiative from Canberra, which ultimately was very slow in gaining local
government acceptance and support. This was despite the advice being given by a
few informed non-Aboriginal advisors, teachers and missionaries. However, over
the last twenty years, N.T. government officials have slowly, albeit reluctantly,
begun to acknowledge the often unquantifiable benefits to be gained by the use of
the vernacular in the schooling of Aboriginal children. Ironically, despite S.A.'s
early lead, remote Pitjantjatjara schools in the early 1990's are now de-emphasising
the use of the vernacular due to increasing pressures from some influential
Aboriginal Education administrators, and community leaders, who hope that more
school time in English will equate with higher English achievements by their
children.
5.1 The perceived 'value of literacy'
As discussed in chapter two of this thesis, throughout much of this century, the
Goody-Watt-Ong view held that the intrinsic nature of writing itself, and the skills
one acquires in learning to read and write in any language, compared to oral
language skills, leads to social, economic and technological development (see
Goody & Watt, 1968; Goody 1977; Wells, 1981; Ong, 1982). The promotion of
literacy programs, specifically in the vernacular, gained increased momentum
throughout the world after 1953 with the famous third UNESCO axiom stating that
the mother tongue is the best medium for teaching a child. But the UNESCO
committee stressed two other axioms as fundamental: first, 'that every child of
school age should attend school' and second, 'that every illiterate should be made
literate' (see Bull, 1964: 527). According to Bull, the committee proposed that all
children's formal education should begin in the mother tongue and continue 'as long
100
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as the language and supply of books and materials permit. But if the mother tongue
is not an official' or 'world' language, it needs to be used as a 'bridge' to learning a
second language (1964:528). Hence, the advantages to be gained from transferring
literacy skills to a second language was also officially recognised by the UNESCO
committee (1953:49):
Recent experience in many places proves that an equal or better command of the second

language can be imparted if the school begins with the mother tongue as the medium of
instruction, subsequently introducing the second language as a subject of instruction.

Bull (1964:528) was critical of the 1953 UNESCO recommendations, in that they
concentrated on the individual rights of children, and their psychological and
pedagogical advancement. However, since 1953 a number of organisations have
siezed on the operational details of the UNESCO recommendations in an effort to
improve the literacy levels of minority groups for reasons beyond psychological and
pedagogical advancement. By adopting initial literacy in the vernacular, mission and
government bodies believed that whole minority groups would ultimately be
advanced socially, economically, and technologically. For example in the 1960's,
the anthropologist Elkin wrote of the benefits gained through bridging to English
literacy via literacy in the Aboriginal vernacular at the Lutheran Cape Bedford
Mission in Queensland:

This bilingual literacy plan was followed in one mission. ...with good results. The present
adults in their fifties read and write both Kokoyimidir for Guugu Yimidhirrl and
-

-

English. They are farmers a rare thing amongst Aborigines, but literacy led to
-

understanding. They are reliable and thrifty ... This is the outstanding example in Australia
of the value of literacy.
(Elkin quoted in Edwards, 1969:276)

This internationally acknowledged 'value of literacy', particularly literacy in the
vernacular, gave credence to the few missionaries trying to justify their current use
of the vernacular at the Ernabella mission school in the North West of S.A. (see

Douglas, 1959 and Edwards, 1961 & 1969). At the same time educational
emphases were changing in the school, with a distinct second period emerging in the
early 1960's, that was designed to provide increased opportunities through learning
in both the vernacular and English (Edwards, 1969:280-8 1).
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In the N.T. the internationally acclaimed value of vernacular literacy added weight to
the few non-Aboriginal educational innovators who were arguing for Aboriginal
vernacular programs to be officially implemented in schools, and for their value to
be recognised by governments. Up until the early 1970's, English was entrenched
in most mission schools in the N.T. However, the odd lonely academic (see
Kinslow Harris, 1968) wrote papers supporting the use of the vernacular in remote
Aboriginal schools. Such writings were brought to the attention of federal
politicians, and became important springboards to the planned implementation of
bilingual programs in five pilot Aboriginal schools in the N.T. in 1973.
Hence, since 1960 in S.A. and 1973 in the N.T., a body of written vernacular
materials has emerged out of Aboriginal schools operating with bilingual education
programs. These materials were, and still are in some schools, produced with the
overall aim of 'educating' Aborigines so that they may 'advance' socially and
economically into the world of their non-Aboriginal counterparts.

5.2 Early start in South Australia
As mentioned in chapter four, the Ernabella mission in S.A. began in the 1930's
with a policy that saw the local Pitjantjatjara language as something to be respected
and maintained. Hence, when the first school commenced in 1940, the children
were taught to read and write in Pitjantjatjara, not English (see Hilliard, 1968:155).
However, with changes in the federal government Aboriginal policy from
'Protection' to 'Assimilation', and with external as well as internal pressures on the
mission, a review was carried out in 1960 on 'Ernabella's progress' (Edwards,
1969:280-1). From this review emerged new aims for the school, with an increased
emphasis on the acquisition of English. However, there was also a reaffirmation of
the importance of the use of the vernacular in line with the then recent 1953
UNESCO recommendations. The school aims were as follows:
To preserve pride in Aboriginal culture and heritage:
To afford opportunity for the child to express himself (sic) through the medium of the
written word in his own tongue:
To teach reading and writing of English to a stage where the child can further his (sic)
own education by the use of normal English literature.
(from Edwards. 1969:28 1)
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Thus began a second distinct phase at Emabella where the emphasis in the school
was to provide students with increased social and economic opportunities through
their formal education, utilising both English and the vernacular. This period of
change was also associated with the purchase of a cattle station lease just south of
Ernabella, and the subsequent establishment of the Fregon Mission in 1961.
According to Edwards (1969: 281), this mission expansion increased local
employment opportunities for the Pitjantjatjara people. Although the government of
S.A. subsidised the schools at Ernabella and Fregon missions, they did not condone
the use of the vernacular in the curriculum. In fact, many government officials
criticised its continued use. It wasn't until 1965 that the state Minister of Aboriginal
Affairs officially acknowledged the government's support for the principle of
vernacular education in 'established' Aboriginal schools (Edwards, 1969: 278). It
was in this year that the government assumed responsibility for all 'native' education
in S.A., hence the emphasis on providing a Christian education at Ernabella and
Fregon schools finally ended.
Further purchases were soon made of cattle stations in the remote North-West, this
time by the state government, with the establishment of two government
administered Aboriginal Reserves for the Pitjantjatjara/Yankunytjatjara (or Anangu)
people. Hence Amala came into being on Musgrave Park station in 1961, and
Indulkana on Granite Downs station in 1968 (p.c. Edwards, 1987). Meanwhile,
Yalata was established on the far west coast in 1953, after the closure of Ooldea, but
schooling didn't commence until 1958 (see Hart, 1970:137-141). It was initially
with reluctance that the government allowed the use of the vernacular in these
schools, but in 1965 the use of the vernacular was officially acknowledged at AmaLa
and Yalata, but even then it was limited to the use of oral instruction in Pitjantjatjara
by 'Aboriginal monitors' (Edwards, 1969: 278). As far as I am aware, the
vernacular was not used officially in any other government run Aboriginal schools in
S.A. throughout this period.
With the referendum of 1967, and the change in federal government Aboriginal
policy from 'Assimilation' to 'Integration', the role of the vernacular in all
Pitjantjatjara schools was seen more and more as a 'bridge' to English literacy,
rather than a means to literacy in itself. This bridge was supposedly to aid the
Pitjantjatjara in their subsequent integration' into the outside world. Despite another
government policy change to 'Self Determination' in the early 1970's, and then
'Aboriginalisation' and 'Reconciliation' in the 1990's, the emphasis in Pitjantjatjara
The
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schools today is very much on the acquisition of English. This is promoted under
the guise of 'two-way schooling' in S.A., and the role of the vernacular in remote
Aboriginal schools has been marginalised.
Hence, for the last thirty years, vernacular literacy programs have functioned, with
varying degrees of emphases, for non-religious purposes in Aboriginal schools in
S.A. All of these programs have been in Pitjantjatjara schools. The written
vernacular products of this Education Phase' are considerable, however it is worth
noting that the amount of government funding and support for such productions was
not consistent throughout. This fact is reflected in the quantity and quality of printed
Pitjantjatjara materials that were produced over the years for use in the schools. It
wasn't until 1987 that any specialist staff (in the form of a Teacher-Linguist or
linguist) were specifically funded to produce vernacular materials, and another year
lapsed before on- site printing facilities and equipment were provided. By contrast,
such on-site provisions and staff were provided in many remote N.T. schools from
the inception of their bilingual programs in the mid 1970's, largely because the N.T.
was then administered by the Commonwealth.
What follows is a brief review of vernacular 'literature' produced in S.A. throughout
the Educating Phase. However, the printed materials produced throughout this
phase do not accurately reflect the important 'ephemeral' function that Pitjantjatjara
literacy has served over the last 50 years. Since Trudinger taught the first
Pitjantjatjara person to write in 1940, the social function that has emerged for writing
in Pitjantjatjara (such as personal letter writing) goes well beyond the scope of the
'literature' base outlined below (see Goddard, 1990).
5.3 Written materials in Pitjantjatjara
When the first school lessons began in Pitjantjatjara on the Ernabella creekbed, there
were no printed curriculum materials, only homemade blackboards and chalk. There
was no 'literature base' apart from the scriptural texts coming out of the early Bible
translation work. Even then, the first translated scripture was only completed in
1952 (Goddard 1990:28). According to Hilliard (1968:161), a short-lived monthly
newspaper was produced by the school teacher in 1958, which was popular until a
small charge was placed on its purchase. However, over the years other
Pitjantjatjara materials were slowly prepared and printed for use in the school.
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The first printed school materials were 'a set of graded readers' and later a primer
(Goddard, 1990:28). This Pitjantjatjara Primer was prepared by the missionary
teacher Nancy Nicholson (later Sheppard), by adopting a syllable-based phonic
approach in compiling the word lists and associated texts (see Figure 15). This
phonic-based primer structure was very much in keeping with the favoured approach
then used in all schools throughout Australia for the teaching of reading. The
regular and simple syllabic structure of the Pitjantjatjara language (like most other
Aboriginal languages) was particularly suited to being a syllable-based phonic
approach, rather than the letter or digraph-based approach used in English primers.
According to Edwards (1969:282), the phonic approach led to the problem of
children tending to read the syllables, rather than the whole words, hence reducing
their comprehension. Also, when writing, children tended to omit final consonants
of syllables. Hence later, in keeping with emerging trends in the teaching of reading
in other schools, a 'look and say' approach was combined with the phonic
approach, and a new set of '20 primers and reading books' was prepared in
Pitjantjatjara by S. Hill. This new set was eventually revised in the late 1960's and
they ranged 'from pre-reading exercises to story books containing Aboriginal and
translated stories' (Edwards, 1969:282).
In the early 1970's, according to Goddard (1990), after the Education Department of
South Australia took over the administration of the remote Aboriginal schools in the
North-West of S.A., including Ernabella, Fregon, and government established
Amala and Indulkana, the range of written secular materials in Pitjantjatjara
broadened. However, all materials were still printed in Adelaide, which created
delays and typographical problems. Furthermore, education department support for
the bilingual program and the development of necessary Pitjantjatjara curriculum
materials was 'half-hearted' (Goddard, 1990:28). A set of middle primary readers
and eventually another set of early childhood booklets were developed in this period,
both consisting of either a simple line-drawn picture plus caption, or a single
sentence per page. They were prepared by non-Aboriginal staff working with
Pitjantjatjara assistants, and were slotted into a 'tightly organised' sequential reading
program. Goddard (1990:28) claims they were 'unexciting in content' and
'stylistically stilted'. Some other texts were also prepared for older readers by
editing transcribed 'oral folktales', but the reading level was difficult and they had a
noticeable oral style.
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One interesting product of this era, is the translation of Lewis Carroll's English
classic Alice in Wonderland into Pitjantjatjara. This text was adapted and translated
by the ex-teacher Nancy Sheppard, with the help of the Pitjantjatjara Aboriginal
Education Worker, Yanyi Baker, and illustrated with Arnhem Land-style figures by
Byron Sewell. Alitjinyi Ngura Tjukurtjarangka: Alitji in the Dreamtime was
published by the University of Adelaide in 1975. Sheppard's version of Carroll's
classic, includes numerous cultural adaptations of the main characters and setting,
including the White Rabbit, with his gloves and fan, becoming a Kangaroo, with
dilly-bag and digging stick, the Doormouse becomes a Koala, the Caterpillar
becoming a Witchetty Grub, and the 'well' is replaced with a 'tank' ('tangka'). An
attempt is made in the Pitjantjatjara translation to incorporate the same language play
and use of puns that are so typical of Carrol's English original. To my knowledge,
this translation constitutes the first non-religious translation into an Aboriginal
language, particularly of a literary classic (see Figure 15). It was recently
republished as Alitji in Dreamland: Alitjinya Ngura Tjukurmankuntjala with a glossy
finish, containing realistic colour illustrations by a non-Anangu Aboriginal artist
Donna Leslie (see Sheppard, 1992).
Over the ensuing years, from the late 1970's to the early 1980's, state Education
Department support and funding was at an all time low, but 'a number of dedicated
non-Aboriginal teachers and adult educators intensified efforts to broaden the base of
Pitjantjatjara reading materials' (Goddard, 1990:28). In an effort to educate the
adults with western technical skills, the S.A. Department of Technical and Further
Education (TAFE), plus the Institute for Aboriginal Development (lAD) in Alice
Springs, produced vernacular 'instructional manuals in driving, windmill
maintenance, gardening, office procedures, dress-making and the like' (Goddard,
1990:29).
In an attempt to meet the school's growing need for vernacular reading material, and
because of the lack of outside support, some schools began preparing and printing
their own materials on a 'shoe-string' budget; in particular Indulkana, and later
Amala and Fregon. This period coincided with a shift in the teaching-of-reading
methods practised in schools throughout Australia, with the adoption of a 'whole
language' approach (Goddard, 1990:29). Children were now being exposed to
more natural and predictable texts, as they were encouraged to read for meaning,
often in groups using 'big books', and to use all three of the reading cues in
predicting words in the text. Hence there was a great variety in quality, quantity and
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size of books produced in unofficial on-site 'Literature Production Centres',
equipped with photocopiers, laminators and staplers, and unofficial 'TeacherLinguists' and 'Literacy Workers' (see Goddard, 1990:29-3 1).
Goddard (1990: 29) makes the following observation regarding the types of
vernacular materials produced in this period:

Many were repetitive storybooks for young readers modelled on the popular English type.
Though there was some original writing by [Pitjantjatjara] 'literacy workers', often these
were effectively co-written: the [non-Aboriginal] 'teacher-linguist would suggest or
negotiate a suitably repetitive storyline, which the 'literacy worker' would translate or adapt
into Pitjantjatjara. Other materials included humorous illustrated narratives, factual
booklets about bush tucker and traditional skills, some light fiction and illusated reports
on school activities.

It was during this same period, that the popular community newspaper Amataku
Tjukur,pa was born. This newspaper is discussed in detail in Goddard's (1990)
paper, which is reviewed in chapter two of this thesis. There were 60 issues of
Amataku Tjukuripa produced at Amata between 1985-86, originally as 'T.A.F.E.
adult literacy project'. All issues were produced on-site and photocopied for
distribution to the rest of the community (Goddard, 1990:33).
Kathryn Gale (p.c. 1992) was the first official Senior Teacher-Linguist employed by
the Education Department of S.A. at Ernabella in 1985, however there was little
money available for Pitjantjatjara Literacy Workers. It wasn't until mid-1987 that
'facilities and personnel were put into place that could reliably produce reasonable
quality curriculum materials' on-site in the Anangu-Pitjantjatjara Lands, with the
official establishment of the full-scale operation of the Aangu Schools Resource
Centre (A.S.R.C.) at Ernabella (see Goddard, 1990:3 1). This facility was largely
funded by the Commonwealth. After securing further funding for personnel, K.
Gale was followed by Goddard (a linguist) plus a graphic artist, and a team of
Pitjantjatjara Literacy Workers.
Hence in 1987, fifty years after the first school began, it was possible to produce
'attractive, accurate, and affordable books for children' on-site at Ernabella, with the
use of desktop publishing and an off-set printing press (Goddard, 1990:3 1).
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However, the current printed materials emerging from the A.S.R.C., reflect the
recent de-emphasis of Pitjantjatjara language use in the Pitjantjatjara schools, by
present Department of Education policies. Apart from the production of an
occasional community newspaper KutpaLu, vernacular productions are now at a
minimum (p.c. P.Eckert, 1992).
5.4 Slow beginnings in the N.T.
Although some provision was made for so-called 'half-caste' children in urban areas
by the Commonwealth Aboriginal Affairs Department, the overall responsibility for
Aboriginal education in the N.T. was borne by established missions, up until after
World War II. However, in 1948 a Conference of State and Commonwealth
Ministers, responsible for Aboriginal Affairs, 'stressed the importance of education
for Aboriginal children as part of the general assimilation policies being developed'
(Harker & McConnochie, 1985:113). In 1949 a further conference was held, and it
was recommended that all Aboriginal education in the N.T. be taken over by the
Commonwealth Office of Education. Although this responsibility was accepted in
1950, mission schools were not taken over until well after the Welfare Act was
passed in 1956, and the Welfare Branch of the Northern Territory Administration
assumed responsibility for all so-called 'full-blood' Aborigines (Harker &
McConnochie, 1985: 114-115). Hence, many schools remained under mission
control until the mid-late 1960's.
Those Aboriginal schools established in the N.T. by the government (including
schools on Aboriginal reserves, pastoral stations, and the fringes of urban centres)
all strictly adhered to English as the medium of instruction, as well as for the
teaching of literacy. This was in keeping with the original 1951 objectives as stated
by the Commonwealth Office of Education:
To equip Aboriginal children ultimately to support themselves and their families in the
economic structure of the N.T.
To encourage the improvement of Aboriginal environmental conditions, both domestic
and communal.
To discover and provide for the development and talents and creative abilities of

Aboriginal children.
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iv. To bridge the gap between the Aboriginal heritage and the economy in which these

people must ultimately assume places as independent units.
(quoted in the Watts-Gallacher Report, 1964:31)
Unlike the S.A. mission school of Ernabella, mission schools operating after the
Second World War in the N.T. adopted English as the language of instruction and
for the teaching of literacy. Because these mission schools accepted subsidies from
the Commonwealth, care was taken to abide by current assimilationist policies.
Hence, they failed to act decisively on the recommendations of the 1953 UNESCO
axioms.
Even with the arrival of school-teacher Lowe at Milingimbi school in 1951, who
immediately began unofficial language study on Gupapuyngu, initial literacy in the
school was still officially in English. This was despite the 1953 expressed opinion
of Gribble, the General Secretary of M.O.M., that 'ideally education should start in
a child's own tongue' (in McKenzie, 1976:18 1). The main stumbling block was the
Commonwealth Office of Education administration, which stressed that 'the
language of instruction should be English except where local conditions made it
necessary for the teacher to have some knowledge of the Aboriginal language'
(Geise, 1969:85). As late as the 16th of April 1964, a House of Representatives
Hansard reports Kim Beazley (Sr.) seeking clarification of the fact 'that
Commonwealth assistance is not given in mission schools in the N.T. unless the
medium of instruction is English' (see Edwards, 1969:277-8).
Hence any potential developments of vernacular literacy programs in mission
schools in the N.T. were officially discouraged by Commonwealth administrators,
and the use of the vernacular in the classroom by mission-teachers was restricted to
'unofficial dabbling' (p.c. B.Graham, 1992). However, small amounts of
vernacular literacy work with adults was being undertaken by missionaries working
outside the Welfare-run schools in the late 1960's, such as Ross at Yirrkala, which
will be discussed later.
In the early 1960's, by which time the original 1951 aims of Aboriginal education
had prevailed for over ten years, external pressures caused Paul Hasluck (who was
then the Minister of State for Territories) to commission Betty Watts and Jim
Gallacher in 1963 'to investigate the curriculum and teaching methods used in
Aboriginal schools in the N.T' (Watts -Gallac her Report, 1964:3). The resultant
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comprehensive report, commonly referred to as the Watts-Gallacher Report, was
released in 1964 and proved to be very influential on future education policies.
This report incorporated an official acknowledgement of the diversity of Aboriginal
languages represented in N.T. schools, as well as the large cultural differences that
existed between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal pupils. It isolated a number of
factors contributing to the lack of academic achievement by Aboriginal children in
the current school system, and made many comprehensive recommendations for its
subsequent improvement. Obviously influenced by the 1953 UNESCO statement,
the report acknowledged the advantages to be gained through the use of the
vernacular in Aboriginal schools, but it fell short of recommending the
implementation of vernacular programs. Hence, after summarising the many
vernaculars spoken in the various schools, Watts & Gallacher said that:
in spite, however, of the educational and psychological advantages, the circumstances in
the N.T. preclude the use of the mother tongue as the language of instruction.., we are,
therefore, forced to the only practicable conclusion. English should be the language of
instruction in the schools.
(Watts-Gallacher Report, 1964: 57-8)
Soon after, in 1968, Kinslow Harris drawing on her S.I.L. experiences, pointed out
that the practical difficulties of the N.T. situation could be overcome, and that it was
feasible to establish vernacular programs in some Aboriginal schools. Kinslow
Harris went on to make a series of tentative practical suggestions on how vernacular
literacy programs could be implemented in the N.T. Furthermore, she pointed out
that vernacular programs were in keeping with the prevailing assimilation policy of
the government, because 'by the initial gaining of literacy in their own vernacular,
Aborigines can achieve a quicker and greater facility in English' (Kinslow Harris,
1968:24). Policy makers (in the perenially out of power federal Labor Party)
became familiar with the recommendations of this historically fortuitous paper. This
was largely because of its positive influence on Betty Watts (of the Watts -Gallacher
Report), who in turn lobbied for acceptance of its practical recommendations (p.c.
S.Harris).
Then in December 1972 it was announced by Gough Whitlam, the leader of the
newly elected social reforming Labor government, that a program involving teaching
in Aboriginal languages would be introduced into Aboriginal schools in the N.T.
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This was associated with a period of government policy change to self
determination for Aboriginal people. In January 1973 the Minister of Education,
Kim Beazley, appointed an Advisory Group to:
examine the nature and extent of the resources available and in the light of its findings to
make recommendations for the implementation and development of a program involving
teaching in Aboriginal languages and the incorporation in the school of further elements of
traditional Aboriginal arts, crafts and skills.

(Watts, McGrath & Tandy. 1973:foreword)
Hence in March 1973, Beazley approved the resultant report by Watts, McGrath &
Tandy, recommending that 'bilingual education' begin in five pilot communities in
the N.T.: Milingimbi, Goulburn Island, Areyonga, Angurugu and Hermannsburg.

5.5 Bilingual Education begins in the N.T.
In line with the recommendations of Watts, McGrath and Tandy, the working
definition that was adopted for bilingual education in the N.T. was that formulated
by the United States for its 1967 Bilingual Education Act (Title VII ESEA):
Bilingual education is the use of two languages. one of which is English, as mediums of
instruction for the same pupil population in a well-organized program which encompasses
part or all of the curriculum and includes the study of the history and culture associated
with the mother tongue. A complete program develops and maintains the children's selfesteem and a legitimate pride in both cultures.
(Watts. McGrath & Tandy. 1973:1)

Although both Aboriginal and non - Aboriginal people were initially unsure of the
methods, materials and other practicalities associated with the implementation of a
vernacular literacy program, approval was given by Aboriginal people in five
communities for bilingual programs to commence in their schools in 1973. The
vernaculars to be used were: Gupapuyngu (at Milingimbi), Maung (at Goulburn),
Pitjantjatjara (at Areyonga), Anindilyakwa (at Angurugu) and Western Aranda (at
Hermannsburg). These particular pilot communities were selected because they met
the following conditions set by the Advisory Group:
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a community with a single language or at least a dominant language likely to be
acceptable to the community as the language of the school;
linguistic research and analysis to the point where the language could be used in a
written form

in the school program:

the availability of a linguist who had studied that language, and if possible, who was
living on site:
the existence, on school staff, of Aboriginal Teaching Officers or Teaching Assistants;

and
the existence, on school staff, of a Head teacher and other non-Aboriginal staff members
who would be likely to be enthusiastic about the implementation of a bilingual
program.
(Watts, McGrath & Tandy, 1973:35)

Hence, the implementation of bilingual programs in Aboriginal schools in the N.T.
was largely made possible through the foundational linguistic work already
undertaken in the vernacular by early missionary-linguists.
The model of bilingual education to be adopted by the pilot schools was to be Model
I (see Appendix 4). With this model, introduction of the chosen vernacular (in most
cases the language of the largest Aboriginal group) begins in the Preschool, and
gradually progresses up through the school each year, along with the pilot group of
children. The vernacular is used as the language of instruction as well as the
language of literacy2. As the children gain proficiency in vernacular literacy, they
'bridge' to English literacy, and theoretically, after five years English is adopted as
the main language of instruction and for literacy. According to Model 1, literacy and
other cultural studies are to be maintained in the vernacular right through to the end
of each child's school life3.
The two case-study communities of this thesis, Yirrkala and Willowra, will be
discussed in detail later, but their beginnings are worth a brief mention here.
In 1974 a Model I bilingual program was begun at Yirrkala school, adopting one of
the clan dialects of the area (Gumatj) as the vernacular of initial instruction and
literacy. At the same time, Yuendumu school in the centre of the N.T., adopted a
variation of this Model by introducing Warlpiri literacy into every class throughout
the school (see Baarda, 1982:97). The bilingual program that was eventually
implemented at the neighbouring Warlpiri community of Willowra in 1977, drew on
the early experiences of Yuendumu school.
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The Commonwealth continued its administrative control over Aboriginal education
in the N.T. until 1978, when self government was achieved, but it wasn't until the
following year that the N.T. Department of Education assumed full responsibility.
Because individual bilingual programs have proved to be expensive, and relatively
difficult to effectively implement and sustain, the N.T. government has consistently
demanded tangible evidence from schools of their advantages over all-English
programs. Unfortunately, the undeniable psychological advantages have been hard
to quantify, and the pedagogical advantages haven't met the original (probably
unreasonable) non-Aboriginal expectations. Hence, developments over the years
have sometimes taken place despite the lack of N.T. government administrative
support, and in disregard of criticisms from observers such as Alcorta (1978).
As early as 1976 a group of senior administrators recommended that for bilingual
programs 'further expansion will be limited and existing programmes will be
consolidated and evaluated prior to a decision as to which should be maintained
indefinitely'. They claimed:
The programme is costly in people and money and there is no clear indication yet of
positive value to the children... While the bilingual programme appeared to be very
successful in its initial stages when only five schools were involved, this success does not
seem to have been maintained as the programme expanded. The lack of expert staff has led
to errors... One of the main attractions of school for Aborigines is the opportunity it gives
to learn English... The demand for English should not be underestimated.
(N.T. Education Department, Report 1976: 8)

Even amongst later N.T. Education Department officials, who tried to understand
the potentials of bilingual education, there was an ambivalence towards its operation
in Aboriginal schools in the N.T. (see Spring, 1980).
However, in spite of an unsettling administrative environment, and sometimes
outright resistance, bilingual education did expand further in the N.T. In fact it is
probably fair to say that there was almost a boom period from the late 1970's to the
early 1980's, when Commonwealth funding for specialist staff and equipment was
forthcoming. But, in those very early years of inception, the main reason that
bilingual education survived, despite local administrator objections, was because of
the unrelenting efforts of a significant number of non-Aboriginal staff working and
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fighting for its survival at the grass roots level in communities. Such people
included Beth Graham, then the Teacher-Linguist at Yirrkala, and David McClay,
then the Principal of Milingimbi school. Their struggle was also aided by the arrival
in the department of academics such as S. Harris in Darwin in 1978, who began
writing about the potential advantages of bilingual education for children's cognitive
and educational achievements, on the basis of international evidence (see S. Harris,
1980 & 1982).
Hence, bilingual education slowly became firmly entrenched as part of the education
system for Aboriginal schools in the N.T. and a bilingual program of one form or
another has been introduced into almost all larger Aboriginal schools in the N.T., as
well as a number of smaller schools (that share the same language as a larger
neighbouring bilingual school). It is not, however, restricted to government
schools. A number of independent schools, including Yipirinya in Alice Springs,
and three Catholic mission schools all currently operate bilingual programs.
A number of programs however, have officially ceased operating in some schools
over the years, for various practical reasons, such as Gunbalanya, Angurugu,
Numbuiwar and Hermannsburg. In fact the program at Hermannsburg, which was
one of the original pilot schools, didn't ever really get started (see Harris, 1981).
Today, there are 21 bilingual programs operating in the N.T., with 17 different
Aboriginal languages in use (see N.T. Bilingual Education Newsletter, 90-1:7; Gale,
1990; Jones & Harris, 1991). A chart summarising current programs and their
associated languages can be seen in Appendix 5.
5.6 The attempted 'flood of vernacular literature' in the N.T.
With the sudden inception of bilingual programs in five schools in the N.T. in 1973,
teachers were ill-prepared. By necessity, they had to draw on the expertise of
missionary linguists and any vernacular materials they had already produced.
Earlier, Sarah Gudschinsky had been a consultant at an S.I.L. workshop in Darwin,
where she showed missionary participants how to prepare phonic-based primers in
vernacular languages (McKenzie, 1976:186). Such highly structured primers were
first developed and designed by Gudschinsky for adults from 'pre-literate' societies
(see Gudschinsky, 1973). But inevitably, this primer design formed the basis of
early materials used for children in the very early bilingual programs. Thus,
syllable-based 'Gudschinsky primers' initially became the most common form of
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printed vernacular material in schools such as Milingimbi, Warruwi, Yirrkala and
later Yuendumu. However, the primers were often too advanced for the younger
children and difficult to use with success in the classrooms. Later attempts were
made to modify the original primer design for children, but this also created some
difficulties (see Baarda, 1982:98).
However, according to Michael Christie (p.c. 1992) who was the first TeacherLinguist at Milingimbi, some of the supplementary readers written in Gupapuyngu
in 1973 at Milingimbi, resulted in some 'some fantastic and really funny' stories.
They were creatively written by Charles Manydjarri, despite his obligation to include
set words and suffixes, taken from the accompanying primer lesson compiled by
Lowe. These early readers, along with some secular Gupapuyngu translations,
were among the very earliest productions by Aboriginal writers in any N.T.
bilingual school.
One of the first translations done at Milingimbi was Märrma' Latju Wunggan ('Two
Nice Dogs') by Rita Gularrbangga Gamalangga, using the story-line and
illustrations from a Bush Book from Papua New Guinea. In this production,
Gamalangga transposes her two younger brothers Mewala and Muyarriyarri into a
story about two boys and their dog. Jess Smith, the Milingimbi Health Sister, was
also quick to request vernacular translations of Health Department texts such as Mr.
and Mrs. Scabie-mite are our Enemies. These early productions were all printed
locally, often with much difficulty. Typewriters had no 'tail-n' key, and they often
failed to produce quality master-sheets for printing on the Gestetner (p.c. M.
Christie, 1992). Some of these early Milingimbi productions can be seen in Figure
16.
In their foundational meetings with community members, the 1973 Advisory Group
on bilingual education discussed 'the need for positive community support for the
program in the giving of [oral] stories...' (Watts, McGrath & Tandy, 1973:38). The
rich oral tradition of Aboriginal people was seen by the group as a valuable asset that
needed to be accessed for the production of vernacular materials for use in future
bilingual programs. A year later, 25 further recommendations were made to the
Education Department by two internationally renowned linguists, O'Grady and
Hale, including three on the need for accelerated vernacular materials production.
Their recommendations included:
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That efforts be begun as soon as possible to broaden the scope of educational materials
in Aboriginal languages.
That a growing library of tape recordings be established in association with each
bilingual education program for the purposes of documenting the oral literature
and specialized knowledge of the community.
21. That communities with a beginning Bilingual Program be imbued with the slogan.
'Flood the Place with Literature as a means of encouraging the most rapid and
effective attainment of literacy in the vernacular.
(OGrady & Hale, 1974:2-3)

Hence from the very early days, Aboriginal people were encouraged to collect on
audio-tape 'traditional' oral texts from the old and respected people in the
community. These texts were to be transcribed, edited and illustrated ready for final
book production. However, such a process takes time and specialist skills,
especially to transforni an oral story-telling style into an as yet undeveloped written
style appropriate for children. Such texts were supposed to provide reading material
for children as their vernacular reading skills advanced. However, the resultant level
of text difficulty was often well beyond the abilities of young emerging readers.
The initial intention was for all vernacular materials to be written and illustrated in
communities by school staff members, and for the final layout and printing to be
conducted with the government printer in Darwin. However, for various logistical
reasons it was realised that the entire process needed to be carried out on -site.
Hence from 1974, specialist staff for 'literature' production were slowly appointed
to various programs, including linguists and teacher-linguists. From 1975 printing
equipment was also secured for a number of schools, along with literature
production supervisors to operate it. At the same time of course, positions opened
up for Aboriginal literacy workers to collect and transcribe oral texts, to assist in
graded primer production, and to illustrate the various materials being produced (see
Russo & Harris, 1982:53-4).
Very soon after the program's inception, a team of non-Aboriginals were employed
in Darwin by

the N.T. Education Department to advise on the running of bilingual

programs in Aboriginal schools. Even though the direction and professional advice
given to schools has become more informed over the years, the tone of the original
official aims has remained the same. The major premise for incorporating the

vernacular, in schools under non-Aboriginal control, is to aid the acquisition of
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English and, hence, to gain access and understanding of the associated Western
culture. This can be seen in some of the latest revised aims in the 1986 Bilingual
Education Handbook:
Aim 1. To develop competency in English (reading and writing) and in mathematics to the
level required on leaving school to function without disadvantage in the wider
Australian community.
Aim 2. To foster greater proficiency in school work through the use of the Aboriginal
language where appropriate...
Aim6. To develop competency in reading and writing in the Aboriginal language.,.
Aim 8. To develop a better understanding of both cultures

-

that of the Aboriginal people

themselves (and not only a particular community) and of the non-Aboriginal
society.
(in Handbook for Ahorigial Bilingual Education in the NT., 1986:8-9)

It was assumed by professional Education Department advisors that writing in the
vernacular would develop parallel forms, and serve similar functions to writing in
English in the Western world. Hence, a 'literature myth' prevailed as espoused by
the advisors, Russo and Harris, in the early 1980's:
we want to kindle the desire to learn to read, and if children are going to read
effectively, we need more than graded readers or primers and a few dozen interest or
supplementary books in the reading programme. We must have literature. This literature
should have something to say about the experience of being human, with all the hopes,
frustrations and challenges that life involves. It should include writings on love, death,
was, religion, conflicts and tensions between races and individuals. It should tell real
truths about real people in other words 'tell how it is'.
-

(Russo & Harris, 1982:58)
Russo & Harris followed the Western notion, and agreed with the dictionary
definition of 'literature' as something that is 'esteemed for beauty of form and
emotional effect'. The rationale behind their advice, to promote such forms in the
vernacular, was that if Aboriginal children were to advance as competent readers
they needed a 'literature' that would 'continually delight, excite and involve' them
(Russo and Harris, 1982:58). Current accepted pedagogy in reading methodology
was that 'children learn to read by reading', and it was believed that it was the
teachers' duty to feed the children sufficient quality and quantity of reading material
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that it would motivate them to want to learn to read. It was also believed that
children should be provided with a wide range of reading material, to broaden their
vocabulary and knowledge. Hence, Russo and Harris (1982: 58) went on to quote
from Keller and Juinenez, stating that 'literature for Aboriginal children (as well as
non-Aboriginal) should contain 'a vast range of styles and genres, pendulating from
poetry to prose, story to theatre, tightly rhymed couplets to free-form prose'.
Later, the vernacular 'literature' that N.T. government advisors recommended in the
1986 Bilingual Education Handbook for production and use in schools, again
included the full range of English 'genre' categories that any child is expected to use
in a mainstream school:
Interpretative (what is it);
Reportive (what happened);
Literary (fiction including: narrative, descriptive prose, poetry, songs, biography, plays

etc.);
Expository (factual reports including: formal reporting with detailed explanations,
travelogues, journalism, scientific articles etc.)
Functional (serving a purpose: signs, advertisements, posters, timetables, labels, letters,
forms, notices, user instructions, note taking, precis, receipts, cheques,

statements, reports etc.
(in Handbook for Aborigial Bilingual Education in the N .T., 1986:69)
Within the N.T. alone, Harris estimates that schools have produced roughly 200600 vernacular books or booklets within each language group with an associated
bilingual program (1990:35). The types of books that have been produced include:
primers; supplementary readers; instant readers; translated English story books (in
small and big book form); some contemporary (often humorous) stories; and
transcribed oral 'dream-time' and contact-history texts that have been edited into a
written form. Small amounts of 'fiction' have also been produced. Production of
most of these books was at the direction of non-Aboriginal staff, often teacherlinguists, and their primary motivation was to produce reading material for the
classroom that would get the children reading fluently in the vernacular, before they
were to transfer to English literacy in year four.
In addition many schools also produced, often within the adult education section,
regular bilingual community newspapers. These papers often took on similar
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formats to small country newspapers to be found anywhere in Australia, and were
dominated by articles reporting local events and achievements. The main nonAboriginal motivation behind their production was: to provide a real-life avenue for
young adults to practise their writing skills; to broaden the scope of vernacular
material produced in the school; and to aid in the attempted 'flood of literature' into
the 'pre-literate' community. Some of these community newspapers have been long
lasting, and their production was occasionally entirely by Aboriginal people.
Specific community newspapers will be discussed later, and in the next chapter.
Apart from schools, a number of 'education-oriented' vernacular books have also
been produced by students of the Centre for Australian Languages and Linguistics
(C.A.L.L., formerly S.A.L., and now a part of Batchelor College in the N.T.), as
well as by the Institute for Aboriginal Development (1.A.D.) in Alice Springs.
C.A.L.L. products include creatively written booklets by Aboriginal students in their
own languages from all over Australia, as well as a bilingual magazine Ngali.
I.A.D. specialises in adult education manuals, as well as some transcribed oral
history stories.
Over the last five years or so, since the policy of 'Aboriginalisation' has become
closer to reality in many Aboriginal schools, the production of written materials in
the vernacular is taking a new direction with forms and styles emerging that are often
quite different to those produced through non-Aboriginal initiatives in the earlier
years of bilingual education. Nor do they represent all the vernacular 'forms of
literature' promoted in the latest Bilingual Education Handbook (1986:69), which
simply parallel the English genres now taught in mainstream schools. Some recent
vernacular products from schools have been written in minority languages that were
once not officially recognised by the Education Department. Such writings serve
functions of language maintenance and identity reaffirmation, that go well beyond
the original 'educating' aims listed in the Bilingual Education Handbook (1986:7-9).
What follows is a review of the products of the non-Aboriginal controlled
'Educating phase' of vernacular 'literature' production, in the two case-study
bilingual schools in the N.T; first Yirrkala (because its bilingual program began first)
and then Willowra. This is followed in chapter six with a review of more recent
productions from Yirrkala, in particular, now that the school is under the increasing
control of Yolngu decision makers.
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5.7 Vernacular 'literature' production at Yirrkala
The attempted 'flood of vernacular literature that was pursued at Yirrkala from the
mid 70's through to the late 80's, for 'educational' purposes, was a non-Aboriginal
initiative. I myself was a part of this attempt in the mid 1980's, and now reflect on
the inappropriateness of some of the vernacular materials that I initiated. However,
it should be acknowledged that among the human products of this era are a
considerable number of highly bi-literate and articulate bilingual Yolngu adults.
They are now managing their own school and community, and are at last afforded
the right to decide on the purpose and form to be adopted in the production of
written vernacular materials. Hence, since the late 1980's, Yolngu have been
utilising the school printing facilities to fulfill their own community and Yolngu-felt
needs and aspirations about print. However, this was an evolutionary process, as
the following review and discussion will demonstrate.
The vernacular 'literature flood' began in earnest from about 1976-77, with the
arrival of Mary Fletcher from Elcho Island, and the eventual appointment of Beth
Graham as the first official Teacher-Linguist at Yirrkala. Fletcher also became the
first official Literature Production Supervisor, and soon acquired a new off-set
printing press. However, prior to this the inception of the bilingual program was
full of challenges and continually breaking new ground. Graham had already
worked for a period in the mission school at Yirrkala in the mid 1960's, but returned
to work in the government school in 1973, one year before the bilingual program
began (p.c. B. Graham, 1992).
The official language adopted for the program was Gumatj. Although Gumatj was
just one of the 16 main clan dialects spoken at Yirrkala, it was chosen because of its
large representation, and because Ross had already commenced language study and
literacy work in Gumatj with Yirrkala adults. As mentioned in chapter four, Ross
first commenced preparing five vernacular primers in the Gumatj language in the
early 1970's, for teaching some Yolngu adults to read. These primers, Gumatj
Dhäruk Djorra' 1-5 adopted Gudschinsky's highly structured format, which
,

progressively taught all the phonemes of the Gumatj language. They consisted of a
series of lessons, each introducing new sounds and carefully chosen syllables and
words. Although the primers were compiled by Ross, the actual story-texts
associated with each lesson were written by Yolngu adults, but their content was
strictly limited to the words covered in past and current lessons. These texts tended
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to adopt an English word order, but such a style is to be expected of course,
remembering that these were among the very first Gumatj texts ever written by
Yolngu, as all previous literacy experiences had been in English (p.c. B. Graham,
1992). An example of one of these early Gumatj primer texts can be seen below,
taken from Lesson 11 in Gwnatj Dhäruk Djorra 2
Ganguri nguthan vukurra rangingura.
Yams grow [pres. cont.] at the beach
Gäthura ngama' marrtjina rangilili ba/a bwnara ganguri ran gill/i,
Today mother went to the beach and collected yams at the beach
ba/a ngama 'yu gän ga/a gangurinvdja wan ga/i/i.
and mother took the yams

to home

Bathara ngavi gangurinvdja ngania 'vu, bi/i gutha ngäthina yukurrana
cooked she the yams

mother but older-brother cried [past cont.]

ganguriwu.
for the yams
Ba/a ngayi ngama'yu bathi gun gana bumara ganguriwuna.
Then she mother bag closed collected with the yams
At the beginning of 1974, Ross provided Graham with the five primers to use with
the younger children entering the fledgling bilingual program. However, these
primers were to become just one aspect of the vernacular literacy program. Because
Graham had considerable teaching experience before arriving at Yirrkala, she was
able to draw on a range of approaches and methods for the teaching of Gumatj
reading and writing. In addition to phonics, she also adopted the 'language
experience', 'look-and-say' and 'break-through' approaches (p.c. B. Graham,
1992).
However, in those early years, progress was slow in the preparation of written
Gumatj support materials, largely because there were so few Yolngu adults available
who could actually write and spell correctly in Gumatj. One of the key early literacy
workers was Djilirrma Mununggurr, who worked for half of each day in the school
from 1974, using her much needed typing and vernacular literacy skills preparing
classroom materials, including A4 size sheets printed on the Gestetner, with sight
words and a picture that the children coloured in and took home. Other reading
material was provided by Field, who had a collection of Gumatj stories written on
cardboard, from her adult education classes. These were illustrated and covered in
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clear plastic for school use, and were later to provide texts for printed readers. In
addition, individual language experience books were used in the classroom, into
which those Yolngu teachers who were able, scribed individual children's stories
once a week; and class-sets of break-through cardboard cards were made bearing set
Gumatj sight words and children's names (p.c. B. Graham, 1992).
By 1976, with Fletcher, Graham and a growing team of skilled Yolngu Literacy
Workers working on Gumatj material production, the literacy program became more
organised. It was soon proposed that in additon to the Gumatj primers, there would
be 60 accompanying 'supplementary readers'. Wurrmitjin Mununggurr was one of
the key literacy workers that worked tirelessly for many years producing these
readers. The last of them was not actually printed until mid 1982. In addition,
production commenced on 60 phonic- based 'workbooks', containing fill-the-gap
and crossword puzzles, together with different sound and sight-word exercises.
The last ten of these workbooks was printed in 1977, along with accompanying
instructions to assist Yolngu teachers in using them in the classroom.
In 1978 a revision of Primer 1 was completed, and a consequent revision of all other
associated materials then pursued. With the teaching of set 'sight-words' gaining
increased emphasis, production soon commenced on new 'sight-word books' to
replace the single A4 sheets, eventually resulting in 40 books. Work also began on
preparing vernacular materials in maths, and the engineering of Gumatj terms for the
teaching of different maths (as well as literacy) concepts in the classroom. By the
end of 1978, the bilingual program had progressed to Year 4, and enough
workbooks had been prepared for vernacular literacy to be taught in all classes in the
school, as well as in the homelands. The Yolngu teachers were coping well with
implementing all the materials produced, and with improving vernacular literacy
skills, they became more confident in scribing children's stories. Hence, children
began to dictate their stories more regularly to their teachers, producing a repertoire
of personal stories, and with the use of individual break-through kits, older children
were encouraged to eventually write their own stories (p.c. B. Graham, 1992 & see
Teacher-Linguist Annual Reports, 1978 & 1979).
In addition to primers, readers and workbooks, vernacular books were also being
produced to cover other areas of the curriculum. A four-stage sequential 'Aboriginal
maths program' was developed, and Aboriginal staff were producing materials for
their 'Aboriginal studies' component of the curriculum, which they taught and
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controlled themselves. According to a 1978 report by Dayngawa Ngarruwutthun,
Yolngu teachers wished to teach the children about: 'bush food and sea food';
'natural science'; 'homeland centres; old ways'; 'bush medicine'and 'social
organisation' (in Teacher-Linguist Report 1978:67). Booklets produced to support
this Aboriginal studies program included: Madakarritjniirriwuv wa.yinbuv (literally:
about angry/poisonous creatures), by the Literacy Worker Wurrmitjin Mununggurr.
The text in this booklet is descriptive and does not follow the typical narrative style
of the many supplementary readers she wrote (see Figure 17).
In addition to the above structured and sequenced vernacular materials, a Yirrkala
community newspaper was commenced very early, in accordance with O'Grady &
Hale's (1974) recommendations. Djilirrma Mununggurr produced the first issue of
Yuana Dhäwu (literally: New News) unaided in 1974, and continued to produce
one 'every now and then'. These early issues were printed on the Gestetner, and
consisted of pieces of adult news, often dictated by community members, which
were occasionally printed in dialects other than Gumatj (p.c. B.Graham, 1992). By
1978, it became a regular fortnightly production, and Graham reported that:
The continual production of an adult newspaper "Yutant (sic) Dhiwu proves to be of real
value... It provides a source of reading materials to upper and post primary students at their

interest level as it includes accounts of many of the local activities... It is regarded by the
community as their newspaper and is totally produced by an Aboriginal.., and may in the
long run do more to make reading an integral part of Aboriginal life than all the school
programs we establish.
(Teacher-Linguist Report. 1978:63)

If each issue was produced entirely by Yolngu, one would expect it's content and
style to begin to reflect slowly developing Yolngu aspirations about literacy and the
potential function of community newspapers. But, in Graham's 1978 report, she
also mentioned the recent introduction of a new section called 'Read to the

Children, which included short illustrated primer-like texts, with the hope that
parents would become 'involved in the teaching of reading' (see Teacher-Linguist
Report, 197 8:63). Hence, it seems non-Aboriginal teachers could not resist any
opportunities in their efforts to 'educate' the children (see Figure 18).
These late 1970's issues of Yuana Dhäwu soon adopted the official school
language, and were written entirely in Gumatj, but on 23rd of February 1981, the
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first diglot issue was produced in English and Gumatj. According to the then
Teacher-Linguist, Brian Devlin (p.c. 1992), the decision to have English in the
newspaper was a Yolngu initiative, which was announced by the Literacy Worker
Raymattja Marika-Mununggiritj on 10th February 1981. On the distribution of the
first diglot issue, a congratulatory note was sent to the L.P.C., from the Principal
Owen Faust, who was very pleased (p.c. B. Devlin, 1992), as by this stage he was
encouraging an all-English literacy program in the homeland schools.
The style of subsequent Yulana Dhäwu continued to be reportage in nature. The
majority of articles were collected from the different community institutions, such as
the store, council office, clinic, basketball, plumbing and brickworks, which were
invariably Balanda-run. With improved technology and equipment in the early
1980's, a few photos began to appear, and I suspect Balanda involvement increased
as their production became less an adult education project and more a school
production. Hence reproduced drawings and texts by children became more
prevalant. The paper also became diglot in 1981, with reportage articles appearing
in both English and Gumatj, and therefore becoming more accessible to the
increasing number of Balanda now working and living at Yirrkala (see Figure 19).
Around 1984, the production of YuLana Dhäwu was momentarily suspended4.
In those early days at Yirrkala, there was always a concern amongst the many clan
leaders, who were not Gumatj, that their children were not being taught in their own
language. This was of particular concern to the respected Djapu leader Daymbalipu
Mununggurr. Hence, in the late 1970's, with the co-operation of the current
Teacher-Linguist and with funding from the Aborignal Arts Board, Daymbalipu set
himself up in an office, and produced some booklets in Djapu for use by the Djapu
children in the school (p.c. B.Devlin, 1992). These booklets largely mirrored the
type currently being produced in Gumatj. One such booklet was: Ngunha Maaany
(literally: 'those two'), which is a simple sentence reader, with a repetitive text with
black-and-white line illustrations (see Figure 20). However, according to Graham
(p.c. 1991), he also wrote of his own life story in Djapu.
In the late 1970's, a collection of bark paintings by senior Yirrkala men was
acquired by the school, and oral stories associated with those paintings were
collected from the artists. The transcription of these 'bark painting stories became
an on-going project for literacy workers, and even today (to my knowledge) these
stories have not been published. Hence, unlike Milingimbi, there was very little in
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the way of traditional stories' published in the vernacular at Yirrkala. However,
one exception is the diglot book Djet: Dhuwalany dhäwu djetpuv This is a story
about the boy who became a sea-eagle, which was published with a glossy cover in
1977 by Nelson publishers in Melbourne. The story was originally told by Wakuthi
.

Marawili of the Mathrrpa clan, and was transcribed, translated and illustrated
Dundiwuy Wunungmurra. Equal prominence was given to the vernacular and
English text in the final publication.
By the time Devlin arrived as the new Teacher-Linguist in 1979, the direction of
vernacular literacy materials production was well entrenched, and the revision and
reprinting of the Gumatj primers and the production of 60 supplementary readers
continued. In fact, the production of supplementary readers and further sequential
sight-word readers was to continue well into the 1980's after Devlin's departure (see
Figure 21), The early 1980's saw a gradual improvement in the quality of the
printed products, with use being made of black-and-white photographs as well as
the addition of colour in line drawn illustrations. However, there was little change
in the style of the supplementary reader texts, which usually adopted a familiar
theme with a fairly predictable outcome. Such texts typically recounted relatively
uneventful hunting trips and the eventual return to camp for the communal eating of
the quarry. According to Devlin (p.c. 1992) there was a range of sources for these
stories, including Field's adult-education story-cards, stories already printed that
were at an approriate reading level, or alternatively, current literacy workers writing
new stories. A typical example of this reader style can be seen in Supplementary
Reader 15 Miyapunuwuy Dha:wu (literally: 'Story about Turtle'). It was printed in
1981 and was one of the first four-colour-separation print jobs done at Yirrkala (see
Figure 22).
By this early 1980's period, Raymattja Marika-Mununggiritj and Wurrmitjin
Mununggurr among others, had become highly skilled and experienced literacy
workers, and in response to outside advice and classroom demand, their production
of vernacular materials slowly began to diversify. Hence, production of
environmental science booklets began, and the gathering of local information into a
resource book Wävin malanha ga Dharpa malanha ('animals and plants') for class
use (see Teacher-Linguist Annual Report, 1981). Work also began on translating
English brochures and texts into Gumatj for a Year 6 health program (p.c. B.Devlin,
1992). In the years to follow, there was an increased effort to meet the demand for
high-interest vernacular reading material in the Upper and Post Primary sections of
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the school (see Teacher-Linguist Annual Report, 1982). Literacy workers and
teacher-linguists strived to meet these demands, by producing the occasional
humorous book (sometimes with success) or with booklets produced from oral
history accounts of the early contact days.
However, there was still a concern amongst non-Aboriginal teachers and advisors,
that the range and volume of vernacular materials was still relatively small in
bilingual schools compared to the English materials in mainstream schools. Hence,
with the appointment of Cos Russo in Darwin, to co-ordinate literature' production
in bilingual schools, there was a push for increased volume and efficiency in
'literature' production. Hence schools were encouraged to share their illustrated
vernacular products, so that other schools could translate and paste-over the original
vernacular texts.
illustrated 'blanks' were also purchased in 1979 by the N.T. Education Department
from large English educational book publishers, and eventually distributed to all
bilingual schools. An example of a booklet reproduced in Gumatj at Yirrkala in this
era is: Yakurr Wapthunamirri (literally: 'sleeping hopping-one' i.e 'rabbit'). This
was just one of a whole series of S.R.A. American readers reproduced in Gumatj
(see Figue 23). These readers comprised very simple black-and-white line drawings
about North American concepts, such as rabbits, shaggy-coated dogs, and cowboys
with lasoos etc. The final products were of dubious appropriateness and
questionable quality, but they certainly increased the volume of supplementary
reading material in the school.
In the mid 1980's reading methodology trends in Australia were changing once
more, and many teachers were beginning to turn to a 'literature-based' approach.
This of course was problematic for Aboriginal schools, as vernacular reading
programs didn't have access to an equivalent range of high quality glossy 'picture
books' that were available to English-speaking mainstream schools. However,
teacher-linguists were soon led to believe (by Darwin advisors) that the solution was
to translate and paste-over the texts of popular and 'appropriate' English books.
Yirrkala had been doing this for some time with a few well-loved English classics,
such as The Best Nest and Are You My Mother?. But this practice had earlier been
controversial, and didn't really gain credence in bilingual circles until the literature
based approaches of teaching reading gained full momentum in mainstream schools.
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Unfortunately again, the vernacular products of this English-translation era were of
dubious quality. The process was long and arduous, the literary style of rhyme and
alliteration in the English text was usually lost in the vernacular translation, and it
often proved difficult to translate some of the 'foreign' English concepts. In 1982
and 1983 a concentrated effort was made at Yirrkala to translate a number of popular
English 'picture books' in the school library. These were to provide a source of
extra reading material for developing readers, as well as a supply of books to be read
to the younger children. In 1984 a reasonable attempt was made to translate the
quality 'picture book' Possum Magic however, it was not easy to deal with the
concepts such as 'a vegemite sandwich' and metaphors such as 'heart of hearts'5
,

In 1985 and 1986 translation work on the Grug series and The Kangaroo Street
Gang was pursued, but with mixed results. The (teacher-linguist's) aim was to use
these translations as the main texts for the 'literature-based' reading program in the
classroom. However, it proved difficult to maintain the interest of the children with
the limited range of translated books and the foreign nature of much of the storyline. Also the very difficult task of translating original English texts, without losing
their literary appeal and style, was beyond the skills of the newly employed part-time
literacy workers. Hence, some teachers, particularly the more experienced
Aboriginal teachers in control of their own classes or vernacular lessons, chose to
continue using the older but voluminous primers and sight-word readers.
Throughout this whole period the issue of language use in the school, and which
dialect was to appear in the vernacular reading books, continued to surface. Up until
1983, apart from the few early productions in Djapu and the occasional production
in some other dialect (p.c. B. Devlin, 1992), most printed materials were in Gumatj.
In 1983-84, with the production of a few 'history of Yirrkala' booklets, telling of
early mission days, World War II experiences and other early contact-history events,
the choice of dialect was again an issue. The source of these history texts were the
oral accounts told by older Yolngu in their own dialects, but these were invariably
translated into Gumatj by literacy workers when being transcribed and edited (see
Figure 24). However, a few were printed in the original dialect, such as
Man ggatharravy Dhäwu' (literally: The story about Macassar) which was published
in the Ngaymil dialect. This booklet tells of the trading and social contact that the
Yolngu had with the trepang fishermen from Macassar in Indonesia (see Figure 25).
Such productions were aimed at the Post Primary students in the school, for the
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Social And Cultural Education component of the curriculum, and of course to
increase their vernacular reading skills.
The other re-surfacing language-use issue in the school was the increasing mismatch between the dialects printed in the vernacular materials and the actual dialect
spoken by the children in everyday situations. The Yirrkala children, as well as
many of the Yolngu teachers, were speaking (and writing) a relatively new
'communilect' in the classroom, commonly known as Dhuwaya and sometimes as
'Baby Gumatj'6. After much on-going discussion, the school was finally given
permission in 1985, by the community council, to unofficially 'experiment' by
producing some vernacular materials in Dhuwaya. Hence the 32 'sight-word
readers', that were originally printed in Gumatj in 1982, were reproduced in
Dhuwaya.
At about the same time the teaching of writing, rather than reading, was beginning to
take centre stage in educational pedagogy debates. For a short period the 'process
writing' approach and the use of 'invented spelling' were in vogue (see Primary
English Teachers Association publications, late 1970's early 1980's), and
Aboriginal teachers were encouraged to restrain themselves from writing down
-

children's dictated vernacular texts. Instead the children themselves were
encouraged to 'have-a-go' first, which tended to limit the length and quality of
individualised stories that had proved earlier to be an invaluable source of individual
reading materia17.
Then from about 1984, 'Concentrated Language Encounters' (or C.L.E.) began its
wave of popularity in Aboriginal education circles. It was particularly popular
amongst many non-Aboriginal teachers, for the teaching of English, but it was also
heavily promoted by non-Aboriginal advisors for use by Aboriginal teachers in the
teaching of vernacular literacy skills8. Hence a brief period emerged of class-made
vernacular products coming out of long runnng C.L.E. themes, sometimes lasting
up to six weeks The resultant vernacular texts, in theory, were to cover a wide
range of (English-based) 'genres' which were jointly constructed by small groups of
children with considerable (usually non-Aboriginal) teacher direction. The program
was, in theory, to be supplemented by vernacular materials produced in the
Literature Production Centre Supervisor, that exhibited a similar range and variety of
'genres'. However, not much headway was made in the production of such support
material at Yirrkala.
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In 1987, the process of Aboriginalisation' began to take place in earnest at Yirrkala,
with Manawuy Yunupingu becoming the Principal-in-training of Yirrkala
Community School. He became the first Yolngu Principal at Yirrkala in 1989. The
Yirrkala Community Education Centre, comprising the Community School, the
Laynha Homeland schools and Adult Education, is now controlled by the Nambarra
School Council and the Yolngu Action Group, and is very much an Aboriginal-run
institution (see 1990 Bilingual Evaluation Report:3). Michael Christie was
appointed as the Teacher-Linguist in the same year that Aboriginalisation began,
which has resulted in the forms and styles of written materials produced in the
Yirrkala Literature Production Centre Supervisor taking much more direction from
the Yolngu school staff and community.
According to the teacher-linguist's 1987 Annual Report, 'the Action Group decided
that Dhuwaya should become the official teaching language of the first four years of
school'. They requested in particular the production of a complete set of sequential
Dhuwaya 'instant readers' and a Dhuwaya 'primer series'. Each book was to be
sequentially numbered, to follow the same basic structure, to have minimal teacher
instructions, to aim at teaching a single phoneme or grapheme, to contain lots of
'reading practice', and to incorporate a simple reading, spelling and dictation test at
the end (see Figure 26). Christie commented that he hoped the production of 'this
primer series will be tailored to suit the needs of Yolngu teachers to teach in their
own ways in their own classrooms' (1987:26).
In addition to the structured Dhuwaya material, production recommenced in 1987 on
the Yuana Dhäwu newspaper, and work increased on books in dialects other than
Gumatj and Dhuwaya. Hence in that same year, production at Yirrkala included:
two bilingual editions of Yuana Dhäwu; 'history books' about Yolngu and
Japanese relations in WWH; Gurrumatji a 'culture/science book' on magpie geese;
an informative book on the Rirratjingu clan and their land; Gulkula a 'Yolngu law'
book about the creation, totems and ownership of the land near the old Dhupuma
College; and several 'fun books' for children in Dhuwaya (see Annual Report,
1987 :24).
Increasingly, since 1987, the products of the Yirrkala Literature Production Centre
have been written in a number of different dialects, and are no longer dictated to by
current popular mainstream theories on the teaching of reading and writing. Nor are
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they predominantly aimed at the early childhood classes in a desperate bid to get
them reading before the foreboding theoretical transfer-to-English in Year 4.
Instead the vernacular materials that are now emerging from the Yirrkala Literature
Production Centre in the 1990's are diverging more and more from the English
genres of mainstream schools. These products are a major topic of this thesis, and
will be discussed further in the next chapter.
5.8 Vernacular 'literature' production at Willowra
The bilingual program at Willowra school began in 1977. It was initiated by Jim
Wafer when he began to teach initial literacy in Warlpiri in Years 1, 2, and 3, with
the help of Yapa 'teaching assistants' (see Head Teacher Report, 1978:56-8). This
was three years after the nearby Yuendumu school began their Warlpiri-English
bilingual program (see Baarda, 1982 for an early review of the Yendumu program).
Because on-site printing facilities were first purchased for Yuendumu in 1975, and a
Literature Production Supervisor appointed in 1977, Willowra has always relied on
Yuendumu's Literature Production Centre for all off-set printing of their vernacular
materials.
However, Willowra has always had limited printing facilities of its own, in the form
of an old spirit duplicator, and later a photocopier, laminator, and eventually a
Macintosh computer in 1988. Hence some printing has always been conducted onsite in the local Willowra Literacy Centre (L.C.). The following review of
literature', will only discuss Warlpiri materials written and prepared by Willowra
people. Vernacular materials produced by Yuendumu, and later Lajamanu school
(the third major Warlpiri community), are usually sent to Willowra but the parochial
tendency at Willowra is to predominantly use their own vernacular materials in the
school.
The first Yapa Literacy Worker employed at Willowra school was Anne Napangardi
Martin who, despite having no formal training, competently collected, transcribed
and edited a considerable number of older women's 'Jukurrpa' (or 'Dream-time
stories') in the late 1970's. She also illustrated the texts, which were then printed at
Yuendumu. One of these early Jukurrpa was told by Millie Nangala entitled
Jun garrayi, Nan gala, Japaijarri manu Jampijinpa, and can be seen in Figure 27.
This Jukurrpa tells of the murderous exploits of several 'man killers', referred to by
their skin-names Jungarrayi, two Jampijinpa and two Japaljarri. Its finally ends
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with the revenge killing of the 'man killers' by 'another tribe, as described in the
English translation provided at the back by Leonard Japanangka of Yuendumu.
Earlier production of a set of Gudschinsky-style Warlpiri primers, plus another set
of 'modified Gudschinsky style' primers, had not proved very successful for
teaching reading in the school at Yuendumu in the mid 1970's (see Baarda, 1982:
98). Therefore, Willowra school relied more on its own largely phonic-based handmade materials for the teaching of Warlpiri reading in its younger classes. Such
materials included: syllable cards, sight-word flash-cards, 'breakthrough' word kits,
wall-charts, plus an assortment of card games (such as matching game,
concentration) etc.
In 1980, with the appointment of the first official Teacher-Linguist (myself)
production of two graded series of 10 'instant readers' and 30 'sentence readers'
began. In line with current teaching methodologies being promoted in Aboriginal
schools, these readers were phonic-based with tightly controlled vocabulary that
fitted into a prescribed weekly theme. Their production was very much a TeacherLinguist initiative. For the next two years the Yapa literacy workers (only one fulltime) were fully occupied preparing hand-made and colourfully illustrated versions
of these readers for the relatively book-less classrooms. When they proved
successful in getting the younger children reading, even though in a stilted and nonfluent manner, preparation commenced on getting the same set of readers ready for
printing, using black Rotring pens and letter-stencils (see Figure 28). Despite the
quality black-and-white illustrations of Janet Nakamarra Long, the original coloured
versions remained the most popular.
Another source of vernacular reading material for individual beginning readers was
the teacher-scribed 'language experience' texts, dictated on Monday mornings by
each child. Thus, each child owned a Yimi Puku (literally: 'story book') which
contained all their personally illustrated texts (see Figure 29). These texts invariably
recounted a weekend hunting trip or a camp incident (such as playing in the creek,
playing cards etc). They typically began with: Pirrarni nganimpalpa-rnalu
'Yesterday we were

...'

(this Warlpiri story-telling style is discussed in Gale,

forthcoming). As the children became more confident in reading and writing, they
began to write their own Warlpiri texts in their Yirni Puku. Yapa 'teaching
assistants' also made illustrated class-books, drawing on shared experiences
associated with the prescribed weekly theme.
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As for Yirrkala, the type of vernacular material production that was pursued at
Willowra from the early to mid 1980's was largely influenced by changing
mainstream trends in the teaching of reading and writing. This trend was
increasingly away from a phonic-based approach9. Christine Nicholls arrival at
Lajamanu school, as the first Teacher-Linguist, influenced further directions in
Warlpiri materials production, with her call for: a 'book flood' of new 'high-interest
books' with a 'coherent story-line' and a 'good sense of story', in order to get the
children 'hooked on books' (see Lajamanu teacher-linguist's Annual Report,
1982:37)10. Then a trip in 1983, by Willowra teachers, to see Brian Gray's
language unit in action at Traegar Park school, resulted in the use of 'shared book
experience', and texts being written 'in negotiation with the teacher' in the Willowra
classrooms (see Willowra Teacher-Linguist Annual Report, 1983:28).
Subsequent vernacular materials production at Willowra saw: an improvement in the
quality of vernacular books with the use of black-and-white photos; the production
of tactile books; the translation of popular English books; and a launch into large
scale 'big book' production. Hence, the over-riding emphasis in the school,
regarding vernacular materials production, was to meet children's immediate literacy
needs, rather than meeting any developing community aspirations about the print
media. The objective was to get the children successfully reading in Warlpiri, so
that they could transfer to English by about Year 4.
Hence, Warlpiri productions in the mid 1980's (reported in the Willowra Annual
Reports 1983, 1984 & 1986), continued in the same direction, including the
following vernacular productions: a 'Furry Feely Book' and 'Surprise for your Eyes
Book'; a series of 'photo-caption books'; class-negotiated texts in 'big book' form;
translated Pee Wee series (originally produced in English by the N.T. Education
Department); translated English Story Box in 'big book' form; and 14 'Sand Story'
booklets in 'big book' form (see Figure 28 showing a Yuendumu 'sand story').
Throughout this period, Janet Nakamarra Long, the long-term full-time Yapa
Literacy Worker, continued to creatively write and illustrate her own 'stories', and to
add to the literature base of Jukurrpa texts in the school. One popular and very
humorous story she wrote and illustrated in 1985 was Wirliyajarrayi-wardingki
Kurdu-kurdu kuja kalu Manyu-karrimi Taya-kurlu (literally: The children from
Willowra and their play with a tyre'). This story tells of the mischievous exploits of
Willowra children with some car tyres, and the eventual fatal end bestowed on the
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troublesome tyres by their father, much to the annoyance of the disrespectful
children (see Figure 30).
The year 1987 seems to be one of significant change for Willowra school. It was,
according to NakamalTa Long, 'the first time we have ever had the chance to do [onsite] teacher training' (Annual Report, 1987:44). It was also the year that Mount
Baridey Homeland school commenced, along with its bilingual program, and the
time that Willowra school agreed to take part in the so-called 'Willowra Movement'.
This was an initiative of the N.T. Education Department to hasten Aboriginal control
of the school. This period of change also seems to have been associated with a
swing in vernacular materials production back to a predominantly Waripiri-culturebased and community-oriented productions (see teacher-linguist's Annual report,
1987).
By this stage too, the Yapa teaching assistants, in conjunction with the community,
had begun to develop a Warlpiri Social and Cultural Education (S.A.C.E.)
curriculum, which included recommended themes and up to 30 'culture series'
books with photo illustrations. Nakamarra Long reported in the Literacy Worker
Annual Report (1987:44):
This year I've mainly transcribed stories from tapes of recorded stories by the older people
of the community. The school decided that it was very important to transcribe olden time
stories, so that the children can use this material in the school to learn about Warlpiri
culture. Following the transcription I make the illustrations to match the story and there
you have one newly completed Warlpiri book. I have completed two books that I wrote
myself. One was a series of photographs on bush medicine and the other on Warlpiri
handsigns. I did the stories...

Other vernacular material productions over this period included: a new single page
'news-sheet; further 'big books'; more 'story books'; the 'easy reading' Puku Puku
Wita Wita series (literally: 'many very small books'), translations of the English
Back of Beyond series; local maps; seasonal calendars; and assorted posters and
charts.
By the end of 1987, Willowra teachers were starting to feel confused about all the
various methods promoted by Department advisors for the teaching of reading and
writing. In 1986 Willowra teachers had been using a range of methods, but
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'Concentrated Language Encounters was out of vogue. According to the TeacherLinguist: 'they feel that there are too many different methods... "we do phonics, lap
reading, group writing..." Seeking outside help just seemed to result in yet another
method, so they decided to begin to resolve the confusion among themselves with a
'talking together session' (Annual Report, 1987:42). It was the opinion of the
Teacher-Linguist three years later that there was 'still a need for a coordinated and
consistent language policy' across the school (Annual Report, 1989:68).
However, over the years the volume and range of vernacular materials produced by
Willowra school had become considerable, and (non-Aboriginal) teacher demand for
reading materials for the early childhood classes had become less urgent. Amid the
on-going confusion regarding teaching methodologies, it seems Nakamarra Long
(still the only full-time employed Literacy Worker) had consistently seen the priority
areas as: the transcription of 'oral history' stories, plus the production of an ongoing
'school magazine' and more recent shorter 'newsletters'. However, the back-log of
untranscribed tapes, and the long time it took to complete a book from beginning to
end, was a constant concern:
[what] worries me is that we haven't finished the oral histories stories. There are lots of
tapes that have to be finished and lots of half finished books. In 1990 we would like to
have more Literacy worker to work at the Literacy Centre as a full-time but the problem is
that we have to get the funding.
(Literacy Worker Annual Report, 1989:70)

A community newspaper has been one consistent production at Willowra over all
these years. Nakamarra Long actually refers to the contemporary newspaper
Wirliyajarrayi Ngurrju Yimi (literally: 'Willowra Good News') as a 'magazine'; and
a few recently produced photocopied issues Wirliyajarrayi Jalangu Yimi (Willowra
Today/now Story) as 'newsletters'. The latter are shorter, have current community
notices and appear to be predominantly in Warlpiri, rather than both English and
Warlpiri. A closer analysis of more recent productions of the Wirliyajarrayi Ngurrju
Yimi, and the Wirlivajarrayi Jalangu Yimi will be pursued in the next chapter (see
also Gale, forthcoming), however a brief discussion of the evolution of this

production is warranted here.
According to an early report (see Head Teacher Report, 197 8:58), 'a weekly
newspaper' was being produced at Willowra school back in 1978. It came out
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regularly throughout that year and was produced by Yapa literacy workers, all parttime employed. This practice of diglot or bilingual magazine or 'newsletter',
production has continued steadily, although on a less frequent basis, right through to
the early 1990's. Some of the more recent end-of-year productions qualify more
(from the point of view of a non-Yapa) as a community 'magazine', due to a lack of
what non-Yapa would classify as 'news' items or 'newsworthy' articles.
It is hard to know just how much non-Yapa influence there has been over the years
with local newspaper production at Willowra, and whether their production would
continue if there were only Yapa working in the school. However, it is quite
apparent that the content and style of more recent 'magazine' productions are very
much a creation of their Yapa producers, as they are quite different in a number of
ways to any locally produced newspaper or magazine to be found in say an small
English-speaking community in Australia. I was also told by Nakamarra Long (p.c.
1991), who has had long-term involvement in their production, that: 'some people'
do enjoy reading them (remembering that only the younger generation can read), and
they all enjoy the photos; parents are particularly 'happy' to see reproductions of
their own 'kid's story'. Samples of some of the early productions can be seen in
Figure 31.
5.9 Conc1uson
In this chapter I have reviewed the socio-historical and political background that
gave birth to bilingual education programs in Aboriginal schools in S.A. and the
N.T. I have also reviewed the general stages of development, particularly in relation
to vernacular materials production, that such programs underwent. A review was
then provided on the specific historical developments of materials production in the
two case-study communities of the N.T.; first Yirrkala, and then Willowra.
Thus this chapter illustrates that the over-riding emphasis in vernacular materials
production throughout the 'Educating phase' was to produce materials that would
get the school children successfully reading and writing in the vernacular. The key
aim within bilingual schools was that the children would theoretically transfer to
English reading by about Year 4, and as a consequence would be cognitively and
educationally advantaged over their Aboriginal counterparts schooled solely in
English. This advantage was theoretically achieved because of a firm grounding in
the vernacular in the early years of bilingual schooling. Hence, these children's
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ultimate educational achievements would be improved as well as their consequent
transition into the workplace in the wider community, whereever that may be.
Slowly emerging community aspirations for vernacular materials production were
not seriously considered by most non-Aboriginal educators. Even local community
newspaper productions were viewed by many educators as ideal forums for
promoting literacy. The confessed non-Aboriginal aim of such productions, in this
era, was hands-on literacy experience for the adult producers and an ideal
opportunity to familiarise Aboriginal readers with the world of literacy. NonAboriginal educators, who encouraged the production of local newspapers,
newsletters and magazines, were siezing an opportunity for Aboriginal parents to
model desirable literacy behaviour in front of their children; thus improving their
children's chances of success at school.
O'Grady and Hale's Report (1974:9) recommending that the slogan 'Flood the Place
with Literature' be adopted by Aboriginal communities with beginning bilingual
education programs, was readily taken on by non-Aboriginal people involved in
bilingual education. O'Grady and Hale further recommended that:
At the earliest feasible time, a news sheet should be established as a regular feature in the
community and published in the vernacular on a regular basis with regular features
-

including comic sthps, crossword puzzles, and the like, as well as news of local interest.
We anticipate that this would establish the news sheet as part of an acceptable genre of
quick-to-produce and inexpensive publications which would serve a crucial purpose: to
provide the Aboriginal readership with reading material sufficiently voluminous to keep
ahead of their growing demand.
(O'Grady and Hale. 1974:9)

Maybe the demand by Aboriginal people themselves for vernacular materials has not
been as keen and urgent as such earlier non-Aboriginal advisors first hoped. Nor
have the vernacular products, that have emerged from the late 1980's, been of a
form and style originally envisaged by non-Aboriginal educators. However, in
recent years several diglot community newspapers, as well as a number of books
based on oral texts, have become 'acceptable' and sought after by their target

community, and sometimes by the wider non-Aboriginal community. Such forms,
such as the recent Yän magazine at Yirrkala, are predominantly produced through
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Aboriginal initiatives. It is such exemplary products that will be reviewed,
discussed, and to some extent analysed, in the following chapter.
5.10 Notes
The UNESCO definition given for a vernacular language is: 'A language which is
the mother tongue of a group which is socially or politically dominated by another
group speaking a different language' (see Bull, 1964:527).
An alternative Model II was also provided by the Advisory Group, for future
implementation of an oral bilingual program in communities where foundational
linguistic work hadn't been carried out and hence vernacular literacy was not a viable
option (see Watts, McGrath & Tandy, 1973:7-8). No official Model II programs
have been implemented so far.
Although initial and later N.T. bilingual programs were officially 'maintenance'
bilingual programs (see N.T. Education Department Bilingual Education Handbook,
1986), lack of trained staff and curriculum resources beyond Year 4 necessitated
that these theoretically maintenance programs were often, in reality, transfer-to
-English programs.
In 1985, when Teacher-Linguist at Yirrkala, I suggested the possible revival of
Yutana Dhdwu to the long standing Balanda Principal. He strongly discouraged
such a move, warning against the time consuming nature of producing a regular
newspaper, and stating its production was not a school, but an adult education
responsibility.
A copy of the Possum Magic translation was sent to the author, and a delighted
Mem Fox wrote back saying that this translation 'was one of the best things that had
happened to her book'.
Dhuwaya is technichally a 'koine' dialect of Yolngu Matha, which could be
described as an amalgam of a number of dialects spoken at Yirrkala. It is a
stigmatised dialect spoken by children and young adults, and has no clan or land
affiliations like other dialects of Yolngu Matha (see Amery, 1985 & 1993).
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Aboriginal teachers at Yirrkala in the 1990's have now returned to scribing
dictated texts for their students, and group writing of shared texts is very much the
order of the day (see Christie, 1991).
C.L.E. was an approach originally developed by Brian Gray for teaching English
language and literacy skills to Aboriginal children at Traegar Park School in Alice
Springs. The term 'Concentrated Language Encounters' was originally coined by
Courtney Cazden.
A need to provide a wider and less stilted range of vernacular reading materials
did exist at Willowra, but it is a fact that the Waripiri sound system and its spelling
rules are very regular, and hence easier to teach with the phonic approach than the
irregular English system (see Gale, 1982).
Lajamanu school launched into translating popular English stories, such as the
City Kid series; a practice that Nicholls now, in retrospect, considers assimilationist
(p.c. 1991).
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Figure 15

An early Pitjantjatjara Primer for the mission school at Emabella, S.A.
Source: Hilliard, W. (1968) The People in Between. Britain, Hodder & Stoughton.
Nancy Sheppard (flee Nicholson) later translated Alice Adventures in Wonderland
into Pitjantjatjara, which was published in 1975, and again in 1992.
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Early samplesof( iiupapuyngu materials produced at Milingimbi, 1973.
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Early materials produced in Gumatj by Wurrmitjin Mununggurr, Yirrkala,late 1970s
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Sample pages from a 1978 Yirrkala Community Newsletter Yuana Dhäwu.

NATIONAL
ABORIGINES

DAY
juri't baa drayt i walu qthmurrugu
yoLuuquwu
aluga 9 anapurru yukurra djrna
goyu 1Li.nurrugu gatha ga guya, ga
iva nhä
maanynha galw a, ga bug gut nhnh]rawu, mrr
gtlirnurru yurru ga a-1anathrrt bi.1.i. dhuwaa
nydja

CD

yna I 1Jturru1Gu

YO]UWU walu.

Pnth1h

by

.YüLcinci

ii. 7th Jue

1970.

Bondirra

DhuwQQnG i1imurrugu
yutanydjG Ba.ndirra N.T.wu.

-

unnuar1dmartna1a grcu yndu beluru Japanuru,
Ga gmanydja wa1aa yukurra rarraa gundat
hnyara
baanyara ya
gaywaraurnrrt tilt dhtpata
NabatcottLt. Ga watala YBE-thunydja djma
yukurra
munha gupana gatkt waggany week"thtrrtna
narrtjt
watataigu qurtkt djbmawuYydja. Ga Dhutpir
r iyunydja
djma yukurra wgtypuy 1utt, ga 8gilyu ga
turrkun
butu jbpakt watata ga munha djmamurrtnyd
ja watata
Marrtkan Lewis , ga Pail dhtyau
watata quLi
munhakurrunydja djbrna.
Batniathayunydja yawungu -lurruytrryun djma gunhayt
3rtck djma, ga wbwa boggau bunt dhtyata
Ytrrkata
Mr K. Lamer , yurru gurrrt gayi j uli
nhtntnydja
dhtyaLa.

jaflimirriu nhe yurru mikuma yumurrkuwu
dhLwvato maLl ga wukirriwuy.

Dhuwalcinydja wayu

OhuwaLarydja bäpi

DhuwoLanydj a guya

DhuwaLanydja yo thu

Figure 19
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THIS IS THE DARWIN DANCE MOB
MORE PHOTO'S AND STORY INSIDE

N.L.L. L)MAWU
The elections for Chairman of the Northern Lands Council were
held a few weeks ago. Gerry Biitner, who has been the Chairman
for the last three years, lost the position to C-aiarrwuy Yunuotgu.
There were some hassles with the voting and the full touncli had

DJAMAWU NHUWURRU

to vote three times before Gerry Blitner sold he was defeated
and that Gaiarrwuy was the elected Chairman,
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Dhuwaia gunN election Northern Land Councilwu Chairmongu,
gayl gunhi-manda Bopotji go Gerry Blitner yukurra bata'yunniirri
gurikiyi cholrwu. Yawungu mdrr gilimurru gunhi gdma

Dull

port tine dJdmo nhaw1.

dhdwu' rodiokurru go retig diorra' guriklwuY eiectionbuy.
tjayl gunhi Bapatjiyu djuik'maralnonydio wolalanho David
Danielsoha, go Gerrynha go waggony yoigu gurukuwuy
Queensiandbuy ydkunydja gayi John Ankit,

2

tronsloting'
transcription

-.
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fjoyl gurihi Gerrynydja gay dhiirro djuik'monharayu bola, wago

..

Minister for Aboriginal Affairs Clyde Hoidingnha buluguwu

editing

electiongu.
Literature Production Centreyunydja rruplya doikumo Aboriginal
mdrr,4 waiaia gull bdyim guflhl yoigunha
Arts Boordthu
dhtiwu'wuy go dhdwu'- wukirrl dhlyakkuwuy Ylrrkaiawuy yurru
boman'buy wo mariwuy, unhl nhe didinydja dhiyokku

-

djdnicwunydJa. bola marrtjiya go nhdga hurrmitJinnha wo
Can iennha,

The Literature Production is in desperate need of port-time
workers for:

Ga liggu ijayl BapatJlyu bulu dJulksnoromo. Dhiyagubolo
rJay1BabatJ ma, Chairman Nortern Lan•d Councilwu,

GARULW Uy rl DHAWU:

NomoticiJi go Larei:mrrtjlnabalacDorwinlili. Gorrtjina
niondo ga nhdgu samples molonha girri baianya beguru
darramuwu, yothuwu
Adelaldeguru.
yutowu go - miyolkku, ;Nunhi yutanydio girri' boggogu doy'yurru
wiripunydja weekthu. 'Beguru ganapurru dhawormoragu stocktake
gunha gorulgura.

illustration

Dhiyagunydjobolo;gatho yukurra Doria'

transcriptIon

In
Go yutanydjo gunhi darramu gonapurruggu gungayunhomirri

editing

ydku goyi Mondoko -Manika.

translatIng
.

-

,IJunlkl bola weekpuy.

Mamatiagi and Lorei went to Darwin to look at samoles of clothes
The Literature Production Centre has money from the Aboriginal
Arts Guard to pay yoigu for telling or writing stories of the

for men, children, babies and women. The clothes should arrive in

a

couple of weeks after we've done our stocktake,

history of Ylrrkoio, e.g. war time, eariy mission days.
if anyone wants any work iike the above, olease see Wurrmltj In
or Carilen.

We have anew iron working at the store now
!c:
Mamatj aiwuOu

-

hondako horikoy ,.'
-

-,

Figure 20.

Sample Djapu materials prepared 1980-81 by Daymbalipu Mununggurr, at Yirrkala.
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Nurlha mondany
mcirrtjin gcipulila.

unha manC
marrljin wak

This is a poisonous ring-tailed surgeon
fish.

Figure 21.

An 'Orange Sight Word Reader' prepared at Yirrkala school in the early 1980's, as
part of a series of 32 Sight Word Readers.
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Figure 22.

Gumatj Supplementary Reader 15, printed at Yirrkala school in 1981, with the first
use of multi-colours in reading material.

Iiajanyrn1rr1 waluyu, wwa ga gutha
riiari'Lj ina iiiiyapunullli llpalipayu, bala
ay1 w.wayunyja nhja1a bathalana rnlyapunu.
Bala r)ayl guthayunyclja garana
-

m.rraa1a, bala clharpua1

Miyap unuwuy
Dhdwu

nhlyapunUr.'Jclj
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Gumatj

Ienmyd]a rjunhi gata1I,
yurru rayinycij a
yaia hitjan wir1xjgulku yati1a

Figure 23

Translated American S.R.A. Reader. One of many translations printed in the early
1980s at Yirrkala school

Figure 24.

An oral history text about WWTI, told by the late Wandjuk Marika of the Rirratjingu
clan. It was transcribed, edited & printed in Gumatj, along with illustrations, at
Yirrkala L.P.C. in 1984.

Dhwu' jorro yurru lokoromo nunhi qorro
bolondanha ma1' thunmaroa1a !junhala
Dhambal iyo.
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djaka bitjan Marr!rriwuy gdrrinonydjo
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Banha dhanal bayltj dianOarrylnyam
-

bala ijarruijany ga rjathamu
Berratha
dhanaiingu Datham bay',

dhau,

banha boylrj nhuma dhaya wutjlll'yun
,-'

dharju nhdnanilOa

baylrj rjathamla dhuwan

-

dha!Ju gay
Figure 25.

storea.

One of a few productions at Yirrkala school in a clan language other than Gumatj.
Told in Ngaymil by Larrtjana Ganambarr, printed at Yirrkala school in 1984.

Figure 26.

1

Samples of the Dhuwaya Primers, produced at the request of the Yirrkala
School Action Group in 1987-88. Dhuwaya is a koine' dialect spoken at Yirrkala.

but Pu]
but U]O

Waya butpul rjaiayun gur'ra.
Narr'a butpula.

ala y u
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gatapaqa
ijanapu
butpul
gurra
marrtjin,a
qala'yun
nhãr)aya
qarra
qamala
r)ihmu
wana

b ala

Narra butpul r]ajayun gurro.

U flU

Waya butpul OaiQ'yuna gurrana

I

Nayi morrtjino bala rarjiyi.

butpula

Narra mcrrtji yurru Nhulundhi,
bala butpul rjaicyun.
2.

go!
golyl

-

golou

wugayi

gatapaq

I

Gatapaga golou
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Figure 27.

One of the very first Waripiri Jukurrpa' (Dreamtime) texts produced in book form at
Willowra in 1978. This particular text was told by one of the most senior and
respected story-tellers at Willowra, Millie Nangala.
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Jcpcliarrl Jam1i1nG Junc'arrayl manu Nanga1alia1u ny1naja walirla
Jungarrayli I wangkaja Nangalokuju:
Nylnaya kanarru wirilnyirlarni jalangu yljala kornalu pino yanirni,"
Junga-jukulu yornkajo,

',

Figure 28.

Sample sequential Instant Readers and Sentence Readers produced in Waripiri at
Willowra school in 1980-81; and a Waripiri 'Sand Story' Reader, produced as part
of a series at Yuendumu in 1981.
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Yahjipiringi-kirra
jcipingki.
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Wati rnanu karnta manu
kurdu kalu jarda ngunami
yujukurla i-lgapa-puru.

1

Warlu ka jankarni.
\

/1
II

I

2

Figure 29.

Sample Waripiri texts from the 'language experience books' (Yimi Puku) of
individual Willowra school children, 1981.
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Figure 30.

Sample pages from a humorous Waripiri booklet written and illustrated by Janet
Nakamarra Long at Willowra in 1985, for the classroom.
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Figure 31.

Sample covers & pages from early to mid 1980's issues of the Willowra Community

Magazine: Wirliyajarrayi Ngurrju Ylmi.
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kuurlu—kurra ngulaju kapill pina jarrimi.
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CHAPTER 6
'MAINTAIN THE DREAMING'
The Aboriginalising Phase of Writing in Aboriginal Languages.

We Yanyuwa people have had to tight for country. We have had to stand up to keep our Law safe.
We talk, talk and still some people can't believe us: words aren't good enough any more. You have
to have something to put into somebody's hand, and that is what this book is for. It is to put into
peoples hands so they can see for themselves our U'uth. Our words are in this book, our land, our
ceremony: it is our Law. We want people to understand us. We want people to learn, Government
people and people everywhere. This book is for everyone to learn.

Mussolini Harvey, Yanyuwa Elder. and Chairman of Aboriginal Sacred Sites Protection Authority
(in Foreward of Yanyuwa Count,'y by Bradley, 1988)

6.0 Introduction

The National Aborigines' and Islanders' Day Observance Committee, commonly
known as NAIDOC, chose as their theme for 1992: 'Maintain the Dreaming... Our
Culture is Our Heritage' (see NAIDOC News, July 1992). The chairperson of that
committee, Chris Williams, reported that:

As many indigenous people move into the towns and cities the biggest fear is the loss of
their language and traditional links with the land and their spiritual links with their
particular Dreamings.
It is a sad fact of Ausualian history that previous governments hoped that this would be
the case and that, given two to three generations, the culture and race would die out,
Aboriginal and Islander people would become assimilated into mainstream society and the
declaration of 'Terra Nullius' by James Cook would remain unchallenged.
In my travels around the country, and from experience in my own culture. I can say that
indigenous people are finding their own culture and reaffirming their links with the
original inhabitants.
We are not a dying race and will never disappear as long as our children are taught their
heritage and given every opportunity to participate in maintaining the Dreaming.
(NAIDOC News, July, 1992:1)
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Through my own observations, and through discussion with Aboriginal people
living in remote and urban communities, I can also say that in recent years there has
been a resurgence in Aboriginal expression of identity, and a need to reaffirm
cultural heritage. This Aboriginal expression is not only through the medium of
language in print, but also through art (of say the internationally renowned PapunyaTula painters from central Australia); contemporary dance (such as the Tjapukai
Dance Theatre from Kuranda in Queensland); plays (such as Sister Girl from
Perth), musicals (such as Brand New Day from Broome), rock bands (such as the
award winning group 'Yothu Yindi' from Yirrkala), music and cultural festivals
(such as 'Stompem Ground' at Broome in 1992) and other public performances and
exhibitions. This indigenous celebration is being given international credence with
1993 being declared 'the Year of Indigenous Peoples' by UNESCO.
The major topic of this chapter, however, will be the role that writing in Aboriginal
languages is playing in communities in the 1990's. It will be shown that this role
goes well beyond making statements of identity and 'maintaining the Dreaming'.
Different Aboriginal people find themselves writing for a range of different purposes
to meet the immediate needs of their own community's socio-historical contexts.
Hence, they are also writing to reveal past or present injustices; to assert their rights;
to celebrate and commemorate; to highlight events or things of significance; to
inform others about important meetings, decisions, experiences or events; to appeal
to others about local concerns; to entertain; as well as to educate non-Aboriginal
people about issues that are important to Aboriginal people (see Gale, 1992).
The primary focus of this chapter is a review and discussion of the recently
produced written materials from the community of Yirrkala, much of which appears
in diglot or bilingual form. Some discussion is also pursued on recent writings
from Willowra, which is also an N.T. community, but with apparently less
Aboriginal control and community involvement in the running of its school. This is
followed by a review and discussion of parallel developments, in other parts of S.A.
and the N.T., involving other Aboriginal groups in the production of a variety of
written materials, varying from glossy diglot coffee-table books, to cheaper
vernacular productions in various languages, including Kaurna, which is now being
reclaimed after nearly a century of silence. The particular samples discussed are, in
my view, of considerable literary significance today. But first, I shall discuss some
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very early Yolngu initiated writing from Yirrkala, that represents the true beginnings
of the Aboriginalising phase of writing developments in this case-study community.
6.1 The beginning of Yolngu initiated writing at Yirrkala
It would be wrong to assume that the era of Aboriginalisation, and recent Yolngu
initiatives in booklet and newspaper production, represents a discrete and
autonomous period in Yirrkala's history. It does not. There are still Balanda
working in the school and L.P.C. and their very regular presence, no matter how
compliant and supportive, cannot be ignored. Nor can the inevitably influential
Christianising phase of the mission era, and the more recen: ducating phase of the
bilingual era, be dismissed as counter-productive or completely contrary to
developing Aboriginal aspirations about writing in the vernacular. Contemporary
developments of Aboriginal recordings and expression in the written form have built
on the strengths and learning experiences of the past.
Many Yolngu teachers and literacy workers from Yirrkala have now been trained in
institutions such as Batchelor College and Deakin University, which are institutions
controlled and run by non-Aboriginal people. Raymattja Marika-Mununggiritj,
culTently the most prolific writer, recently completed studies at Melbourne
University. Hence, written materials that are being produced today through the
initiatives of tertiary trained Yolngu, are influenced not only by their upbringing at
Yirrkala but also by their past schooling and recent tertiary education experiences.
Thus, the Principal of Yirrkala school (presently on leave), Mändawuy (Bakamana)
Yunupingu, wisely pointed out recently: 'We know we have shifted the balance of
power at Yirrkala. BUT we have a long way to go. We all Balanda and Yolngu are
trapped by our past experiences of school the Balanda way' (Yunupingu, 1989:6).
However, the Yirrkala people have already proven that they are leaders and role
models for Aboriginal Australia in a number of ways. Yirrkala was among the first
communities to be involved in the Homelands Movement, and today the local
'Yothu Yindi' band is the first to gain international recognition for vernacular rock
music. But as early as 1963, the Yolngu of Yirrkala were demonstrating to the
government of Australia, through the now famous 'Yirrkala Bark Petition', that they
were a proud and determined group of indigenous people that objected to their land
being exploited and taken for granted by the government and mining companies.
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6.1.1 The Bark Petition
The production of the 'Yirrkala Bark Petition' is a singularly significant literary
event that has gone down in history as a landmark statement of protest by Aboriginal
people about their unjust treatment by the white majority (see Wells, 1982; Morphy,
1983 & Gale 1992). The petition was produced by clan leaders of the Yirrkala area
to be presented to the Federal Government in 1963 (a mere 28 years after the
establishment of the mission) in a desperate bid to halt the leasing of their land to the
Gove Bauxite Corporation. It was prepared in response to the late MHR Mr.
Beazley's suggestion of 'sending a petition to Parliament to have the Aborigines'
grievances heard' (Wells, 1982:80). The text itself was written in two languages: in
the Gupapuyngu dialect of Yolngu Matha1 (then the official vernacular language of
MOM missions in N.E. Amhem Land) along with a translation in English. Copies
were mounted on two large stringybark boards, and surrounded with paintings
containing totemic animal figures and other pictorial symbols belonging to a number
Yirrkala clans (see Figure 32).
This collaborative bark production represented a unique literary form by combining
pictorial and linguistic symbols to convey an important message to the
Commonwealth government. The painting on the barks signified the consensus of a
number of clans about the rightful ownership of the land in the Yirrkala area, and the
spiritual significance of all its Dreaming totems, paths and sites. The text of the
eight point petition expressed the grave concern of 500 Yirrkala Yolngu about the
excision of land from the Arnhem Land Reserve:

...

the land in question has been hunting and food gathering land for the Yirrkala tribes
from time immemorial: we were all born here.

...

places sacred to the Yirrkala people, as well as vital to their livelihood are in the
excised land, especially Melville Bay.

It also appealled to the House of Representatives to 'appoint a Committee,
accompanied by competent interpreters, to hear the views of the Yirrkala people
before permitting the excision of this land' (see Wells, 1982:127-8).
The boards were sent to Canberra and received by parliament in August 1963.
When Mr. Paul Hasluck moved to reject the petition, by questioning the age of the
twelve signatories on the bottom, the Yolngu immediately dispatched to Canberra
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several more sheets of paper bearing many older peoples thumb-prints, plus the
signatures of those who could write their names (Wells, 1982:81-3).
This unique bark presentation sparked great national interest, as explained by
Morphy (1983:115):
The genius of the bark petition was that it introduced an Aboriginal symbol into
Parliamentary discourse... Petitions framed in parliamentary language can be dealt with
through parliamentary procedures. Petitions framed with bark paintings add a new
element. The bark petition emphasised the difference between Aborigines and other
petitioners, and it

did so in such a way that the issue was likely to be taken up by the

media.

In September of the same year a motion was passed in parliament for the
appointment of a 'Select Committee on Grievances of Yirrkala Aborigines, Arnhem
Land Reserve'. However the unanimous findings and subsequent recommendations
made by this Select Committee failed to halt the leasing and subsequent mining of
the Yirrkala land (see Wells, 1982:93-108).
Hence, in 1970 the Yirrkala people took Nabalco and the Commonwealth
government to the Supreme Court of the N.T., to contest the government's right to
lease the Yirrkala land for mining purposes. The court-room battle that ensued in
Darwin and Canberra from May 1970, was entitled Milirrpum and others v. Nabalco
Pt-v. Ltd. and the Commonwealth of Australia. The presentation of evidence and
sacred objects (considered as 'title deeds to land' by the Yolngu; see Williams,
1986:159) by the plaintiffs failed to convince Justice Blackburn of Yolngu having
prior-ownership of the land in question2. Hence the court ruled in April 1971 that,
according to Australian law, the Yirrkala people did not own the land. Thus the
Yolngu failed to secure a veto on mining, and failed to stop the Nabalco Mining
Company from mining and developing their land (see Williams, 1986:157-203;
Marika-Mununggiritj, 1991:17; and Yutana Dhäwu, August, 1992:6-9).
The young today are producing booklets that explicitly state (in Yolngu Matha and
English) their attachment to specific tracts of land, and the special significance of the
land (particularly to the Gumatj and Rirratjingu clans) on which the mine plant and
the township of Nhulunbuy now stands. In such a booklet, Mununggiritj-Marika
states:
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Looking back now, we can see what they [the clan leaders] were trying to do was to will
back the land for the future generations. The sad thing was that what they presented to the
magistrate [Bark Painting and artifacts] was something that only us Yolngu can understand
about our land. Because the magistrate didn't understand the meaning and the importance
of our land. That is why Yolngu education is important for the future of these [Yirrkala]
children and other children so that they will educate the people in the wider society
nationally, and internationally about the importance of our land and try to maintain our
spiritual aspects and value of it so that it will not get lost in the not too distant future.
(WUYAL Gaitha Workshop, 1989: 10-11)

The collaborative

literacy practice of adults dictating letters to the most skilled

Yolngu writer at Yirrkala mission in the early 1960's, is well attested. According to
Edgar Wells, Superintendant of Yirrkala mission 1962-64, 'one of the early signs of
Aboriginal protest was use of introduced skills; the Aboriginal leaders used a
selection of adults who had mastered some aspects of communication by writing
(1982:70). The late Wandjuk Marika Djalaiingba Yunupingu and a handful of
,

other Yolngu, as well as a few compliant missionaries, acted as scribes for Yolngu
letters to numerous people, including other Aboriginal people met whilst serving
sentences in Darwin jail, to Yolngu on other missions, to missionaries, and of
course protest letters to influential missionaries and politicians (p.c. B. Graham,
1992).
Wells received a number of letters from different Yolngu, during the restless years
of mining exploration, in the early 1960's:
Wandjuk, among a small number of men whose learning took place during their mature
years, kept on struggling to improve his literary ability .assistance in the writing of
..

letters came from an old typewriter, which also gave relief to pain-filled fingers he had to
bear. Thus Wandjuk was able to send me a line now and then following certain camp
meetings and discussions which took place among the elders of the people.

(E. Wells, 1982:30)
These letters were inevitably written in English, but with the occasional use of a
Yolngu Matha word, remembering all schooling to date had been in English.
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Numerous collaborative letters are reproduced in Edgar Wells (1982) book

Reward

and Punishment in Arnhen Land 1962-1964. The following samples (from E.
Wells,1982:70) are just three of the many he received:

This is the word from Mawalan. Alright Mr. Wells

thought Yolnu this Wana [place 1.

Yirrkala belong to Yolnu. Right out in the bush they will have another. To think we
like to be working with the M. company? But we dont want, because we want to get
bush yam. If you can give us some good room for the bauxite because Melville Bay is
the good place. Because we are yindi jal ['really want'] and also we want part Wirrwa.
Bapa Mr. Wells because there is very the import place we dont to be pushing us we were
keeping on stay here. That all my words to Father Rev. Wells and Brother Mr. Tuffin.
From Mawalan writing by Jalalingba

First of march 1963. Here is our meeting last night, what we are talking for this our
g

arden... But we dont want them to be pushing us from Melville Bay. Please send us

some letter so we can know. Word from Mawalan to you all?
The writing by my son. G. Wandjug

Please Mr. Wells. airight Bapa [Fatherj Mr. Wells. this Yirrkala belong to Yulnu. Ab.
Signed Jalaingba

By

1963, protest letters were being sent to federal politicians as well as Bäipa

Wells'. Mr. K. Beazley M.H.R. and Mr Gordan Bryant M.H.R. actually visited
Yirrkala in July 1963, and held numerous discussions with the Yolngu regarding
their urgent concerns over the mining leases. On his return to Canberra, Bryant
received the following letter (quoted in E. Wells, 1982:66), written by Djalalingba
Yunupingu, and signed by many others:
Dear Mr. Bryant.
We the undersigned people of the tribes living at Yirrkala district ask you to help us to
keep our hunting land which we believe we will lose when land which is our place of
living is handed to the companies for mining. We are hurt that the Government told us
nothing of this before it took place. We do not believe that your Government would treat
white people this way. We believe our occupancy of this land was lawful. We believe
that our age old occupancy of this land gives us rights which should not be brushed aside.
We are afraid of the fate of the larrakeah people a few years ago will be our fate in a few
years if we lose our rights here. We ask you for action to help us.
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Yours sincerely.
Djalalingba, Dhuygala, Wulanybuma, Diambalipu, Raiyin, Wawunymarra,
Dayila, Manuna. Ngabilingu. Dunydywuy, Larrakan, Milirrpun.

Hence the seeds for

the Yirrkala Bark Petition were sown, and the beginnings of

collaborative Yolngu initiated writing, that genuinely met Yolngu-felt needs and
aspirations.2
6.2 Contemporary writings from Yirrkala
The above illustrates that the Yolngu people of the Yirrkala area are a determined
indigenous minority group. Over the years, they have asserted their right to manage
their own affairs and to take increasing control of community institutions. The
recent shift in power in the Yirrkala school is now being reflected in the types of
printed materials emerging from the printing press, that contrast in form and style to
many of the materials produced in the recent past when Balanda were in control.
According to Christie (1991:18), the current Teacher-Linguist:
The old books from the bilingual school with their knowledge abstracted from context and
formalized like Balanda abstracted knowledge, continue to lie untouched on the shelves.
But since Aboriginalisation there are new, more highly valued books, which record and
celebrate specific located learning experiences, and use drawings and photos and anecdotes
to link learning experiences to real people, real places and remembered moments.

A leader of the Dhalwangu clan, (as well as the Aboriginal and Tones Strait Islander
Commission regional chairperson and Nambara School Council member) Wäli
Wunungmurra, reflects on early mission days, when missionaries failed to promote
the learning of Aboriginal languages, particularly in the school:
To live in both worlds we need to achieve a high standard in education but keep our own
identity. The mission school gave us only one side of this. They did

teach us to read and

write whereas the following generation did not have the same level of skills. The present
leaders of my people are the products of the mission system and are thankful for their
skills. But we were told what to learn and punished for using our own languages. What
we need now is education which can teach a high level of skills but without the
destruction to culture.
(Wunungmurra. 1989:12)
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By 1974, with the official introduction of Gumatj into Yirrkala school, at least one
clan language was officially acknowledged by the Department of Education; and
Yolngu teachers, employed as Teaching Assistants, were at last given some power
inside the classroom. But OUTSIDE the classroom, the curriculum, the staff
meetings and all school decisions were still under the control of Balanda' (M.
Yunupingu, 1989:2). Since Aboriginalisation much of this has changed. There are
now nine trained Yolngu teachers working in the main school and homeland
schools, all clan dialects are promoted, and the school curriculum plus the
production of curriculum and other printed materials, are under the control of
Yolngu.
The Yirrkala L.P.C. has always been located in close vicinity or within the main
school grounds, and today has all the facilities and equipment needed for printing
written materials; including a photocopier, computer, off-set printer, collator, stapler
and laminator. In addition it has other much used facilities such as cameras and a
dark-room, plus equipment for recording and fast copying audio-tapes. The N.T.
Department of Education funds a Teacher-Linguist and a Literature Production
Supervisor (currently both Balanda), plus two Aboriginal Literacy Worker positions
and an allocation for hourly paid workers (see 1990 Bilingual Evaluation Report).
Before Aboriginalisation, the emphasis was for the production of vernacular
literature' to be initiated in the L.P.C., and then fed to expectant classrooms. The
primary aim was to produce materials that would successfully get the children

reading in the vernacular, before they transferred to English literacy. This emphasis
has now changed, with the L.P.C. producing materials that record and report the
learning experiences that have already taken place, both inside and outside the
classroom:
In more recent years. Yolngu Matha literacy has centred around children's writing and
group negotiated texts derived from theme-based work directed by Yolngu teachers.
Nowadays, ideas for appropriate literature do not originate inside the

Literature

Production Centre. All the work we do is initiated from inside the classrooms, from
teacher development work. (especially R.A.T.E.), or from the local community and
Homeland Centres.
(1990 Bilingual Evaluation Report, 1991:18)
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Now that Yolngu teachers in the school are developing their own Aboriginal
pedagogy and their own school-based curriculum, a key mode of operation has been
the adoption of regular workshops, run under the leadership of community elders.
These workshops cover two key areas of the school curriculum. The first is the
Galtha Rom Curriculum, where students are taught about Yolngu science, Yolngu
life and culture, and Yolngu history and law in an integrated way (see 1990
Bilingual Evaluation Report, 1991:11). The second is the Garma Maths Curriculum
which continually links mathematical experiences of Yolngu children (through
things like the Yolngu kinship system, and patterns of traditional agreements
between clans) with the Balanda mathematical world' (1990 Bilingual Evaluation
Report, 1991:12).
A large number of colourfully covered booklets have been published over the last
few years in the L.P.C. that report the context-based learning experiences of the
Garma Maths, and particularly the Galtha Rom workshops. Much of the regular
community newspaper Yu_tana Dhäwu also records and reports on the most recent
workshop, and it would be fair to say that these forms of published material
constitute the most prolific category of Yolngu-initiated writing in the 1990's (see
Figure 33). However, it would be wrong to assume that all materials published in
the L.P.C. since 1987 are reportage in nature. In fact, considerable work has been
done by Yolngu to produce booklets and magazines that adopt a different style and
form. These include an 'adult magazine' called YAN; two diglot books about
ancestral figures and local Dreaming sites; occasional accounts of contact history;
plus a few entertaining booklets. In what follows, representative samples of the full
range of Yolngu initiated published material will be analysed and discussed.
6.2.1 YAN

magazine

YAN was launched as an occasional adult community magazine (or newsletter) early

in 1991, by two Gumatj men employed in the L.P.C. Its production is intended to
complement the well established community newspaper Yutana Dhäwu that tends
to have a high content of school and children's material. YAN seems to epitomise
,

the aspirations of Yolngu adults regarding the purpose of writing and the print media
in the community of Yirrkala.
In the three issues published so far, its demonstrated purposes appear to be: to
inform and educate the local and wider community about issues and information
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deemed important (including issues of justice concerning other Aboriginal groups)
to celebrate achievements and events involving local Yirrkala personalities; to
commemorate events involving Aboriginal people; to provide a forum for sensitive
and constructive discussion about local issues; to reminisce (through old photos)
about how things once were; and to entertain its 'Yolngu readers and friends'.
According to the opening letter in the inaugural issue, from the Gumatj principal of
the school, the primary aim of YAN is to 'focus on issues that elder people will be
able to understand, as well as serving as a 'professional newsletter for teachers and
people who are involved in the everyday worries of this community' (YAN, 1991,
2:1).

YAN is designed to capture the interest of local adults, yet not to be provocative or
judgemental, as aptly summarised by Nawunggurr Yunupingu (in YAN, 1991,
2:2), one of the founding editors:

Yes, this word or story of YLin is not something to put you to sleep, nor is

it

to do with

accusing people of wrong doing or preaching to them. Y.n is to do with discussion. or
telling good stories, and that is why I have recently started up a magazine called Yn.
This principle of not 'accusing' or 'preaching' through YAN is taken very seriously
by the editors, and care is taken not to include potentially upsetting articles. Living
in a small community, where everyone knows each other and is often closely
related, it could be socially destabilising to personally attack or upset individuals
through the local print media. Occasionally articles have been withheld from
publication, on the grounds that they 'could upset' some people, or rewritten so that
noone is 'offended' (p.c. M.Christie, 1991 & 1992). Hence, when a couple of
'discussion' articles appeared in the second issue of YAN, that would probably be
classified as 'advocacy' articles by Goddard (1990), great care was taken by the
writers to tone down any potential personal criticism by addressing the audience
with endearing terms, or by the use of rhetorical questions.
The article Concerned Miva/kkurruwurru (literally; 'concerning concerned women')
by four Yolngu women, who wrote to remind Yolngu in the community of their
obligations and attachments to different clans, the writers close by addressing their
readers as marrkapmirri wa/ala gurrutumirri (literally: 'all beloved relatives', see
YAN, 1991, 2:6). Similarly, in this article and another entitled From The Principal
(see YAN, 1991, 2:2), considerable use is made of rhetorical questions, thus
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avoiding direct accusations or explicitly criticising individuals. The latter article,
expresses a concern about poor adult community involvement in the school, and the
writer asks: Nhä nhuwalurru dhuwala bambaymirri gä buthuru dhuniukniirri
&ipthundja marrtji?... Nhäku dhuwala golnydja dhärra yukurra? Nh/iku nhuwalurru
ngapurrunggu _ditja'wunvdja barrarirri (literally, 'Why are you all blind or deaf or
just sitting around? What does the school exist for? Why are you all frightened of
our teachers?')
But as Nawunggurr said, YAN is also for 'telling good stories' (see YAN, 1991,
2:3), and a large proportion of the newspaper is of positive and interesting illustrated
recollections of recent, and some not so recent, events and incidents involving local
people. The line-drawn illustrations, maps and photos form a very big part of the
magazine, comprising half of the entire first issue, and well over a third in the next
two. Many articles are accompanied by portrait photos of contributors, and there are
many full pages with photos of local people or of local and familiar land features.
The front covers are quite spectacular, and always comprise a large illustration or
photo reproduced in a range of colours, to commemorate or celebrate a significant
event. For example, the third issue features a stunning purple sunset, to celebrate
the recent commercial release of two albums containing the song Djäpana (meaning
'sunset') by the well known award-winning local band Yothu Yindi.
YAN is very much a newsletter that sets out to please, inform and entertain its
audience, and it welcomes community response and participation in its production,
as further outlined by Nawunggurr Yunupingu (in YAN, 1991, 2:3):
If you don't happen to like these pictures or any other stones which [we] tell or write, just
come and see me up at Yirrkala school. Maybe we can all use this Y1n magazine to put
forward our ideas, or point things out [about] our past lives for the present.

Much of the magazine appears in diglot form, making it accessible to both its
Yolngu and Balanda audience, and if original articles are written in English, by
Balanda or non-Yolngu people, a Gumatj translation is invariably provided by the
editors. Yolngu contributors tend to write in their own clan language, or if writing
in English, at least begin and end with formulaic greetings in Yolngu Matha (such as
Nhämirrj nhe! 'How are you!'; and Nhäma yalala! 'See you later!'). However,
advocacy-type articles that express concern about community worries only appear in
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Yolngu Matha, which indicates such matters are a Yolngu rather than Balanda
concern.
Three tables appear in Appendix 6, summarising the contents of each issue of YAN,
produced from 199 1-92. These tables demonstrate the types of articles and the
range of purposes that this newsletter fulfills. Sample articles and sample covers of
YAN can be seen in Figure 34.
6.2.2 YuLana Dhäwu
As mentioned in chapter five, the long running newspaper Yuana Dhäwu was first
commenced in 1974 as an occasional adult newspaper with no English, and with the
occasional article in a clan language apart from Gumatj. By 1978 it was published
fortnightly as an adult education project (p.c. B. Graham, 1992). In 1981 it became
a diglot production, produced in the L.P.C., with articles appearing in both Gumatj
and English (p.c. B. Devlin, 1992). This pattern continued until it ceased
production some time in 1984. Its recommencement as a regular (monthly to bimonthly) community newspaper, was one of the first tasks undertaken once the
process of Aboriginalisation became a reality at Yirrkala school in 1987. In fact, the
front cover of the initial recommenced issue in March 1987 features a photo of the
first Yolngu principal-in-training sitting at the school principal's desk (see Figure
35). The inaugral editor was R. Marika-Mununggiritj of the RilTatjingu clan, now a
senior staff member of Yirrkala school. She remains as the principal editor today.
When reflecting on 'literature production' in bilingual schools in earlier times of
Balanda control, Christie (1989: 29) recently wrote:
The items from literature centres which have withstood the test of time are old school
magazines, and photo books, and excursions and sports reports which show real people we
know in real places we know, participating in an event we remember. These books are the
exception that prove the rule, i.e., that without links to real people, and real places, real
experiences and understood events, literature is dead and alien.

Yuana Dhüv'u continues to be a popular form of print media today at Yirrkala, and
since 1987 issues have been dominated by photographic records and reports of
recent and significant events in the community.
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From April 1989, large proportions have been devoted to the recording and
reporting of recent workshops by teachers and school students. However, other
articles are also featured on topics known to be of interest or perceived importance to
the community, by its Yolngu editors. Hence, over the last five years Yu_tana
Dhthvu has developed a relatively consistent content, structure and style, generally
consisting of 24 pages, with records and reports at the beginning, and its regular
features towards the end. Some texts appear in diglot form (Yolngu Matha and
English), with others in one of the many clan dialects, and still others in English
only.
The more regular features to be found include: brief reports on any local council
happenings ('Dhanbul News') and Laynha Homeland Association news ('Laynha
News'), both generally in English; a 'Puzzle Page' with quizzes, find-a-word's and
other puzzles based around cultural information, all in Yolngu Matha; an occasional
celebratory poem written in English or the words of bilingual songs written by the
lead singer of the Yothu Yindi band; English announcements about commencing
courses or coming events (such as elections, garage sales, conferences, and local
school events); English advertisements about Yolngu song-tapes and booklets for
sale at the L.P.C.; funeral notices in English (thanking those involved in recent
Rirratjingu funerals, with Rirratjingu closing phrases: bukmak Yolngu marrkapmi
warra, meaning 'all dear Yolngu'); and other 'Important Notices' in English (such
as announcing restricted access to land 'until further notice' due to men's ceremonial
business); articles aimed at educating the community about health issues (such as
infected ears, A.I.D.S. etc.; and a 'Yirrkala History' page featuring old photos with
Yolngu Matha captions.
Major features of each issue are the reportage articles, either in English or diglot
form, which highlight and inform about recent significant community events. Such
articles over the years have included: the results of recent local elections; minutes of
Nambarra School Council meetings; reports on A.T.S.I.C. meetings; reports on
meetings with mining companies; reports and photographs of recent sport events;
illustrated records of 'Adult Education News'; reports and photographic records of
any recent visitors to Yirrkala (such as Gough Whitlam in 1988 for the opening of
the new museum); photographs and reports about new local buildings and
developments (such as the oval, museum and new homeland school buildings);
reports of visits by locals to other places; plus reports on reunions (such as 'Back to
Dhupuma in 1990) and celebratory events (such as NAIDOC week).
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Articles celebrating the achievements of locals, with congratulatory notices and
photographs, are also a major feature, whether they be graduations from academic
courses, sports achievements, or music awards, etc. Further occasional features
include diglot biographical accounts of important elders in the community, reflecting
on their lives (such as Dulawu Wainga ['the life of Dulal, which appeared as a two
part series told by Dula Ngurruwutthun, a respected Munyuku clan elder, in the
April and June issues of 1989). Shorter testimonials' or 'autobiographies' also
appear, written in English by Remote Area Teacher Education (R.A.T.E.) students
about their lives, and what hopes they have for the future (see May, 1990 and
March, 1992 issues). Brief personal resumes of individual school students also
feature quite often, along with a portrait photo and short text in their clan language,
stating their name, sub-section, plus clan and land affiliations on both their father's
and mother's side (see for example Yuana Dhäwu, April, 1989:6-7).
The recording and reporting of recent school Gaitha Rom and Garma Maths
workshops in Yuana Dhäwu include: diagrammatic and photographic records of
the activities and learning experiences; reflective texts about the workshop written by
the Yolngu teachers, R.A.T.E students, or the students themselves; reproduced
daily journal entries; and descriptive or explanatory texts produced during the
workshop. The texts appear in a variety of languages including English, the clan
dialect of the writer, Dhuwaya (if written by younger children), or sometimes in
diglot form.
The popularity and community involvement in the production of Yurana Dhäwu
should not be underestimated. According to the 1988 Teacher-Linguist Annual
report (1988:24), 'there are always enthusiastic contributions [to Yuana Dhäwu I
from the school and community'. The following year Christie (1989:73) reported
that:
Articles on the Galtha workshops have been the focus of the newspapers with summarised
information and photos atliacting community interest. Another issue of great local
interest is the application for mineral exploration agreements on local land, and the
meetings with mining companies to discuss these. These have been covered in detail in
two editions this year.
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An article on mining explorations can be seen in the Yutana Dhäwu issue dated
August 1989 (see Figure 36).
The presence of school-oriented workshop reports is the main difference between
Yutana Dhäwu and its more recent companion newsletter YAN. There is also a
lack of advocacy-type texts in Yutana Dhäwu on community 'worries'. Instead,
Yuana Dhäwu has an emphasis on informing and educating the community on
issues such as health. This is usually dealt with in an entertaining way through
bilingual texts with comic-strip illustrations, along with anatomical diagrams (see the
'Wämut's Ear' series, beginning in October 1991, reproduced in part in Figure 37;
and the A.I.D.S. education comic called 'Long Distance Love' in the August 1992
issue). Yutana Dhäwu also lacks the personal notes from the editors to be found at
the beginning of each issue of YAN.
In 1991, a notice occasionally appeared in Yutana Dhäwu from one editor of YAN,
appealling in Gumatj for Yolngu to contribute articles to their 'yuxa djorra' YAN
('new paper YAN '). The appeal pointed out that Yutana Dhäwu is a magazine
largely all about school (Dhuwalanvdja djorra' balanvara bitjan Magazine dhäwuwu
yana märr ngayi Yuana Dhäwunydja golwuy dhäwu), whereas YAN is a new
magazine for older people. In the April 1991 issue a bold-print notice appeared in
English, under the above Gumatj appeal from the YAN editor, addressed to
R.A.T.E. students, Health Workers and Laynha and Dhanbul Yolngu, stating that
'Yutana Dh/iwu is your opportunity to tell readers about your life, your work, your
ideas and your art... to make Yutana Dhäwu a good community magazine for
everyone' (see Figure 37).
In recent years, a 'significant proportion of the time and resources of the Literature
Production Centre have been devoted to the Yutana D häwu' with circulation now
,

being 400 copies. The majority are issued free to Yirrkala and Laynha Homeland
Communities plus other Yolngu communities, while approximately eighty copies go
to Aboriginal institutions and paying subscribers all over Australia (p.c. M. Christie,
1992). There has been considerable advancement in just the last three years in the
print-quality of the final product, with increased use of colour in line drawings and
photos, and the use of glossy covers. They are printed on the back and front of six
A3 sheets, which are then folded and stapled down the middle.
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6.2.3 Workshop reports
Another written form produced at Yirrkala, besides newspapers, are the Galtha Rom
Workshop Reports. Well over a dozen have been published by the L.P.C., and
they serve to demonstrate a number of significant points regarding the purpose of
writing and print material at Yirrkala today. They also serve to challenge the
mainstream approaches used for teaching literacy in Aboriginal schools, as well as
questioning the hegemony of English cultural norms about what constitutes
legitimate 'literature'.
First, they illustrate that 'ideas for appropriate literature do not originate inside the
Literature Centre', but actually begin in the community as real events and
experiences, and only end at the L.P.C. (see Bilingual Evaluation Report, 1990:18).
Hence, they are reportage in nature; but their purpose goes beyond merely reporting
to others about an event. They also serve to highlight the importance of the
workshop, and to record it as a significant event and learning experience to be
remembered and reminisced by those involved. According to the Balanda printer
working in the L.P.C., 'the demand for the Galtha Rom books has been
considerable' (Literature Production Supervisor's Annual Report, 1989:74).
Second, the reports resulting from associated workshops are ephemeral in nature in
that:
None of these workshops have produced prescriptive curriculum which could be used in
years to come, because as defined by community elders, Galtha curriculum needs to be
negotiated afresh everytime a teaching session is held, so that the direction, pace and
content of the workshop can be specifically relevant and meaningful to the time and the
place it is held.
(Teacher-Linguist's Annual Report, 1989:72).

This is in accord with the principle of 'Galtha, as explained in the 1990 Bilingual
Evaluation Report (199 1:12):
In Yolngu Matha Galtha represents the initiation of any sort of Yolngu ceremonial
activity which has been thoroughly negotiated. with all the relevant contributors. Any
Yolngu ceremony begins with the 'placing down' of a Galtha, (for example digging a spear
into the ground) to mark the end of negotiations, defining and declaring that there is
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agreement on how to proceed. The Gaitha Rom curriculum ensures that the commuity and
ceremonial elders are in control of the content, direction and pace of the Yolngu learning...
Hence, any further workshops on a similar topic would have to be renegotiated, and
its resultant report could be quite different. Some may question the validity of
printing workshop reports within quality glossy covers, that cant be reused as
prescribed curriculum. The question may also be asked on whether ephemeral
workshop reports (and community newspapers) constitute 'real literature'. But such
a judgement only serves to illustrate how value-laden and culture-bound one's use
of the term 'literature' can be.
Third, the content of the workshop reports highlight and celebrate the
unquestionable importance that elders place on educating their children about cultural
knowledge and understandings that are under threat. 'At every school council
meeting, community elders have reasserted their demand for more Gaitha Rom
workshops for the children of their communities' (1990 Bilingual Evaluation
Report, 1991:11). Fourth, in contrast to the push for child-centred independence in
writing in some mainstream schools, independent development of literacy skills is
de-emphasised during workshops, and follow-up writing sessions often involve
much copying down of specific cultural information by children, or the use of
teachers and older children as scribes (see Christie, 1991:19; Teacher-Linguist
Annual Report, 1989:72 & p.c. M.Christie, 1992). Hence, the appropriateness of
workshops, and the subsequent writing of workshop reports, as a means of children
acquiring independent literacy skills would probably be questioned by some
teachers.
Finally, the variety in content and the varying format and structure to be found in the
various workshop reports, indicate that this particular form of print media is still
developing and is not yet stabilised. In fact, in accordance with the 'Galtha'
principle, it may never stabilise. Some reports appear in diglot form, while others
are bilingual or multi-dialectal. Similarly, they contain a wide variety of text types
including: interviews; recount-type texts from daily journals; personal reflections on
feelings about the workshop; glossaries of new words; narratives of creation stories,
often accompanied by interpretations; Yolngu Matha song-lines; notes from talks
given by elders and Yolngu teachers; lists summarising important points learnt;
tables illustrating information learnt; numbered lists of procedural steps for
traditional activities; and descriptive captions accompanying illustrations. Reports
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also include considerable illustrations, including line-drawn illustrations by children,
maps, diagrams and black and white photos.
Although the Yolngu writers of these reports are undoubtedly influenced by a range
of more established English genres', they are not restricting themselves to the
structures of any particular English reportage-type genres, especially when writing
in Yolngu Matha. However, in compiling these reports for printing, the content
material is filtered through Balanda working in the L.P.C., and they undoubtedly
influence, often unconsciously, the style of the final printed product.
6.2.3.1 Galtha Rom workshop about WUYAL
The report of the Galtha Rom Workshop entitled The Land, the Song, the Dance,
and the History of the Ancestor Wuyal, was the result of an excursion to several
important dreaming-track sites, with one being 'Nhulun', which is the hill around
which the town of Nhulunbuy was established (WUYAL Galtha Workshop Report,
1989:1). Participants were the children in the Primary section of Yirrkala school,
plus their teachers and two senior representatives of a 'Wuyal' clan, Roy Marika and
his daughter Raymattja Marika-Mununggiritj. Altogether, they visited five places
(known by the Yolngu as Nhulun, Galupa, Gäluru, Birritjimi and imbuka) in one
day, before returning to Yirrkala to reflect on their day's experiences. The
excursion took place at the end of October 1989, and resulted in the production of a
35 page Workshop Report being published in November, 1989. The popularity of
this particular report, consisting of a photographic record and a variety of texts by
both the adult and child participants about the excursion, necessitated a second print
run in 1991.
The excursion followed the track taken by the Yolngu ancestor 'Wuyal', the sugar
bag man, 'who once roamed the area looking for wild honey called Yarrpany'
(WUYAL Galtha Workshop Report, 198 9:5). The Workshop Report consists of a
series of black and white photos of each stage of the excursion, accompanied by a
series of short descriptive and recount-type texts by individual children in Dhuwaya.
The whole report is woven together by a moving account by Marika-Mununggiritj,
describing and explaining what her father taught the children and teachers
throughout this particular day. Marika-Mununggiritj's account appears on the
bottom of each page in English, but is interspersed with considerable Yolngu Matha
terms and site names associated with the area visited, as well as a Wuyal song-line.
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The report also includes: a number of reproduced drawings by the children; lists of
new Yolngu Matha (Y.M.) terms learnt; Y.M. interviews with children reflecting on
their experience; group-written or teacher-written Y.M. recounts; and notes in
English from a talk given by Marika-Mi,nunggiritj about the excursion. An
exemplary page from the report with the children's Dhuwaya texts can be seen in
Figure 38.
The English text by Marika-Mununggiritj, which appears throughout the report, is
reproduced in Appendix 7. This text not only explains the purpose of the
workshop, but relays the impact that the excursion had on its participants, as well as
explaining the big impact that mining has had on the people of Yirrkala and their
land. It is the constant physical reminders of this destruction that has stimulated a
number of Yolngu into writing today (as well as painting and singing) to express
their feelings, and to enlighten and educate Balanda people about their loss.
6.2.3.2 Biranybirany Gaitha Rom workshop
The report entitled Biranybirany Gaitha Workshop was the result of a workshop
run for the older students of Yirrkala Community Education Centre at the Gumatj
homeland centre called Biranybirany. Only the Yolngu teachers, students and elders
were involved, while the Balanda remained back at Yirrkala with the Primary
students. The focus of the workshop was ngathu or the Cycad Palm, and the
complex preparation of its nuts into edible cycad loaves. The process of collecting
the nuts and preparing them into loaves has special ceremonial significance, and
mirrors the kinship networks amongst Yolngu: 'At Biranybirany the process is done
in a special way, and there are special ceremonial uses for the ngathu

...

Only

women are allowed to collect the nuts...' (Biranybirany Gaitha Workshop 1989:37;
see also Teacher-Linguist Annual Report, 1989:7 1).
This workshop report, published in September 1989 by the L.P.C., is a 40 page
black and white booklet, consisting of 26 photos plus captions, and a variety of
texts, lists and notes. The texts were written by both teachers and students, with
about half in Dhuwaya or clan dialects and half in English. The high quality photos
are predominantly of the workshop participants themselves rather than the cycad
preparation process. The cover and inside pages of the report are liberally dotted
with miniature line-drawings of cycad palms. The overall result is an aesthetically
appealing and informative booklet.
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The report begins on page two with a photo of an elder, along with a caption stating
that the dhdwu ('story') is about how things used to be long ago at Biranybirany,
involving the Gumatj, Munyuku, Gälpu, Marrakulu, Djapu and Maarrpa clans, and
that this is according to the elders. It is quite common for workshop reports to
begin this way, with valorizing photos of elders, along with comments to legitimise
the workshop. On page three, entitled Ngathu Yäku Malany (literally: 'Cycad
names-many'), all the different terms for the cycad nut and palm are listed, each
indicating different stages of preparation.
The booklet then proceeds with sequential journal entries, some individually written
and others group written, recounting the events of the week at Biranybirany. Within
these entries is cultural information that the writers have learnt about ngathu and
other associated cultural activities, as well as reflections about the workshop. These
entries are interspersed with photos, along with descriptive captions by individual
students about the photo's relevance (see sample pages in Figure 39).
After the journal entries, there appears on page 27 a list entitled Ngathuwuy
Djämapuv (literally: the work associated with cycads), comprising sixteen sequential
steps in the process of making cycad loaves, all in Gumatj. It was written
collaboratively by the Post Primary girls and their Yolngu teacher. The last step
reads: 16. Ngunhi ngavi latjunvdja ngan'ku, Lukivana! (meaning: 'If that food is
tasty, eat it!'). Hence the procedural-type text is only a small part of this booklet.
Following this list are two pages of 'Workshop Evaluation', where four staff and
students individually reflect, in their own clan dialects, on the question: Nhä ngaya
rnarngiyi Ngunhal Biranybirany? (in the Dhangu dialect) and Nhä ngarra
marngithirri Ngunhala Biranvbiranv? (in the Dhuwala dialect); both meaning 'What
did I learn at Biranybirany?'.
At the end of the workshop a Gumatj woman elder, Gulumbu Yunupingu, gave a
talk, reflecting on how things used to be in the old days. This was recorded,
transcribed and translated into English, and appears in diglot form on page 33. It
ends:
Ngilinurru ngunhivi nhärna rongiyirri ga dhipala dhä-rnanapan yuLa/i/i. Ga ba/an yara
dhangunycija.
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We should go back and look at the old law, and join it up to the modern way of life.
That's the story.
Following Gulumbu's reflection, is an interesting reproduction of two song tracks
written by Miindawuy Yunupingu, the lead singer of the Yothu Yindi band, and also
a key participant in the Biranybirany workshop (see Figure 40). On page 34 the
Gumatj lyrics of the track Maralitja appears on the left-hand column, with an
explanation by Yunupingu of when and why the song was written, along with an
interpretation of its symbolic meaning. Opposite on page 35, he follows the same
format for the English lyrics of the popular song Yolngu Boy. Interestingly, these
two songs were inspired by the times Yunupingu has spent 'being at home with my
family at Biranybirany; and of the second song he says it: carries messages like the
cycad philosophy and talks about Biranybirany and connections with the
dreamtime'. The style and format of these song reproductions, in this workshop
report, as well as in some issues of Yutana Dhãwu have parallels with the style
,

adopted in other L.P.C. productions of more traditional songs, that are reproduced
and explained in print form, and will be discussed later.
The workshop report ends with two pages of notes in English, taken from an
extremely informative talk given to the Balanda staff by Marika-Mununggiritj after
the workshop. Her talk explains the cultural significance of 'Ngathu', and the
contemporary significance of the Biranybirany workshop:
Dhä-yutakuma means to perform an act for the first time after a long period, for example,
to visit a place for the first time after it has been closed in respect for a person's death. It
literally means 'mouth made new'. At Biranybirany the elders and the children together
reactivated the old law for making, distributing and eating cycad bread gatjarr'yun (taste)
-

dlia-yujakuma
(in Biranybirany Gaitha Workshop 1989: 39).
6.2.3.3 Other Gaitha Rom workshops
A theme that is continually revisited in Gaitha Rom workshops, is that of land and
totem ownership; and closely associated with this, the different clan affiliations
Yolngu have with their land and totems. The two most important clan affiliations of
individuals are their Yothu -Yindi relationship (meaning: Mother- Child') and their
Man
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Gutharra relationship (meaning 'Grandmother Grand-daughter; p.c. R.
-
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Marika-Mununggiritj, 1992). Two particular reports resulting from workshops on
this theme are Gaitha Roni Workshop 2 and Land Ownership Gaitha Rorn
Workshop held in May 1989 and August 1992 respectively. They will only be
discussed briefly here, but sample pages can be seen in Figure 41,
Throughout each report are recordings of exercises in which Yolngu children
identify their Yothu and Yindi clans plus their Mdri and Gutharra affiliations. There
is also much use of maps of the Yirrkala area, on which individuals mark their
various Homeland affiliations. In the 1989 workshop, much use was made of bark
paintings, for children to learn about their totems and their associated patterns and
designs. Much use is also made of photos and diagrams, and as with most
workshop reports, there is a wide range in written text-types. In some texts, (such
as the list under the heading 'What we learnt today with Dula and Gungata' in
Gaitha Rorn Workshop 2 : 12) it is difficult to ascertain the primary language. Some
writers have written in English with liberal use of Y.M. terms, and others begin
with Y.M. and then provide an English gloss or meaning. This interplay with the
two languages is all done unashamedly, as are all less- conventional learning
activities at Yirrkala school in the 1990's.
It seems, the primary purpose of such workshop reports is to celebrate and highlight
the workshop learning experience, rather than to produce a quality printed product
that stands up to rigorous academic criticism. Hence, it is apparent that the
production of written reports, subsequent to each Yirrkala workshop, is often just a
happy consequence. The workshops themselves are not viewed as a means to a
(published report) end, but are a significant end in themselves.
6.2.4 'Maintaining the Dreamings'
There has been a continual Balanda presence at or in the close vicinity of Yirrkala
since the mission began in 1935. Balanda from the nearby Balanda township of
Nhulunbuy have now been sharing Yolngu land for mining and recreational
purposes for more than twenty years. Yolngu are very conscious of the impact that
this Balanda presence has on their own daily lives, and the threat this creates to the
maintenance of their own Yolngu values, beliefs and cultural practices. As M.
Yunupingu says, in relation to Yirrkala school:
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We want our children to learn Yolngu culture and history from the Yolngu point of
view... We want to decide for ourselves what our children learn about the Balanda world.
We can make the Balanda way fit in the right place in Yolngu life
(M. Yunupingu. 1989:4-5).

One way the school has been able to contribute in a very real way to the maintenance
of local Dreamtime songs and narratives is the provision of a Tape Library within

the L.P.C. In 1953 ethnomusicologists first recorded a number of clan songs or
'manikay' at Yirrkala. Since then a number of other ethnomusicologists and
anthropologists have recorded further clan songs and narratives. Copies of most of
these recordings were deposited over the years at the Australian Institute of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (see Yutana Dhäwu, October
1989:14). In 1989 the School Action Group decided to retrieve copies of these
tapes, and establish a catalogued Tape Library, which would be accessible to local
Yolngu. By 1990, there were 145 narrative or language tapes' and 153 manikay
(song) tapes' in the Yirrkala Tape Library. Copies of these tapes are freely available
to anyone requesting them in the community, for the cost of a blank tape. The Tape

Library and the tape copying machine are the 'most frequently used' facilities in the
L.P.C. today (see Bilingual Evaluation Report, 1990:20).
However, the recent outstanding work of Raymattja Marika-Mununggiritj has

demonstrated that there is also a desire amongst some Yolngu to have a number of
Dreamtime narratives and clan songs also recorded in printed booklet form. Not
only has she edited two collaboratively produced booklets telling of ancestral
creation figures and stories, but also contributed considerably to the production of a
number of other booklets, reports and magazines aimed at cultural and clan-language
maintenance amongst younger Yolngu. But the insistence of Marika-Mununggiritj
in providing the information within these media in diglot form with the inclusion of
English, illustrates the importance she sees in also educating a wider Balanda
audience about the very real meaning that Aboriginal land and culture has for her
people:
Yolngu education is important for the future of these [Yolngu] children and other children
so that they will educate the people in the wider society nationally and internationally

about the importance of our land and try to maintain our spiritual aspects and value it so
that it will not get lost in the not too distant future.
(Marika-Mununggiritj in WUYAL Galtha Workshop Report, 1989:11)
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Her reasons for wanting to educate the wider society is partly to ensure that local
Balanda take more care when traversing Yolngu land or using it for recreational
purposes. But it is also to ensure that mining companies, and governments, intent
on further exploration and mining on Aboriginal land, understand the very real
significance of such land to its indigenous owners and care-takers. Hence, MarikaMununggiritj provides an English translation or explanation in a range of booklets
she has been involved with, including workshop reports, in an effort to convey the
very real importance of the land to Yolngu. and the contemporary significance of
ancestral figures who created Yolngu land:
When the anthropologists came here they had the privilege of learning about life. But
they wrote it down and recorded it as if it were from a fairytale, as if it were dead. This is
not good. Yolngu knowledge is living, and it comes from a real world, it has real life,
real events and real happenings. That's what happens with the old ancestral stories, we
still relive that past history, we still sing it, dance and still bring it and fit it into the
present. That's what makes the present world a meaningful world to live in.
(Marika-Mununggiritj, 1991:24)

Hence, we find that recent diglot works serve two functions; that of maintaining the
Dreaming for the younger generation of Yolngu, as well as educating a wider
audience, which will ultimately also facilitate Yolngu in maintaining their land,
beliefs and culture. What follows is a description and some analysis of two
booklets edited by Marika-Mununggiritj about important ancestral figures that
traversed land in and around the Yirrkala area. The first is about a Crested Tern
Dreaming, which belongs to her own Rirratjingu clan. The second is about the
ancestral spirit 'Ganbulapula', which is of importance to the Gumatj (the clan of
Marika-Mununggiritj's mother) and other Yirritja clans.
6.2.4.1 Ngayi Balnga,ja Mawurrku
Ngavi Ba/n gatia Mawurrku.' The Song of Yirrkala

is

a 28 page booklet recently

produced at Yirrkala that stands out, in my view, as a unique and bold literary artform that is a watershed in Aboriginal-initiated diglot literature. The Rirratjingu term
8a1ngaija Mawurrku is the 'deeper term for the place Yirrkala, and can be heard in
songs about the creation of the Yirrkala area; ngayi is the Rirratjingu term for
'home'(p.c. Marika-Mununggiritj, 1992). The booklet was published by the
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Yirrkala L.P.C. in 1989, after several years of research, in a glossy cover with use
of two colours (see Figure 42). The cover photo is of the Yirrkala billabong called
Gunyapinya, and is flanked by a blue and white border that reproduces an important
Rirratjingu design, representing the swirls of the sea around rocks (p.c. MarikaMununggiritj, 1992).
Although edited by Marika-Mununggiritj, this booklet is largely a collaborative
production by the Marika family of the Rirratjingu clan, who own the land in the
immediate Yirrkala area. It recreates, in a written form, the Rirratjingu salt-water
song along with an explanation and other cultural notes. It contrasts markedly with
anthropological works such as R. Berndt's (1976) Love Songs of Am hem Land
and C. Strehlow's (1971) Songs of Central Australia (which record 'love songs of
Yirrkala and songs of the 'Aranda' respectively in a written form, along with
English glosses and an anthropological discussion). Because Ngayi Baingatia
Mawurrku was produced by Yolngu, primarily for Yolngu, and in particular for the
children of the Rirratjingu clan, whilst Bemdt's and Strehlow's works were directed
at an academic audience.
The actual song-text, and its Rirratjingu interpretation', were provided by the late
Dhunggala Marika, Raymattja's father's older brother. D. Marika's stated reasons
for making this song and 'interpretation' available to others in print form, appears
on page two of this remarkable booklet, allong with an English translation:
Dhangu djorra' yaka ngarru ngova, dhuditjku djarnarrkuliwu, Baya ngarru ngaya
dhawar'yun

ga dha/1guyan dhdrukma dhanalinggu. Md n/ian ngarru nwrnggiyi dhawuru

djorra'n guru. Dhäruk dhanalinggu dhangu history, dhuditjku. Yaka dhangu ngarru
djawyun yolnguyu waripunguyu. Djorra' dhangu djarnarrkuliwu clangu Rirratjinguwu
hi story.

This book will remain here for the children who come after me. When I am finished, this
is their story, so that they will learn from this book. The message contained here is a
history for those to come. No one else can take

this story. This history is for the

children of the Rirratjingu clan.

Marika-Mununggiritj explains the content of her book as follows:
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Long ago at Yirrkala there lived Yolngu people who were called Dhanbul Ganapurra. or
Nyedil, Wuulanggitj. or Yinggiyinggitj. These people danced for the creation of a sacred
string called Merri. The tribes of people that came together were Rirratjingu. Bararmgu.
Gamalangga. and Djambarrpuyngu. The dwelling place of these people is called Gamarrwa
or Nuwul.
They danced on and on and on, day and night, until the Merri string was completed. They
divided the string in two, one part was long and the other was short. The long one was for
the Djambarrpuyngu. Gamalangga Rerrirr and Bararrngu people. With that long string they
would reach their destination. The short Merri string was for us. the Rirratjingu and
Dhudi-Djambarrpuyngu people, for Yirrkala and Dhambaliya. When we die, a merri string
is made which represents our life on earth. By that Merri string, our dead are reminded that
they have a home called Burralku. When someone dies, that Merri string takes them on a
journey to Burralku, the home of the dead.
This book presents the Rirratjingu rangimurru (salt water) song which details the origins
of the Yirrkala area and the sacred Merri string. The song is reproduced on the left hand
pages, with its interpretation on the right (pages 4-19).
(in Ngayi BaIngaa Mawurrku: The Song of Yirrkala 1989: inside cover)

The actual form, style and content of this book is unique. It begins on page three
with a brief Rirratjingu song about the Crested Tern, with an English translation,
along with a line drawing of this bird with the caption 'This drawing was done by
the late Wandjuk Marika O.B.E., in 1986, when we were first gathering materials
for the making of this book'. It then launches into eight pages of Dhunggala's
longer Rirratjingu song, that recounts the creation of the local Yirrkala area, on each
left-hand page, complete with onomatopoeic bird names and bird calls (Djarrak
rrrr... rrrr... rrrr... Djarrak), and other expletives (Lup Lup Lap Lap Lap, and
Rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr).

The Rirratjingu explanation appears on the first column of

the opposing right-hand pages, detailing the events that occur within the song. An
English translation of this explanation appears in a third column.

This three-column text format begins as follows, with the diglot explanation in the
latter two columns roughly matching the opposing song-line column:
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Yolngu nyena. bukum Nuwulmi,

Manim Yirrkalang, Yirrkalang, ga

The area down by the

rernrirri wängan, ngavinga

ngova ngarrung rdli, ga. ga. ga.

creek is called

Nuwuinga, Bukurn bularrarrrni

ga.. ga gandarrrna, Yarnunang

Yirrkala. Yirrkala

gapaja, Bukum marrki!j nyena

extends from here...

Rerririrri wänga, Ngavinga

and half way (along

Balanhurrnhurr Balarnawurrku.

the beach) it changes

Ga marrkitj rnarrkilj,...

to Yamuna.

D. Marika ends his 'interpretation' with the comment: Ga bitjan nganapu ngatjilim
yakan nyenan ga djinang bala nhumam, ga dhäwulnha (meaning: 'And this is how

we lived in the old days, and now, you new people, you don't do that', see
1989:19).
At the back of the book there is nine pages devoted to texts and illustrations that
relate to the land, items or images referred to in the song-text. Included are: two
maps (of 'The land around Yirrkala' and of 'Northeast Arnhem Land: Home of the
Sacred Merri String'); a reproduction of a relevant traditional-style painting along
with an English explanation; drawings and an English explanation of two fish traps
once used; a photo of the land traversed in the song; some diglot cultural
explanations about Ngurula Mapu (Crested Tern Eggs) and about Ring gitj Malanya
(land in custodial care); plus the song of Mandula (the Lone Rock) in diglot form
along with a painting and English explanation. The sea swirls around this important
rock, as depicted in the Rirratjingu design (see Figure 43).
According to the 1988 Teacher-Linguist Annual Report, before this booklet was
even published, it had 'caused much interest, and has provided a lot of impetus to
the teaching of Yolngu culture in the classroom' (1988:23). Since then up to 400
copies have been distributed, with a considerable proportion going to Balanda (p.c.
M. Christie, 1992). Marika-Mununggiritj (p.c. 1992) has plans to compile a parallel
booklet that tells 'the other side of Nayi Baingana Mawurrku' about the Morning
Star.

6.2.4.2 Ganbulapula
Ganbulapula: The stoly of the Land Around the Old Dhupuma College is the other
collaboratively produced creation-story booklet, edited by Marika-Mununggiritj. It
is a multicoloured 20 page booklet published at the Yirrkala L.P.C. in 1988. It is
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produced in diglot form, in Gumatj and English, and tells of the creation of the
ceremonial ground called Gulkula, which is where the residential Aboriginal
secondary school Dhupuma College once operated, until closed down in the late
1970's. This land belongs to the Yirritja spirit man Ganbulapula (from whom the
booklet gained its title) and is of particular significance to the Gumatj and other
Yirritja clans.
The main body of the booklet is a Gumatj text, originally told on tape by Djalajingba
Yunupingu during a Post Primary Culture Day excursion to the old college site
(Yutana Dhäwu, June, 1988:5). An English translation has been provided at the
bottom of each page by Marika-Mununggiritj. In addition, she provides four
coloured maps of the area, illustrating land ownership, dreaming tracks, and site
names; and two annotated photo reproductions of significant bark paintings
produced in the 1960's by the late Munggurrawuy Yunupingu, who was her
grandfather, and an important leader of the Gumatj clan (see Figure 44).
From the English explanatary note that appears at the back of this booklet, it is clear
that the intended audience is Balanda as well as Yolngu:
You can see Ganbulapula the spirit

man in the Yolngu dancing. You will see him when

the dancers look up for the bees, shooing the flies away from their eyes with leafy twigs
in the Yirritja bunggul. Ganbulapula is always running, looking up, backwards and
forwards, sitting down only for a moment. Dhupuma means

to look upwards; the

Dhupuma College was named after the Yirritja spirit Ganbulapula and his dance. (The
Yolngu world is divided up into two moieties Dhuwa and Yirritja).
-

According to the 1988 Teacher-Linguist Annual Report, this booklet 'has been very
well received by Yolngu and Balanda' (198 8:23).
The Gumatj text that runs throughout the book is reproduced in the same style in
which it was told; that is as an oral commentary by D. Yunupingu, addressed to
younger Yolngu, at the very

site of the creation story he is explaining. The text

begins:
Dhuwalanydja wänga garnia, dhiyala walala yukurrana giritjinanydja. Ga,. ga . ga. ga...
..

ngunhanvdja Latjalanguna. Dhuwa!anvdja diliji rnarrtji ngorra, ga ngurruna ngunhi, bala
hwji'arr vukurra dhunurrana, wiripu niak nhuna niarngginzirri nguriki batjiwarrwu.
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This place (where Dhupuma College was) used to be a ceremonial ground. This is where
they danced. From here... to Datjala, through the bush, to the point where the track goes
down the escarpment, perhaps you know that track (1988:1).
As the creation story unfolds, the creation figures are introduced, and liberal use is
made of direct speech, along with an interplay of rhetorical questions:

Lung guyu ngayi dharpungalanydja nganya, bala wandinana:
"Go! Nguparra ngarranha dhipala! Ngarra dhuwala guyurrwuyurr!" bitjarra ngayi
wangananydja, bala wandinana. Ga dhuwalana liii ngayi wainanydja, bala dhuwalana
ngayi wan ganydja mulkana.
Wanhanguwuy ngayi ngunhi Ganbulapulanydja? Ngurukuwuy bala, Gupapuyngu...

He had speared it with a harpoon, and ran ofP.:
"Come on. you can't catch me, I'm the travelling man!" that's what he said, and ran off.
And he ran up this way until he an-ived here (where the Dhupuma College used to be).
Where is Ganbulapula actually from? He's from over there, a Gupapuyngu man...( 1988:4)
The text does not end with a reflection (as for D. Marika's text), or in the moralistic
way non-Aboriginal people have come to expect of paraphrased English versions of
Dreamtime stories'. Instead it simply ends by pointing out the classification (by
moiety) and hence ownership, of the land extending from Dhupuma College to
Yirrkala. This last page is accompanied by a map demonstrating the moiety
classification of this stretch of land.

6.2.5 Entertaining stories
In the mid 1980's, a few entertaining stories have been creatively written by various
Yolngu at Yirrkala. The most popular of these have recently been republished by
the L.P.C., two of which will be discussed briefly below. The latter, Yimurra, is
extremely funny to Yolngu, and much appreciated when read aloud to a group.

6.2.5.1 Dhatam' Gukun'ngu Gurarrthina
Dhatam' Gulun'ngu Gurarrthina (literally: 'Water-lily-bulb Grows Up in the
Billabong') is a delightful children's story, written and illustrated by the experienced
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Yolngu teacher, Merrkiyawuy Ganambarr. It was originally written in Dhuwaya in
1985, when Ganambarr was attending an on-site creative writers workshop run by
a visiting lecturer from a C.A.E. in Melbourne. At the time, Ganambarr was the
Preschool teacher, and she wrote and illustrated the story on large sheets of coloured
cardboard, and made cardboard figures of each character. From the time it was first
told it was a great hit with the children.
In August 1987, the original story was printed in booklet form on A4 sheets, with
eleven pages of text and a similar number of accompanying four-colour illustrations
(see Figure 45). The printed version remains in Dhuwaya, with no English
translation provided. I am told this continues to be popular today amongst
Preschool children, and they demand it be read to them over and over again (p.c.
Ng. Mununggurr, 1992).
The main characters in the story take their names from the Yolngu Matha terms of
different plant-parts (Dhatam' 'water-lily root being the child; Wäkwak 'water-lily
flower' being the mother; Gu[wani 'bullrushes' being the lover; while the villain of
the story is Djavkung, the term for 'file snake). Ganambarr's entire story is
reproduced in Appendix 8, along with an English translation (provided by Amery,
1985: Appendix)
Apparently for Yolngu, the creativity and emotional effect of this story, along with
the quality illustrations, ensures its popularity. However, there is a lot more to this
story. Like most 'traditional' Aboriginal stories, there are different levels of
meaning covertly expressed within Ganambarr's seemingly simple story-line. It
seems to me, that some of the implied messages are: never leave ones young baby
on its own unattended; mourn openly with tears when your loved ones pass away;
life is cyclic, with death being just a phase in ones existence. Such tenets of Yolngu
cultural practices and beliefs are not explicit, but ingeniusly interwoven throughout
the story-line as it progresses. The popularity of this book demonstrates the high
level of Ganambarr's creative literary skills.
6.2.5.2 Yimurra
Yin?urra is a much longer story, written by Dela Yunupingu, that is very much
appreciated by adults, with its use of idiom and play on words. Yunupingu has
considerable experience as a Literacy Worker at YilTkala school, but originally wrote
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Yimurra as a linguistics student at C.A.L.L. (then S.A.L.) within Batchelor
College, in the late 1980's. It was originally published in booklet form at S.A.L.,
but because of its local popularity, was reproduced in Yujana Dhäwu, in serial form
over five issues in 1990, covering a total of eight full A4 pages. It appears in
Yu_tana Dhãwu in the dialect of Gumatj, Yunupingu's clan language, with some
direct speech in Rirratjingu. It is accompanied by fourteen comic line-drawings,
also by Yunupingu, which exaggerate the characters of the major participants. Both
the S.A.L. and L.P.C. publications are in black and white (see selections of the
latter in Appendix 9).
Yunupingu's story4 is a cultural adaptation of the well-known folktale Jack and the
Bean Stalk. Like Ganambarr's story, the characters take their names from Yolngu
Matha terms for the species they portray; in Yunupingu's story they are different sea
creatures. Yimurra is the main male character, which is the Yellow Bellied Turtle
species; his mother is Muij4uka' (an edible shellfish Giant Gem Chiton); while other
characters include: Burrumitjpa' ( Rock Cod); Miyalk Mäia (girl- octopus) and the
villain

arramu' Mäcia (man-octopus).

Like Jack and his mother, Yimurra and Muuka' are poor and hungry, so Yimurra
sets out to sell Dhambaliva (a clam shell) in order to buy some food. However, he
soon encounters Burrmitjpa, who convinces him to exchange the clam for two
magic sticks. When Yimurra returns home with no food, his mother is enraged and
hurls (very amusing and candid) abuse at Yimurra, telling him to shove the sticks in
his eyes, up his nose or any other orifice. Mujuka' hurls the sticks away, and
they soon grow into a forest, which bears a path that eventually leads to a cave.
Yimurra follows this path, soon to encounter girl and man-octopus (MäijxIa). After
much drama involving three visits to the cave, Yimurra steals food, pearls and a
colourful fish from boy-octopus, before being chased home. Yimurra calls to his
mother for an axe, and manages to kill man-octopus by chopping all his legs off.
Yimurra then lives happily ever after with his mother, always with enough to eat.
Yunupingu's story is rich in very amusing, and often insulting dialogues, with
much culture specific interplay between the key participants, which Yolngu adults
find extremely entertaining. The story style is very typical of more traditional
Yolngu story-telling styles with its: prolific use of direct speech in the appropriate
clan dialects (Muuku' speaks in a Dhangu dialect compared to the Dhuwala dialect
of her son Yimurra); use of repetition and onomatapoeic devices (such as bala
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Yirnurranvdja marrtjina, marrtjina ba/a ga ga ga ga ga ga... meaning 'Yimurra went
away, he went on and on and on and on...; and Norrng torrng tiorrng for the
snoring of man-octopus). Yunupingus clever use of language and culture specific
word plays in the form of idioms, insults, ambiguities and metaphors, more than
compensate for the lack of colour and expense afforded her literary efforts by the
L.P.C. serial publication.
6.3 Conclusion on writing at Yirrkala
Throughout the Christianising and Educating phases of writing development at
Yirrkala, the direction of vernacular 'literature' production was determined by
Balanda. However, it is evident that some writing was conducted by Yolngu in
these early phases that did reflect Yolngu interests and aspirations about the
potentials of writing. The early Yolngu letters (predominantly in English) and the
Bark Petition are a case in point, as are the very earliest issues of Yutana Dhäwu, in
which messages in clan dialects were dictated to the sole Yolngu editor. Similarly, a
number of contact-history accounts were produced in the vernacular during the
bilingual era (such as the World War II rescue of the American pilot by Yolngu),
which have been deemed important enough to reproduce in the more recent Yolngu
initiated newsletter Yän. The fact remains, however, that it wasn't until the process
of Aboriginalisation began in 1987, that the direction and form of the bulk of
materials produced in the Yirrkala L.P.C. really reflected developing Aboriginal
aspirations about the print media.
Even today there are two Balanda staff employed in the L.P.C., and until there are
trained Yolngu printers and Teacher-Linguists that satisfy the official requirements
of the N.T. Department of Education, materials will continue to pass over their
desks and through their off-set printers. However, thus far this chapter has
illustrated that there are genuine and official efforts currently being made at Yirrkala
for Yolngu hands and Yolngu minds to determine the direction, form, style and
content of written materials produced in the local L.P.C., whether that be in the
different dialects of Yolngu Matha, or both English and Yolngu Matha.
Although many written products have not been reviewed, effort has been made to
discuss representative samples of the full range of print material that has emerged
from Yirrkala since 1987. Currently, the most prolific forms are the Yuana Dhäwu
and the Galtha Rom Workshop reports, which are both ephemeral in nature, in that
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they serve an immediate and relatively short-lived function. One of the invariable
purposes served by the latter, is that of strengthening, asserting and celebrating clan
identity and clan affiliations, which are inextricably tied to language and land
affiliations. The importance of such reaffirmation was confirmed by MarikaMununggiritj recently, when she stated: 'Without our languages, without land and
without our own mala [group or clan] we would be nothing, nothing... without
meaning or identity' (from a talk to N.T.U. Education students, October, 1992).
6.4 Contemporary writing at Willowra
Wirliyajarrayi (or Willowra) community has a much smaller population than Yirrkala
and its associated homelands, with approximately half the number of Aboriginal
people. It also has a very different contact history, involving no Macassan visits nor
any early mission experience. As outlined in chapter one, the first pastoralists
moved onto Willowra land in the early 1920's, but with the oncoming drought and
competition for water, this early European contact soon turned to conflict and
murderous reprisals. The tragic Coniston Massacre in 1928 saw the shooting of 60100 Warlpiri people by a party of police and cattlemen, in revenge of the killing of
'one white-man and some cattle' in the Willowra area (see Roberts, 198 1:24;
Young, 198 1:128 & Elder, 1988:141-153). The local Warlpiri soon dispersed, and
didn't feel safe to reside at Willowra in large numbers until the station lease was
purchased by a more respectful pastoralist in 1946 (see Toohey, 1980:9).
A school has only been operating at Willowra since 1969, and the bilingual program
since 1977. Hence, there has been less time and educational opportunities at
Willowra (compared to Yirrkala) for Yapa teachers to train and officially qualify to
run their own school and classrooms, although Yapa teachers have successfully
taught a large component of the school curriculum in Warlpiri since the bilingual
program commenced. At present, most community institutions such as the council
office, clinic and shop, are predominantly controlled by monolingual English
speakers (p.c. J. Mandersloot, 1992), and the principal of the school is nonAboriginal (Kardiya or Walypali in Warlpiri). Hence, Willowra school presently
lacks the community involvement and direction that is apparent at Yirrkala, even
though parents are generally favourable towards it. In mid 1992, five Yapa from
Willowra graduated with their second year of R.A.T.E. training through Batchelor
College, and they hope to begin their final year in 1993 (p.c. J. Nakamarra Long,
1992).
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According to the current Teacher-Linguist, Jenni Mandersloot (p.c. 1992), despite
the community's support for Warlpiri literacy being taught within the school, use is
generally only made of written Warlpiri in the school and church context, despite the
fact that the children leave school at Willowra 'much more literate in Warlpiri than in
English' (p.c. 1992). The church use of written Warlpiri is predominantly in Bible
readings and the writing down of 'Gospel Songs', which are often translated from
English, or occasionally creatively written by local Yapa themselves. Although
there is no church building, over the last five years or so Yapa have gathered
regularly under a shady tree to sing Gospel songs written on loose sheets of paper
(p.c. Nakamarra Long, 1992).
In the school's bilingual program, initial literacy continues to be taught in Warlpiri,
with a growing number of literacy-oriented vernacular materials being produced in
the local L.P.C., as reviewed in detail in chapter five. In the 1990's, booklets and
magazines are increasingly being printed on-site, rather than being sent to
Yuendumu for printing. However, the long-standing Literacy Worker, Janet
Nakamarra Long, in an Annual Report (1988:48) stated: 'the things that we are
trying to do and that worries me is that we don't have an off-set press to produce
our own books; at the moment we have been photocopying our own books on the
photocopier'. Hence, the glossy multicolour products, now a familiar feature of
Yirrkala school, are Just not technically possible at Willowra.
However, the Lander Warlpiri of Willowra have a strong story-telling tradition,
even amongst the young, compared to say the younger Warlpiri at Lajamanu (p.c.
L. Cataldi, 1991). Ever since the bilingual program began at Willowra, older
women in particular have been quite willing to have their stories recorded on tape to
be made into book form (theoretically) for use in the classroom. Hence, in addition
to the many non-Aboriginal initiated vernacular materials that are specifically
literacy-oriented, a pool of vernacular material is growing that records the stories of
the older people in booklet form. Such booklets include 'oral-history stories' and
'Jukurrpa' or Dreamtime stories.
According to the teacher linguist (p.c. 1992), these two forms are 'the least used in
the classroom', and their production is not a 'priority' in the school. This is largely
because the reading-level of the text is either too high for beginning readers, or the
Yapa editors have not adopted a written style that captivates the classroom audience
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(see Gale, 1992 & forthcoming). But, the fact that the literacy workers continue to
meticulously transcribe the growing collection of oral recordings, indicates that there
is some community aspiration about their eventual publication in booklet form.
What follows, is a discussion of the three forms of contemporary Warlpiri writing,
that seem to be arising out of developing Yapa aspirations regarding the print
media,including: oral histories', 'Jukurrpa' and the occasional community
magazine.
6.4.1 'Oral history' stories
According to Lee Cataldi (until recently the long-serving Teacher-Linguist at
Lajamanu School)6 there is a desire amongst Aboriginal people to get their oralhistory and Jukurrpa stories down on tape. She says this desire has been expressed
to her by a number of Waripiri, as well as numerous Aboriginal people from
Broome in the west, to the Gurindji in the north. Because Aboriginal people are
aware of the fragile nature of audio-tapes, they are keen also to have their stories
recorded in some multiple written form (p.c. L. Cataldi, 1991).
This concern to record the stories' of the old people for future generations also
exists at Willowra, particularly regarding the 'oral-history' stories told by the 'old
ladies'. In recent discussions with Nakamarra Long, the longest serving Willowra
Literacy Worker, when asked what she thought were the most important vernacular
books that had been produced at Willowra over the years, she responded:
Oral history one, I think. Yuwayi [yes]... Cause it tells about family; of shooting. It
makes us think back for our family about the olden days...

Its important for kurdukurdu [children] and important for family to know. They make kids
think about grandfathers... It's sad for us how they been shot by Kardiya.

(p.c. Nakamarra Long, (p.c. 1991 &1992)
However, with just one full-time Yapa Literacy Worker position at Willowra school,
the process of transcribing, checking and illustrating each story has proved to be
very time consuming. This is of concern to Nakamarra Long, who says: 'things
that we are trying to do and that worries me is that we haven't finished the oral
histories stories. There are lots of tapes that have to be finished and lots of half
finished books' (in Annual Report, 1989:70). In the late 1980's, some use was
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also made of video equipment for the recording of stories, told by the old ladies at
relevant sites on their cattle-station community. Such material can now be replayed
to the rest of the community on the local Broadcast to Remote Aboriginal
Communicaties Scheme (B.R.A.C.S) facilities. However, concern still exists for
the ultimate reproduction of at least some oral history' stories in booklet form.
According to Nakamarra Long (p.c. 1991), a recent project that sparked a lot of
interest amongst the women of Willowra was the UNESCO funded project entitled
WaHpiri Women's Voice, co-ordinated by Petronella Morel. The collecting of
stories for this oral

history project involved a trip to Jangan-kurlangu (Boomerang

Hole) on the Lander River and to nearby Munyupanji. There Molly Nungarrayi and
others told of the murderous police-led reprisals on local Waripiri, following the
killing of Brooks and the attack on Morton by Yapa, in 1928. M. Nungarrayi's
account has since been published by Willowra school, entitled Kardiyarlu
Kuja/palu-jana Muku Luwarnu Yapa (meaning: 'The time whitemen shot Yapa'; see
Figure 46). Nakamarra Long transcribed and illustrated the text, and provided an
English translation at back, which begins as follows:
This is Molly Nungarrayi's story. This is how the whites came and shot all her family.
Nungarrayi says: 'This is the story about when the whites shot my father at a place called
Taripari (White Stone)'...
(from M. Nungarrayi, 1990:10).

Nakamarra Long recently elaborated the details of another story, told by the late
Maudie Nungarrayi, in which an old local woman was shot:
Maudie Nungarrayi told me a story about how her mother got shot by this Kardiya man...
One day she was nganayi [urn] walking with her mother. She was travelling from
Liripari, that's near [Mount] Barkley, White stone. And she was coming back from
Lirlpari towards Willowra, and she saw this Kardiya man coming with a horse. And she
got really frightened, and she thought the horse was a devil, and she went into the bush
and hid her mother under the bush. And this Kardiya man came and

asking Maudie

Nungarrayi: 'Where you going old lady?' 'I'm going back home'. She couldn't say it in
English. She said it in Waripiri. And that old Nakamarra, Maudie's mother, got a big
stick and just hit the Kardiya man this way [motioning a strike across the chest]. And
then this Kardiya man got really upset and went like this to the old lady [prodding in the
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chesti with a gun and she fell down... Then Maudie was really crying. That was her oral
history she told me.
(from an interview with J. Nakamarra Long, 1991)

The Institute of Aboriginal Development in Alice Springs will soon publish a book,
entitled Waripiri Women's Voices, containing these and other 'oral histories, all
from Willowra women. It will include texts telling of life before Kardiya contact,
some accounts of local massacres, and reflections on life since Kardiya contact. The
majority of texts will be in English, but a couple will have transcribed Waripiri
versions. Morel is also providing an English commentary about the texts (p.c. P.
Morel, 1992). This production is a good example of a collaborative project,
involving both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people, that is responding to a
community-expressed aspiration about recording stories through the print media.
Similar collaborative productions will be discussed in a later section.
Other oral history texts already published at Willowra tend to be generalised
accounts of how the Warlpiri used to lived in the past, which are occasionally
idealised, rather than personal accounts of specific events. Some adopt a moralising
tone, as they elaborate on particular cultural practices of the past to which some
younger Yapa no longer adhere. This was a common feature of story-tellers such as
the late M. Nungarrayi, who spoke of past practices such as the obligatory provision
of food to mothers-in-law by their sons-in-law, and younger men not getting away
with the stealing of their older brother's wife (see M. Nungarrayi 1989 & 1990).
One such book is Jurdaija-kurlu (literally: 'About Mother-in-laws), which begins as
follows:
Jurdaijarlangurlu kalapala nyanu nyurruwiyi yirrarnu. Lungka kapala jurdaijarlang u nyina.
'Ngarrijarriya kuja jun garni ngaju karna yani kuyuku wawirriki. Nyuntu ngarrijarriya kuja
parnrnanparla, kirda-pwajirla ngarrijarriya'...

(from M. Nungarrayi, 1990:2).

The following translation was provided by Nakamarra Long at the back of the book:
In the olden times the son-in-law would look after his mother-in-law and father-in-law
because it

was the law. The son-in-law told his wife to go and stay with her mother while

he went out hunting...
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One other recent publication is the 43 page booklet Nyurrui'i v//pa/u miyi-parnta
manu kuvu-parnta warru-wapaja (A long time ago we were travelling around with

bush food and bush meat), told by Johnny Japaijarri Kitson. It was printed on the
photocopier at Wirliyajarrayi in 1991, along with a map and illustrations by his son
Jimmy JungalTayi Kitson, and an English translation by Audrey Napaljarri Kitson at
the back. This account tells of the movements of local Warlpiri in the early days,
with specific detail provided on the route taken. It is interspersed with information
about the different sorts of food hunted, and the distribution of the quarry amongst
the family. The past is less idealised in J. Kitson's account, with comments about
the jealous' fights that occurred between anonymous brothers and between various
anonymous mothers-in-law, generally over food distribution. Sections of M.
Nangalas and Kitson's published 'oral histories' can be seen in Figure 47.
6.4.2 The recording of 'Jukurrpa' at Willowra
In more recent years 'the women that tend to be keenest to tell stories' at Willowra
seem to be more concerned about getting their 'oral histories' recorded (p.c. J.
Mandersloot, 1992). However, the older women of Willowra in particular, have
continually made themselves available to the school to tell 'Jukurrpa' onto audiotapes, for which they are paid an hourly rate. The intention is for most of their
stories to be eventually reproduced in booklet form. Nakamarra Long recently
expressed (in an interview, 1991) the urgency of recording the Jukurrpa, and
recording information about the different sacred sites: 'we gotta get all the stories
from the old ladies'. Warlpiri Jukurrpa tell of the travels and exploits of
Dreamtime' ancestors who created the land, and its many features and its current
inhabitants. Knowledge of these ancestral travels underpin Aboriginal cultural
beliefs and social understandings of the world as it is today.
One impetus to the recording of Jukurrpa over the years at Willowra was the land
claim hearings held in the 1980's, for Willowra station and neighbouring Mount
Barkley station, which required certain Warlpiri to prove their long-term attachment
to the land. These hearings were successful, and they now have freehold title to
both of these stations. However, there is still a concern that the Jukurrpa stories
could one day be lost, and the potential conservative power of print is now
recognised by the Warlpiri, who see the production of Jukurrpa booklets as one way
of ensuring their preservation. But the younger literacy workers often find the long
and tedious task of transcribing, checking and editing the many hours of tapes,
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already recorded from the old ladies, very daunting. Especially when there is
limited funding for such projects, and few skilled people available to share the task.
A considerable number of Jukurrpa booklets have already been produced at
Willowra over the years, but they continue to adopt a style that is often devoid of
any physical or social context, with the story characters adopting anonymous skinnames. Most have been printed on A4 paper, with the Warlpiri text throughout
accompanied by black and white realistic line-drawn illustrations. As for the oral
histories, they are printed with non-glossy pastel coloured covers, with some use of
red ink in addition to the regular black. The story-teller, transcriber, and illustrator
are acknowledged on the title page, and a free English translation is provided in
small prim on the back pages. The person who checks the story (Jun garni-manu,
literally: 'made true') with the original story-teller, before the final printing, is also
acknowledged. Amidst the detail of events described within the published Jukurrpa,
is generally a comment or moralistic stance on appropriate social and cultural
behaviour (which is also a feature of some of the oral histories).
In recent years Christie (1989:29) has been quite critical of some book productions,
particularly of some Dreamtime texts produced in Yolngu schools in the past:
During the vernacular literature explosion of the 1970's and 80's bilingual era, a lot of
material was produced as white educators, including myself, induced Aboriginal literacy
workers to collect stories, transcribe and edit them, and make books from them. The
editing process involved stripping off all the Aboriginal meaningfulness which connected
the information with the storyteller, the place and time and purpose of the telling, who
was there, all the interjections and discussions, etc., and left a dead piece of classroom
material which may have looked smart to white eyes, but which Aboriginal teachers in
ensuing years were usually reluctant to use.

It is probably true that the written-style of Warlpiri Jukurrpa, still produced at
Willowra today, appears devoid of much of the detail, events and intended meaning
that is provided in the context of an oral-telling of Jukurrpa. But a mode, style and
format for recording Warlpiri Jukurrpa is still being developed by both the storytellers and Literacy Workers at Willowra, just as it takes time and experimentation
for all literary genres to develop and stabilise. Cataldi (p.c. 1992) has recently
audio-recorded a large number of Warlpiri Jukurrpa which provide much more detail
on the geographical setting, as well as some 'fantastic' events within the plot.
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Over the years, however, a few Jukurrpa have been produced into booklets at
Willowra, which are recognised by the Literacy Workers as being 'really good'
stories, particularly those of Milly Nangala. Cataldi has also commented on the
aesthetic quality of Nangala's story-telling style in one published Jukurrpa called
Purlapa-kurlu ('About the Coroborree') about which Cataldi said 'an amazingly
well told story Nangala even uses rhyme' (p.c. 1992). According to Nakamarra
-

Long, this particular booklet is popular with the upper Primary children at Willowra
(this text is discussed in Gale, forthcoming). Another popular Jukurrpa of
Nangala's is Lutu-Parnta ('About Lice') which tells of the eventual death of an
older sister from an infestation of lice. The older sister lamented, before her death,
of the failure of her mother and sister to care for her and keep the lice at bay. On her
death, the younger sister was given to the widowed brother-in-law (see Figure 48).
According to Mandersloot (p.c. 1992), recent efforts have been made when
recording Jukurrpa on tape (or video camera) to conduct the story-telling at
significant or appropriate locations, hence providing more social and cultural context
to the story. Nevertheless, the oral story-telling tradition is still strong at Willowra,
as are many of the beliefs and cultural practices associated with the Jukurrpa. The
younger generation are still taught of their ties and associations to the land, and they
still learn at a young age whether their subsection is Kirda (owner) or Kurdun gui/u
(care-taker) of particular Drearnings. With the telling of oral stories, the audience is
generally determined by the story-teller and the story details are adjusted
accordingly. There is also the opportunity for interaction and dialogue, and the
whole experience has much more meaning than say the Jukurrpa read in the school
classroom.
One interesting adaptation of the anonymous style typical of written Jukurrpa,
produced in 1982 at Willowra, was a humorous contemporary 'true' story
reproduced as reading material for the bilingual classroom by Nakamarra Long. The
story tells of a very amusing incident that actually happened in the 'camp' at
Willowra involving a local woman and a cheeky emu. When Nakamarra Long
reproduced the story in a written form, she began with: Nyurruwiyi kala-pala
nvinaja karnta nianu yankirri (meaning: 'A long time ago there was a woman and an
emu...'). Hence, she chose to set the story in the past and remove any means of
identifying the participant characters, hence avoiding any possibility of upsetting
anyone.7 Nakamarra Long's treatment of this story contrasts sharply with what
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McConvell (1989) described at Areyonga, where Peggy Gallagher transforms a
'mythic narrative to a profane form' by transposing Dreamtime characters into the
contemporary setting of the local council office. Gallagher makes the sacred
profane, whereas Long has begun the process of making the profane sacred.
6.4.3 Wirliyajarrayi Ngurrju Yimi

As mentioned in the previous chapter, Wirlivajarrayi Ngurrju Yimi (literally:
Willowra Good News/stories) is the local magazine-style newspaper that was
initiated by Willowra school in the late 1970's. Over the years, single end-of-year
issues have been consistently produced plus the occasional mid-year production. Of
late it has been compiled and printed at the local school. The magazine contains both
English and Warlpiri articles, with some being reproduced in diglot form, plus
numerous black and white photos.
In Gale (forthcoming), the contents of the end-of-year Wirliyajarravi Ngurrju Yimi
1989 issue are discussed in detail. This issue, and other more recent issues,
display a fairly similar content and a consistent style in their articles and general
layout. Typical features are: many photos featuring local Yapa; personalised articles
by local adults reporting and highlighting the work they do, along with a photo;
reports by local individuals or groups about a recent trip or event attended; articles
and photos celebrating achievements of locals; recount-type stories either written or
dictated by children along with their illustrations; the occasional poem; the very
occasional advocacy article; reproduced group letters; reproductions of recent
L.P.C. produced oral history stories with map, or an illustrated Jukurrpa; plus the
ever-popular vernacular word-puzzles. A more detailed breakdown of the contents
of the end-of-year 1989 issue appears in a table in the Appendix 10. The main
difference between this and the 1990 & 1991 issues, is a decrease in diglot articles
and an increase in English-only articles in the later issues. For various practical
reasons, there will be no 1992 issue (p.c. J. Mandersloot).
Although the production of the Willowra magazine is largely influenced by the nonAboriginal expectation that a local newspaper or magazine should be largely
reportage in nature, its Yapa producers have managed to adapt their role, as roving
reporters in the community, to create a highly personalised style in their magazine.
Nakamarra Long reports (in Annual Report 1989:70) how contributions are
collected: 'we took photos around the community as well as the school. We also got
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stories from different areas that people do their jobs e.g. shop, clinic, office, and
garage, plumbers etc.' Hence, each issue of late has been dominated by personal
accounts (either in English or Waripiri, depending on the preference of the
contributor) that adopt a testimonial style, in explaining and reporting on the work
undertaken by individuals in the community.
Such articles typically begin: 'Hello, my name is.... I work at the

...';

or

alternatively in Waripiri: Nyampu karna nyarra ngarrirni yimi ngaju-nyangu-kuriu
('I am going to tell you about myself) or Ngajulu karna warrkijarri... ('I am
working...'). Two sample pages of such articles, from the 1991 issue, are
reproduced in Figure 49. Such personalised articles, which unashamedly highlight
the work contribution made by individuals in the community, have a similar style to
the quite common 'Testimonials' to be found in the Yirrkala Yutana Dhäwu. They
probably serve to gain and consolidate community approval for the work
contribution made by individuals in the community.
In 1989, after the acquisition of the first computer by Willowra school, a shorter
more regular newsletter was initiated, called Wirliyajarrayi Jalangu Yimi (literally:
Willowra Current I Today News). This newsletter was also produced and printed
on-site at Willowra. It contains no photos, but is quite liberal with its drawn
illustrations and its experimentation with various computer graphics. Because it was
intended as a more frequent production, its content is more news' oriented than the
magazine, with numerous notices and announcements of coming events, reportage
articles, plus a word-puzzle (see Figure 50).
It is questionable whether a community magazine or newsletter, comparable to the
Yolngu-initiated adult newsletter Yän at Yirrkala, would presently be produced at
Willowra purely through Yapa initiatives. In the Annual Report of 1989, the
Willowra Teacher Linguist stated that the three newsletters produced that year 'were
popular but very time consuming', and it was hoped their production would be
transferred to the local Community Development and Employment Program
(C.D.E.P.) in the following year. No newsletters have been produced since 1989.

6.5 Conclusion on writing at Willowra
One factor currently impeding consistently Yapa-initiated production of Warlpiri
materials at Willowra, is the full-time commitment of all the long-standing Yapa
The
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school employees to teacher training through Batchelor College. Nakamarra Long,
who has well over a decade of experience as the principal and permanent Literacy
Worker at Willowra, has explicitly stated for many years now that she wishes to be
the Teac her- Linguist at Willowra. However, she is officially obliged to complete
three years of teacher training, in addition to the linguistic and literature production
training she has already undertaken, before the N.T. Department of Education will
employ her as such.
Hence, most recent productions in the local L.C. have been by less experienced
replacement or part-time literacy workers, or occasionally by Nakamarra Long
when her studies permit. By way of comparison, it is worth noting that a
considerable proportion of the significant and unique products that have been
produced at Yirrkala in recent years, are largely attributable to the outstanding efforts
of one experienced Literacy Worker, namely Marika-Mununggiritj. Similar literary
milestones could well emerge from Willowra, through the efforts of Nakamarra
Long in years to come, given similar community support and aspirations about the
potentials of the print media.
Fortunately, Yapa teachers today are now beginning to have more and more say in
the curriculum content of the school, by introducing Warlpiri cultural strands into
the S.A.C.E. curriculum. This could open up the opportunity of recording certain
social and cultural information, to be found in the Jukurrpa, in a reportage-style like
that used in Gaitha Rom Workshop reports at Yirrkala, to complement the narrative
style of both the oral and written Jukurrpa. However the role such reports play at
Yirrkala in asserting ones group (or clan) identity is currently not of primary
importance at Willowra. It seems photo-filled community magazines, with
entertaining puzzJe pages (to complement the Phantom comics bought in Alice
Springs), plus oral histories recorded from the old ladies before they pass away,
are the priority for the print media at Willowra today.
6.6 Parallel developments involving other Aboriginal groups
It is very hard to generalise about developments in writing in the vernacular in
Aboriginal communities today. The viability of the various Aboriginal languages,
plus the skills of individuals to write in this medium, are crucial factors determining
what can be produced and ultimately printed through the initiatives of Aboriginal
people themselves. In addition, different communities have different perceptions
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and aspirations about what purpose there is for writing in Aboriginal languages, and
what needs writing can fulfill. Hence, individual community aspirations about the
print media are very much dependent on their unique socio-cultural make-up, their
contact history, their school experiences, their access to on-going funding, their
current socio-political context, and the types of issues and problems they are
currently facing from both within and outside the community.
What follows are some noteworthy literary productions in Aboriginal languages,
that have recently been produced by or with different Aboriginal groups in response
to some expressed contemporary need. Some were initiated by non-Aborignal
people, but were produced with the full co-operation of the Aboriginal community
involved. Others were initiated by Aboriginal people themselves, but nonAboriginal people assisted in the production process (just as they do at Yirrkala
today). Some productions include English translations, others don't. Some were
produced particularly for a non-Aboriginal audience in glossy 'coffee-table book'
form, while others were produced in a cheaper form for local community
consumption. However, for each production, its final completion is generally the
result of some community-felt need.
6.6.1 New directions in Tiwi book production
There are now new trends in vernacular materials production in the 'Nguiu
Nginingawila L.P.C. in the school at Nguiu (Bathurst Island). After the bilingual
program began in 1974, over a decade ensued of prolific Tiwi reading material
production (numbering well into the hundreds) including considerable Tiwi
translations of English stories. These booklets (often also in Big Book form) were
aimed specifically at children within the bilingual program, rather than adults. By
the late 1980's the Teacher-Linguist, Sister Teresa Ward, felt that Tiwi book
production had 'reached a plateau'. It appeared that 'children's zest for them was
not high and the involvement of Tiwi adults had become fairly mechanical'. When
Ward asked Tiwi parents and children what they really wanted to write about in
Tiwi, they responded 'about our life'. Hence, in recent years there has been an
upsurge in 'non-fiction' booklet (and video) production at Bathurst Island, with
renewed 'interest, ownership and commitment' on the part of the Tiwi themselves
(see Harris, 199 1:8).
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The types of 'non-fiction reference materials' that are currently being produced
include: Tiwi 'historical accounts' (such as The story of how the Tiwi people learnt
to sing the Kurlama); 'Tiwi legends' (such as The man who became the crocodile
and The moon and the parrofish); and descriptive accounts on 'How-to' conduct
traditional activites (such as Zamia Palm-nut processing, killing magpie geese, and
bark basket production). According to the present Teacher-Linguist, Sister Jenny
Kirby (p.c. 1992), the Tiwi are also expressing a desire to write about their
experiences before WWII, and for individuals to record their 'life-stories'.
Current Tiwi productions are of a very high print quality, with much use of colour
in both the illustrations and text, all printed on the off-set printer in the local L.P.C.
The 'Tiwi legends' and 'historical accounts' contain very realistic illustrations drawn
by accomplished Tiwi artists, who often depict creation and historical figures in very
human-like forms, rather than in the more abstract traditional designs to be found in
contemporary Yirrkala productions. Descriptive 'How-to' accounts are
accompanied by large colour photos, which take the reader step-by-step through the
process being described. All booklets are bilingual in that they have Tiwi texts
throughout, with a fairly literal English translation (in small italic print) on the very
last pages.

6.6.1.1 The True Story of Five Brothers
Ngirramini ngini Pini Pin gininginta Jajingaruwi Karri Purumuwu ('The True Story
of Five Brothers') is one noteworthy Tiwi production that deserves special
mention. This 'great oral story' is still often retold and enjoyed by the Tiwi today,
but was first published in booklet form in the mid 1970's (p.c. Kirby, 1992). In
1991 it was published for a second time with new illustrations and extra
information. The latter version was told by Donald Kantilla, transcribed by
Marguerita Kerinaiva, and illustrated by (the non-Tiwi) Br. Nick Purrapurtimali
Bilich. The title page clearly states that this story is 'non-fiction'. It tells of the
murderous exploit of five local Tiwi brothers, and the inevitable trouble that later
befell them. The revenge killing of four of the brothers (one escapes) is due to their
father's message, on a Tiwi 'message stick', stating that on his death his sons must
be killed to retaliate the murder of his cousin. After the father's death, the 'message
stick' is taken by 'message carriers' to the 'Ironwood clans', who then are obliged
to carry out the fatal revenge.
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The relationship of the main characters in the story, to the Tiwi people living on
Bathurst Island today, is explicitly listed and is also charted on a family tree at the
back of the book (see 1991:20-1 & 23 entitled 'These are the people and their
relations who are in the story'). An illustration of the 'message stick' (or 'letter
stick') with the Tiwi markings, is a major feature in the centre-fold of the book,
along with Tiwi glosses explaining their meanings. An English translation of the
whole story-text, and an English explanation of the message stick is reproduced at
the back of the booklet. This explanation gives the reader the impression that the
markings on Tiwi message sticks are very explicit and have precise meanings; which
serves to challenge the Western notion of what really comprises 'writing' (See
Figure 51).
6.6.2 Nunga productions in Adelaide
Over the last decade or so, there has been renewed confidence and vigour amongst
Aboriginal people living in urban centres to assert, explore and celebrate their
Aboriginality through writing. This is evidenced through the burgeoning growth of
'Black literature' in English to be found in mainstream bookshops (see chapter two;
Shoemaker, 1989; & Narogin, 1990). In Adelaide there is a parallel development
amongst Nungas (Aboriginal people) who are now choosing to write, speak and
sing in the languages spoken by their forebears. Although Kaurna, the Nunga
language of the Adelaide Plains area, has not been spoken fluently by anyone since
early this century, recent efforts have been made by Nungas to reclaim it from the
old written sources left by the Lutheran missionaries Teichelmann and SchUrmann
(see chapter four).
Hence, since the mid 1980's a number of formal workshops have now been run by
various Nunga and Gunva (non-Aboriginal) coordinators, plus a linguist, to access
old written language sources and re-learn the Nunga languages. Some Nungas are
consolidating their knowledge of Ngarnndjeri and Narrunga, the languages of the
Lower Murray/C000rong area, and York Peninsula respectively, whilst Kaurna
Plains Aboriginal school has adopted Kaurna for their Languages Other Than
English (L.O.T.E.) program (see Amery, forthcoming)8.
A key figure in this language revival project is Nelson (Snooky) Varcoe, who is a
Nunga of Ngarrindjeri and Narrunga parentage, and possibly also of Kaurna
descent. He is not only an accomplished song-writer, but has also written and
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illustrated a few booklets in quite complex Kauma, for use by Nunga children at the
Kaurna Plains school. One of Varcoe's productions is Wai Yerlitta (meaning: 'But
Dad!'), a ten page photocopied booklet produced in 1990, that adopts a repetitive
style commonly found in many children's English readers today. Two simple lines
(Nganta Yerliburkal... 'Hurry up son!'; and Wai Yerlittal... 'But Dad!') are
repeated at the beginning of alternate pages throughout the booklet, until it finally
ends with a humorous punch line. Its nine pages of vernacular text, of up to three
lines per page, is accompanied by Varcoe's black and white line drawings, with an
English translation on page ten. The production of this book involved considerable
research, with the engineering of new terms to cover contemporary concepts (such
as 'car'), and the deciphering of verb conjugations in Teichelmann and Schurmann's
1840 grammar, to procure the correct verb tenses. The overall result is a humorous
and popular booklet that reclaims the original language of Adelaide for new and
contemporary uses (see Appendix 10).
Other recent creations are the songs written at a workshop in Adelaide in 1990, and
published in the booklet: Narrunga, Kaurna & Ngarrindjeri Songs (produced by the
Ngarrindjeri, Narrunga and Kaurna Languages Project). One such song is I'm
Nunga and I'm Proud Of It which was jointly written by Nunga and Gunya
participants. The chorus of this ingenious song is basically English, but introduces
a play on words, from the Ngarrinjderi and Narrunga languages, in the lyrics of the
three verses. Overall, this song relays a strong message of Nunga pride, as well as
a statement of collective and individual identity amongst the three main language
groups that make up the Nunga community in Adelaide. Apparently this song has
now been adopted and adapted by Kooris in N.S.W. (p.c. L. Lyons, 1991).
Another song No:ri & Mu/dun (meaning 'Pelican and Magpie') is written entirely in
the Ngarrindjeri language. This song is a reproduction of an old Dreamtime story
which was originally recorded in written form by the missionary Taplin in 1879. It
was put to music by Marten Stewart, a contemporary Ngarrindjeri musician. The
song tells of how the Pelican and Magpie got their colours through quarreling over
some fish. The story's re-creation in this form is a real attempt, on the part of
Stewart, to retrieve just one Ngarrindjeri Dreaming for new purposes in the 1990's.
these two songs are reproduced in Appendix 12.
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6.6.3. Recent Pitjantjatjara productions
Over the last couple of years there has been an official change in direction in
Pitjantjatjara schools in the North West of S.A., with more emphasis on English in
the curriculum. There is also less emphasis on vernacular materials production in
the North West Resource Centre located at Ernabella. Despite this, two recent diglot
books have recently emanated from remote Pitjantjatjara communities that stand out
as outstanding literary products worthy of discussion.
6.6.3.1 Commemorating 10 Years of Pitjantjatjara Land Rights
Commemorating 10 Years of the Pitjantjatjara Land Rights Act: November 1991 is a
well researched and informative glossy 64 page booklet, that commemorates and
celebrates the tenth anniversary of the Pitjantjatjara Lands Rights Act. It provides
much detail about the historic steps, that began in July 1976 with the first
Pitjantjatjara Council meeting, that eventually led to Lands Rights in S.A. for the
Pitjantjatjara, Yankunytjatjara and Ngaanyatjarra people (collectively known as
Aan g u').
Throughout the whole booklet are black and white photos of many of the people
(including non-Anangu) who were intimately involved in this struggle for land
rights, along with their very personal accounts that reflect upon the course of events,
and describe their individual feelings about the whole process. Many of these
accounts are in Pitjantjatjara, and are accompanied by an English translation in
italics. The booklet also includes a summary of the Act itself (199 1:33-9), plus
copies of significant letters and notes, and reproduced memoirs of prominent key
facilitators, such as Don Dunstan (see 199 1:26). The booklet is complemented by
an extremely attractive bright red glossy cover-design, bearing an historic photo of
the Land Title hand-over in 1981 (see Appendix 13).
The production of this booklet was an initiative of 'Anangu Pitjantjatjaraku' (A.P.)
which is the official body that was formed under the Act 'to look after the South
Australian freehold land' (199 1:62). This commemorative booklet ends with a
message from the current Director, Gary Lewis, who closes with the following
comment:
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...I would like to thank the A.P. staff for the long hours that they have put in to ensure
the production of this booklet. And, of course, all the people who took the time to reflect
and write their story so that our children and newcomers may understand what the
Pitjantjatjara Land Rights Act means to us. Thank you.
(199 1:63)

6.6.3.2 Anangu Way
Anangu Way is a second recent diglot literary product that emanates from the A.P.
Lands. It was published in 1991 by Nganampa Health Council, which is an
Anangu community-controlled health organisation. It adopts a coffee-table' book
style, in that it contains many colour plates of Western Desert dot-paintings within a
glossy hard cover. With the increased popularity of contemporary Aboriginal
paintings in the national and international art world, the Healthy Aboriginal Life
Team (HALT)9 have been able to capitalise on an assured market. The book
contains a total of 53 paintings, of either full or half-page size, all about the common
theme of 'health'. Each painting is accompanied by a Pitjantjatjara explanation of
the painting design, plus an English translation in red ink.
The 35 Anangu, predominantly female artists, who contributed to this book were
asked to explore the concept of 'health' through the medium of acrylic paint on
canvas, as a means of addressing contemporary health problems. The original
concept is explained in the introduction (1991:2).
In this book, we encounter an Anangu concept of health: a concept that is rich in its
embrace of a totality of personal and social existence.

Its core metaphor is the journey...

The paintings are both a description of Anangu life and a search for answers to new
questions... The paintings are responses to contemporary health issues.

Aiiangu Way, in my view, is a commendable diglot literary-art form because it
affords equal status in prominence to the Pitjantjatjara and English text, even though
the majority audience is English-speaking. Such prominence serves to make very
important statements about the viability and importance of Aboriginal languages in
contemporary Australian society. Too often the vernacular component of books on
Aboriginal topics, that are aimed at the wider English-speaking audience, either
ignore Aboriginal languages as a potential medium altogether, or just add token
words that give the impression that that's all there is remaining.
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Anangu Wa' also serves to convey some very important positive messages of pride
and integrity to Anangu themselves. Its success as a marketable product aids in
reaffirming Anangu identity as well as providing an opportunity to celebrate Anangu
artistic ability and achievements, and to display the significant cultural and artistic
contribution Anangu have to offer the wider society. The health message that
pervades this book, in my view, is just secondary.
6.6.4 Other glossy diglot productions
6.6.4.1 Yuendumu Doors
In 1983, at the suggestion of a new Kardiya principal at Yuendumu school, the
older men in the local community proceeded to paint 30 school doors with their
different 'Dreamings', using symbols and designs similar to those used in their
ceremonial sand-paintings. These paintings were later photographed and
reproduced, along with their Dreaming stories, in a glossy diglot book entitled:
Kuruwarri Yuenduniu Doors. The Warlpiri term kuruwarri in the title, primarily
means 'design, mark or painting'. Like Anangu Way, the resultant literary product
celebrates the artistic endeavours of Aboriginal people, and conveys a strong
message of pride to its intended non-Aboriginal audience (see front covers of both
these books in Figure 52). It was published in 1987 by the then Australian Institute
of Aboriginal Studies (A.I.A.S.), aimed at the wider English-speaking market.
Each painting is reproduced as a full-page colour plate, and appears opposite a
Warlpiri commentary on the painting. These commentaries vary from a quarter to
one-and-a-half pages each in length, and provide an explanation of some of the
symbols used, plus some of the associated Dreaming narrative. A free English
translation follows each painting, along with a small hand-drawn diagram to explain
the symbols used by the artist. Each painter is acknowledged, as are those who
provide the Warlpin commentary, usually the painter himself. At the

zinning of

this 143-page book are three maps of the Yuendumu area, the community, and the
school. There is also a diglot explanation of Yapa manu ngurrara or 'The People
and their home', plus a brief English note on translation difficulties.
At the rear of the book, the late Kardiya anthropologist, Eric Michaels, provides
some details on the course of events regarding the whole project, and an insightful
post-modernist comment on the actual paintings themselves. According to Michaels
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(1987:137) the doors were painted with the available standard school acrylics', and
were done by:
senior men of different kin sub-sections, who collaborated without supervision or critical
European comment. The doors were painted quickly, usually in a single day. They were
painted for the community.

The fact that the doors were painted for the community, rather than the outside art
world, allowed the men to proceed unimpeded by the restrictions that could have
been placed on them by an art market, that often demands painful precision in its
formalism. Michaels contends:

The aesthetically striking thing about the Yuendumu doors is a boldness and energy of
application which modernist art would call painterly. This appears to contrast to the
style encouraged at Pupanya where the

...

'minimalist look [is rewarded by art purchasers].

What appeals to me about the book, is the unashamed honesty that appears in each
colour plate, even though the paintings are reproduced for a critical 'European
audience'. Numerous photos display English graffitti on the wails of the school,
and gauche attempts to hide such vandalism with an overapplication of brilliant blue
paint. Door 12 itself actually bears the brunt of youthful expression, with the
message in brown acrylic (see 1987:59):

P JI
L
1W

A major purpose of this book, in the eyes of the door-painters, was to produce a
marketable product that would appeal to a white audience, and hence ultimately
remunerate them in some way for their efforts. The value they placed on their
paintings was 'two Toyotas' which would ultimately enable them to travel to the
Dreaming sites that their paintings portray, and hence assist them in their efforts to
maintain the Dreaming (1987:139). This same purpose of 'maintaining the
Dreaming' is articulated in the introduction of the book, by Paddy Japaljarri Stewart,
in explaining why the Yuendumu Doors were originally painted:
Ngavilparnalu yirrarnu yangka kurdu-kurduku yilpalu rnilya-pungkarla jukurrpa.
Ngulakulkurnalu yirrarnu kuurlurla. Yangkajukurrpa. Kulakalu rnilya-pinyi, kajikalu
kardivapiya nyinakujaku. Nyampuju karna yirri-pura. Jun ganyayirni. Yijardu. Kurdukurduku karnalujana yirri-purami, kurdu-kurdurlu yungulu inilya-pinyilki jukurrpa.
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Kuruwarrinvavirni vikalu rnilya-pinvi ngalipanyangu yangka yungulu milya-pinyi

-

jukurrpaju. iVgulajangkarnalu nvantuju virrarnu

We painted these Dreamings on the school doors because the children should learn about
our Law. The children do not know them and they might become like white people,
which we don't want to happen. We are relating these true stories of the Dreamtime. We

show them to the children

and explain them

so that the children will know them. We

want our children to learn about and know our Law, our Dreamings. That is why we
painted these Dreamtime stories
(1987:3).

6.6.4.2 Yanyuwa Country
Yanyuwa Country: The Yanyuwa People of Borroloola Tell the History of their
Land is another diglot glossy production that deserves comment here; especially
because it contains a similar theme (about the Cycad palm) to the Biranybirany
Gaitha Workshop report produced at Yirrkala, that was discussed in an earlier
section. The actual quote that appears at the beginning of this chapter is taken from
the Foreword of Yanyuwa Country, and expresses the essential feelings that the
Yanyuwa elder Mussolini Harvey has about recording 'our story for land and
ceremony... from the old people' in book form 'for everyone to learn' (in Bradley,
1988:x).
This 80-page book was published by Greenhouse Publications in Victoria in 1988.
It contains three creation stories about particular tracts of land that are of great
significance to the Yanyuwa people of Borroloola, in the N.T. The realistic pastel
drawings, that illustrate the events within each story, were drawn by John Bradley,
who was once a teacher at both Borroloola and Yirrkala schools. Bradley was
initially inspired to draw a series of pictures on the Tiger Shark Dreaming, when he
was retold this creation story by three Yanyuwa women during a visit to Borroloola
in 1986. This particular story is the first to appear in the book. On each page of the
book, one of Bradley's drawings appears, accompanied directly below by a
Yanyuwa text, which retells the narrative as told to Bradley. At the bottom of each
page is an English translation. About half the drawings are rDroduced in fullcolour, the remainder in black-and-white.
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The tiger shark Dreaming, which will be the only narrative discussed here, is
entitled Jinangu Awara Manankurra: This countiy Manankurra. It tells of how the
tiger shark carried the nuts of the cycad palm to land known as Manankurra, on
which a forest of cycad palms grew. This forest was of great spiritual and cultural
significance to the Yanyuwa, as well as being an important source of food.
However, recently:

Barra 1979 nya-nlangaji inunanga kilu-tharrarna nu-wwnda, kilu-yabi ma daburrdaburr
awara, narnu-walkurra narnu-wardi uganunga. Ma-man gaji ma-rnbaka ,na-jibiya baji
Manankurra ma-wurrbingu. Ma-yijan malunga liyi-wuluwu yarranibawaja bakE kujika manwn gaji. Ma-rarrnianthawu nia-man gaji ma-rnbaka, ma-wulungu rnikingu ki-wankalawu.
Bawuji barra kanu-wayatha jinangu wuka nakaringu wabarrangu ambuliyalu.

In 1979 that whiteman cut down some of the cycad palms and he made us Yanyuwa people
a terrible and troubled time. The cycad palms are from that country at Manankurra. they
belong to that place, they are Dreamings and they belong to the men who have ceremony
and sacred songs belonging to them. They were a food source those cycad trees. Those
trees are very old, they are for our ancestors.
(in Bradley, 1988: 29)

This particular book, again illustrates efforts by Aboriginal people to help maintain
their Dreamings, by collaborating with non-Aboriginal people. By producing a
glossy diglot book that reaches a wider audience, they are also educating others
about Aboriginal issues, such as the injustices of the chopping down of a sacred
cycad forest to build stockyards. The traditional languages spoken at Borroloola are
currently under threat (Schmidt, 1990:5), with many younger people now speaking
Kriol. Hence this significant book also serves to help lift the profile of just one

language, Yanyuwa, and possibly help maintain it as a viable form of
communication for both written and spoken purposes.

6.6.4.3 The Rainbow Serpent
Yeye Aprne Kwerlaye-Iperre: The Rainbow Serpent is just one of a number of
Arrernte-English diglot books that can be purchased by tourists at the Central
Australian Aboriginal Media Association (C.A.A.M.A.) shop at the new Alice
Springs airport. It was published by Yipirinya School (an independent Aboriginal
school in Alice Springs) in 1988, and has since won the Australian Multicultural
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Literature Award in the Picture Book category. This 12..page book tells of the
rainbow serpent at Glen Helen Gorge, that is probably 'still lying there today, deep
under the water', 150 kilometers west of Alice Springs. The story was told by
Elaine Sharpe, and was transcribed and illustrated by her grand-daughter Jennifer
Inkamala. The text on each page is boldly presented on red and black backdrops,
giving equal space to each language. The accompanying illustrations are simple line
drawings, and are reproduced in full-colour.
At the beginning of the book is a map and photo of the Gorge, plus information in
English about the story-teller and producer, along with a photo, and information
about Yipirinya School. At the back of the book is a brief explanation for tourists on
the Western Arrernte language, its speakers and their culTent lifestyle. The storyline of this book is simple but effective, explaining that Glen Helen is a sacred place.
The prominence given to the Western Arrernte text in the book makes an important
statement to tourists of the validity and viability of this language today.
6.7 Conclusion
Listening to the Education Report on the ABC National Radio (22nd of October,
1992) 1 was interested to hear a commentator discussing how Aboriginal people,
working in the fields of music, dance and theatre, 'are taking Western genres and
making them Aboriginal'. The aim of this chapter has been to visit and demonstrate
a parallel development that is occurring in the print media, particularly through
writing in Aboriginal languages. This is not to say, however, that Aboriginal people
are not also choosing to explore, assert, reaffirm or celebrate their Aboriginality
through writing in English. Even those who still speak the language spoken by their
forebears, often choose to produce diglot books and bilingual community
magazines.
This philosophy of blending two cultures to create something with which Aboriginal
people feel comfortable and even proud of, pervades school and community life at
Yirrkala today. It is commonly expressed as the Ganma philosophy by Yirritja
Yolngu educators (see B. Yunupingu, 1991) and the Milngurr Theoiy by Dhuwa
Yolngu educators (see Marika-Mununggiritj, 1990). In developing a Yolngu
pedagogy for Yirrkala school, now that Yolngu have increasing control, these
Yolngu metaphors have been adopted to describe the Yirrkala version of 'Both
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Ways education. The Ganma and Milngurr metaphors refer to the inevitable
blending of fresh and salt water:
Fresh water from the land, bubbling up in fresh water springs to make waterholes, and salt
water from the sea are interacting with each other with the energy of the tide and the
energy of the bubbling spring... In this way the Dhuwa and Yirritja sides of Yolngu life
work together. And in this way Balanda and Yolngu traditions can work together.
(Marika-Mununggiritj, 1990:48)
The samples of printed literature discussed in this chapter, particularly those
emanating from Yirrkala, demonstrate this blending of the traditions of two cultures.
Yolngu are now producing a literature base that is uniquely Yolngu. Such products
are the tangible results of Aboriginalisation policies and practices. The materials
currently emerging from Willowra and other communities are also beginning to
demonstrate characteristics that express Yapa, Tiwi, Anangu, Nunga, Yanyuwa,
Arrernte or some other identity. It is difficult to generalise about these
characteristics and styles. In the conclusion, that follows in chapter seven, I reflect
on some of the more obvious characteristics of literature produced in this
Aboriginalising phase of writing developments, and how it differs from that
produced in the Christianising and Bilingual phases. I also review the many reasons
that seem to be prompting different Aboriginal groups to write in their own
languages today.
This current chapter has not attempted to review all that has been written in
Aboriginal languages in S.A. and the N.T. in more recent years, or even from
Yirrkala alone. Such a task is well beyond its scope. I will, however, briefly
mention here two more notable literary products that have been compiled specifically
by non-Aboriginal people, by drawing from the rich oral tradition of different
Aboriginal groups from various parts of Australia. The first, This is What
Happened: Historical Narratives by Aborigines, was published in 1986 by
A.I.A.S., to reveal to a wider audience the often bloody contact history that was
experienced by indigenous Australians. It is a remarkably detailed and informative
collection of 30 historical accounts, reproduced in the vernacular of the story-teller.
It provides tedious morpheme-by-morpheme glosses in English for each text, plus a
free translation. Each narrative is accompanied by photos, maps and an English
explanation of the socio-historical setting. The editors were the linguists Luise
Hercus and Peter Sutton.
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The second watershed production, is the celebrated' collaboration by nonAboriginal linguists and Aboriginal songmen, entitled The Honey-ant Men's Love
Song Dreaming and other Aboriginal Love Poems. It was published by the
University of Queensland Press in 1990, and was edited by R.M.W. (Bob) Dixon
and Martin Duwell. It reproduces 35 vernacular songs from five different
languages, including Dyirbal (from Queensland) and Ambarra, Waripiri, Anmatjarra
and Wangkangurru (from the N.T. and S.A.). Each song is accompanied by an
English translation, but inevitably some original aesthetic appeal is lost in the
translation process. The non-Aboriginal linguists, who did the translations, also
provide some cultural context, in the form of notes in English, on the various songs
and styles recorded.
Hence, all the 'literature' that has been discussed in this chapter serve to illustrate the
range of adaptions, changes, reversals, additions and challenges that can, and are,
being made to 'Western genres' of the English print media by Aboriginal people
today, often unapologetically with the assistance of non-Aboriginal collaborators.
6.8 Notes

Some of the linguistic features that distinguish the Gupapuyngu dialect from
Gumatj, which is also a Dhuwala dialect, are the -wa Dative suffix
(cf.-wu); and the tense particles dhu (cf. vurru) and ga (cf. yukurra).
Following the failure of the Yirrkala Yolngu to gain recognition of their priorownership in court, the Woodward Commission into Land Rights in the N.T. was
set up, which resulted in the formulation and passing of the Aboriginal Land Rights
(Northern Territory) Act of 1976. This legislation still stands in the N.T. today
(see Morphy, 1983:116 & Yutana Dhäwu, August, 1992:6-7). The 1991 landmark
High Court decision in the now famous Mabo Case, that acknowledges priorownership by the Meriam people, of the Murray Islands off Cape York Peninsula in
Queensland, could have significant legal implications for the people of Yirrkala and
many other Aboriginal groups in Australia today (see Malbon, 1992).
This and other excursions, were the precursors to the development of Gaitha
Rom Workshops (p.c. M.Christie, 1992).
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I am grateful to Raymattja Marika-Mununggiritj & Nanikiya Mununggiritj for
reading through this story with me, and explaining the story-line and all its cultural
subtities.
The infrastructure of Willowra has grown in recent years, with increasing
numbers of Walypali running the various institutions. At the beginning of 1980
there were very few houses for Yapa (most living in humpies), and only four
houses for Europeans, which tended to limit their recruitment.
Cataldi received an A.I.A.T.S.I.S. grant in 1990 to enable her to record 'stories'
told by older Warlpiri people. The resultant texts are to be published in a written
form in the near future.
The reference for this booklet is not provided as it would defeat the purpose of
Long's provision of anonymity for the key story participant. Willowra literacy
workers were very hesitant in the early days of the bilingual program to produce
books about other local people, in case they upset someone. This hesitation has
relaxed to some extent over the years, with more understanding of the print media
and the provision of explicit permission and full acknowledgement of story
contributors.
Kaurna Plains is a semi-independent Aboriginal primary school in a northern
suburb of Adelaide.
HALT is a group of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people who work together to
promote better health amongst Aboriginal people in many parts of Australia. They
are based in Alice Springs, and funded by ATSIC.
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Figure 32.
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One of the two boards that comprise the famous Yirrkala Bark Petition, sent to
Canberra in August 1963, to protest over the impending mining by the Gove Bauxite
Corporation on land in the Yirrkala region. Source: Wells, E (1982) Reward and
Punishment in Arnhem Land 1962-1963. Canberra, A.I.A.S. See also: Yirrkala
Community School (1992) Land Rights Gaitha Garma Workshop. Yirrkala, L.P.C.

Figure 33.
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Sample glossy colour covers of recent products of Yirrkala Community School. The
majority of written materials emanating fromYirrkala today are ephemeral community
magazines and workshop reports. They incorporate many clan languages, as well
as the use of English.
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Rayniattja Marika-Munugirit1 and Nanikiya MuOux2girttj with

Raymattjas Graduate Diploma in Adult Education,
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flaya aidyam dhagu djorra certificate Graduate Diploma in Adult Education. Ga
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Sample covers and articles from the Ydn newsletter, launched at Yirrkala in 1991 by
two Yolngu editors, for an adult readership.
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Figure 35.

Front cover of the first issue of the re-established Yirrkala community's magazine
Yutana Dhüwu after a lapse of several years.
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MAWU
INICIPALWUtSjU
IAWU
Dhuwalanydja yutana dhuqarra
rHimurrurjgu y01r]u'yulfluwu m5lawLj
ga bpurru'wu. Dhiyarunydja
dhugarrayu 1987-thunydja r]anapurru
yukurra ditjayiinydja walalay dune
baiwak-qupan 1986-puy ryi I inyamirryu
rayi rjunhi Minister Educationbuy
marrtji rãli ga buthuru-witjun
r]ilimurrur]gu yo1ruyu1uwu war]awuy

iy q 3

LJyr1ridpLiy.

Nurru-warryunarawu Goiwunydja dhiyaunydja-wala yIruna,

Principalwala ga classroomlili teachinglili wapthun. Dhuwalanydja rom bilyun bili nilimurru
yoluyulrju duktuk qilimurru yurru djaka djamarrkui wu ga rnarrikuma walalanha flanapurruwaynha guflgayun nhiaIanynha rom ganapurrurgu balau yalalamirri dálthi.
nhuwalurru randi mirriu

Ga nhuwalurru yoluyu1u Yirrkalawuy ga Laynhapuy, nhamuny

ye bäpamirrirju wo gurrutuniirri walala, rjanapurru Yirrkalawuy golwuy ditja walala djal
nhumal aqgu, nhuma qanapurrunha guflgayurru dhipal a goll ill djmal iii ga ruwanga kuu
r)anapurrur]gu dhotju bawalamirrikurru djamakurru balaunyara bitjan:
2. Gugayurru ditja'nhe.
mirriwu.

3. Djuyyurra rathanha gollili

I. Mi Ithurra goil iii.

4. Lakararja wiripuwu gurrutu-

Ohuwalanydja golnydja gorrura yoluwalana councilwala.

Ohuwala walala yolr]uyulr)u

djarryuara ga yáku-nherranara 1986puy conferencepuy.
YIRRKALA INTERIM SCHOOL COUNCIL
Charman
Vice-chairman
Secretary
Advisors

Wali Wunumurra
Garinydjirra Nurruwutthun
Nalawurr
Dhurjgala/J.Rika

Members: Dh1nrnn, Miniiyawuny , Onarjatji, Wuyal,
Ohäkuwal(2), Gapiny, Buwakati, Gamali, Yirrawurr,
Yanbara, Oayawa, Bumiti, Wäturr, Galuma, Daktak,
Dhkuwa1(l), Mulkun(1), Garranavka, DhurjgalaTl),
Raymattja, 8wurr, Daynunu, Bakamana, Banunydji
haltharr, Garrawan.

Figure 36.

Example of an article of strong interest to the Yolngu readership of Yirrkala's
YuLana Dhäwu which appeared in the August 1989 issue.
,
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Yolqu leaders spoke strongly to mining companies
at the Bbniyola meeting. The mining companies wanted to
explore around B uymorr, Uarrthalala, 5irortybirany, Noypinya,
Gurka'wuy, Buku-dãl, Wanawuy, Rurraola, Djarrokpi, Uaniyola,
Ohuruputjpi, ttlipitji, Gupawupo, Balma, Dhonydji, Dhupawomirri,
and aykurrtjl.
The companies were CRA, COMALCO, BHP and FRANKENFELD.
The mining companies wanted to
explore for gold, diamonds, manganese,

Wlrilma:

copper, zinc, lead, and beach sand.

0huwa1 rjilimurr yukurra
warja mãrr yurru
djomarrkully lotjukum
nhñma. Yoke rjilimurr
yukurra gãnany wat)a
dhuwol, djamarrkuliw
dhuwal rjilirnurr yukurra
wor)ony. Dhiyorj bole
r]llimurr yukurra nhina
nhokun gapu dholawan
rjutu
Ga gulkurun
r]ilimurr r)uli
liw'yunmirrny. 5a1onyar
walalny mlnerstjo nhakun
dhalawan r]utu.

In

some places like Outjuwuy and
Wulwulwuy, they want to look for
diamonds, zinc, copper and lead. in
D1arrakpi, they want to look for gold,
manganese, beach sand and diamonds.
They want to look for these same
minerals and gems in other places as
well.
On the first day the volqu looked at
the areas marked on the map and talked
about the mining proposals.

Dula talked about the land and ancient tracks
that existed through the bush which Yotbu used to
dcii other places and he said that he wanted the
land to stay as it is.
Dobmbollpu spoke for Wulwuiwuy and
o iranybirony He said he is opposed to the mixers
Vulorro hhYwo
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Figure 37.

Sample notice and health education article from Yirrkalas Yuana Dhäwu in April &
October issues respectively in 1991.
Dhuwala walala nhäzjal
-

-

Nhawiku 1ii1narru dI. dhawu ,)u[a

•.

numa yuk urra b trrkayun, wo gua
oh nauma yurru lakarama
volruyuirjuwu. nhuma guli wukirri
bala wiykai)u I.jterature Production
Centreffli marr ganapurrunydja
horjgama gurrunhurru
nhuwaurruijgugu dhwunyda
yuali!i dorra yku YAN

•.r-

.-

:- .

Chuwalanydja djorra halan ara
hitjaO Magazine dhdwuwu vana mdcc
avi Yuiana Dhdwunvdja go!wuy
dhdwu, ga gayinvdja YANdja djorra
boijgama di!kurrui.'urruwu
yana dhdwu
Liggunaba

R.A.T.E. students!
Health workers!

Laynha & Dhanbul Yolu!

YUTANA DHAWU
is your opportunity to tell
Dhanbul and Laynha
readers about
- your lite,
your work,
your Ideas and your art.

We need more contributions of
stories, drawings and
photographs to make

YUTANA DHAWU
a good community
magazine for everyon&
Come to the Literature Centre

Y ujana

9uloro Oriwu

UrIne 1991 071

DnVuu- Apri

1991

p21

Figure 38.

Sample texts from the report of the Primary Gaitha Rom Workshop, held at Yirrkala
October-November 1989, entitled: The Land, The Song, The Dance, and the History
of the Ancestor Wuyal.

BIRRITJIMI

Galthawuy rjanapu yukurra marr]giyi Raywaya.
Dhuwayatja qanopuqgu yukurra
mänyiyu dhäwu lakama Wuyalwalaquwuy, gunhoya airritjimi wãqaqu.
Wulwat

7

1..

Ohuwayatja gonopu yukurra girttjtrri bur]gu, dhudakthun Wuyalnha, ,unhi qa
marrtjinu yukurrona giritjina !arruqaya gukuwu.
Ohakalala

Driuwatja qayl rarjina qorruna Dhupirri Raiwirrinydjina qunha qorruno
roqmuIuna.
8änuL0

Figure 39.

Sample pages from the report of the third Gaitha Workshop, held at Biranybirany (a
homeland of Yirrkala) in September 1989, entitled: Biranybirany Gaitha Workshop.

MONDAY ,l8th September

Today I went up to the Scnool about 715 and saw some
boys and girls who were already up there To my surprise I saw
that they were already prepared with their swaps and were all
evcited about the tact that they were all looking torward to
travelling to Biranybirany, I thought that everything was going to
be smooth but as it haupened that was not the fact because last
Friday I had gone to Layntra office and negotiated that there was
going to be a plane available for the students to travel to
Biranybirany. Today we were told that there was going to be a
plane available but the Laynha executive was going to be
interviewing the pilot of the plane, and that the charter was
going to Biranybirany at 10 - 30 this morning.
It so happened that when the meeting ended there was only
going to be two flights available which made things really
difficult for us. We decided that the best thing to was to arrange
with Ohanbul for a vehicle but it happened that they had
something to otter to the school and that was in the way of
organising two vehicles from their organisation. In the end we
came to an agreement that the Dhanbul bus should be making the
run to Biranybirany but we changed that to the Yirrkala School bus
We got to Biranybirany,
making the final run to our destination
had a meeting, and then did this journal writing.
Mdndawuy
Monday rjonaou wadi gurro biranybironydhi, wondi weylugo
galqo - djawaryun Noyi rjonopuqgu puma -gumurryun mutika
Rulkorri ,Dj 101mb Ii I driver- ye
Nan thus qolimu go dluikrnnmo Guwat]lrimurru wondi
djuIkmamo Ralapiny turnoff. 5equyo wundi go Djurruwu djulkmama
6equya d1ukmoma Ohalinybuy turnoff Solo wandi 1st plain, bats
Wandl yorrupttiundjo Salkpatkpuyntra,
huymarr turnoff-nha nhbma
djulkthuna qalimu woodi. 2nd ptstndjn djulkmorno halo yorrupthun,
uwathundJo balto Gorrthololo turnoff-na djulkmomo. Woppi baja
nhdmo 2nd towerna, halo yorrupthundja go bltyuxdjo fast-no
yarrupthun nhbmo Mtnanbuy airport Solo bilyuno
Si ra nyb irs nydh no
Nalimo morqgi rjuniku dhukarrwu mnfanyrjuwu, qunhi
Sironybironydhl, fayptnyayi, Wandayr, Ojarrokpiyi, Gurka go
ffuku-dblyi, qunhi bili wargony turnoff. Nor) than rjalimu nhbma
Wandoyl, Gurkayl, Djnrrakpt, Sukudbtyi turnoff Wondi boto
Lorrnniyo pa ffurkurruSs turnoff, nhbma Airport halo bltyunO
nhdma wdqano. 5unato qolimu milmitjpana
PP. 1 boys

This is our principal and old men from
Biranybirany telling us a story about fish, turtle,
qOthu and wallaby.
Guninyal Gumana
All the people are sitting around listening to
Mdndawuy and the old men talking about fish and
miyapunu and stingray too. And then we cooked the
stingray and miyapunu and fish. Then we took them
out of the fire and ate them. They tasted really
good.
Ganybi Munuqgurr

Biranybirany Gatiha Wnrkshnn nuoc 5

11 0 1-' 0 1 1 t

0

Nhina tjilimurru yolqa lioralitfa wãrja Lomiwuy
ffiliWlli
Gau walks Nuwaygu Sulupinyin Maturrtjt
Morrkopmlrri wbr)a Ohuwaba qarraku rjilimurrthtjgU
Nhina dhiyol weyinqumirrlcta marr]gi thirrino

The lyrics in the chorus is
basically borrowed from the
Gumatj tribal song Structures
and the body of the song
retlec ts my connections with
my bundurr and my lobe, The
song carries a message of peace
for people because Maralilja
people talk about our spiritual
water which is golimlgdirr,
halt Iresh, halt salt. The song
also mentions the season of the
cycad bread and where the
people from Biranybirany
prepare and soak and grind and
bake their cycad bread.

Moroll tjOi
Gatiminirr0
Gnka rrqul
Lam way!
Go cjunhina rbni wolma murryun
Yambotthun dfirtmi
Ga murryun warfa qpr
Notha Jakaromo MlttJuPdJUP
Ohdkoy tjatho qunhiyinydja LamiwuY
Ohiyakuwuy whqaway
Nilimurru nriina mold wagganynha
Vothu ylndina

The song also mentions my
qhodl side which is the woirna
Ithanderl and the raincow.
signal peace.

Marnl I tjol
Gal im md irrf.!
GakarrqUi
Lam wayt
LomiUY
Nhlna qtllmarrs 'jolrju tiarabibja wdqo
Mar)urrtjt Siiwill
Godu mulkc Nawayqu 5u1upi0y10
Otttyolo nhina weyinr)umirrinO hitj000 Sill
N]tlimurru nhirra waqgaTy mitIjiTa
N'rdma barrhudakthunat

Maralitja was written in
1987. The song is all in iSa
Gawall language that belongs a
the Marahija people of the
taynhapuy region. The
inspiration that I got being at
home with my family at
Biranybirany made me write a
song that reflected a deep
usderstandieg atones cultural
heritage and wisdom.

'

Moralitjol
G aIim mirTh1
yalarrr)ui

So in general Maralilia is
about people of the Gumab
tribe and their world view.
Maralitfa also touches on the
spiritual aspects at Gumatj lila
in depth, the song draws a
balance between using western
instruments, guitar, bass,
industrial druw and blending it
with blbrura. yrgshl. 005 buggul
The song itself is sung in lhe
Gursall laoguage so it is sort at
Iris in with world music.

Yolrju boy
Hey Volga boy,
Under the neon light,
.
Hey Yotr]u boy,
Under the neon light,
Come with me
See a brand new day.

1'O

You see that cycad palm,
That's the pure eye,
You see that cycad palm,
That's the pure eye,
Come with me
See a brand new day,
You see that long black cloud
Up towards Batjutjpi
You see that long balclo cloud,
Back towards Norulwl
Maybe it's raining at Lam iwuy
Hey Volqu boy
Under the cycad palm
Now you really know for sure
That I really care for you
Only the eye can tell you why
Hey Volgu boy
Under the neon light
Hey holqu boy
Under the neon light

Vohlu boy was written in
1987 and has been a favorite
for many. Volrju boy is simply
about Volrju people today at
this present moment and about
boltju past.
Today and the past are two
most important contributing
factors to Yolr)u. You can't
build your future without
knowing your past.
volr)u boy touches
contemporary living and
It also
traditional living.
carries messages like the
cycad philosophy and talks
about Biranybirany and
connections with the
dreamtime.
Mbndowuy

.

Come with me
See a brand new day.

' Lam way!
nonoauiuy

Marslrt)oi

ryn
eranybrany Gairrra workshop page 34

Figure 40.

ryoth u Yindi band songs

Bi ranybirany Galtha workshop page 35

Figure 41.

Sample pages from two reports of Gaitha Rom Workshops held at Yirrkala: Galtlw
Rom Workshop 2, May 1989,& Land Ownership Gaitha Rom Workshop, August
1992.

YOTHU Y1NDI GROUPS

Tuesday

(othu: Gum a tj (yirritja)
(mdi: Marrakulu, RirratjiOu, Gölpu, QiWUy
Yndi
lorrakulu

Dhudi-Gu000tj

monuk

ri ctjiqu

Dhudi - Dumotj

macuk

Dhul - Gurnotj

monuk
mopuk
raypiny

oym ii
clo pu
Eapu-dhk-yindi (qurrurowu)

Ohual - Gumot]
Gumutj- cha -wupa

Gãlpu
Rlrrotjlr(u

Gumctj-dhã-wuPa
humatj-dhk-WUPO

royp fly

Noym ii
Dj cpu

Gumctj-dhã-wupo

rayp ny
roypiny

pat wuy

Gumotj-dhã-wupa
0umo91-dhã-WUPO

raypirly

Gumotj- dhãwuPa

raypicy

royp icy

Gumat(-dhi-wUpa

Ltyc - gawunhl
Marrokulu
mOrr000 djolkiri

Virralka.

lranybirony (qoiorrwi)

-

raip go 011tJ1
Irrwi

royp ny

dhd-wupa

GALTHA WORKSHOP 2

dhã-(uku

Guruqa (Mlrrkiwon)

irrwl

Gunomala

marqarr

Eilwuy

morqarr

hawoko

marr)arr

Gcrnburrqga
Galuga

marqarr
rnarqorr

Gunyaqora

rnorqcrr

5andirriya

marqorr

YALU YIRRALKA DJALKIRI YINDIPULU
16 - 18 May 1909
YIRRKALA COMMUNITY EDUCATION CENTRE

9onoporrunydJo yãhu Wiriimbu, Clinton go Oslo Vo0wiI ig000purru yulr)unydja Goykoy

flurrnyalr
auljan

aacur-runydJo yanopurru Gurnotj Oni-jukulill rlãiktja yonopuora

Wãrjonydjo yonopurrur)gu Paw000, Gorrtholola,

qonocurru t0uflurl91r191

yã3imlrriny010

qonopurrur)gu

SkiWoy,
WGl]O

go

uu0Vily0.

noyoB go

Likondlo

yiBU

OuIur'ir)o go holol)b000

Vacainirriflydjo qanopurrur)9u Worramlrl go wotunydjo GôIpu Winpanydja r)000purru mob
Wbnlmbu, Clinton go Oslo

Wir-riji.

Ma ihuFu, bulgdhuroa,

Patuluwuy, Q uIo ,Ma lJuginy,

Gujuorbu

DhurWoIo r)olonolmlrrl womb q000purrur)gu morrijl 1111
9011111 ! 90 m orgg I tumo yono purrunhro djomarrtuj 1,50
l000hennh a wo 1010mb;
I oynhapuy to ocher main go
Vlrrkolapuy go dj omorrtu II'nho. ylndrrrrlrrl go yumurrtu
horygltumonyolo womb
bOO purrun ho mlny p dhujoq, go gopu
mopumo -royphny, mhrl-gulhorrn
gurrubu 90 ybllrU-ylfldb
9jon1 purru buku-wo torn, dhuo,bonho d IlOonho WO101OnhO
flUnsl Wa 1010 9Ufl9O 01111 90 marg btumo gono porrunflo aol I ho
Porn Workshopquro

Section 1: Background to pwership
How we value our own land.
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Figure 42.

A watershed vernacular production, edited by Raymattja Marika-Mununggiritj,
recording The Song of Yirrkala', along with a diglot interpretation' and cultural
notes relating to the song. Published at Yirrkala L.P.C. in 1989.

This drawing was done by the late Wandiuk Marika O.B.E., in 1986,
when we were first gathering materials for the making of this book.

-G apu larryuman nhãn djambatj nhonguway Mararru
rjurulo'yu. Nurrum nhãn djambatj Jupthun nhongu jarirri
u n b I tj ala.
Dhumbul Merri gulyundayrjum Warraa
gulyuwan tlondulmandul.
Wekarrarn Merri flarruflanon, barkam nhãn Vanoyalma go
Bulunuwurj buüakim r)arrur).
uoakim tarrurj Bulunuwur Lanbubuwug GurrtharuwLtl).
Wet with the swell of the ocean is my beak
As / dip down to catch my prey
My Sacred Merri string is short,
Resting here between Worraa and tiondulmandul.
The long Merri has gone.
My wings are called Yanayalma, and the East wind blows into them
(Carrying me high over the sea and over the mainlands of RarrlJi
Gunbulul,)
Carrying me with the last of the Easterly sea breeze, Eulunu
Lanbubu, Gurrthara."
translation:

Raymattja

11

Mandula

The Lone Rock

tidnolo, tiariiiulmanciuf, t'orifjpaI or Ourruwa or
Ohonitjpuma is a mighty rock which eeisits
between Ohawbaliya and ojowulpowuy. It stands
there in the middle of the sea, tie happened to
His name was
be a man a long time ago.
MururrUrna. When he died, his son saw him from
across Dhomboliya and knew that it was him.
At that
They knew something was wrong
moment he was dead, and he came to them in a
He walked 00 Water, then stood
spiritual form.
To this day we see him stand ever so
still.
strong in the middle of the ocean.
We the RirrGljlqu people use this rock as a
symbol of our strength when there is a dispute
We quote the song where the
or something
waves and Mandula rock cry Out to each other:
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Uhunum nydku rjuworrkog
dhbrrlyo dtlb-rnilmltlpo
Burruwo farltjpoI ohanitjpuma
Ohaggalgol Gllr]gllrjmo.
tjayum ntluna qorru
ruwarryUr500 buluju-walopum
ragmifigani. Guthuwarrmiqgon
bul a rrorrm iqg an.
Be qoya F)OyO melrja
Wan Pu r tj I
Wanburmurru bawuybowuy
buipuirla Dhawlrrpa Wurralr)a
Dial ka ja a. bayo ntruriu nhhna
ruwarryuma bululu- wolapuq
roqmlr)ga foyam nhul)gu qarru
quworrkom dhbyo
Dhã-mllmltjpo qoya dhaqu
bona Ojuworrarro
bjuwarrmlny oilqgilrjmo
Lopthuwano Mbnola
Mondulmondul bana burruwa
Norltipat Dhamtjpuma
Nhunum nhbna jowuythuwa
yoklrriyo Rulyapo qopot'yUwa
Dhawagalpaal Ui d iyuwa
gulugii war]iya.
bow'.. cow'. aw'.. ya .. pa...
ya. . ow . ow . ow
bago tluruwirri Dhanitjpuma
5urruwo
fuworrkor) dhbrrfya
Dormoyu tiarmawugitj
awuthun qarru
fayo nhuno bululamlqgon
Rdmb irrlm I rj gao
butta burruwa tjorltjpal mofum
Djuworr'mlny tjjuwarrorra
foya nhuna qarru
mi ny tj ml qg an
bularrarrmirjgon, mlny'tji
gapaga Guthuwarr tiowuru.
bapgony oitqgilqmany
Muruwirriny Barruwony, malu
Ltjuworr'mlny Djuworrarra

The Sea:
Firmly establish
yourself for me, 0 mighty rock,
Naritjpal, burruwa, Dhonitjpuma, Ohaqyalgal. Gilqgilr)ma.
For I shall break my crashing
waves upon you. I will etch
upon you a pattern of ancient
design. For I lie in the midst of
the great waters of Wonburtji,
Wanburmurru, bawuybawuy,
buipuiqo, IJhawIrrpa, Wurrulr]o,
Dju I ka 1a1o.

The Rock:
Even though you
crash upon me, and your
patterns are left on me, I will
stand firm for you as the day
draws to an end. I will stand
firm within my grave
Djuworrarra Djuwarr'mlny
Gilrgilqmo Lapthuwana Mdnalo
flandulmandul, the mighty rock
Burruwa foritjpoI ohanitJpuma
You keep on crashing upon me,
the mighty wave Rufyapa
DhawaaIpayol, and keep on
breathing against me, but I will
stand firm against you.

"0 Rock,
The sea answers:
tiuruwirri Dhanitjpuma burruwa,
stand firm for me into the
waters of Garmawuglfj. I will
wash you and etch you and
paint my ancient design upon
you, 0 rock Burruwa foritJpal
On your grave Djuwarr'miny
Djuwarrarra I will colour you
with red Bularra and the white
ochre Guthuwarr Mbwuru 0
rock, oilqgilr)many Muruwirriny
Burruwany, on youçgrave
Djuwarr'mlny Djuwarrarra.
23
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Figure 44.

Cover and sample pages from another Marika-Mununggiritj book, Yirrkala, 1988.
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unhaIa qayt garathInafly0 6urmanyi.
Luqguyu ayl aharpur)aio. 6010 qayl manuquna
uwathurrananya)a. bait wanGina juwalthumnana.
Gilt qai dharuqaia mdfla, r)uahaia wcqaqura
Ga qurrnana qayl waIn0, gaiijaGarralaquro
garamlrrInya, go Waggaquront, yóna qayl marrl4lna
Ga qaMamul l, WJO bumaro ilyoyu wagGayu
Ga r)unhana qayt galijo
yaikthurruna qayt
6arrqgup
garanirrinyaja Dhuri.tputjpina, Waqarriju
warrqguiqurana
Ga qunhana qayl yljkurra dhiilr)inyyuIthirriflya 6arrr)gulr)urona, raypinyqUr000.
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Figure 45.

Cover and sample pages of Merrkiyawuy Ganambarr's popular children's book,
published at Yirrkala L.P.C. 1987.

Ror)iyinoya r)ayi Wäkwaktja, närjaya
ayi, Dhatam'tja gurrana ga1ka1yunn0,
yurru Oayi waana marrtjina bitjanna
gam': "Namala.... qamala ..... ama1a !"

Figure 46.

Molly Nungarrayis Oral History' booklet produced at Willowra L.P.C. in 1990,
telling of the killings by 'Kardiya' during the 1928 massacres.
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Wall Napaijarri-pardurlunpa

m am p a ri p u nq U.
'Nyurrurla-wurrulu nJarra yali
Iuwarni, nganimpaju kapurnalu
nqinami njampurIujuku'
Mamparl-punqu pala njanu
ngapujurlangurtu kala
junqkaparri-puruIku pulutu-puruju
warririlkilpa nqamuIJa-maIJa
wapaja nantuwu-parntaju.
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Figure 47.

Samples of 'Oral History' booklets produced at Willowra L.P.C. in the 1990's.
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NyampurlIparnalu nyinaja Wrliyajarrayirla-parnaIu nyinaja kuyuju-parnal
pakarnu wurnturu-ngurlujuku rapiti, janganpa, pilkarra, wirlana
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rapii-piyaja]a ngulya kaninjarra kala pangurnu nyinaja-iparnalu. Ngarntajari ' F
kaarnalu miyiji ngarnu yarla kalalu-jala karlaja
yakajirri, wanakiji kalalu kangurnu manu ngurlu kalalu kangurnu yangka
yurrparninja-kurlangu. Kula kalalu kangurnu yarla-jinta panu kalalu kangurnu
yakajirri, yarla, wanakiji kalalu kangurnu panu-nyayirni kal alu pajurnu.
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Ngarrkangkuju kaau rapiti luwarnu manu janganpa kalalu luwarnu.

Nyurruwiyilpa!u
miyi-pacntamanu
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Figure 48.

A Jukurrpa' ('Dreamtime') text told by Milly Nangala of Willowra, and published at
Willowra I Wirliyajarrayi L.P.C. in 1990.
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Nguia-warnujupa yaruju-jarrinjanu wir!nyik-ngarntL.
Karnia-ju yanu mardu ngapa-kurlu manurra Ia-nyanu
parraja yaraku, manu karlangu karlanjaku ngarntl. Kala
ngarrkangkuju-nyanu manurra kuriarda manu karli
wawirriki. Manunlu jarnku-jarnku yanu wirlinyiji.
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Figure 49.

Two sample pages from the Willowra Community Magazine: Wirliyajarrayi Ngurrju
Yimi, 1991 volume.

ry 000UT1
v Centre.
Hello mynameis Marjorie
NampijinpaBrown. lwcrk
here at the Literacy Centre
I
and lmworkingherewith
/
Jenni Nun garrayi Manderslod
who is the Teacher Linguist.
Me and Christine Nakamorro
Long are working at the Literacy Centre with Jenni Mandersloot which is full time and
we have get another three
odes working with us, their names are Helen Napurrurla
Morton, Audrey Napaijarri Kitson and Rhcnda Nungarrayi
Lou y. They are working part time with us but they ae
really good working with us and we are really happy to
he working at the Literacy Centre, but we all get separate
tables so we can work oursdves. We can write our own
stories about ddou times when they were living a long
time ago. We go around to the carrp and we dl tape the
old pecples stories about dden times. Than we come
back to scheal. They tell stories in laniage, then we
translate it into Engsh. After we finish translating the stoner
in Warlpiri we type it into the computer. When we finish
typing we print the story out. When the story is redly finished we photocopy it, then put the story in order to see
what we doing an d then we get them an d stce the
new bock for the sched so the kids can read and write in
ancjJage.
• I would like to tdl about mytrip to Batchebor Cdlege
when we went to our Conference. It was gcod fun and
we had a Conference at Rum Jungle Motor Inn. It was on
the ltlthaf Octcber.Weused tostart about 8.30am till
4.00pm when the Conference fi nished. Then weccime
back to Willowra on thel6th of October.
Well, thats dllcan say
McxjorieN Brown
''
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ylml naaiu-n'yanau warrkl-klrll
Ngajulu karna warrkijarn tamngajuku. Nyarnpurla kania
warrkijarri. lv rrkijarriijarmi yapananji-w iyi jardijanija
wankiria nyanipu kama nyina warrkingkajuku tamngajuku
japungkajuku kna nyina. Anidjarn kamajapukulku.
japukulku karnarla nyinanyarnpukujuku japu manijalku
kamanyina ngajujulpanarlu ngamplrraim nyinaja
Ngulalparnarlu warrkijarrija pulukurla parlu ngalpa
yaparranji-wiyi pakarnu ngula karnalu w arrki-w arnu nyina

nyarnpu karna jalangu nyinawarr1dnuku.Jili
jalangujuku kama nyinawarridngkaju.japungkalku karna
nyinawankijani kama nyampuiialku jili kamalu
warrkingkajuku. Nuwu kanialu nyinawanki-wangu
warTkingka-juku kamalu nyina tamngajuku
yapanBnji-warnu ngula Yapananji panalu warrkingka
'inajajingi-jingijiki jill pana1uwarrkingkanyina
•Wrrkingkajalangu1ku japungkalku tamnguku warrkijikl
karnarlu puranil nganimparlujuwarrki ngarrpajuku kaimIu
nyina Japungkalku karna nyinajapu nyarnpuj uku
WrIiyajarrayi japu, ngula ka nganpa karri win japu ngula
kamalu mangarri math nganimpaku kamalu manlami.
P1dy Jakamarra Wills
(Shop Coundi).
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Ngsjurns Christine wsrrki)erriml krno
jepunyks. Worrkijerrijcrne
Jirromeku yiksku. nook down kerne-jone

0

ngurrju meni ynpoku menu kerne-jens
ylngi mongerri menu kuyu-pinki. Menu
Judy menu ngoju korlijerre Dole girrerni
K
i
jun_rni m ninjoris

WIRLI?RJRRHRYI JRLRflU imI

Jija Jonine ngu(ju ke nyinomi
ngoke kopu yonirni Jipitimp-rlo.
Jijo Leigh ngulolku ka wrrkijornmi menu ka ngurrju nyiriomi
nguru nympur(oju. Tokurdo Kumunyjoyi (Doug) ngulju ng&ipo
nyongu nyuwoni Tkurde, nguru
nympu-kurrn ko j&o yenirni
menu ke werrki-jerrimi.
Kumunyjeyi(Julie) Nep&jerri Kitwn nguleju ke werrki-jerrimi
cernngejuku kirltnikir(eju menu ke
wiri nyinemi kir(iniki Mice
Spring Pegionu-riuku ngu(eju
kiperle werdinyi nyinemi Nepjerri-kiji ngule ke yepe peju
(boss) nyinemi kiriinikI-ki nyempuku.
Berbnre Nepenengke Williams
nguoju ke tureyipi-mflin]okU
pine-)ernmi ngu(e)u ke nyiriomi
heo(th worker jala nyinomi
nyuwoni
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Welcome to Wiriiynjerrnyi Jelongu VimV
trio
number 2. In this newsletter we have
or
to include stories from different ereos
the community, and so we have one story
fun the clinic. Nettt time we hope to have
stt
stories from everyone. if you have any
nec for the nent newsletter, or this yeers
megezine, piense come down to the literac
centre nnytime.
ce of
This newsletter is produced with the elslsten
tte AboriginAl Alit Board.
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Ngejurne Jenny Nopersngkn Forrest. 'N.'
N.
Nguioju kern werrkljorrlmi jepungke.
'epe-petu menu kerdigejerre. Nyempurleju ngulsju yopengkuju keiu meni migi
i
menu kugu-pinki ngulsju jdrnmpengku.
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erbere-ngkuju pipe menu(beerners
permit) ngubenye menu Noponengkorluju. Nyuwoni-moninjo kur(onguju
nguioju Leoh Nompijinpo Williams,
Nompijinpo-rbuju w&i ko kirlinikiji
nyuwoni mordorni worru ko nyuweni
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Figure 51.

Sample pages from a reproduction of a non-fiction' Tiwi text, republished recently
at Nguiu Nginingawila L.P.C. in 1991.
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VI

Api ninkiyi, awarra purinjiti ngini ngarra ylkirimi awarra Miliwirri, api awarra
yingwampa pirriwuningiyangirri Jikilarruwu kapi pirimuwu Wurtinguwi. Api wutatuwu
Jikilawula pirripakurluwunyi awarra purinjiti ngini ngarra yuwuningiyangirri awarra
Miliwirri, api yimi ngini, "Karri ngiya ampingirrarawumi api nyuwunipirni. Ngajiti yoyi
wangimi." Api wutatuwu Jikilawula pirimi ngini, "Nginta wanga ngawunipirni ngawamawampi, ngawa-mamirampi," pirimi.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
7.0 Introduction
This thesis has sought to fill a significant gap in the published literature, by
reviewing and discussing the development of written materials produced in
Aboriginal languages in S.A. and the N.T. since colonisation. The only
comprehensive commentaries known to me on vernacular publications are J.
Harris's (1990:829- 846) national review of Biblical translations by missionaries,
and Goddard's (1990) insightful discussion on the Pitjantjatjara print media. At
least two other scholars have reviewed the growth over the last few decades in
Australian 'Black literature' in English (see Shoemaker, 1989; & Narogin, 1990);
but neither address the emergence of a 'Black literature' specifically in Australian
Aboriginal vernaculars.
Much has been produced in the vernacular that is not mentioned in this thesis.
Products from recently established Aboriginal Language Resource Centres, for
example, have not been discussed. Nor have I mentioned the bold challenge in
written Gumatj by Bakamana (Mandawuy) Yunupingu, when he chose to write a
section of his academic paper on Aboriginal pedagogy, that was later published (see
B. Yunupingu, 1991) in his own clan language, knowing his primary audience was
English-only speaking. But, to review every single vernacular product since
colonisation would be an impossible task. This thesis has attempted, however, to
address the serious omission that has existed for a number of years regarding
written products in Aboriginal languages.
7.1 Three phases of development
This thesis has also sought to demonstrate the emergence of vernacular literature, in
the two case-study communities of Yirrkala and Willowra, as a developmental
process. This process manifests itself in three main phases, with each phase
contributing to a subsequent phase, but neither standing as a discrete or autonomous
period in history. The products of each of these phases vary in content and style,
largely because of the different motivating factors behind their production. I have
called the first phase the Christianising phase, because its key contributors were
Conclusion
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missionaries, working with Aboriginal 'informants', 'language helpers' or 'cotranslators', primarily to bring the Christian scriptures to Aboriginal groups in their
own languages. This work began in S.A with the arrival of the first Lutheran
missionaries in Adelaide in 1838, and in the N.T. in 1846 with a Catholic Priest
working in the Port Essington area. In addition to the dictionaries and grammars
produced by early missionary-linguists, the main vernacular products of this phase
are translations of selections and whole books of both the New and Old Testament
of the Bible. The entire New Testament has now been completed in a few
languages, such as Western Aranda, Gumatj, Pintupi and Kriol. Other scripture and
non-scripture materials, aimed at increasing Aboriginal people's literacy skills, have
also been produced as a part of this phase. Translation work continues today, with
more Aboriginal people becoming increasingly involved in the translation process
itself.
The second phase, the Educating phase, was triggered by the 1953 UNESCO axiom
that 'the best medium for teaching is the mother tongue of the pupil'. Vernacular
education had already been a feature of a number of early mission schools, but the
1953 axiom gave educational credence to those mission schools still operating in the
North-West of S.A. This phase gained momentum in the N.T. when bilingual
education was introduced by the Commonwealth, and later the N.T. Department of
Education, into most larger Aboriginal schools in the 1970's. The earlier linguistic
work of missionaries was vital to the establishment of many bilingual programs.
The official alms of N.T. bilingual education programs were primarily to promote
vernacular literacy attainment by children in their early years of school, which would
ultimately promote their academic achievements in all subject areas when they later
transferred to predominantly all-English programs.
The products of this phase were typically primers, readers and other booklets that
mirrored the types of reading materials to be found in mainstream all-English
schools of that era. They were generally printed on-site and most booklets (unlike
most scripture products) contained English translations at the back. They were
commonly produced by Aboriginal Literacy Workers, but with a lot of direction and
influence from non-Aboriginal Teacher-Linguists, who often strived to fit most
vernacular products into a sequential reading program. As with the Christianising
phase, a single predominant vernacular language (or dialect) was generally chosen
as the language of literacy, within the school, whether the community was multilingual (or multi-dialectal) or not. The use of vernacular languages in this phase
198
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could be characterised as functional or utilitarian in focus. Issues of identity or
affirmation of cultural heritage were not a priority. In fact, language and culture
maintenance was never an official explicit aim of bilingual education in the N.T.
Finally, an embryonic Aboriginalising phase has arrived in some communities, such
as Yirrkala, where Aboriginal people are taking increasing control over the running
and decision-making process of their local school and community. The written
products emerging from this phase display a wide range of styles and structures that
reflect the variety of reasons why different Aboriginal people are choosing to write
in their own languages today. They include reportage-style magazines and
newsletters, with lots of photos, that celebrate, highlight, inform about events or
occasions significant to the local community, as well as other articles that assert,
reaffirm or explore individual and group identity. They also include, at least at
Yirrkala, Workshop Reports that re-live the valued learning experiences of
community-run workshops about themes that are deemed important by clan elders.
Such reports often include English segments that are aimed at educating a wider
audience about Yolngu life, culture and beliefs. Other vernacular products include
written recordings of Dreamtime stories or song-cycles in an effort to maintain the
Dreaming amongst younger Aboriginal people, or to record true accounts of
contact-history events or the lives of respected individuals, also for the younger
generation. Other very occasional vernacular products are written purely for
entertainment.
Some of these products are produced in diglot form, with the same text reproduced
in English and the vernacular, largely to educate the monolingual English-speaking
audience about the culture, beliefs and contact-history of Aboriginal people. Some
have an important political message, such as the Yirrkala Bark Petition, that
expressed Aboriginal concern over land. In such cases, the choice of medium is
very much a part of the message. However, when writing for a local audience, the
language choice is critical, with each language or dialect within multidialectal
communities being deemed worthy of print, rather than limiting literacy to the most
widely spoken community language or dialect. The critical issue here is one of
group identity.
It should be acknowledged, however, that the Aboriginalising phase is a further
development of initiatives that began in earlier phases. In the early days of bilingual
education, it was soon realised that success in the classroom could be improved by
Conclusion
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promoting vernacular literacy in the community itself. However, community
appreciation for highly structured phonic-based primers, photo-less booklets and
translated children's classics, was not apparent. Hence, staff in Literature
Production Centres in bilingual schools slowly began to question their approaches,
and to respond to developing community attitudes towards the print media. Hence,
community newsletters and magazines aimed at adults were actually initiatives of the
Educating phase. Today, however, in many communities the content and style of
such ephemeral products is increasingly at the direction of Aboriginal people
themselves. Booklets containing the transcribed oral stories of respected older
people were also initiated in bilingual schools, yet today Aboriginal people
themselves are struggling to establish suitable written styles for such stories, as well
as experimenting with other media such as the use of video, for recording valued
historical and cultural information.
7.2 'Indigenous literature?'
Throughout this thesis the problematic term 'indigenous literature' or 'Aboriginal
literature' has been intentionally avoided. Non-Aboriginal people are still very
involved in Aboriginal education in remote communities in the 1990's, and in other
Aboriginal issues. Hence, they continue to collaborate with Aboriginal people in the
production of vernacular materials in the print media, just as non-Aboriginal
publishers, printers and editors collaborate with Aboriginal people in the latter stages
of producing contemporary 'Black Literature' in English.
However, over the years the direction taken with vernacular productions is
increasingly in response to emerging Aboriginal aspirations about print, rather than
reflecting non-Aboriginal aspirations. Djiniyini Gondarra recently stated (on the
ABC T.V. 'Compass' program, 13/9/92) 'we have to challenge the system that
victimised us', when speaking of the development of an 'Aboriginal theology'.
This thesis has tried to demonstrate how this same sort of challenge is being
mounted by Yolngu at Yirrkala, in particular, in relation to English genres of the
print media. The content, style and layout of their locally printed materials are
increasingly diverging from that found in the English print media, as they choose to
write in the many different clan languages, as well as English. Other forms of
communication are also being used in books, with the inclusion of lots of photos
and maps. Whether such products are to be labelled 'indigenous literature' or
'Aboriginal literature' is up to Aboriginal people themselves. My contention is that
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the ephemeral nature and reportage-style of much of their products should not
preclude them from being categorised by the mainstream as 'literature.
7.3 Reasons for writing in Aboriginal languages in the 1990's
The audience for printed materials produced in Aboriginal languages today is not
necessarily limited to a local one. In fact diglot books are becoming more and more
common, with the English text aimed very much at the wider English-speaking
community. Much of what is published in diglot form, in glossy and local lessglossy productions, is politically motivated to educate English- speakers about past
and present injustices experienced by Aboriginal people, as well as to make
statements of assertion about contemporary language, culture and identity. The
current viability of Aboriginal languages is demonstrated through the very presence
of the vernacular text, which is often given equal or more prominence than the
English text.
Below I shall review the many reasons I perceive for Aboriginal people choosing to
publish books which utilise the medium of Aboriginal languages. The reasons
apparent in communities at any one time may vary, depending on their current
needs. But of course every community has its own socio-political history and
socio-cultural make-up, which very much influences any emerging aspirations about
the print media. The forms that written products take also vary, not only between
communities but within communities, as Aboriginal writers continue to challenge
and explore through different styles, content, and layout.
Perceived reasons why Aboriginal people are writing today:
To assert, reaffirm or strengthen ones identity as a member of a particular
Aboriginal group or clan.
To help reclaim or revitalise the use of Aboriginal languages that have
undergone some loss.
To help maintain languages that are still viable as a means of communication,
and to record them in their 'strong' form.
To 'maintain the Dreaming' and other culturally important information by
recording stories and songs in some tangible form accessible to future generations.
To record and reveal to the younger generation the (often bloody) contact
history and the early mission days, before the older people pass away.
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For social action at a community level (through advocacy articles in the local
community newspapers).
To protest and petition the government and other agencies (through diglot
protest letters and petitions).
To celebrate the achievements and successes of local Aboriginal people.
To highlight activities, events and occasions involving local and other
Aboriginal people.
To commemorate significant events involving Aboriginal people.
To reminisce about days gone by and memorable events of the past.
To inform local Aboriginal people about significant events, activities, issues,
health hazards and imminent dangers etc.
To entertain through photos, quizzes, puzzles, comics, poems, humorous
'true stories' etc.
To advertise items for sale or announce coming events (through local
newspapers).
To inform and educate the wider non-Aboriginal community about the
truths of Aboriginal colonisation, and about Aboriginal cultural beliefs and issues to
ensure co-operation for their maintenance in the future (in the form of cliglot books).
7.4 Conclusion
It would be wrong to generalise about what forms and functions writing is taking in
Aboriginal communities today. There is currently a healthy challenge and
exploration of new forms being undertaken by a number of Aboriginal writers, but
to conclude that emerging written forms will eventually become fully stabilised
could be premature. No doubt some will, but others may not. For example, the
Gaitha Rom Workshop reports, that continue to be produced regularly at Yirrkala,
may never take on 'normative forms'. This is because the philosophy of Gaitha
Rom is that the form and content of each event (or workshop) is always to be
negotiated before it can commence. Hence, each printed workshop report serves
merely as a resource for other workshops on the same theme; earlier Galtha Rom
Workshops will never determine the course of another. Nevertheless, such
reportage-style products still deserve the status of 'literature', even though their
primary function is ephemeral in nature; that is, to re-live and celebrate a recent
learning experience, in addition to its less primary reportage function.
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I have listed 15 reasons above for Aboriginal people writing in their own languages.
One of the main purposes of this thesis was to review the ways Aboriginal people at
Yirrkala and Willowra are fulfilling some of these needs throught the print media
today. But such a means of expression is truly embryonic, when one considers the
relatively brief time that Yolngu and Yapa have possessed a practical orthography
for their respective languages. The Inuit (speaking the Inuktitut language) in Canada
and the Cherokee in the United States have had well over a century to explore and
develop their written languages as a viable means of communication and expression.
However, over the last decade or so, there have been some very significant
developments in writing in Aboriginal languages, with Aboriginal writers exploring
and experimenting in the print media, without being over-influenced by the
normative forms and functions of written English. In fact, with threatened
languages, they are often writing to promote the status and hence oral use of
Aboriginal languages, rather than to replace any oral functions currently served (cf.
Ong, 1982).
The hope is, however, that this thesis will prompt the next commentator on
Australian 'Black Literature', to include some of the watershed vernacular
productions of Marika-Mununggiritj, and maybe also those to come from
Nakamarra Long and future generations of Aboriginal writers.
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APPENDIX 1
ORTHOGRAPHY of YOLNGU MATHA (spoken at Yirrkala, N.T.)
CONSONANTS
Bilabial

Interdental Alveolar

Apical
-alveolar

Palatal

Velar Glottal

k
g

STOP

p
h

th
Ji

t
d

I
d

tj
dj

NASAL

m

nh

n

n

fly
(ng in thesis)

LATERAL

1

RHOTIC

rr

r

SEMI
-VOWEL w

y

VOWELS

FRONT

CENTRAL

BACK

SHORT

i

a

u

LONG

e

Li

o

ORTHOGRAPHY of WARLPIRI

(spoken at Willowra, N.T.)

CONSONANTS
Bilabial Alveolar

Apical
-alveolar

Palatal

Velar

STOP

p

t

rt

j

k

NASAL

in

n

m

ny

ng

LATERAL

I

rl

ly

RHOTIC

IT

rd, r

SEMI
-VOWEL

w

y

VOWELS

FRONT

CENTRAL

BACK

SHORT

i

a

u

LONG

ii

aa

uu
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APPENDIX 2 (Source: Bible Society of Australia: list not comprehensive)

BIBLE TRANSLATION IN AUSTRALIAN LANGUAGES
ACTIVt PROJECTS. The following list shows the Australian languages in which some Bible translation work is taking place at
present, or in which preparations are being made for Bible translation In the near future.

LANGUAGE
1. Pitantetara
2 Ngaanyar(arra

SPEAKERS

Msrtu vJangka

500+
70041700
1000
700
600
800
1000
400
• 30 000
3000+
1000
600
10000
700
15 000+
1 000

3

4 Nyangumarts
5

Tiwi

6 Murrnn'n-patha
7 Kunw,njku
8 Burarra
9 Diambarr-puungu
10 Anindilvaknva
IL Nunggubuvu
12 <rio)
13 Waripin
14 Alyawarra
15 Rithamgu
16 Kala Lagaw Ya
17 Menam Mit
32. Torres Strait Creole
33 Eastern Arrerrite

2000

1100+

LOCATION
Musgrave Ranges
Wsrhurton Ranges
Jlgalorig
Port Hedlaird
Nguiu (Bathurst Island)
Wadeve (Port Keats)
Oenpelli
Maningnda
Caliwinku lElcho Island)
Groote Eylandt
Numbulwar
Various places Nth Aust
Laamanu Hooker Creek)
Ali Curung (Warrabn)
Numbulwar
Tores Strait Islands
Murray Island
Tories Strait Islands
Santa Teresa

ORGANISAT1ON
SIL/PBTP
NBP

SIL
SIL
SIL/RC
SIL/RC
Ang
SIL/UC
UC
Ang
Ang
SIL and others
SIL/Bap
SIL
Ang
SIL/Ang
SIL
SIL
SIL

#

PUBUCATTONS
B', porn, seis
2 Gos, porn, sels
Sels
Sel
Con. sels
Con, porn. sels
(Con), pot, sels
NT, 2 Con, porn. sels
Con, porn. sels
Pars. sels
(Car), porn, sels
B inc NT). sels
Gas, pot, sels
Se)

(4 Gas. pot), Gos, sels
(4 Con), rein

NOT SO ACTIVE PROJECTS. The following is a list of languages in which there has been some translation work recently, but
activity has either ceased temporarily or is at a low level.
18 D)aru

19 Gugadia
20
21
22.

23
24

Djinang
Gurindjt
Yarryuwa
Thaayorre
Yiridjibarndi

300
300
300
250
200
150
500+

Halls Creek
Balgo Hills
Rarnangining
Kalkaningi (Wave Hill)
Borrnloola
Edward Riser
Roebourne

RC
RC
SIL/UC
SIL
SIL
Ang
SIL

Set
Sels
Sels
Por. sels
Con, pot. sels
Sel

COMPLETED PROJECTS. The following list includes languages in which maior translation programs have been concluded
recently, but where the situation is open for more translation work to be done if requested.
Pintupi
Gumatj
27 Kuku-Yalanjt

1000+
• 500
300+

28. Wik.Mungkan
29 Garawa
30 Waima1arri
31. Aranda

1000+
300+
1300+
1000+

Papunys
Yirrkala
Wujal'wujal
(Bloonifield River)
Aurukun
Borroloola
Fitzroy Crossing
Herrnannsburg

Luth
UC

NT. porn, OT, sels
NT, Sb OT

SIL/Luth
SIL/UC
SIL
SIL
Luth

NT
NT. pot
Sels, cassette NT
Porn
(NT), scm

These figures Include a number of second language speakers
• Although the Bible Society is not shown in the list of organisatioris involved in translation, in fact we are giving assistance and/or
gutdance to translators in many of the above languages and a good numberof the Scriptures which have so far been produced. have
been published by the Bible Society.

Anglican Church
Ang
Baptist Church
0ap
Lutheran Church
Luth
Ngaonyotjorra Bible Project
NBP
PBTP = Prit)antjatjara Bible Translation Project
Roman Catholic Church
RC
. Summer Institute of Linguistics
SIL
Uniting Church
UC

B'
Gas

Por
Sel
Sh
( )

a single uolume containing a number of OT and NT books
a complete Gospel
a portion - a complete book of the Bible other than a gospel
a selection - a publication of Scripture not containing any
complete book of the Bible
a comprehensive collection of porn, sels from OT or NT
indicate earlier publications not related to the present
translation program.

This list has been produced in co.operation with the Australian Aborigines and Islanders Branch of the Summer Institute of
Linguistics. However, all queries and comments in relation to it should be sent to the address below
There may be errors and omissions in the list, and we would appreciate being advised of these We would also lIke to hear of any new
intervals.
Bible translation work that should be included. It is our Intention to keep the list current by revising it at regular
Translation and Test Division
The Bible Society in Australia Inc.
GPO Boy 507
CANBERRA ACT 2601

July, 1991
BSA 1991 1100
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APPENDIX 3
Scripture translations and religious materials produced in
GUMATJ
I. Church Songbooks:
Gumatj version of the Gupapuyngu Son gbook (n.d.), including 60 hymns
and choruses, plus The Lords Prayer (at front) and some scriptural
translation at the back, including: The Easter story (largely from Mark),
The Christmas Story (largely from Luke), the Ten Commandments, a
number of Psalms, The Last Judgement (from Matthew), and selections
from the Epistles, and Genesis.
Ross, et al. (1975) Yolngukurru Manikay Darwin, S.I.L. (includes 5
Responsive prayers in Gumatj, a few responsive prayers and readings in
Gupapuyngu, and the 60 Gupapuyngu hymns (with Gumatj alternates)
& the English version.
Paul White Productions translations, reproduced by S.I.L.IW.B.T.:
Ross et al. (1973) Gali'ngura Daw'yunaramirringura. Darwin, S.I.L.
Ross et al. (1973) Gurrum'thunmiya Yaka Rakunygunhamiya. Darwin, S.I.L.
Ross et al. (1978) Manggi Gatthurruna Dholulili. Darwin, S.I.L.
Paraphrased & illustrated Old Testament stories:
Ross et al. (n.d.) Abraham. Canberra, Bible Society in Australia (B.S.A.)
Ross et al. (n.d.) Noah. Canberra, B.S.A.
Selections from the Gospels of Jesus's teaching:
Ross et al. (1976) Dhuwalanydja ManymakDhäwu Nhumalanggu Djorrra 1.
Canberra, B.S.A.
Ross et al. (1976) Dhuwalanydja Bivapul Nhumalanga Manvmak Dhäwu Djorra
2. Canberra, B.S.A.
Selections from the Gospels, all published in full colour booklets:
Ross et al. (1974) Djesuvu lakaran gala dhäwu mayali'kurru nganangay'wuy
nguthana (The parable of the sower). Canberra, B.S.A.
Ross et al. (1974) Djesuyu dukrnaran gala rirrkminynha yolngunha (Jesus heals
a sick man). Canberra, B.S.A.
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Ross et al. (1974) Garraynha Djesunha gur'yurruna mokuyyu birrimbirru
(Jesus is tempted). Canberra, B.S.A.
Ross et al. (1974) Djesu marrtjina Jerusalem/i/i yarraman'thu (Jesus goes to
Jerusalem on a donkey). Canberra, B.S.A.
Ross et al. (1974) Djesuyu garr'yurruna guyapuvngunha maithunaramirrina
nhanngu (Jesus calls the disciples). Canberra, B.S.A.
Ross et al. (1974) Djesuyu dadawmarangala gapunha ga wänginha (Jesus
calms the storm). Canberra, B.S.A.
Ross et al. (1974) Djesu gong-ngal'yurruna ga mädapthurruna djamarrkuii'wu
(Jesus blesses the children). Canberra, B.S.A.
Ross et al. (1974) Djesuyu badarrang'kungala burr'puymirrinha wa/alanha
(Jesus blesses the lepers). Canberra, B.S.A.
Ross et al. (1974) Djesu badarrang'kungala burr'puvmirrinha _darramunha
(Jesus makes a leper clean). Canberra, B.S.A.
Ross et al. (1974) Dhuwalanydja dhäwu marramba'mirriwalanguwuy
miyalkkalanguwuy (The adulterous woman). Canberra, B.S.A.
Ross et al. (1974) Ngurruwuykthu miyalkthu wekangala rrupiya Gunhu'wu
(The widows offering). Canberra, B.S.A.
Ross et al. (1974) Djesuyu Lakaran gala mirithirri dharrpal rom. (The great
commandment). Canberra, B.S.A.
Ross et al. (1974) Djesuyu dhawapnaranga/a gurrmu/wa/a wakinngunha
birrimbirrnha (Jesus heals the boy with the evil spirit). Canberra,
.

B.S.A.
Ross et al. (1974) Djesuyu maranhu-wekanga/a Lurrkun'thu ngathayu
bukmaknha yolngu'yulngunha (The feeding of the five thousand).
Canberra, B.S.A.
Ross et al. (1974) Gurrmulwalanguwuy Djesuwalanguwuy ngunhi ngayi
marrrjina Gunhu'wala Butibulili (the boy Jesus in the temple).
Canberra, B.S.A.
Ross et al. (1974) Johndhu yukurrana Lakarangala dhäwu, ga Liya-Lupmarangala
Djesunha (the baptism of Jesus). Canberra, B.S.A.
Comic publication with color cover & single colour illustrations:
Ross et al. (1979) Abraham Canberra, B.S.A.
Ross et al. (n.d.) Paulwalanguwuy Dhäwu' M.B.A. Print
.

Comics (with full dour illustrations) on stories from the Gospels and
Epistles:
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Ross et al. (1975) Djesunydja Dhuwala Ganydjarr-umurru Canberra, B.S.A.
Ross et al. (1974) Bill Malng'thurrunana (lost & found stories) Canberra,
B,S.A.
Ross et al. (1975) Walngakunharamirri Dhawal-wuyangina Ngilimurrunggu
(The Christmas story) Canberra, B.S.A.
8. Small publications of Bible selections, with some black & white illustrations:
Ross et al. (1978) Dhäwit wängawuy dhiyakuy, ngurruthanhara wal'ngu
(Genesis 1-3) Canberra, B.S.A. Originally printed on gestetner by
mission. As well as:
Ross et al. (1979) Thessalonians; (n.d.) Ephesians; (1976) Selected Parables;
(1976) Selected Psalms,' (1977) Jonah; (1973) Selections from Genesis
12 and Isaiah 9.
9, Booklets written by Yolngu working in the Yirrkala Adult Education and
Linguistic Centre:
Yunupingu, Wuyuwa (1974) Moseskalanguwuy Dhäwu Ngunhi Ngayi
Yothungga Yana (The Story of Moses). Illustrated by Djilirrma
Mununggurr, Yirrkala.
Mununggurr, Djilirrma (1974) Badayala'wu Yukurra Larruma (Searching for
the Light). Illustrated by Djilirrma Mununggurr. Yirrkala.
10. Early Biblical selections printed locally on a Gestetner:
Ross et al. (n.d) Djesu rakunydhina ngilimurrungu (sic) ga buluyi ngayi
walnathina (The Easter story) from Luke & Acts.
Ross et al. (n.d) Godkungu Walngamirri Dhäwu Johngungu Wukirriwuy. The
good news about Jesus written by John: Part 1. Djesu Dhäruk
Walngamirri ga D]ai'raawun ngilimurrunggu ('Jesus is the word of life
and the light for all people').
Ross et al. (n.d.) Godkungu Walngamirri Dhuawu Johngungu Wukirriwuy:
Djesuyu marnggikuma lakarama nganyapinyay ngayi, ga gunhu'nha
nhannguway Bäpa'mirringunha, ga Birrimbirrnha PvIarrparangmirrinha
('Jesus teaching about himself, and God the Father and the Holy
Spirit').
Ross et al. (n.d.) Dhuwalanvdja djorra' dhäruk wukirriwuy Jameskungu (The
Epistle of James).
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Ross et al. (n.d.) Dhuwalanvdja djorra' dhäruk wukirriwuy Paulwungu,
yolngu'yolnguwu wängalili yäkulili Clossaelili (Epistleo the
Col ossians).
Ross et al. (n.d.) Märr-ngamathinyamirri Lakarama dhäwu (1 John).
Ross et al. (n.d.) 1 Timothy.
A 335 pages of selections of the Gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke and
John:
Ross et al. (1978) Djesuwalanguwuv Ngamakurru Dhäwu (The Life and
teachings of Jesus). Canberra, B.S.A.
Complete New Testament:
Ross et al. (1985) Godkunydja Dhäruk YuLana Gai'ngu Dhäwu'-nherraara
(literally: God's Word about the New True News'), Canberra, B.S.A.
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Scripture translations and religious materials produced in
WARLPIRI.
Four translated selections from the Gospel of Mark including:
Swartz et al. (1980) Jijajikirli: Mark 2 (literally: 'About Jesus: Mark 2').
Darwin, Wycliffe Bible Translators (W.B.T.).
Swartz et al. (1980) Jijajikirli: Mark 3 (Mark 3:1-6 and verses 20-35). Darwin,
W.B.T.
Swartz et al. (1980) Jijajikirli: Mark 4 (Mark 4:1-20, 35-41). Darwin, W.B.T.
Swartz et al. (1980) Jijajikirli: Mark 5. Darwin, W.B.T.
Swartz et al. (1985) Jesus -kirli ngurrju yimi k

yirrarnu Mark-rlipukungkaju

(literally: 'Good news about Jesus that Mark wrote down in a book';
whole Gospel with map).
Paraphrased Old Testament stories, with colour illustrations:
Swartz et al. (1980)Yipurayamurlu (The story of Abraham). Darwin, W.B.T.
Swartz et al. (1981) Nawakurlu (The story of Noah). Darwin, W.B.T.
Swartz et al. (1984) Jonah-kurlu (The story of Jonah). Darwin, W.B.T.
Paraphrased New Testament stories with colour illustrations:
Swartz et al, (1983) Wirrayakurlu kujakwia Jurnta yanu kirdanyanuku (The
Prodigal Son). Darwin, W.B.T.
Swartz et al. (1984) Jesus palkajarrija (The Christmas story). Darwin, W.B.T.
Colouring books with limited text:
Swartz et al. (1980) Kamparruwivi Jukuripakuju (literally: 'Before the
Dreamtime'; about the Creation story). Darwin, W.B.T.
Swartz et al. (1985) Kaaturlu kuruwarrirla vungu Moses-ku (literally: God
gave the designs to Moses'; taken from Exodus). Darwin, W.B.T.
Translations of a selection of Genesis in the Old Testament:
Swartz et al. (1983) Nyurruwivi kuja kaaturlu ngurrjumanu ngura manu walya
(literally: 'Long ago God made the earth and sky'; Genesis 1 2:3,
illustrated). Darwin, W.B.T.
-

Swartz et al. (1985)Genesis-kurlu: Jukurpawangur1awiyi kuja kaaturlu ngurrju
manu yalkiri manu walva (literally: 'About Genesis before the
Dreamtime when God made the sky and the earth'; Genesis 1 25:11).
Darwin, W.B.T.
-
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An illustrated songbook containing 36 translated Christian songs:
Swartz et al. (1986)Yunparnirliparla Purlapa Wapirraku Pu/ku Pinjakarrarlu
('Singing to God'). Darwin, W.B.T.
Single sheet with the 'Lord's Prayer':
Swartz et al. (1990) Jesus-ni Kangalpa Pinarni-mani God-ku Wanganjaku
(literally: Jesus teaches us to pray'; ). Darwin, W.B.T.
Mini-Bible with selections of Genesis and portions of the Gospels and
Epistles:
Swartz et al. (1992) Yimi-nvayirni-wangu God-kur/angu (literally: 'True story
belonging to God'). Canberra, B.S.A.
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APPENDIX 4
Two official Models of Bilingual Education for N.T. Schools

YEAR

MODEL 1 FOR A BILINGUAL SCHOOL

MODEL 2 FOR A BILINGUAL SCHOOL

YEAR

7

20%

80%

7

20%

80%

6

20%

80%

6

20%

80%

5

20%

80%

5

20%

80%

4

20%

80%

3

20%

80%

4

50%

3

-

50%
40%

60%

2

2

30%

1

ro

TRANSITION

20%

AN
40%

1
TRANSITiON

PRESCHOOL

50%
•-

•

30%

PPE•
SCHOOL

fl

INSTRUCTION THROUGH
MOTHER TONGUE

INSTRUCTION THROUGH
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

Source: Handbook for Aboriginal Bilingual Education in the Northern Territory (1986:15)
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APPENDIX

5

Current Official Bilingual Programs in N.T. Schools

91:NOUAL EDUC

SCHc*JI.S AND ABORIGINAL LANGUAGES IN THE LITERACY PROGRAM

SYSTEM

SCHOOL

N

lGovernment

1 Marungrda C.E.C.

Darwm

LANGUAGES
11.
2.

Ka.erre

Al ce SOrings

11981

11974

ICatholic

Tiwi

ICatholic

Murrinh-Parha

1976

lGovernment

15.

Maung

11973

i5. GaIwinku C.E.C.

I Government

16.

DIamnarrpuyngu

11974

6 MIngirro C.E.C.

Government

17.

Guoapuyngu

1973

7 Yrrcala C.E.C.

Government

Dhuwaya and thatects

1974

6. 3arur.ga C.E.C.

1 Government

9. L.ajarnrarru C.E.C.

Government

10 Yuendumu C. E.C.

Government

I Government

Nyrrpi

-.

Nthebcana

Mrupry..l'w

4, Warruwi

East Arn7en1

11986

2 St. Theress NqLraJ
3. O.L.S H. Wadeye

COMMENCED

Burrara

f

Krol

11976

Warlpir

liqu

Wartor

JI974

Warlpiri

11986

12.WillowraC.E.C.

_Government

Warlpiri

11977

13.Areyonga

_Government

111.Pitantatara

11973

14. Docker River

lGovernment

Ptjanr1a11ara

1979

1'Ttic'fltfetlol4_rIpwi

1983

Independent

115_Yiprinya

Western Arrernte
13

.

rural Arrernte

14.Luritja
-.

is. EasternArrernte

1949

16.Ltyentye Ae4e

_Catholic

17.Papunya

lGovernment

18.Watyawanu

_Government

PapurmyaLuritla

1981

19_M_B.rnmgharaHomrelar,dCentre

1Govemsmerrt

PapunyaLurtja

1981

20. HaasisBluff

_Government

PapunyaLurija

11974

21. Walurigurnr.i

_ Government

-

1984

17.Prriupi/Lurt1a

Source: N.T. Bilingual Education Newsletter. No: 90-1:7
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APPENDIX 6
YAN, Number I
Page No. Title of Article

Language

Text type

Illustration

Purpose

Cover YAN Number one

Engl./Gumatj

Content list

WWII photo

Highlight

1

From the Principal

2
3

Notes from the Editors
Notes from the Editors

English

Letter

Photo
Inform
(of principal)
[Informing 'Yolngu readers and friends' of 'new community newsletter' & urging potential
contributors]
Gumatj
Gumatj

Note
Note

Photo
Photo
(of editors)
[Notes of announcement about the commencement of this new adult newspaper]

Announce
Announce

4-5
Conferencebuv Dhäwu
English
Talk
Photo
Inform
at Laura Dance Festival
(writer with son)
& Advocacy
[Reproduction of talk given at international conference by writer, about how the new school
curriculum can help keep strong 'the traditional patterns of knowledge and respect']
5

Code-mix
Notice
Thank
(Engl ish/Rirratjingu)
[Thankyou note to all ('bukmak yolngu ga balanda Gurrutumiwarra') for 'caring and
sharing together' at 'the most recent Rirratjingu funeral']
6-7

-

Djiij'pu

-

Gumatj

Explanation

3 photos
Educate
(of tree)
[Explanation to readers about the significance and use of the djia'pu tree, and the long
existence of a particular djia'pu in the community
8-9
Djambuwal:
Diglot
Explanation
3 photos
Educate
Yirrkala School Mural
(Gumatj/English)
(of mural)
/Highlight
[Explanation & interpretation of the meaning of 3 school murals. The people who provided
the mural design, story and painting are all acknowledged]
10-17 Yolngu Miringii
Diglot
Recount
5 photos
Highlight
World War Ii
(Gumatj/English)
/Explanation map & table
/Educate
[Information & explanation about the unacknowledged involvement of 51 Aboriginal men in
the 'NT Reconnaissance Unit' in WWII, with a table highlighting local men involved]
18-19 Treaty

English

Note

3 photos
Inform
/Celebrate
[Informing about the recent World Council of Churches conference in Canberra, and
celebrating the involvement of the local 'Yothu Yindi' bands involvement in a call for
justice]
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Page No. Title of Article

Language

Text type

Illustration

Purpose

Inform
/Challenge
[Informing & sympathising over the unsuccessful struggle of the Larrakiya people for land
rights, and questioning the commissioner's ruling]
20-21 Land Rights News

English

Explanation

Photo & map

Inform
Photo
Gumatj
Report
Yolthu nguli yuwalktja
/Appeal
(of football star)
Dharrwa Nganitji luka?
[Explaining recent research findings on drinking habits of Aboriginal groups, and an
appeal to Yolngu and football fans to drink alcohol moderately, with the 'Drink Safe Poster'
of M. Rioli]
22-3

24

Marnggi nhe Yolngu?

Gumatj

Puzzle

24

Manikay

Gumatj

Advertisement
(for song tapes on sale)

-

Entertain
/Inform
Inform

Entertain
/Ce lebr ate
A celebratory poem by Binmila about her family home and its story-telling tradition]

24

Gunyangara

English

Poem

Language

Text type

-

YAN, Number 2
Page No. Title of Article

YAN Number Two

Illustration

Purpose

Aboriginal Commemorate
flags (drawn)
Inform
Photo
Note
Gumatj
Note from the Editors
1
(of editors)
[Friendly appeal to all to contribute articles for the new YAN paper, and where to send them]

Cover

English

Caption

Educate
Explanation Flags
/Celebrate
(on cover)
[Commemorating 20 years of the Aboriginal flag, plus an explanation of who designed it and
the meaning of its symbols]

1

Cover Story

Gumatj

2

From the Principal

Gumatj

Letter

Appeal
Photo
(of principal)

[Rhetorical appeal to parents to send their children to school]
Inform
Explanation
Diglot
(Gumatj/English)
[Explanation by one editor of the meaning of Yän, and the purpose of the Ya.n 'magazine']

3

YAN

-

Inform
Explanation Map
Diglot
South Australia moves
(of Australia)
(Gumatj/English)
to Save Languages
[Information about how many languages are already lost in Australia, and current efforts
in S.A. 'to save several local Aboriginal languages from extinction']

4-5

Appeal
Photos
Advocacy
Gumatj
Concerned
(of writers)
Miyalkkurruwurru [women]
[Appeal by 4 women to all dear relatives ('dhuwala marrkapmirri walala gurruumirri')

6

to remember their obligations & attachments to other local clans]

12
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Page No. Title of Article

Language

Text type

Illustration

7

Dhäla wo Nhä?
Gumatj
Explanation Drawing
[Totem or what?!
(of walrus)
[Discussion & questions about the the walrus totem (wangarr)]

Purpose
Educate
/Entertain

8-11 Galmak B/limb/I Ngurruviri:
Diglot
Song &
photo
Preserve
Gälpu Milkarri
(Gum atj/Engl)
Explanation (totem on bark)
/Educate
[Galmak is the sacred home of the python: a Gblpu totem. Article is a Reproduction &
interpretation, by Merrkiyawuy Ganambarr, of a Galpu women's dreaming of the rainbow
serpent, the totem of her mothers clan]
11
Gumatj
Lament
Highlight
[A lament by Gaymala Yunupingu about the passing away of her mother, and the return to her
spirit home at Wititj]
-

12-13 NAIDOC Week

-

English

Captions

5 photos
(of march)

at Nhulunbuy: 2-6/9/91
14

Entertain
/Celebrate

BRACS

Diglot
Notice
photo
Inform
(Rirratjingu/English)
(of writer)
/Celebrate
[Announcement, with information, about the commencement of Broadcast to Remote
Aboriginal Communities Scheme (BRACS), consisting of local Aboriginal television & radio
at Yirrkala]
15 Nathilingu wakir'wuv Dhäwu
Gumatj
Narrative
drawing
Highlight
[Camping story of long ago]
[A tribute to Yolngu in the old days when there were no cars or planes, and they used to
walk very long distances, whether hunting or for visiting in far away places such as Darwin]
16-17Yo/ku Dhuwalanvdja Djorra?
Gumatj
Explanation
photocopies
Entertain
[Whose paper is this?]
(of old certificates) /Reminisce
[Reproduction, with explanation. of 5 old certificates won by local Yolngu at the 1969
Eisteddfod and a 1972 sports pentathlon event, run by the Welfare Division' of the
Aboriginal Education Branch]
18
Yothu Yindi
English
Comment
photo of band Celebrate
[A celebratory note about the local band Yothu Yindi 'being in the news again' with their
MTV award winning video clip]
19

Rock Singer Teaches
a Curriculum of Life

English

News clip

20

HYpothetical

English

Explanation

photo
Celebrate
(of lead singer)
[Reproduction of an article that appeared in the newspaper The Canberra Times, about the
double roles led by Mandawuy Yunupingu as a lead singer and the principal of Yirrkala
school]
-

Inform
/Highlight

[Announcement. and explanation of the types of activites conducted by Yolngu teachers in
the local school, such as hypotheticals and debating, which can help make Yirrkala a good
place]

Life education Centre
20
Gumatj
Announcement
Inform
[Announcement, with some explanation, of a future visit to Yirrkala of a health education
unit]
-
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ae No. Title of Article

Lanua.e_

Text tvoe

1

Illustration

P

Marnggi Nhe Nunhi
Gumatj
Quizz
Entertain
[Do you know about..]
/Inform
A challenge, from the two editors, to see if anyone knows anything about the shy Logger
head turtle (Glirun) that used to be hunted in the old days]
1

-

Diglot
Warning
Warn
Drawing
(Gumatj/Engl) notice
(of stinger)
Warning from the editors, for people to take care, because that time of the year is coming
when the two stinging jellyfish (Gaywarr & Rra:tjung) are around, the same time as the
nuch liked kingfish (Nguykal)I
-

2-23 Milngurr

(Water)

Gumatj

Inform
photo
/Highlight
(of bark)
Explanation. by Raymattja Marika-Mununggiritj, of the Yolngu metaphor about water
Milngurr), and how it can be applied to teaching and learning in the schooll
Expalanation

4

Munyuku Manikay
Munyuku
Explanation
Inform
[Munyuku clan song]
Report by Gambali Ngurruwutthun, about recent research on Munyuku clan songs]

VAN,

-

Number 3

age No. Title of Article

Language

Text type

Illustration

Purpose

color photo
Celebrate
(of sunset)
Appeal
Gumatj
Note
photo
YAN Number Three
(of editors)
Friendly note from two Yolngu editors (Dhayirra & Nungki) announcing the completion of
his issue, and politely encouraging people to contribute to the paper]

Thver

YAN Number Three

Gumatj

Caption

Appeal
Gumatj
Note
Note, by Dhayirra & two Balanda staff of LPC, to tell all that Nungki (awunggurr) will be
eaving his job as Ya:n editor. It closes with a brief appeal to Nungki think about
eturning to his job]
-

-

Inform
photos
English
Report
ATSIC Regional Council
(of ATSIC members)
news from the chairman
A report by Wali Wunungmurra (chairman) of the local ATSIC Regional council on their
rogress and activities. The report opens with a Gumatj 'Hello' (Nhamirri nhe) & ends with
3umatj See you later (Nha:ma Yalala)]

1-3

Map & drawing Educate
Narrative
Diglot
& Photo of teller /Highlight
(Gumatj/English)
English text, by Nura Rupert from S.A. of a 'true story' about the dropping of bombs at
v1aralinga. and how it caused sickness and 'finished the country'. It was taken from the
rnabella magazine and translated into Gumatj by Lawunggurr]
-5

MARALINGA

Educate
7 line
Diglot
Narrative
5-15 Nganapurru
/Preserve
drawings
(Engl./Gumatj)
nalng',narama Balandanha
Runu'ngura Baman'
Reproduction of a transcribed & translated account of a true story by the late Wandjuk
\4arika. about the rescue of a white man' during WWII when he crashed on nearby Bremer
[sland]
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Page No. Title of Article

Language

Text type

Illustration

Purpose

16-21 Wänga ga rurnbal
Diglot
Explanation
3 photos
Educate
ng i//rn urru
(Gumatj/Engl)
(of local land)
[An explanation by Dhayirra Yunupingu of the spiritual significance of the land to Yolngu,
and how body-part metaphors are used to talk about the land in Yolngu Matha]
22-23 Dhirnurru:
English
Report
photo
Inform
looking after Yolngu Land
(of local site)
[A report explaining the formation and decisions of the Dhimurru committee and Gong
-Walu group, to control & monitor the recreational use of local Yolngu land by Balanda]
24

Yothu Yindi

25

Snake!!

English

Note

photo
Celebrate
(of band)
[A congratulatory note, by the editors, to the local Yothu Yindi band on their recent success
at the ARIA awards, and 'Good luck' wishes for their current tour in the USA]
Diglot
Notice
photo
Warn
(Gumatj/English)
(of snake)
/Educate
[A notice of warning to all about the coming of the dangerous time of the year when three
venomous snakes (a:rrpa', Dhambanjny & Ngamakulingu) come out for mating in the
tall grass]
26-27 Dingo and Wallaby
Diglot
Narrative
Entertain
Warrang ga Dhurn'thu,n
(Gumatj/English)
[Colloquial English account of a very funny 'true story told by a locally employed Balanda,
Paul La Fontaine, about the misfortune of a dingo. Translated into Gumatj by the editors]
-
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English text, by Raymattja Marika-Mununggiritj, from an (October-November
1989) Primary Gaitha Rom Workshop entitled:
The Land, the Song, the Dance, and the History of the Ancestor Wuyal.
For our Ga/tha Workshop the first place we visited was Nhulun. The
reason we chose Nhulun was because it was close by and easy for the
primary children to learn. We learnt the ancient and new history of events
that took place at Nhulun.
As we walked up the old path to the fop of Nhulun, Roy told us the
story of Wuyal the sugar bag man, who once roamed the area looking for
wild honey called Yarrpany.
As we reached the top of Nhulun we were shocked to see that it was
different, there was a big water tank, a tower, and a road. We thought
that it was all bush there.
Roy showed us the very spot where all the tribal elders of Yirrkala
once came together to do a Gaitha dance opposing the colonisat ion of
Ralanda. They were getting ready to go to the Supreme Court against
Nabalco over the proposed mining.
Anyway, there were negotiations made between the elders and the
balanda that they wouldn't touch Nhulunbuy or destroy the special grounds.
There were five special mounds up there called munbi, which represent
five clans, (larraqu, OOtiwuy, Rirrotiqu, Marrakulu and Golumala.
As we listen to the story we have come to a powerful area. This area
was called Mo/k or Gundimulk.
Roy stood at the end of the molk and then he told us a story of how
Mungurrawuy our grandfather was playing the didgeridoo and Mathaman
was singing with clapsticks and all the other ma/a leaders were dancing.
They were singing and dancing to the song of Wuyal, of the places he
roamed and of the names he gave for certain things and places.
As Roy was talking we could see that he was relating back to time and
for a moment the time stood still for us. He was transported back to
time, just by singing.
As he was singing the children started to join with him slowly
dancing and swaying to the beat of his singing. We were all feeling the
power surge through our bodies. It was an awesome, magical feeling.
It was if our elders, who has long since gone, was actually there
with us, because in Roy's mind they appeared there as it it was only
yesterday.
He was singing and crying, and at the same time thinking about all
the leaders that once stood at the very same spot; but it was at another
era.

Looking back now, we can see that what they were trying to do was to
win back the land for the future generations. The sad thing was that what
they presented to the magistrate was something that only us yolgu can
understand about our land. Because the magistrate didn't understand the
meaning and the importance of our land.
That is why yolr]u eduction is important for the future of these
children and other children so that they will educate the people in the
wider society nationally, and internationally about the importance of our
land and try to maintain our spiritual aspects and value of it so that it
will not get lost in the not too distant future.
Galupa was the second place we visited. We actually went to see the big dawu
tree and the history of the area and the specific names of all the rocks, water,
trees, and all the area itself.
The tree itself is called Dhanburama. It belongs to the dwelling spirit of that
area called Wu!uywu!uy who would sit by the tree crying and singing sadly at
night. The men used to go the tree in the daytime and decorate it with all sorts of
bush fruit like ba!kpoik and wâwuru, and beautiful shells from the beach at
The tree stands proudly tall in amidst the processing plant operation
Wartjapa.
owned by the Nabalco Mining Company.
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Galupa is a place known as tiargarr or Oharreg, a camping place (wakir
wage), where the first contact was made with Mascassans for getting trepang It
was processd and baked at these morgan - or dhornig malanya 5álwuy, which is

near Gurka'wuy, Butjumurru, Gun yorjara, Ga/upa.
So that is why it/s called Ohonrig or l'targorr, because the name literally
means earth oven. We also learnt the specific names of the rocks, like Rirraliny,

Nbgoypa, ttötkilju, Gunyipi, and of the water - Wuyati, and of the different places,
Na/i/a, Butjumurru, Bandirriya, Ga/ups, fjarrariyal, Cjanb irrkpuy, Gun yorjcno.
This place is yirritja. The other places we visited were all dhuwa, belonging
to Wuyal, the ancestor of the dhuwa clans.
Gdluru wos the third p/ace we came to after going to Ga/upa. We had
our lunch at Gbluru around midday, then we waited for Roy to come., This
place is one of the places which Wuyal the sugar bag hunter came through.
After Wuyal was at Mt Nhulun he pointed his gara (spear) Northwest The
direction he pointed to was Gâlunu.
Way, way, way back in time the sugar bag hunter Wuyal came here. He
carried with him a carrier fi/led with honey a/read mixed with water, that
had a special kind of grass called golpul used as a strainer.
As Wuyal came down to the beach he saw Dhamitjinya, that is East
Woody Island. He carried his water carrier and left it there. Now it is
known as a water hole Djepulupu/u which we sometimes go and drink from
when we get thirsty.
Wuyal stood on the top of those big rocks at Dhamitjinya, and /ooked
along towards Wallaby beach, and saw a huge cloud of bees swarming
together. He named the area Rombuy (after the swarm of bees) and
decided to go there.
Wuyal crossed over the creek. The currents swept past him., and he
called it Nyalawan. As Wuyal saw everything, he gave names, - rocks,
water, the waves, the scrub areas like Rirritji and lion gulk, and even the
oysters. They all come as one when yolgu sing about it.
A rocky part of that area is a sickness dreaming, like the land they are
fighting over at Coronation Hill. It is called Ojirag', and if we we eat
oysters from those rocks, we will get sick and have boils all over our
body.
Wuyal went to Loot, where the school sometimes goes hunting and for
picnics, and sat under the big trees there, near the waterhole That's why
it's called Lombuy, bcause his waterhole is near there. Those big trees are
still there.
Here are some of the specific names were learnt to do with Wuyal, and
the things he carried and the names he gave for special things.
The honey (yorrpony guku)
- (ioloitjigu, DjuL'urr-wir
rokpirrk
Vupingu, tti!ingu, l'tarniwona, Ojuwolorni
This terminology is used when
the honey is runny.
The surrounding waters around Gftluru
4ögorniny

-

Wuywuy gopu, Gomu/ur-ru,

The woter hole where Wuyal left his carrier full of honey and water
Gopu mogul], - Ojepulupulu Vagonydja
His water carrier (dhaniya) - Djurrp a_do, Wurondaka
The strainer inside the water carrier (gaipul) - Löworr, Girrikirri
The creek (gapu balwakmi) which leads to the sea, and the currents
inside the sea, - Guyurr-yuto, ffalumba, Wuythurnarra, Nyalowon,
Gangarotjpi, Dhurrmidhurrmi
The beach (raqi) - Gurrkurro, Ralirrinydji, Rag/mute, Ohulpirri
The rocks (gup_da) - 8u1unmirri, ftamurugu, ttanduroy
The trees (dharpa) - they represent the Djuwany people, ('tan ydjir,
ftowudul, Garromutjini, ftjadakarr, Vawunymarra
The mangroves (gathul) - Dhu!p,rri, Gurrkurra, Gathul-maka,
Rohinrnydji
The she//fish (minagoro) - from the rocks (aundapuy ffutunmirniwuy) Rrith;li, ffu/adida
- from the mangroves (gathulwuy) - Rrithili,
ffulodida, Gothul-m eke
Birritjimi was the second-last place we went to before going on to
Dimbuka.
This wage was originally all bush, and there were two special trees
which represented the two sacred Djuwany poles (also known as wirrkul
wulay) which Wuyal originally erected. They stood where the two special
trees once were.
8irriljimi was about to be forgotten, and another name was given to
the area - Wallaby Beach. So another heart-wrenching scene took place.
Away went the two special trees - the same thing happened yet again as
happened to the special mounds at the Nhulun mountain which were also
destroyed
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When Wuyal darned The final ritual of The
this is how Roy sang it, and the song is of Wuyals travel
ending before he left his Qimbuka, which literally means
a huge dilly bag, at Qirnbukcwuy. This is how Wuyal
danced and sang, according to Roy.

-

Ye...Yay'... Ye...Yay'... Ye...Yay'... Ye...Yay'...
Birrin yin Birrin yin Birrin yin Birrin yin
Birrin yin Sirrin yin Sirrin yin Birrin yin
E'.. Ay'... E'... Ay'...
Ye...Yay'... Ye... Yay'... Ye...Yay'- Ye,.. Yay'..
Birrin yin Birrin yin Birrin yin Birrin yin
5irrin yin Birrin yin Birrin yin Birrin yin
E'... Ay' . E'.. Ay'...

After Wuyal had danced the final dance of the Wirrkul ritual, he
turned towards Gftluru and Lom, and pointed his spear towards them. Then
he turned and looked towards Nhulunbuy,and pointed his spear again.
After doing that he turned and pointed his spear towards a place called
Dimbukawuy, and aimed towards it. This meant that Dimbuka would be his
next destination.
Dimbuko was the last place we saw and learnt of its history.
_Dimbuka means dilly bag, also known as marnig. These bags belong to
Wuyal; he carried it with him everywhere he went. If contained full of
djalpol and gapam ag_do (stone axes).
We went to Qimbuka on the bus with Roy, Raymattja, and the
teachers and some other elders. We had to get permission from the
Nabalco company to go there. When we got there everything was changed.
Dirnbuka stands lonely in amidst the man made wa/I which holds the red
mud ponds and between the man made lake of hot acid. Qimbuka rock as
the balanda call it, was fenced, surrounded by natural bush.
Roy told the story about when Wuyal f/n/shed his ritual ceremony at
Birritjim/ he came to Dimbuka, and he left his huge dimbuka dilly bag
stuffed full of honey. Today the remains of his dilly bag exist as a huge
granite rock as big as the school. We couldn't get inside the fence. Some
of the children started crying because they felt sorry to see the rock
behind the fence.
At Yirrkala after the excursions we listened to the story of Wuyal on
the tape. We tested the children for comprehension whether the children
still remembered the names of the places that Wuyal came across.
When he made his journey, was it recently or a long time ago?
he was carrying. How he
Where he went to - which places he named. What
came. What he had.
After lunch the children learnt the movement of the dances from
the tape which we got from the tape library.
The children also learnt about the line of the songs. The children
relived the history and journey of Wuyal through the dance and the song of
Wuyal. We will never forget this new experiente that Roy shared with us.
Thank you Roy for your help.
Rayrna (Ija
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APPENDIX 8
Dhatam' Gulun'ngu Gurarrthina (Dhatam' Grows Up in the Billabong)
Written by Merrkiyawuy Ganambarr, published by Yirrkala L.P.C. 1987.
Wangganvmi waluvu vothu' yäku Dhatam' dhawa/-wuvangina Wäkwakkungu.
One day a water-lily child called Dhatam' was born to Wiikwak.
Ben guya ngayi Wäkwaktja marrtjina ba/a bun gaya räkayna, bungaya ngayi..i..i..,
dhangang.
After that Wäkwak (her mother) went and got lots of water-lily nuts.
Rongiyinaya ngavi Wäkwaktja, nhängaya ngayi, Dhatam'rja gurrana
gal'kaiyunna, yurru ngayi wan gana marrtjina bitjanna garn':
"NgamaLa... ngamala... ngamaLa!"
When Wäkwak came back she saw Dhatam' crawling around singing out
"mummy! mummy! mummy!'.
"Way! Waku marrkapmi, dhuwaya ngarra nhuna ngapa-ranganminngga
gonha'yunava," bitjana ngayi wangana Wäkwaktja.
"Hey! My dear child. I left you when you were still a baby," said Wäkwak.
"NgamaLa, bivanu-ngupana ngarrana Djaykung 'thu, ba/a ngarra nhunguna
ngäthina." "Ga ... a ... a. ..a, yothuthu marrkap! Wanhaka dhika ngayi Djaykung'tja?
Ngarra nganyana wamba/ birrirri'vun."
"Mummy, the file snake frightened me, then I cried for you." "Oh! my dear child.
Where is that file snake? I'll twist his tail off."
Ngalindi ... i. ..i ga ngalindi ... i ... i ga ngaLindi-ngupana mail.ç/.a ninanaya; ngayi
Dhatam iva wirrku/thinana gurrarthina.
After many months went by, Dhatam grew up to be a teenage girl.
Wanganvmivu waluvu ngayi darramu nangu djälthina, yäku Gu/wai.
Ngavi balavi nangu D hatam 'tja nyarrmalng 'thuna.
One day a young man, whose name was Guiwani, fell in love with Dhatam.
He began flirting with Dhatam'.
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Yaka weyindja, ba/a nianda ngäthunminana, ga yothu'tja mazidaku Jurrkun':
märrma' miyalk, ga wanggany _darramu.
It wasn't long before the two had three children: two girls and one boy.
Ba/a wangganymiyutja, ngayi waluya dälna dhika dhuarrana, ga
gorrmur'thinana gapuya.
Then one day the sun was so strong that the water got very hot (and dried up)
Ba/a maijdaku yumurrku'tja raku'rakunydhinana. Ngayi Dhatam'tja
ngarhina.a. .a. .a, weyinna dhika, bala milkarriya djul'yunna wayanggavana
.

djamarrkuLi'wavana.
Then their little ones died. Dhatam' cried and cried. She cried for such a long time
that her tears flowed to her children and they became alive again.'
Ba/a wavaya bulu walnga'walngathina. Maa ngamaLa'minguya ga
bäpa'minguya wirrkina gongmina. Ga Lingguna.
They all had more life. Mother and father were so happy. The end.
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APPENDIX 9
Reproduction of the story of YIM(]RRA, by Dela Yunupingu.
(Appeared in serial form in issues of Yuana Dhäwu. in 1990, Yirrkala L.P.C.)

MURRA
H

aganymrrlyU wnluyu yothu go nhanr)u

fj

andmrrIr)u yukurrana nhrnano runholQ
Yöunybja r)unhi yothunydQ
Vpa!anho

only.

go qöndminniflunydja nhanr]u yáu
7

Munduka
Vo, nhinanybja maa qunhi yukurr'a

/

/

otharnriwnhO mondo, bäyquflo mQQQkU
qatha wa rrupiyo wurnllyunaraWU
'ay wou, gunrrma dhoqu ayun
wurpi yunomln bay, go rjoyum djöi nhugu
nhunu borkthu flunho dhalimbum wuIIIyufl
flay,' bitjan nhanr]u flöfllmIrrIflunydJo woro

H

GrT
'

H,

moio luth, go goij turrnhc
Djoaw b;tjan wãr)onydjo,

)

/

,

(

)

ayi Vimunydjo

J J

gai]gothirr;, nhãma
wäqanydjo wiripuno djombinc

I tv '
-

-

...

/

L

-

L'

yukurro nhãmo mel
birrtoyunu

dhawa t thunna go

8urrumitpa nhano

l
-

%

morrtji. Bulunydja qoyi
wotthun nhomo goyunydja
gulkuno yurru
dhukarrttunyorcno rIiInhyI
yuifluflydjo DhOrra rc,'i

/

-

I

mcna

otamiriwnha, gapur.o yanc

:-._-

runtu

rjc/l

BUrruPltpoyunydja nhanr)u
yuwolk dhowu lutoramo
eala qayl dhunupcno yãno

morrtjina-wola. tlarrtjina bala qoyl yãna linygu..., dhorrnha nhãma r)oyi
mathu-rona yurru gurrl)annha bãymana dIikit

LI ] Q LI
ILA

/

Vimurronydjo wotthun, nbäma Mändanhanydja gor)djo galkthinyorono bob
flcndlmirrir)uwuno wdthun, r'di, morrkapmlrni, dokul mdrror]o wodutja',
bltjon Munduko'yunydja woogonynha dhäruk qämo bola dokulny'tja gothan
Vimurrawobano, yurru qoyi qonya gulkkulkthuna gay, worrpam'thuno wonany

r1'

)

dhumbul'kumono gonhona royi borrworryun nhino rokunynho 501a

I Mundukony'tjo go Vimurronydjo dhongiyunmirrinc go wirrkno floy-djubqthl
Nhino mondo manymokkumono, yakano mondo bulunydja marrya'yirri bibi mar
t]unhi wirrkino iuunydjoyIflo
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APPENDIX 10
Wirliyajarrayi Ngu rrju Yimi 1989.
Page
No.

Article: title, content, author

Language

Function

1-2

Head Teachers Report 1989 with photo and text
about years school events
2
photo & text about a new Warlpiri worker at the
school
3
Ngaiu-nvangu Yimi Graduation-parnta
[My Story about the Graduation]
photo and text by a graduant about the recent
locally held Batchelor RATE graduation ceremony
4
Ngaiu-kurlu yimi [My Story]
photo & text written by a teacher trainee about
a course she recently attended at Batchelor
College
4-5
Pama-kurlu [About Alcohol], illustrated text,
by a local woman telling people how bad it is to
take alcohol and marijuana
6
N2aiu-kurlu Yimi [Story about Me]
text by non-Aboriginal teacher about her
life & teaching experience before she came to
Willowra to teach
7
Yirara Fete-kirli [about Yirara Fete]
text by local teacher about her trip to a recent
fete at Yirara College in Alice Springs
7
Farewell Willowra. photo & text by a
non-Aboriginal teacher departing
8
BRACS. photo and two texts by two local young
men informing about the new installation of a
local TV station
9
Text & illustration by Selma about BRACS
(the new local TV station)
9
Answers to cross-word (at back of mag.)
10
My Story about Mt. Barkley School
Photo & text by local teacher about her work
at Mt. Barkley school
Pirrarni manyu-kurlu [Yesterday's fun]
11
Text by a young woman about yesterday's
basketball game
12
Batchelor-kurlu [About Batchelor]
Photo & 2 texts by two women about their recent
attendance at Batchelor College with other
Aboriginal people
13
RATE Field Study, photo & text by teacher trainee
of a recent field trip to Yirrkala in the N.T.
1 4- 1 5 Nyampuiu wanapi-kirli ngula yanu ouluku-ku
Alan Springs manu Wave Hill-kirra
Illustrated transcribed text, with map, of an
'oral history' story told by Japaijarri, an older
Warlpiri man, about his work as a stockman over
40 years ago.
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English

-

Warlpiri

Social action
-to highlight

Warlpiri

Social action
-to highlight

Warlpiri

Social action
-to inform

Warlpiri

Social action
-for change

Warlpiri

Social action
-to inform

Warlpiri

Social action
-to inform

English

-

English

-

Warlpiri
Warlpiri

Social action
-to inform
Entertain

English

-

Warlpiri

Entertain

Warlpiri

Social action
-to inform
Social action
to inform

Warlpiri

Culture
maintenance

Warlpiri

-

Page
No.

Article: title. content. author

Language

Function

16

Ngaiunvanu Yimi/Story about Myself
Photo & 2 texts by literacy worker about her
Diglot
training and what work she does
(Wip & English)
17
School Secretary-kirlangu Yimi [Secretarys story]
Photo & text by school secretary about her duties
Diglot
as a secretary
1 8-2 1 9 uncaptioned photos of local children and adults
during recent events and activities at Willowra
22-23 Purlapa-kurlu [About a Ceremony]
Transcribed and illustrated Jukurrpa text,
told by an old Warlpiri woman about a ceremony
or corroboree held long ago
Warlpiri
24
CDEP, photo & text by two female CDEP workers
outlining what work is done with CDEP money
Warlpiri
25
Garage-parnta [About the garage]
Photos & transcribed interview reporting on who
works in the local garage and what work they do
Diglot
25
Jawingi-Parnta [About Sewing]
Report about who works in the sewing centre
and what they do
Warlpiri
26
Illustrated text by female office worker telling of
the benefits of CDEP over unemployment.
(similar content to Warlpiri text on page 24)
English
26
Creche-parnta [About the Creche]
Photo plus a text reporting who works in
the local creche and of recent acquisitions
Warlpiri
27
Plumbing, photo plus text by the local plumber,
stating who works with him, what they do, and
how hard he himself has worked
English
27
Puluku-kurlu [About Cattle]
Illustrated text stating who does stock work
and other work they do, fixing bores etc.
Warlpiri
Willowra Health Clinic Photo with text by a local
28
health worker reporting when she began as a
health worker and all the things she has learnt
and does in her work
English
29
Paj ikiti - puurlu-parnta/B asketball -news
Photo plus two texts by a young woman stating
that there is a now a basketball court at Willowra,
who the teams consist of, and when they play
Diglot
30-1 4 illustrated recounts of experiences told by very
young school children, and hand written by their
teacher, but individually authored
Warlpiri
32-3 4 texts written by older school children about a
school hunting excursion, with accompanying
photographs. Individually authored
Warlpiri
34-6 5 computer-written texts, with illustrations, by
young school children, about hunting trips or
fun in the camp, individually authored
Warlpiri
37-8 4 hand-written and illustrated recounts by young
school children about hunting trips or camp
events, individually authored
Warlpiri
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Social action
-to highlight
Social action
-to highlight

Culture
maintenance
Social action
-to highlight
Social action
-to highlight
Social action
-to highlight

Social action
-to highlight

-

Social action
-to highlight

-

Social action
-to highlight

Entertain

Entertain
& highlight
Entertain
& highlight
Entertain
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age
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Language

Article: title. content. author

The Motorbike, illustrated text by a male school
boy recounting a recent conflict in the camp
with a motorbike
A group written letter from 3 older school boys
0
to a Conservation Commission worker, thanking
him for taking them on a trip, and asking for
more trips. Illustrated with a wallaby photo
A Find-a-word puzzle, plus a scrambled-letter
1
puzzle
2-3 Nyampuiu-kurduku yinalu manyungka yirrarni
[This is a fun thing for children]
A Cross-word puzzle with clues
3 uncaptioned photos of local people
4

& highlight

9
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Function

English

-

English

-

Warlpiri

Entertain

Warlpiri

Entertain

APPENDIX 11
English text and sample pages of WAI YERLITTA, by Snooky Varcoe
(produced and printed at Kaurna Plains School, Adelaide, 1990).
Title: BUT DAD!
Hurry up son! Get out of bed, you cant sleep all day!
But Dad, I'm tired!
Hurry up son! Go and have your shower!
But Dad, the water ain't hot!
Hurry up son! Eat your breakfast!
But Dad, I want Weet-bix, not toast!
Hurry up son! Go and get dressed!
But Dad, I can't find my shoes!
Hurry up son! It's too late now to do your homework!
But Dad, We got home too late last night!
Hurry up son! Put your lunch in your bag!
But Dad, I want to buy my lunch today!
Hurry up son! Get in the car, you're late for school ag
But Dad! It's SATURDAY!

Nganta YerHburka!
Ngatpa padnipadnittingga!
Ninna kidlalla tundarrH
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APPENDIX 12
Selections from booklet: Narrunga, Kaurna & Ngarrindjeri Songs.
(written and compiled by the Ngarrindjeri, Narrunga and Kauma Languages
Project , Adelaide, 1990).

16. FM NUNGA AND
I'M PROUD OF IT.

thurrtr or mars
ke:li or gadti
nakun or nakatja
ngali or ngadli
i ts all so corttuSing, but

But is it

Ngarrindjeri
& Narrunga

,

Na

An Engltsh, Ngarrindjeri and
rurrga sort;
By 100w Agos, Mallen Stewart, Leig Newlon &
Kalrrryrr Gale. © 199

po:rli or gunganya
rni:mint or ngangki
krayi or batla
pulgi or wadli
irs all so confusing, Out

2 But is it
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way

A

E
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B7,
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B7
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mart

B

keull

or

gadll.

all

so

nakun

Or

B7

l-H
Ilgali

rhakaita

or

ngadtl7

its

I'm N4unga and I'm proud of it
Nurtga through and through.
I'm Ngarrindferl and Narrunga
And prob'Iy Kaurna too
The language that we yanun with
When our relations stay
Irs ours to speak and call our own
You can never take it aWay.
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Namunca

Nmmsrrindie,i

yanun

talk, Say

thunri
k:li
nakun
ngali
potrli
ml:rninl
krayl
pUlgi

harmS
Wig
sale
us 2
ctold

woman
soalre
hc00e

mara
gadli
nakatla
ngadli

gangaoya
ngangki
balla
wadir

hand
we

us 2
child
woman, girl

Intake
tar.rse

—:7T

N ga rrindj e r i
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NO:RI & NULDURI

32.

A Ngarrirrdtenr song cased On a tcgarnndieh
dreaming story wnrflxn 9Own by Taplrn)'
Music be Marten Slewan C 1990
(assisted by Chester Sctruld & Rob hereof':
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Kar tuptt an marmar,
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lire pelicans bsoeo or
the laoe and Caught some thuken (sn They carried the hsh
to Point Sturt
'lrcangol Then tire magpies erode a foe to cook the liso The
greedy magpies men stole The
e celicans were angry win
the magpies, and tney tOugnt. The magpies were roiled to
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ashes, worth maCe bern 51001r Then, the pelicans were smeared
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puritan
pelicans
magpie
magpies
fish
IsO ipiural,
honey bream
greedy
bacu
monte
to become white
angry i-nhratdil
to taeconrre angry
Cecatrre angry
lire
.0.10 the tire
lace
in the lace

Point

Start

a: point Stun

ngerlun
ngenttr
morokun
niorokir
tupun
tupir
trgungyen
50,000
flamurarr,b
petan
petlr
rr,er,dhu,r
rrrendtrrr
plogkurr
pingkrr
en
dun
kar

Wunyar no:rar

wanyitwanyl

to COld, hon
caught
to take, pet
took. got
to carry
Corned
to light a hre
tO CQok
for cooking
10 steal
stole
to tight
tougril
to tall
fell
so, thus
to be, extol is
hey
darn
then

wanyarlfeunyar

than they
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petlr
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No:rar neir ulangk, kar morokir an ma:coar
Kar tupir an rna:mar, kar tuplr an ,T'ta:rnar Ttpartgk
Wanyar muldurar ngurtgyun namuramb an ma:rnar
Wunyar pulkeri rnuidurar petir an ma:rnl
Wunyar no:rar ngrakuwaltr, wunyar no:rar muldurar
rnendhrir
Kar pirogkir muldurar prukungai wunyar kirtemtn
Wunyar no:rar palpiwalun lun etun thukenl
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APPENDIX 13
Selections from:
Commemorating 10 Years of the Pitjantjatjara Land Rights Act
November 1991 (Cd by Aangu Pitjantjatjara, Alice Springs, 1991)

psd

Douglas Baker speaks:
Dr Coombes was with us in the fight for our land. When w
were superintendents in all our communities And Dr Coombes came along an
Pitjantjatjara Council."
us. We talked and said, "Maybe we could start a council - the
Everyone from Eritabella took up for t/te idea and lots of usfrom the communities in
between also. Those of us from Amata promoted the idea. And so 1/ten we put all our
energies into seeking rights to our own land speaking very strongly. This all began
when Mr. Bushridge was living at Amota. And he and others helped us in our cause.
Charlie llyatjarilu wartgkanytja:
Uwa nganana nganmanypa mu laps
superintendetst-angka nytnangi. Munula
Amatala itingka Mutjarala wangkatigi
munula kutira wangkangu. Ka Mr.
Busbridge.anya ngananata riytnangi
munu watjanu, "Uwa, nyurampa ngura
utjunu." Kala watjanu, "Nganana
mukuringanyi tJitJi tjutaku minyma
Ijutaku ngura tiyangatja liipintjikilja."
Munula anu nganana nguraritja tjuta Dr
Coombes-alakulu munula watjanu. "Ai
Dr Coombes, ngura nganampa utjunu
kala uwankara pulkara wartgkanyi
mantaku. Nyangatja ngura mania
nganampa." Ka tjana watjanu, "Mining
Contpany'ngku panipuntja wiya
nyurampa ulpuru katuija." Ka unngutja
kulu nganampa mania.

r'

p.,.
t..
,

Charlie llyatjari speaks:
Yes that's rig/it, it was way back when
we lived tinder a superintendent. And we
met together near Amata at Mtitjara and
had discussions. And Mr. Busbridge was
yy,
Charlie tlyatjari.
there with us and lie said, Yes, it
true, your land has been reduced." And we said, "We want to regain all the land that
is ours for our women and children.' And so we land owners went to Dr Coombes and
it back.
said, "Dr Coombes, our land has been reduced, and we are allfighting to get
It's our own land." And they said, "Mining Company's ca,tnot touch the surface of
your land," But underneath the ground is also our land.
Ka nganana tungunpungkula pulkara Ijanala wangkangi piranpa tjutangka nganampa
mauttaku. Munula nganaria malarigka waitutarittgu munula uwankara rtgaalypa
ngatiaurupa lipiringu ngatiattanya ngaalypa utjun.nyatigka. Munula watjanu, "Nganana
nganarnpa ngura Ijura nganampa l-lotnelastd." Ka nganampa kuwari wankara wins
ngarat'iyl.
And so we relentlessly continued to speak out strongly to the Europeans for the rights
to our own land. And at last we won out, and now we could take deep breaths after
having been allowed only short breaths for so long. And we decided to return to our

homes there. And so now our land has been made alive and
Uwa, nganaii,-e•palula arangka Pitjajantjara Council Ijunu. Ka ljinguru Ivan
Bakemya Chairman nylnangi superintendent-angku kanyinyangka Amatala. Paluru
nganananya rifle'ngka revolver-ngka pulkara ngululpai papa nganampa tjuta paula,
Kala ngaltutjara tuna palijura anangi tjanampa pulkara nguluringkula. Palu kuwari
nganana free, nganampa clear ngaranyi nganampa manlangka.
Yes, it was at that time that we formed the Pitjantjatjara Council when maybe Ivan
Baker was the chairman at Amala when it was being run by a superintendent. The
superintendents would really frighten us with their r/fles and revolvers shooting our
dogs. And we, poor things, would run away on foot in great fear. But now we are free
there is nothing to hurt us here on our land.
Douglas Bakerlu wangkanytja:
Nganana uwankara pukulpa nyinanyi panya nyanga alutjikitjangku nganana mania
ntantJinu munula Homeland tjulangka kuwari nyinanyi anangu winki. Ka kurjupa tjuta
panya palularu nyinanyi Community pulkangka. Wilanku mania nyangaija. Munula
kuwart mania nyangatja mantjinrjaijanungku nganana angatjura kanyinena nganampa
nganana mantjintja.
Douglas Baker Speaks:
We are all very happy because it was for this reason that we got back our land, and
lots of us are now back living in our homelands. Others have stayed where they were in
the big communities. This land is our stomach. And now having got this land we must
protect it and keep it ours.
Ka ngayulu munu Pitjantjatjara Council Lawyer Phillip Toyne'nga rtgali Ngaanyatjarra
tjuta helpamilaningi ngapartji WA-ngka panya tiara Ngaanyatjara Council-ru pul.k'ara
helpamtlanu Pitjantjatjara tjuta munula mania uwankara manljinu. Tjara NT, tiara SA,
tiara WA Pitjantjatjara Counctitu tjungungku wangkaca, ka nganana Pitjantjatjarangku
mania nganampa SA-ngka manljinu munula AP kuwari nyinanyi. Nganana mania
mantjintjanu pukulpa uwankara.
I and the Pitjantjatjara Council Lawyer Phillip Toyne helped the Ngaanyatjarra
people in WA with their land rights struggle, because the Ngaanyatjarra Council gave
the Pitjantjatjara people a lot of help and we received the rights to all our land. The
Pitjantjatjara Council, consisting of people from the NT, SA and WA, together spoke
up for our land rights and as a result we Pitjantjatjara people got our land here in SA
and now we are our own land holding body the Anangu Pitjantjatjara (Al'). We are all
very happy at having received the rights to our land.
Palu nganana Ijinguru ngula walarkuriku. Ngula nganana ljilpiringkuku. Ka nganananya
Mining tjulangku ngula rtgulura wariani. Palu witirala rawangku kanyinrna panya
nganananya ungu Freehold Title paper Govemmentalu Ijana kanyintjatjanungku. Ka
nganana kuwari ngananalta kanytni, munula pulkara atunymanannia kuwari
walarkunnytja wiyangku,nyunga 10 year.kuru kuiju ma'nyakula wiyaringkunytja wiya.
Nya.rtgaiigurula uwankara pukalartma, munula kanyinma rawangku kunpu tiwtjara
nyinanytjikitjangku panya piranpa kutjupa tjuta purunytju. Panya tjana ngura kuhjupa
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